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1. Introdution
The present thesis is another ontribution to the well studied theory of programveriation and speially translation veriation. Though this partiular area isapparently lassi there is still a great need for further theoretial onsiderationslike the ones presented here beause it turns out that { roughly speaking { theapproved theory does not ope with the pratial needs. On this aount it isadvisable to outline the urrent state of aairs at rst.The overall motivation is the fat that ompilers are one of the essential om-puting environments nowadays. Their use ranges from the traditional translationof higher programming languages over onversions between data formats of a largevariety to more reent appliations like the generation of WWW ontents fromdata stored in data bases (e.g. in ross media appliations like eletroni warehouses, web atalogs, searh engines et.). The rather inonspiuous use of om-pilers helps to get rid of arhiteture or system spei representations and allowsto handle data or algorithms in a more onvenient abstrat form. Without exag-geration, ompilers thus onstitute an indispensable ore tehnology for moderninformation soiety.In all these skethed senarios, however, there is a great demand for orretprograms, for orret translations and for trustworthy software in general, be itin the eld of safety ritial systems or to warrant privay in our ontemporarynetworked world.The theory underlying the syntati aspets of ompiler onstrution is well-understood and doumented in quite a number of text books (e.g. [1, 50, 76, 82,84℄). It is easily applied in pratie via automated tools like sanner and parsergenerators. This has made the onstrution of the syntati phases of ompilers(like sanners and parsers), whih has been a hallenge bak in the sixties andseventies, to a routine task nowadays.This is dierent for the semanti phases onerned with the question, whihoutput is to be generated for a given input. In this respet every translation taskrequires rather spei onsiderations and, due to the wide range of appliationsskethed above, no general approah is available or to be expeted for this problem.Even if one restrits attention to a more lassi task, the translation of higherprogramming languages whih will play the role of a running example throughoutthis thesis, there is still no generally followed approah, although some well-studiedframeworks like, e.g., ation semantis [58℄ exist. Of ourse muh is known oneÆient (and presumably orret) translation shemes and runtime environmentsand there is also a vast amount of literature on optimizations (see, e.g., the above
2 1. Introdutionmentioned textbooks and the more reent [59℄). But these onsiderations do notbuild on a onsistent, widely aepted semanti basis. As a onsequene, subtleerrors are present in generated ode and it is diÆult to fully understand whihproperties are guaranteed to transfer from soure to target programs, in partiularif aggressive optimization levels are employed in the ompiler. This is exempliedby the surprising results experiened by many ompiler users every now and thenwhen running generated ode.In many appliations errors and unertainties, although annoying, an be tol-erated. When ompilers are used to onstrut software for safety-ritial systems,however, the matter hanges dramatially. The mistrust in ompilers is one of thereasons why suh ode often is ertied on the level of mahine- or assembly-ode[43, 72℄. Trusted and fully-understood ompilers would enable a ertiation onthe soure language level whih would be less time-onsuming, heaper, and morereliable. From a pratial point of view, the ultimate goal of ompiler veriation[11, 28, 29, 35, 61, 66, 67℄ should be to improve on this matter.Every ompiler proof is in danger of burying the essential onsiderations undera mountain of tehnialities, whih ould seriously aet the redibility of the es-tablished orretness laim. (In our opinion, proofs based on operational semantisare partiularly sensitive to this danger beause suh denitions are by their verynature rather detailed and lumsy.) This alls for the employment of an abstratstyle of semantis in a ompiler proof. (Thus, in a ompiler proof an abstrat kindof semantis should be used.) On the other hand, it is important that the usedsemanti desription is rather lose to the intuition of the average programmer inorder to avoid errors resulting from misunderstandings or, seen from the perspe-tive of the programmer, errors in the formal semantis denition. As most peoplehave a rather onrete, operational intuition about the behavior of programs, theultimate referene point should thus be a rather onrete semantis.How an we resolve the obvious onit between the requirements of using anoperational as well as an abstrat kind of semantis? A remedy is the followingapproah: The operational semantis is dened rst and provides the ultimate ref-erene. In partiular, the orretness property to be established for the translationis interpreted in terms of the operational semantis. From the operational seman-tis, the more abstrat semantis to be used in the ompiler proof is derived. Thisinvolves dening the objets handled by the abstrat semantis in terms of theoperational semantis. Afterwards suÆiently strong properties of the abstrat se-mantis are established that allow to reason in the ompiler proof on the abstratlevel alone without diretly reurring to the operational denition. A partiularbenet of this approah is that the abstrat semantis to be used in the ompilerproof an be suited to the spei orretness property to be established.The most popular representatives in this regard are Dijkstra's so-alled wp- andwlp-transformers [17, 18℄ whih provide abstrations of an underlying operationalor relational semantis and whih allow a reasoning about program behavior ina denotational, i.e. ompositional, manner in the framework of prediates and
1. Introdution 3monotoni prediate transformers, i.e. on a state-free level.1 Colloquially speak-ing, for a program , the weakest preondition prediate transformer wp: suitsto a so-alled notion of total orretness of  and the weakest liberal preonditionprediate transformer wlp: to a so-alled notion of partial orretness of . Whatdistinguishes wp: from wlp: and onsequently total from partial orretness isregular (suessful) termination. For the purpose of this motivation, however, itsuÆes to note that a program is totally orret w.r.t. a preondition  and apostondition  i it is partially orret w.r.t. these onditions { i.e. if  starts ina state satisfying  and if  delivers a regular result at all then this result satises { and if it terminates regularly for all initial states satisfying the preondition.2 Consequently, a state satises the weakest preondition of  w.r.t. poston-dition  , i.e. wp:: , i it satises the weakest liberal preondition of  w.r.t.postondition  , i.e. wlp:: , and if  terminates regularly if started in this state,i.e. if wp::true holds. The advantage of a prediate transformer reasoning over areasoning in terms of an operational semantis is that one an make use of the fatthat the underlying spaes of prediates and prediate transformers are latties,frameworks whih are equipped with an order, namely the impliation order resp.a lifted version thereof, and other onnetives. Furthermore and in ontrast to anoperational semantis, eah prediate transformer diretly orresponds to a spe-i orretness property and typially those prediate transformers are denedin an indutive manner whih allows to infer orretness properties of a programfrom its omponents.But proving programs orret { in whih sense ever { is not worth while if theompiler whih atually generates the exeutable is erroneous itself. Based on thementioned program orretness notions it is proximate to say that a ompiler,or a translation, preserves total resp. partial orretness if all total resp. partialorretness assertions made for the soure program transfer to the target program.This is a nie, elegant and approved way of dening translation orretness but,unfortunately, it turns out that no \realisti ompiler" running on a \real mahine"an ever preserve total or partial orretness!The reasons for this dilemma are twofold. Firstly, resoure limitations and therestrited arithmeti of the exeution mehanism may, e.g., lead to spontaneousaborts. It is obvious { and everyone involved in programming will have enounteredthese situations { that a program running on a real mahine aborts with anerror message like, e.g., \StakOverow", \OutOfMemory" or \ArithmetiError".Thus, even if a program has been proved totally orret on the soure level thegenerated target program running in the real world may not be totally orret as itmay fail; onsequently a ompiler annot preserve total orretness. Seondly, andrather surprisingly, a translation annot preserve partial orretness either beauseommon and ubiquitous ode optimizations may let an optimized programs behavehaotially and hene violate the speiation of the soure program. Consider,for instane, the program1 In [17, 18℄ those transformers are given in an axiomati fashion but for the moment they an never-theless be kept for derived terms.2 We refer to the pair of pre- and postondition whih assure 's orretness also as 's speiation.
4 1. Introdution = x := e ; x := f ; P ;where P is an arbitrary program. It is intuitively safe to remove the rst assign-ment from  if f does not depend on the value of x beause x is immediatelyoverwritten by the seond assignment. The so-alled dead ode elimination (orredundant ode elimination) strategy proeeds this way and replaes  by0 = x := f ; P :Now assume that expression e is a division by zero, say e = 1=0. Then the initialprogram  is partially orret for trivial reasons { it does not terminate regularlybut aborts propagating a, say, \DivByZero"-error { whereas the optimized programmay behave arbitrarily depending on the shape of P . It may partiularly violate's speiation beause  is partially orret w.r.t. every speiation suh thateah speiation violated by 0 is a simple example.Summarily, there is a gap between reality and theory in the following sense. Onthe one hand, in order to ope with businesslike translations of authenti programsto exeutables running on existing mahines, an abstrat kind of semantis is quitedesirable beause this would hopefully ease the veriation exerise and inreaseboth reliability and trust in the proof. But on the other hand the nie and approvedtheory of program and partiularly translation veriation { whih indeed providesan abstrat and handy framework { annot manage reality as it ts to straightlinetranslations of toy-languages running on idealized mahines only.However, neither the demands of reality nor the weakest preondition semantisin general should be blamed for this sad state of aairs but solely the lassinotions in the eld of program and translation veriation, namely partial andtotal orretness resp. preservation thereof, and the indisriminate idewntiationof aborts and divergene.Some deeper and unprejudied reetions on translations unveil that there isa variety of other preservation properties that an be of interest. A ompiler, forinstane, whih preserves termination behavior in the sense that the generatedtarget programs do not spontaneously diverge might well be alled \orret" evenif the target program aborts propagating an \OutOfMemory"-error beause this isnot the fault of the ompiler but of the mahine. As another example onsider anoptimizing ompiler whih is allowed to generate diverging target programs; thisis of partiular interest beause a termination proof for the soure program is dis-pensable. Preservation of partial orretness annot be ahieved but if the soureprogram is shown to produe no arithmeti errors then a dead-ode-eliminationas skethed in the above example is permissible and the translation is \orret"in some sense. Furthermore, it might be of partiular interest that not only reg-ular results are preserved but also nite errors, e.g. for debugging purposes a\DivByZero"-error observed on the target level should indeed be produed by adivision by zero on the soure level. Note that none of these skethed senariosan be adequately handled in the lassial setting beause both total and par-tial orretness resp. preservation of total and preservation of partial orretnessidentify aborts with divergene and fous on preservation of some regular states.
1. Introdution 5It beomes lear that these questions of pratial onerns an only be managedwith a more areful distintion between dierent erroneous results and divergenetogether with the auses for their ourrenes. The proposal presented here whihis intended to serve for a remedy is the following: The set of all possible, say,outomes, i.e. the set of regular states together with the set of nite errors anddivergene, is partitioned into three sets PO , AO and CO , the members of whihhave to be preserved literally (typially this is the set of regular results but evennite errors may be ontained as motivated before), whih are aepted (hara-teristially those errors whih are due to the violation of some resoure limitations)resp. whih are rejeted (all others whih, e.g., may let the target program be-have haotially). Then a target program an be alled a orret implementationof a soure program w.r.t. a given partitioning if for every initial state eah re-sult obtained by the target program is also possible for the soure program, i.e.it is ontained in PO , or it is aepted, i.e. a member of AO , or there exists asoure program omputation starting in this initial state whih behaves haoti-ally in the sense that it does not satisfy its speiation and onsequently thetarget program need not to implement the soure program on this input. Thus,eah partitioning gives rise to a very preise and spei translation orretnessproperty whih serves and supports the demands of pratie. In fat, eah of theorretness properties skethed above an be expressed by means of a partiularpartitioning.Obviously, the well elaborated theory of wp: and wlp: annot adequatelyassist reasoning about these family of orretness notions but it is a surprisinglyunspetaular step to widen their denitions in suh ways that they indeed an.Instead of rejeting all erroneous outomes, like wp:, resp. aepting all erroneousoutomes, like wlp:, only some of them, ones ontained in a set, say, A, areaepted and the others are rejeted. This more disriminate dierentiation allowsa speiation of a so-alled weakest relative preondition prediate transformerwrpA: whih harmonizes with the approved theory well in the sense that wp:and wlp: are just the border ases of wrpA:. No new theory has to be developed,only the interpretation hanges and, thus, as muh as possible from the elegantappeal of the traditional idealized setting is preserved while the more pratialquestions mentioned before an be onsidered, too. In partiular, the notion of aorret implementation an niely be expressed in terms of wrpA-transformers.To hit the spot, the proposed wrpA-transformers are intended to bridge the gapbetween approved theory, i.e. the theory of monotoni prediate transformers inonnetion with the theory of weakest preondition semantis, and the pratialdemands of realisti translation veriation, namely a orretness notion whihopes with \businesslike", i.e. optimizing, ompilers generating exeutables run-ning on real mahines. They provide an abstrat kind of semantis whih, on theone hand, promises to failitate proper translation veriation exerises on a om-prehensible and redible level but whih, on the other hand, have an operationaland thus transparent bakground suh that doubtfulness and errors due to mis-understanding hopefully beome rare. The atual ontribution is the introdution
6 1. Introdutionto the eld of weakest relative preondition semantis and the justiation thatit indeed onstitutes an enrihment.1.1 Organization of this ThesisWe invite the reader to partake in the following tour. The skin-deep insight thatthe lassial theory of program and translation veriation does not apply in re-ality is really worth some further onsiderations. Therefore, Chap. 2 is devoted toa more profound disussion on this matter and we stepwisely derive an adequatenotion of a orret implementation that resist the ounterexamples whih demon-strate that others are not appropriate in reality; it thereby serves the seond partof the subtitle. Chap. 3 keeps up with the very basis of lattie theory and relatedtopis. Based on further reetions on the lassial setup, namely partial and totalorretness resp. preservation thereof, Chap. 4 introdues the notion of relativeorretness w.r.t. a set A of outomes to be aepted and the orresponding fam-ily of wrpA-transformers. Sine those transformers an, if properly put together,express ne-grained implementation orretness properties on an abstrat level,they indeed aÆrm the rst part of the subtitle.In Chap. 5 the situation beomes yet a bit more real. As a translation typi-ally inludes a hange of data, e.g. soure ode text vs. exeutable binary, it isshown how wrpA-based reasoning gets along with programs running on dierentstate spaes. Moreover, to support the pratitioner's needs and for realisti trans-lation veriation purposes it is important to study how orretness preservationproperties of translations transfer if they are omposed vertially or sequentially.In [17, 18℄ the wp- and wlp-transformers are dened axiomatially and in somesense Chap. 6 follows this approah. Apart from some basi algebrai propertiesof the derived wrpA-transformers it is shown that it is possible to swith betweenan axiomatially dened prediate transformer semantis and a relational seman-tis without loss of information, i.e. both semantis representations are of equalexpressiveness.To embrae the title of the present thesis, Chap. 7 is onerned with weakestrelative preondition semantis of programming languages. We onsider an ab-strat assembly language, the programs of whih are assumed to be exeuted on anite mahine, and a simple WHILE-language equipped with parameterless pro-edures. They are intended to over most of the ustomary languages and allowto study the essenes of the ontrol ow aspets of assembly resp. ALGOL-likelanguages. The atual benet of this hapter is the derivation of a wrpA-semantisfrom an operational one; just like proposed and motivated before.Finally, it is shown in Chap. 8 that wrpA-based reasoning indeed keeps thepromise to balane the gap between theory and pratie of translation veria-tion. By example some ommon ode optimizations are visited and shown to beorret under ertain and well dened requirements. These onsiderations under-pin the laim that a weakest relative preondition semantis is able to ope withrealisti translations beause Chap. 2 demonstrates that ode optimizations may
1.2 Related Work 7forbid preservation of partial orretness in the real world but the idealized set-ting allows to prove them orret anyhow. To omplete the running example atranslation of high-level programs to assembly ode is proved orret, and this intwo respets. In a rst ase the termination behavior has to be preserved unlessthe exeuting mahine annot stak all needed return addresses. It shows thatan interesting ase like this an be managed in the less restrited world of wrpA-transformers; remember that a translation annot preserve total orretness but itmight well be desirable to preserve the termination behavior. In a seond examplespontaneous divergene is allowed, too, beause this is of partiular interest forompiler veriation purposes. In fat, this seond ase is the more mentionableone beause we know of no lean proof whih onsiders proedures and preserva-tion of partial orretness, not to mention variations thereof.The Appendix is attahed for, say, histori reasons. It laims that the abstratassembly language presented in Set. 7.3 is almost an abstrat view on an existinglanguage, namely the Transputer-ode [37℄, and together with the primary [61℄ itjusties our understanding of the assembly language being nearly taken fromreality and not purely artiial.1.2 Related WorkThis monograph ranges in a variety of akin topis. It has its roots in the Ver-ix projet [23℄, a ProCoS follow-up [12℄, whih is supported by the DeutsheForshungsgemeinshaft (DFG) sine 1995. The three researh groups from theuniversities of Karlsruhe (site leader: G. Goos), Kiel (site leader: H. Langmaak)and Ulm (site leader: F. v. Henke) have made it their business to work on veriedand orretly implemented ompilers for realisti programming languages runningon existing mahines. The ultimate goal is to onstrut eÆient ompilers usingommon tehniques in suh ways that the generated programs are trustworthy.Essential in this regard is the observation that preservation of partial orret-ness resp. a variation thereof is the key to keep things manageable. The reader isreferred to [20℄ for a more profound disussion of the urrent state of aairs.A vast number of ontributions to the eld of weakest preondition semantis,e.g. [17, 18, 31℄, and the renement alulus, e.g. [4, 55, 56℄, has been published inthe last deades but only a few of those pay attention to proedures, e.g. [7, 8, 32℄.What they all have in ommon and what partiularly distinguishes our work fromtheirs is that we do not restrit to total or partial orretness but onsider an entirefamily of weakest relative preondition semantis. We know of two reports [39, 54℄whih laim to unify wp and wlp but this only for notational and alulationalpurposes; as ommon, aborts are identied with divergene.Of ourse, muh researh has been performed in the area of translation ver-iation (let us mention [51℄ as the origin). In some sense, we follow the linesof [34, 35, 73℄ and speially [60℄ whih also reason about ompiler orretnessin an algebrai fashion. There is also [47℄ whih onsiders proedures, too, butall those ontributions deal with preservation of total orretness in an idealized
8 1. Introdutionworld without nite errors. Code optimizations on the other hand are typiallynot veried but only, say, verbally justied (see the lassial text books and [59℄).An exeption is the reent [41℄ whih proves optimizations orret in an algebraistyle but it is noteworthy that those proofs do not transfer to reality if nite errorsare present (see the omments on p. 166).Finally, we like to stress that the present thesis is heavily inspired by [61℄whih proves { totally { orret the translation of a timed WHILE-language to anexisting proessor, namely the Transputer, in an abstrat and modular fashion.In some sense our understanding of the behavior of the assembly language, partsof the total-orretness proof and the request to onsider preservation of partialorretness stems from this very worth reading monograph.AknowledgmentsThe Verix projet has made my dissertation possible: The fruitful ambiane ofthree resear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h of whi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2. On Corret Translations { A Survey
This hapter is devoted to a more profound motivation and to an illustratingjourney through the eld of translation orretness. Though this area is apparentlywell known one should be quite aware of the meaning of the word orretness andone should also mind what semanti relationship one reasonably an expet tohold between a target program running on a real mahine and a soure programfrom whih it was generated.Starting from a very naive image of a orret translation stepwise inreasinglymore realisti views are disussed and, nally, the journey ends in a hopefullyomprehensible denition of a so-alled orret implementation, a notion whih isintended to be fairly adequate for realisti translations running on real mahinesbut whih is neither buried behind a mountain of tehnialities nor a mere olle-tion of owery phrases. Moreover, this notion will guide us through the remainderof this thesis in the sense that onoming disussions onerning so-alled relativeorretness and a family of orresponding transformers whih failitate reasoningabout it { in fat, this is the atual story told here { are inspired by the truly andsurprisingly skin deep insights presented in this hapter.Most of the following observations were already disussed in [62℄. It has a some-what \tutorial" avor and the following exposition has it even more as meanwhilesome more ideas popped up and this is the plae to go further into the question.2.1 Preliminaries and NomenlatureLet us rst of all set the stage for the onoming disussion and in partiular forthe greater part of this monograph. Assume given a set, , of programs, . Thereader should imagine imperative, stritly transformational programs intended toompute on a ertain non-empty set, , a state-spae, the members of whih arealled (regular) states. Typially, a state is a mapping from variables to values andkeeps the urrent values of the variables in question. A omputation of  startsin a state; it represents the input to the program. Of ourse the omputations isexpeted to deliver an output in the form of a state { for the moment the detailsof program exeution are of no further interest { but sadly the real world is notthat simple. Instead, the program may also terminate irregularly, i.e. abort, with arun-time error and it may even diverge, i.e. run forever. Worse as it ould be, theremay be even more than one outome1 for one and the same input as programs may1 We use the more neutral word \outome" instead of \result" beause some people objet to the ideathat divergene is a result of a omputation.
10 2. On Corret Translations { A Surveybe non-deterministi. An adequate means for desribing the behavior of this kindof programs is a relational semantis. Therefore, we assume that eah program is furnished with a relationR()    ( [ 
) : (2.1)Here, 
 is a set disjoint from  ontaining the run-time errors just mentioned, e.g.\DivByZero", \ArithmetiError" et., and an additional symbol `1' representingdivergene. The following onventions for the naming of variables are used: Theset of regular states, , is ranged over by s, the set of erroneous outomes, 
, by! and the set of all outomes,  [ 
, by . The set 
   f1g of so-alled niterun-time errors will also be ranged over by o.Intuitively, (s; s0) 2 R() reords that s0 is a possible regular result of  frominitial state s, (s; o) 2 R() means that the nite error o an be reahed from s,i.e.  may abort from s propagating o, and (s;1) 2 R() says that  may divergefrom s. The relational semantis R() an be thought to be given diretly or tobe derived from an underlying operational semantis, no matter. We will pratiethis way in Set. 7.1 where we also show how the `1'-symbol enters the relationwhih seems to be somewhat artiial at rst sight.As any pratial program has at least one omputation from any given initialstate, we might safely assume that R() is total, i.e.8s 2  :: 9 2  [
 :: (s; ) 2 R() ; (2.2)saying that there is an outome  with (s; ) 2 R() for all s 2 . However,we do not insist on totality beause, rstly, this property is not needed in thesequel (unless otherwise mentioned) and, seondly, eah non-total relation an bemade total by adding one more speial symbol, e.g. `y',2 to the set 
 of irregularoutomes and letting (s; y) be ontained in R() for every initial state s for whih may deliver no outome (not even diverges). Note that the symbol `y' has thusa quite dierent impat. It stands for undenedness in the sense of the word:If (s; y) 2 R() then  may deliver no outome if started in s. Some peopleprefer to all a program undened if it delivers no result, i.e. it is also undenedif it diverges or aborts. It is important to keep in mind that we do not sharethis onept for the remainder. However, we will be rather areful to indiate allpoints in the argumentation where ertain properties of the underlying relationalsemantis are essential. The reader is to aept a phrase { namely total orretness,f. Def. 4.2.2 { just one where totality would be required in order to math thelassial meaning of this notion.Obviously, we onsider non-deterministi programs as the R()s are relations.Nevertheless, ertain properties of relations and programs will be disussed andone has to agree upon a ommon understanding. A program  is said to be uni-valent if its relational semantis is, i.e.8s; ; 0 : (s; ) 2 R() ^ (s; 0) 2 R() :  = 0 ; (2.3)2 The lassially hosen symbol `?' will soon get an independent meaning on its own.
2.2 The Quest for an Adequate Notion 11or voalized, if all possible outomes { if there are any { of  started in an initialstate are equal. Finally, program  is said to be deterministi if R() is a funtion,i.e. if R() is both total and univalent.Before going into details of our disussion we would like to make the followingremarks whih are intended to relate our understanding of a relational semantisto some others onsidered in the literature. Hoare and Lauer [36℄ representedprograms by relations in the shape of R()     suh that the possibility ofaborting or non-terminating runs is not reorded in the model. This kind of thesemantis is an angeli one and ts to partial orretness. Plotkin [70℄ suggeststo insert pairs (s;?) if exeution of a program started in s may lead to non-termination and in his model all pairs (s; s0) are irrelevant if (s;?) exists. Thisis a demoni view and thus it suits to reason about total orretness only. Wand[83℄ proposes omitting pairs (s; s0) for all s0 if omputations starting in s maynot terminate, and Smyth [77℄ on the other side proposes to insert pairs (s; s0)for all s0 if exeution starting in s may leave to diverging runs. The latter twoapproahes make the possibility of non-termination indistinguishable from theguarantee of non-termination. Moreover, the presene of so-alled nite errors isgenerally negleted so programs are assumed either to terminate regularly or todiverge. As we have a most general view on the behavior { we reord eah possibleoutome and do not overwrite or insert ertain pairs { we have not forelosed anyspei hoie of orretness notion and we are enabled to reason about all kinds ofregular and erroneous outomes. Thus, in some sense we have an errati semantisin mind.2.2 The Quest for an Adequate NotionAfter these preparations let us ome to what this hapter is all about and letus disuss what relationship between a soure and a target program we mightsensibly expet to hold. Assume, for the purpose of this disussion, that  is asoure program that has been translated to a target program 0. We will freelyuse various features and representations of imperative programs in the illustrat-ing examples (the funtional programs an be kept for proedure delarationsand are used only for denotational onveniene). For simpliity we assume that and 0 operate on the same state spae. This is of ourse an unrealisti assump-tion but representing soure program data by target program data just burdensthe notation and is not illuminating the ontrol-ow aspets studied here. Thiswill beome learer in Set. 5.1 whih is onerned with data-representations inonnetion with translation orretness.If 0 is to be a orret implementation of , we learly expet that the omputa-tions of 0 are sensibly related to the omputations of  in some sense. Usually, weare not interested in the intermediate states ourring in omputations but just inthe nal outomes produed. Of ourse, for programs with input/output instru-tions we are also interested in relating the ommuniated values. And even forstritly transformational programs we might oasionally want to relate interme-diate states; for example when we are interested in orretness of debuggers. But
12 2. On Corret Translations { A Surveythis is beyond the sope of this disussion, only stritly transformational programsare onsidered here. Therefore, a relational semantis like the above introduedR(), whih provides an abstration of the possible omputations of  to possibleoutomes, is appropriate for dening orretness of translations.Our very rst intuition might be to require that 0 and  yield the same out-omes for any given initial state. In other words we might expet 0 and  to doexatly the same, formallyR(0) = R() ;but this requirement is far too strong. One of the reasons is that non-determinismin  might be resolved in a spei way in 0. This is obvious if the language inquestion is equipped with a nondeterministi hoie operator, say `j' , the seman-tis of whih is given by R(1 j 2) = R(1) [ R(2). But even more ommonlanguages allow inonspiuous nondeterminism. Assume, for instane, that  on-tains an un-initialized loal variable and that the result of  depends on the(arbitrary) initial value of this loal variable, like in the following program.BEGINint y: y := 17END;BEGINint z: x := zENDThe nal value of x is arbitrary, i.e. we have R() = f(s; sfx 7! ng) j n 2 Zgwhere sfx 7! ng denotes the variation of value n for variable x in state s, see (7.6).The generated ode, 0, on the other hand, might well provide the deterministiresult 17, as it alloates for z the memory loation previously used for y, whih stillontains y's old value, i.e. 17. No sensible means an enfore full non-determinismin the target ode.What we have learned from this little example is that an equality of relationalsemantis is far beyond to what we an expet and that we, thus, should at mosthope for a relational inlusion to hold, i.e.R(0)  R() :This is the very idea of renement : Eah outome produed by the target programis a possible outome of the soure program (if started in the same initial state).But, again, it turns out that reality thwarts our plans one more: Firstly by limi-tations of the exeution mehanism and seondly by ommon ode optimizations.Let us disuss eah of these reasons in turn and demonstrate by means of smallexamples why even a relational inlusion may be a too strong requirement.Limited abilities of the implementation might give rise to failure outomesof the target program that are not possible for the soure program at all. Oneexample is restrited arithmeti. Consider, for instane, the following programomputing the fatorial of a natural number n.fa(n) = if n == 1 then 1 else n  fa(n  1)
2.2 The Quest for an Adequate Notion 13Irrespetive of the hosen number-representation of the exeuting proessor (ex-ept for some omputer-algebra systems) one will always be able to nd an inputn suh that an error like \ArithmetiError" or \ArithmetiOverow" will our o-asionally. But notie that we should be rather glad to observe this error-messageat all. The arithmeti overow has been notied anyway and the program ter-minated propagating the error. For performane reasons this might have beenomitted and the restrited arithmeti would allow to produe negative numbersas a regular result without even mentioning the overow! Indeed, this would reallyfool the user. Another example is niteness of the memory. Full implementation ofreursion, for instane, requires staks of unbounded size. Atual { and probablyfuture { omputers, however, provide only a nite amount of memory; we mustthus be prepared to aept outomes like \StakOverow" or \OutOfMemory" ev-ery now and then when exeuting programs from languages with unrestrited useof reursion. The Akermann-funtionak(n;m) = if n == 0 then m+ 1else if m == 0 then ak(n  1; 1)else ak(n  1; ak(n;m  1))is an example for a reursive funtion whih needs a large amount of stak spaeresp. whih has an enormous reursion depth. One might nd instanes that faildue to a \StakOverow" rather than an \ArithmetiOverow".Suh limitations ould be handled in various ways. Firstly, one ould try tomodel the limitations preisely in the soure language semantis. This approah isoften applied for restrited arithmeti (onsider e.g. the ANSI/IEEE 754 standardfor representation of the reals) but is generally impratial for, e.g., bounded staksizes as it would require very spei knowledge on the implementation whendening semantis of the soure language. Seondly, one ould simply enrih thesoure language semantis by those error outomes whih would allow them aspossible results of the implementation. This would amount to onsideringR() [ f(s; \Error") j \Error" is an outome reeting a limitationgthe semantis of . Thirdly, one ould try to handle limitations as part of the rela-tionship between R() and R(0). The latter is perhaps the most natural approahbut it leads to ompliated formalizations in pratie. The solution proposed laterwill somehow have the avor of the seond approah.Let us now have a brief but more preise look at the eld of ode-optimizations.Strange as it may seem, but optimizations an replae error outomes by arbitraryoutomes. As a rst example onsider the innouously looking transformationpitured in Fig. 2.1, an instane of what is alled dead ode elimination [59℄.3The justiation for this transformation is that the value of e assigned to x in theinitial assignment is never needed, as any path through the program overwrites x'svalue before using it by either the assignment x := 12 or x := 42. Hene, it should3 The name of this optimization strategy might be misleading: The ode to be eliminated is not deadin the sense that it is not reahable by any possible omputation but in the sense that it is redundant,i.e. not worth to be exeuted. However, this is the ommon parlane.
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x := e x := f
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y := g
Fig. 2.2. A ode motion transformation.not be neessary to perform the evaluation of e and the assignment x := e at all.But suppose that e is the expression 1=0. Then the left program is guaranteed toprodue an error outome, say \DivByZero", while the right program an have,depending on P , whatever outomes you want!4As a seond example of an optimization onsider the ode motion transforma-tion [59℄ in Fig. 2.2 where b, e and f are assumed not to ontain y, and g isassumed not to ontain x, i.e. evaluation of the expressions does not depend onthe values of the orresponding variables. In the optimized program the assign-ment y := g appearing in both branhes is moved to the start of the program inorder to save ode. The reason is that g an safely be evaluated before the branh-ing, as it is evaluated on eah path anyhow (in traditional parlane one says g is\very busy" or \downward safe" at the initial node) and g does not depend on theprior assignment. Assume now that evaluation of e, f and g an lead to dierenterror outomes, say g to an arithmeti overow and e; f to a division by zero.Then the left program produes a \DivByZero" outome whereas the optimizedright program produes an \ArithmetiOverow". The reason is that the notion ofdownward safety disregards the possibility and/or presene of errors.4 Our experiene with this example are that people keep it for artiial phantoms that do not ourin reality and whih are of purely theoretial interest. Therefore, the reader is invited to ompilethe little C-program main ()fint x,y; x = 1/0; x = 42; printf("Catastrophe!\n")g using theGNU-C-ompiler, one as ommon, one with the `-O' option and wath the results.

















Fig. 2.3. Unswithing a loop.Our last example for a ommon ode optimization strategy, the so-alledunswithing [59℄, is visited beause it is interesting from an algebrai point ofview; it utilizes the following nie distribution property. Consider a loop guardedby b where the body onsists of a onditional with branhes P and Q guardedby . If both, P and Q, have no inuene on , i.e. do not hange 's value, thenit should be safe to move (swith) the onditional out of the loop in the sensethat, aording to the initial, now single, evaluation of , only P resp. Q are it-erated guarded by b. This situation is skethed in Fig. 2.3, and more tehniallyunswithing means to replae the programwhile b do if  then P else Q  odby the more eÆient { though a little longer { programif  then while b do P od else while b do Q od if the value of  is not hanged by neither P nor Q. It all seems reasonable butagain suppose the evaluations of b and  yield dierent erroneous outomes, e.g. an\ArithmetiOverow" for b and a \DivByZero" for . As above it remains question-able and a matter of taste if this transformation is admissible. But even worse,there is yet another problem onerning this transformation: It may introduenew errors into regularly terminating programs! Consider, for instane, that thegiven program starts in a state in whih the guard b evaluates to false but theguard  to a nite error. Then the former program terminates regularly whereasthe latter terminates irregularly. To make use of some voabulary that is to beintrodued soon, this transformation does not preserve total orretness and isapparently ustom as, again, the presene of errors is disregarded. Notie that thelassi notion of renement is not able to deal with phenomena like these.In summary, many ommon optimizing transformations an replae ertainerror outomes by dierent regular and irregular outomes. As mentioned, somean even introdue new errors into regularly terminating programs beause theyompute intermediate- and also auxiliary-values that are not omputed by theoriginal program. Further examples are strength redution transformations andnaive ode motion transformations that move loop-invariant piees of ode out ofloops.
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yesFig. 2.4. Prototypial implementation of a for-loop.Should optimizations be banned from veried ompilers for these reasons? Onaount of being realisti we do not think so: We would put a spoke in our ownwheel. Optimizations play a very important role in inreasing the eÆieny ofprogram exeution and in many appliations eets like the above an be toler-ated. But the possible eets should be preisely understood and doumented. Auser should thus be enabled to judge whih optimizations are permissible for thepartiular appliation and to selet just these (e.g. by means of ompiler swithes).As a uriosity, we like to mention a strange example ommuniated by GerhardGoos. It shows that ommon eÆieny-improving ompiler options an even leadto a translation of terminating programs into non-terminating ones in rare ases;something one really wants to avoid. The Modula-2 loopfor i := 0 to maxard do : : : ;for instane, is obviously terminating. A typial implementation is the following:i is initialized with the value 0; eah iteration starts with a hek whether i is stillin the range 0  i  maxard; at the end of eah iteration i is inremented. Thisis illustrated in Fig. 2.4. Now suppose an implementation disregards arithmetioverows in order to inrease the performane. Then the inrementation of i at theend of the iteration (i = maxard) eetively sets i to 0 due to the representation ofnumbers. It also sets the arry-ag but sadly this is ignored. Now the test whetheri is still in the range 0  i  maxard sueeds! Thus, this implementation of theloop, whih is in fat found in pratie, will not terminate in ontrast to theoriginal program.It should have beome lear that there is no single universal notion of a or-ret translation but that dierent appliations and translation shemes preserve adierent amount from the behavior of programs. In the next setion we will sumup what we have learned from this little survey and lay the foundation-stone foronoming onsiderations by formulating our insights in a denition of a orretimplementation.2.3 An Adequate ProposalAssume again 0 to be the target program whih was generated from the soureprogram . Now suppose  to be a possible outome of 0 started in the initial
2.3 An Adequate Proposal 17state s, i.e. (s; ) 2 R(0). If  is also a possible result of  started in s, i.e.if  is what we all preserved, everything is ne, this is the best we an expetand if this is the ase for all initial states we have ahieved a relational inlusion.But, as just portrayed, this might well not be the ase for all those outomes,so assume  is not a possible outome of  started in s. Well,  ould be anoutome whih is impossible for  at all, e.g. it ould be an error-state whihdoes not exist on the soure side. The other possibility is that  ours on thetarget side as a result of some ode-optimizations whih were performed duringthe translation (in fat, optimizations are translations). Remember that in thedead-ode-elimination example the optimized program may produe any outome,depending on the shape of P , all of whih (exept for \DivByZero") are impossiblefor the original program as it always terminates irregularly with a \DivByZero"-outome. The strange Modula-2 example is another one: The outome  = 1 isalso impossible for the soure program as it always terminates regularly (if theomitted body does not abort).How do we have to deal with outomes like these? From our point of viewsome of them an be treated as what we all aeptable. Typially, an erroneousoutome whih is impossible for the soure program and whih ours only as aresult of a violation of some resoure limitations of the target mahine, e.g. nitememory or restrited arithmeti, are simply unavoidable and hene have to beaepted (apart from safety ritial proess programming). The other outomes,those whih are neither preserved nor aepted, let the target program behavehaotially or arbitrarily (one an also say that there are haoti outomes of thesoure program starting in s whih violate its speiation).These onsiderations inspire us for the following approah. For a spei trans-lation sheme the set [
 of (regular and irregular) outomes an be partitionedinto three sets:{ a set PO (\preserved outomes") of outomes that have to be preserved literally(e.g. all regular states);{ a set AO (\aepted outomes") of outomes that may arise as a result of tar-get program exeutions even if not present in the semantis of the soure pro-gram (typially, these are due to a violation of some resoure limitations, e.g.\StakOverow" or \OutOfMemory"); and{ a set CO (\haoti outomes") of outomes of soure programs that might leadto arbitrary outomes in the target program (e.g. arithmeti errors in onnetionwith dead ode elimination).As mentioned above, typially the regular outomes belong to the set PO , i.e.  PO , but also irregular outomes may, e.g. \DivByZero", for debugging purposes.Moreover, if one insists on keeping all erroneous outomes for unaeptable onenaturally has the freedom to set AO = ;.Now suppose given a partition of [
 as desribed above. We all 0 a orretimplementation of  w.r.t. preserved outomes PO, aepted outomes AO, andhaoti outomes CO if for eah (s; ) 2 R(0) (at least) one of the following isvalid:
18 2. On Corret Translations { A Surveya.)  is a preserved outome of a omputation of  from s, i.e. 2 PO ^ (s; ) 2 R() ;b.)  is an aepted outome, i.e.  2 AO , or.) there is a haoti outome of a soure program omputation from s, i.e.90 2 CO :: (s; 0) 2 R() :There are various ways of haraterizing this property as an inlusion betweenrelations derived from R() and R(0). One of them is the following that we aregoing to take as a denition.Denition 2.3.1 (Corret implementation). Program 0 (orretly) imple-ments program  w.r.t. preserved outomes PO , aepted outomes AO , andhaoti outomes CO iR(0)  R() [ f(s; ) j ( 2 AO) _ (90 2 CO :: (s; 0) 2 R())g : (2.4)2 The notion of a orret implementation is the one that allows to reason aboutpreservation properties of translations on a very ne-grained and detailed levelif one is interested in the input-output behavior of stritly transformational pro-grams. Moreover, it is the one that will guide and aompany us in the following.However, it is obvious that reasoning in terms of inhomogeneous relations, likeR(), while having a orretness notion in mind that is based on a xed but ar-bitrary partitioning of outomes, like (2.4), is an ungrateful and not very eleganttask. The remainder is, thus, devoted to elaborations { and appliations { of moreabstrat, handy and manageable views on orretness whih still allow, if appro-priately assembled, to express ne-grained orretness properties of programs andpartiularly to prove implementations orret in the sense of Def. 2.3.1.2.4 RemarksOften divergene and runtime-errors are identied in simplied semanti treat-ments of programming languages. This has proved very helpful in establishing arih and useful theory of program veriation [2, 14, 33℄ and program renement[5, 55, 56℄, eah onerned with a spei orretness notion.There is also a notion of \general orretness" (see [39℄, a summary of [38℄)whih is intended to provide a more general theory that allows reasoning aboutpartial and total orretness (in terms of prediate transformers) as well as aboutdemoni and angeli interpretations of nondeterminism (seen from the perspetiveof the underlying relational semantis). In this sense the approah presented therehas the avor of ours (Chap. 4) but it has the disadvantages that the underlyingrelational semantis has to satisfy ertain healthiness onditions in order to bereasonable, that their understanding of prediates and, onsequently, their result-ing denitions are less intuitive and mostly, as ommon, that all kind of erroneousoutomes are identied. The \general orretness" approah thus unies partial
2.4 Remarks 19and total orretness { notions that will be dened later { but leaves no spae forother orretness preservation properties. Similar omments an be made for [54℄.Based on a three-valued logi a family of so-alled \extended prediate transform-ers" is derived, two of whih orrespond to wp resp. wlp. Thus, [54℄ indeed presentsa uniation, but the other instanes of their \ewp" transformers are not furtherdisussed and have no sensible meaning. Furthermore, the setup presented therealso identies nite errors and divergene. Worth mentioning in this ontext isthe orretness notion the Verix researh projet pursues. The observation that{ for translation veriation purposes { it makes essential dierenes whether aprogram delivers irregular results or no results at all and the idea to allow ertainerroneous outomes is { among others { the key to prove realisti ompilers orretand to keep things manageable. The interested reader is referred to [23, 25℄ for abrief introdution and to [20℄ for a more detailed exposition.However, we tried to motivate that these ommon idealizations do not lead toa realisti notion of orret implementation. On the one hand, a single irregularoutome must be treated as haoti in order to aommodate the eet of opti-mizations like dead ode elimination beause dead ode elimination an hangethe single irregular outome (whih ould represent e.g. \DivByZero" in this ase)to an arbitrary outome. On the other hand, it must be treated as aeptable,as it ould also report on a limitation of the exeution mehanisms at hand (e.g.standing for \OutOfMemory").The theory typially used nowadays disregards the fat that phenomena likethe ones disussed before are of theoretial and pratial interest. We shouldmention that Apt and Olderog [2℄ do onsider dierent irregular outomes ofprograms: divergene, failure, and deadlok. In their proof theories divergene andfailure are identied, but in Chaps. 7 and 8 they introdue a notion of weak totalorretness that reets the distintion between divergene and deadlok. Weaktotal orretness is an instane of our relative orretness notion (Set. 4.3). It isintrodued in [2℄ in order to justify proof rules for total orretness and is said tobe not of interest in itself. On the ontrary, we emphasize that relative orretnessindeed is of independent interest.We propose more ne-grained notions of program orretness and renementintended to allow an adequate treatment of these more pratial questions, whilepreserving as muh as possible from the idealized setup. Denition 2.3.1 servesthe rst part of this proposal but obviously a relational inlusion in the shapeof (2.4) is hard to handle in pratie. As a remedy we would like to work in ariher spae than the spae of relations beause this would allow to reason aboutorretness on a more abstrat level. The omplete latties of prediates (in fatthis is a Boolean lattie) and prediate transformers turned out to be quite use-and helpful for these onerns, e.g. Dijkstra's wp- [17, 18℄ and the renement-alulus [4, 55, 56℄, and the utility of the latter two mentioned theories inspires usfor a sort of extension thereof. But before going into details we reall the esseneof lattie theory.
3. Lattie Theory
The present thesis deals with orretness, thus it deals with semantis. There isa variety of possibilities to desribe the semantis of a program, e.g. by means oftransition relations on ongurations whih desribe the behavior stepwisely or bymeans of relations in the shape of (2.1) whih relate input states to possible out-omes. As just mentioned, an alternative is a prediate transformer semantis, e.g.by means of Dijkstra's wp- and wlp-transformers. The advantages of a semantialdesription like this over the ones mentioned before are manifold. Firstly, prediatetransformers map post- to weakest preonditions and, thus, eah prediate trans-former diretly orresponds to a orretness property, see Set. 4.3, and seondlyprogramming operators and their semantis are visually orrelated whih reallyfailitates reasoning about semantis. Furthermore, the set of monotoni prediatetransformers forms a omplete lattie whih is a well studied framework providedwith a rih and beautiful theory. Therefore, the present hapter is devoted to abrief but more or less suÆient introdution into this matter.As ommon, we assume the reader to be familiar with the very basis of lattietheory. Nevertheless, on amount of being omplete and to report everything that isneeded to fully understand what follows, we like to reapitulate the essenes. For amore profound exposition onerning lattie theory in general we reommend someof the lassi text books, e.g.[10, 26℄. Supporting literature for a deeper analysis ofGalois onnetions and xpoints are, for instane, the beautiful, omprehensibleand very worth reading ontributions [49, 61, 81℄.3.1 Basi DenitionsPrediate Calulus. Apart from pure lattie theory we will of ourse make useof prediate logi and { more or less { widely known rules. This tiny paragraphis thus to be understood as an intermezzo on notational onventions and nam-ing of quotable rules. We point out that we use a slightly dierent notation forquantiations whih we borrow from Dijkstra's and Sholten's prediate alu-lus [18℄. Universal quantiation, for instane, of a variable x over a formula prestrited to the range r, whih is traditionally denoted by, e.g., 8x: r:x  ! p:x,will be denoted by 8x : r:x : p:x. A quantiation over the universe true anbe omitted, i.e. 8x : true : p:s () 8x :: p:x. In analogous ways existentialquantiation of variable x over formula p restrited to the range r is denoted by9x : r:x : p:x rather than the more ommon 9x: r:x ^ p:x. This kind of notationis hosen in order to dramatially inrease readability beause a lot of symbols,
22 3. Lattie Theorymostly parentheses and negation signs, an be omitted and beause negations ofquantiations visually harmonize well. We hope the reader aepts this sparsemotivation after a look at Fig. 3.1 whih ontains the needed prediate-logi or-alulus laws, most of whih are ited from [18℄ as they are. Here, p, q, r ands are formulas whih { unless otherwise stated { may ontain the free variablesx and y. We fous on universal quantiation mainly as the rules of its dual aresimilar and a simple onsequene of duality, see the rst law.[Negation of quantiation:℄:(8x : r:x : p:x) () 9x : r:x : :p:x[Trading the range:℄8x : r:x ^ q:x : p:x () 8x : q:x : :r:x _ p:x[Splitting the range:℄(8x : r:x : p:x) ^ (8x : s:x : p:x) () 8x : r:x _ s:x : p:x[8 distributes over ^:℄(8x : r:x : p:x) ^ (8x : r:x : q:x) () 8x : r:x : p:x ^ q:x[8 and _℄ If q is independent of x, thenq _ 8x : r:x : p:x () 8x : r:x : p:x _ q[8 distributes over _:℄ If p and q are independent of y and x respetively, then(8x : r:x : p:x) _ (8y : s:y : q:y) () 8x; y : r:x ^ s:y : p:x _ q:y[Nesting and unnesting:℄8x : r:x : (8y : s:x:y : p:x:y) () 8x; y : r:x ^ s:x:y : p:x:y[Interhange of quantiation:℄8x : r:x : (8y : s:y : p:x:y) () 8y : s:y : (8x : r:x : p:x:y)[9-Introdution:℄8x; y : r:x:y ^ s:y : p:y () 8y : (9x :: r:x:y) ^ s:y : p:y[Best of both worlds:℄(8x : r:x : p:x) ^ (9x : r:x : q:x) =) 9x : r:x : p:x ^ q:x[One point rule:℄9x : x = y : p:x () p:yTable 3.1. Prediate logi lawsLatties and partial orders. Assume given a non-empty set L equipped with twobinary operations `\', alledmeet, and `[', alled join. The triple (L;\;[) is alleda lattie if, for all a; b;  2 L, the following laws are satised.{ Commutativity: a \ b = b \ a and a [ b = b [ a.{ Assoiativity: (a \ b) \  = a \ (b \ ) and (a [ b) [  = a [ (b [ ).{ Absorption: a \ (a [ b) = a and a [ (a \ b) = a.On a lattie (L;\;[) a binary relation `' an dened bya  b def() a \ b = a ; (3.1)or, equivalently, a  b def() a [ b = b. This relation satises the laws{ Reexivity: a  a,{ Antisymmetry: if a  b and b  a then a = b, and{ Transitivity: if a  b and b   then a  
3.1 Basi Denitions 23for all a; b;  2 L and is thus what is known under the name of a partial order, inpartiular (L;) is a partially ordered set.Suppose C is a subset of L. We all C a hain in L if C is non-empty and ifall of its elements are related w.r.t. `', i.e. ifC 6= ; and 8a; b 2 C :: a  b _ b  a :For an arbitrary set A an element x 2 L is alled an upper bound of A if eahelement of A is less than or equal to x, i.e. if8a 2 A :: a  x :Furthermore, an upper bound x of A is a least upper bound of A if it is less thanor equal to any other upper bound of A, i.e. if8y 2 L : y is upper bound of A : x  y :By antisymmetry of `' least upper bounds of A are unique, if existing at all,thus it makes sense to refer to \the" least upper bound of A whih we denote bySA. Analogously the notion of a lower bound and the greatest lower bound are tobe understood. It is an ease to show that, for all a; b 2 L, the least upper boundSfa; bg and the greatest lower bound Tfa; bg of a and b exist. By indution oneeasily proves that also SA and TA exist for all nite and non-empty subsets Aof L.As seen above, a lattie (L;\;[) indues a partial ordered set (L;) by de-nition (3.1). The onverse is also true. Eah partially ordered set (L;) in whihSfa; bg and Tfa; bg exist for all a; b 2 L indues a lattie (L;\;[) where theonnetives `\' and `[' are dened by the identitiesa \ b def= \fa; bg and a [ b def= [fa; bgfor a; b 2 L. Hene, whenever talking about latties we will freely swith betweenboth views, the order-theoreti one, i.e. (L;), and the algebrai one, i.e. (L;\;[),depending on what seems to be more appropriate in the respetive situation.For the sake of ompleteness { and quite obvious in set-theory { we state thefollowing rule: For all x; y 2 L:x  y () 8z : z  x : z  y ;i.e. two elements of a lattie are related by `' i their lower bounds are suitablerelated, too. We refer to this property by indiret inequality.A lattie (L;\;[) is alled distributive if for all a; b;  2 L the identitiesa \ (b [ ) = (a \ b) [ (a \ ) and a [ (b \ ) = (a [ b) \ (a [ )hold; to be preise one of them suÆes as they are equivalent.We all a lattie (L;) bounded if it has a least element, typially denoted by? (\bottom"), and a greatest element, > (\top"). If (L;) is bounded, and if forall a 2 L there exists an element b 2 L suh that a\ b = ? and a[ b = > we allthe lattie omplementary. In this ase the above b is unique and hene alled theomplement of a whih we denote by :a.
24 3. Lattie TheoryA distributive, bounded and omplementary lattie is a Boolean lattie. Awidely used rule in Boolean latties is the following: For all a; b;  2 L:a \ b   () b  :a [  : (3.2)We will refer to (3.2) by shunting.Finally, a lattie (L;) is alled omplete if SA and TA exist for all subsets Aof L, even for innite subsets and the empty set. Complete latties are bounded bythe smallest element ? = S ; = TL and by the greatest element > = T ; = SL.The standard example for a omplete Boolean lattie is the powerset-lattie2A of an arbitrary set A. Meet and join are given by set-theoreti intersetionand set-theoreti union respetively, just like the symbols `\' and `[' suggest.The order on 2A is given by set-inlusion, and the omplement :B of an elementB 2 2A, i.e. a subset of A, is the set-theoreti relative omplement, A nB.3.2 Funtions between LattiesFor the remainder of this hapter we assume given some arbitrary sets A;B;Cand two latties (L;) and (L0;0).Funtions. The set of funtions from A to B will be denoted by (A ! B). Themapping in (A ! A) that maps eah a 2 A to itself is alled the identity on A,IdA for short. The omposition of two funtions f 2 (B ! C) and g 2 (A ! B)is a funtion from A to C and denoted by f ; g. It is, for a 2 A, dened by(f ; g)(a) = f(g(a)). The reader might prefer { and expet { to read f Æ g insteadof f ; g but in the framework of prediate transformers at whih we nally aimthe hosen notation turns out to be advantageous what readability and intuitiononerns and, furthermore, has beome a standard. In this sense we kindly requestthe reader for willingness to omprehend and to be exible. As omposition isobviously assoiative the triple ((A! A); ;; IdA) forms a so-alled monoid.The lattie of funtions. The order `' on L an be lifted to a binary relation `'on (A! L), the so-alled point-wise extension of `', by deningf  g def() 8a 2 A :: f(a)  g(a)for f; g 2 (A ! L). It is a short exerise to show that `' is an order and that((A ! L);) is also a lattie. The meet `^' and join `_' operations on (A ! L)are lifted, too. For f; g 2 (A! L) and a 2 A they are given by(f ^ g)(a) def= f(a) \ g(a) and (f _ g)(a) def= f(a) [ g(a) :If (L;) is distributive, bounded, Boolean or omplete, then so is the lattie((A! L);).Funtions from latties to latties. In partiular, the set (L ! L0) of funtionsfrom the (omplete) lattie (L;) to the (omplete) lattie (L0;0) together withthe pointwise extension of `0' is a (omplete) lattie. A funtion f 2 (L! L0) issaid to be
3.2 Funtions between Latties 25{ monotoni if it preserves the order, i.e. if8a; b 2 L : a  b : f(a) 0 f(b) ;and, if the latties just mentioned are indeed omplete, f is alled{ (positively) onjuntive if it distributes over non-empty meets, i.e. iff(\X) = \ 0ff(x) j x 2 Xgfor every non-empty subset X of L,{ (positively) disjuntive if it distributes over non-empty joins, i.e. iff([X) = [ 0ff(x) j x 2 Xgfor every non-empty subset X of L,{ universally onjuntive if it distributes over arbitrary meets, i.e. iff(\X) = \ 0ff(x) j x 2 Xgfor all subsets X of L,{ universally disjuntive if it distributes over arbitrary joins, i.e. iff([X) = [ 0ff(x) j x 2 Xgfor all subsets X of L, and f is alled{ universally juntive if f is both universally onjuntive and universally disjun-tive.Note that onjuntive and disjuntive funtions are monotoni. If, e.g., f isdisjuntive and x  y, i.e. x [ y = y, thenf(x) 0 f(x) [0 f(y) = f(x [ y) = f(y) :Another well-known notion is stritness, in partiular f is alled ?-strit iff(?L) = ?L0 and >-strit if f(>L) = >L0 . Using this notion one would saythat f is universally onjuntive (resp. disjuntive) i f is positively onjuntive(resp. disjuntive) and >-strit (resp. ?-strit). The notion of ontinuity of f ,known from po-theory, is a weaker version of disjuntivity, i.e. f distributes overarbitrary joins of hains. In lattie theory this orresponds to [-ontinuity and byduality there is also a notion of \-ontinuity. However, both notions will not beneeded in the remainder. They are roughly ited for those readers familiar withthem in order to stress the dierenes.Galois onnetions. For a motivation let us have a loser look at the shunting-rule(3.2). With the notations (a\) 2 (L! L) and (:a[) 2 (L! L) mapping b 2 Lto a \ b and :a [ b respetively, the shunting-rule an be re-written:(a\)(b)   () b  (:a[)()for all  2 L. This kind of relation between two funtions is generalized as follows.Suppose the latties (L;) and (L0;0) are omplete and let two funtions f 2(L! L0) and g 2 (L0 ! L) be given. The pair (f; g) is alled a Galois onnetionif for all x 2 L and y 2 L0:
26 3. Lattie Theoryf(x) 0 y () x  g(y) : (3.3)Funtion f is alled a lower adjoint of g, and onsequently g is alled an upperadjoint of f . We refer to exploitations of equivalenes in the shape of (3.3) alsoby shunting.Galois onnetions and adjoints play an enormously helpful role whenever rea-soning about omplete latties and funtions between them beause of the power-ful properties they enjoy. Let us just ollet some of them, mainly those whih areof interest for our purposes. First of all we mention that lower and upper adjointsare unique so it is reasonable to refer to the adjoint rather than to an adjoint. Fur-thermore, the lower adjoint of a Galois onnetion is universally disjuntive andthe upper adjoint is universally onjuntive, hene they are also monotoni. In par-tiular, this allows to prove ertain distribution properties by nding the adjoint.The onverse holds, too: For eah universally disjuntive funtion f 2 (L ! L0)there exists a unique funtion f ℄ 2 (L0 ! L) suh that (f; f ℄) forms a Galoisonnetion. Analogously, for eah universally onjuntive funtion g 2 (L0 ! L)there exists a unique funtion g[ 2 (L ! L0) suh that (g[; g) is also a Galoisonnetion. Useful is also the fat thatf ; g 0 IdL0 and IdL  g ; f (3.4)hold for a Galois onnetion (f; g). The opposite is also true. Eah pair of funtions(f; g) satisfying (3.4) forms a Galois onnetion, i.e. (3.4) ould also serve as adenition.There is a variety of other useful fats, and we advise the reader to have alook at, e.g., [61℄ or [81℄ whih present plenty of nie appliations, eah in its ownframework aiming for very dierent purposes. As we will not make that heavyand triky use of Galois onnetions we prefer to mention further appliationswhenever they are needed.3.3 Fixpoints in Complete LattiesThe famous \Fixpoint Theorem" whih is mostly attributed to Knaster and Tarski[79℄ and whih is essentially Kleene's \Reursion Theorem" [40℄ (see [44℄ for a morefar-reahing disussion onerning this) ensures that every monotoni funtion fon a omplete lattie (L;) has a least xpoint, f , and a greatest xpoint, f .Furthermore, the set of xpoints of f , i.e. Fixf = fx 2 L j f(x) = xg togetherwith the restrited order ` jFixf ' forms a omplete lattie. In this sense the notionof a least and greatest xpoint omes in two avors: w.r.t. the omplete lattie(L;) and w.r.t. the omplete lattie (Fixf ; jFixf ).Proving (the foremost mentioned version of) this theorem redues to show-ing that the least xpoint f equals the greatest lower bound of the so alledontrated elements of f , i.e. thatf = \fx 2 L j f(x)  xg ;resp. that the greatest xpoint f equals the least upper bound of the so alledexpanded elements of f , i.e. that
3.3 Fixpoints in Complete Latties 27f = [fx 2 Ljx  f(x)g :A simple onsequene of this haraterization is Park's lemma whih readsf  x (= f(x)  x resp. x  f (= x  f(x) ; (3.5)and to whih we mostly refer by indution rule. (To be preise, this onsequeneis simple in the eld of omplete latties and it is not for pos, [68℄). A simpleappliation of this indution rule proves that the - resp. -operator itself ismonotoni: For monotoni f; g 2 (L! L),f  g (= f  g and f  g (= f  g :A further but more ompliated means for proving properties onerning xpointsof ontinuous funtions is the xpoint indution priniple or xpoint indutionfor short whih has its roots in po-theory ([48℄, for instane, refers to [15℄ and[75℄). As a omplete lattie is both a po and a o-po, i.e. the po equippedwith the reversed order, and beause monotoniity turns out to be suÆient wepresent two stronger variations thereof, eah onerned with one extreme xpoint.(A stronger version of the least xpoint version for pos is an exerise in [48℄ anda solution an be found in, e.g., [6℄, the greatest xpoint version holds by duality.)So assume f 2 (L! L) to be monotoni, and let a subset P of L be given. Thenf 2 P (resp. f 2 P ) provided that1. 8C : C is a hain in P : SC 2 P(resp. 8C : C is a hain in P : TC 2 P ), (P is admissible)2. ? 2 P (resp. > 2 P ), and (Base ase)3. 8x 2 P : x  f(x) : f(x) 2 P(resp. 8x 2 P : f(x)  x : f(x) 2 P ). (Indution step)Sometimes it is even of interest how xpoint properties transfer if applied to afuntion. Consider, for instane, f 2 (L! L) and g 2 (L0 ! L0) to be monotoni.A funtion h 2 (L! L0) maps a xpoint of f in L to a xpoint of g in L0 if theomposition of h and f resp. of g and h ommutes in some sense { of oursethe images of the involved funtions have to be reasonably related { and if hadditionally enjoys some partiular distribution properties. To be preise one hash(f) = g (= h ; f = g ; h (3.6)if h is universally disjuntive and analogouslyh(f) = g (= h ; f = g ; h (3.7)if h is universally onjuntive. This nie rule is known under the names transferlemma (e.g. in [3℄) and - resp. -fusion (e.g. in [49℄) and, e.g., [81℄ shows a lotof nie appliations.
4. Relative Corretness
As mentioned at the end of Chap. 2 we propose more ne-grained notions ofprogram orretness, formulated by means of prediate transformers. This hap-ter is dediated to the basi denitions of what we all relative orretness andrelativized prediate transformers.1 As the names suggest there is a diret orrela-tion between both notions and, most important, they also allow to reason aboutorret implementations in the sense of Def. 2.3.1 in more abstrat, handy andmanageable ways; just as promised in Chap. 2. But before doing so we have tointrodue yet some more voabulary and also have a more areful look at thelassial treatment of program orretness and notions of translation orretnessto whih they give rise, beause our proposal is modeled on this.4.1 Prediates and Prediate TransformersIn Hoare-style program veriation one is interested in proving programs partiallyor totally { notions that will be introdued soon { orret w.r.t. a pre- and apostondition where the semantis of the latter is expressed on base of the set ofregular states. Our rst step is, thus, to dene the onrete senario we are goingto work in as our approah an be motivated by the lassial notions at best.Just like introdued in Set. 2.1 the set of regular states is denoted by . Itturns out to be onvenient for our purposes to identify prediates with the set ofstates for whih they are valid. We therefore dene the set of prediates byPred def= 2 ;and typially range over Pred by  and  .2 From Chap. 3 we know that the setPred , as it is a powerset, together with the onnetives `\' (set-theoreti inter-setion) and `[' (set-theoreti union) forms a omplete Boolean lattie whih isordered by `' (set-theoreti inlusion). As also mentioned there we denote theomplement of prediate  by : whih equals the set-theoreti relative omple-ment  n  of .3 The strongest prediate (i.e. the smallest prediate beauseit is ontained in all other prediates) is ;, and the weakest prediate (i.e. thegreatest prediate beause it ontains all other prediates) is . To support the1 Again, the essene of this hapter, the roots of our proposal, are presented without proofs in [62℄.2 Readers who are not familiar with this presentation of prediates may freely swith between thefollowing two onepts. If a prediate  is understood as a mapping from the set of states to thetruth values then s 2  () (s) = tt, where tt denotes the Boolean truth value \true".3 For readability reasons, and if it seems appropriate, we omit braes when onsidering singletons,so-alled point-prediates, fsg. In partiular we write  n s (or even :s) instead of  n fsg.
30 4. Relative Corretnessintuition we denote the former also by false and the latter also by true. We alsosay that prediate  \implies" prediate  if    ; this reets the view thatpropositional logi is a model of a Boolean lattie.As the name suggests, a prediate transformer maps prediates to prediates.We restrit the set (Pred ! Pred) to the monotoni ones beause this makessequential omposition of prediate transformers, `;', monotoni, too. Hene, wedenePTrans def= (Pred mon: ! Pred) :The set of monotoni prediate transformers PTrans together with the pointwiselifted onnetives `^' and `_' forms also a omplete lattie (but observe that itis not a Boolean one beause the omplement :f of f 2 PTrans, dened by:f: = :(f:), is not monotoni)4 whih is ordered by the pointwise lifted order`'. The greatest element of the lattie (PTrans;) is denoted by >, and thesmallest element by ?; they are dened, for all  2 Pred , by >: = true and?: = false respetively. As mentioned before, we dene the identity Id onPTrans by Id : =  for all  2 Pred suh that the triple (PTrans; ;; Id) forms amonoid.Let us mention a speial ase that will ome aross later. Suppose given afuntion f 2 PTrans. Then the funtion (; f) gets a funtion g 2 PTrans as anargument and maps it to the omposition of g and f , i.e. (; f)(g) = g ; f . Thus,(; f) 2 (PTrans ! PTrans) and it turns out that, roughly speaking, \(; f) hasall distribution properties" [61℄, in partiular(; f) is universally juntive : (4.1)4.2 The Classial SetupThe lassi literature on Hoare-style program veriation and the renement al-ulus identies, for the sake of simpliity (and notational beauty), divergene andfailure outomes or even fully ignores failures. In our setting this amounts to as-suming that 
 ontains just one symbol, say `z',5 whih represents any kind ofirregular outomes, as there are divergene and nite errors. In this ase, the re-lational semantis R() is a subset of   ( [ fzg). For the purpose of the laterdisussion it is, however, more onvenient to stay with the distintion between dif-ferent irregular outomes in the relational semantis so suppose given an arbitraryset 
 of irregular outomes. The denitions of total and partial orretness belowtreat all irregular outomes as if they were identied and an thus be equivalentlyread in both models (unless otherwise mentioned).4 Yet some more words on notation: It is onvenient and ustomary in onnetion with prediatetransformers to denote funtion appliation by an inx dot, i.e. writing f:x instead of the moreommon f(x). Moreover, we adopt the usual onvention that funtion appliation assoiates to theleft, i.e. f:x:y means (f:x):y.5 The symbol `?' is reserved.
4.2 The Classial Setup 31All onoming results of the next setion are presented without proof beauserstly they are more or less obvious and seondly they will soon beome simpleorollaries of more general results presented in Set. 4.3 and Chap. 5.4.2.1 Partial and total orretnessLet us diretly ome to a rst denition whih readers familiar with programveriation will hopefully aept right away.Denition 4.2.1 (Partial Corretness). Program  is alled partially orretw.r.t. a preondition  2 Pred and postondition  2 Pred , denoted by fgf gfor short, if8s;  : s 2  ^ (s; ) 2 R() :  2  [ 
 :2 Intuitively, program  is partially orret w.r.t.  and  if eah regularly ter-minating omputation starting in an initial state satisfying  results in a statesatisfying  . Note how the restrition to regular results is expressed by allowingall outomes in 
.This is one extreme point of view beause we pay attention to regular resultsonly, all irregular outomes are don't-ares in this sense. The other extreme on-ept is to demand that  delivers only regular results whih leads to the followingdenition.6Denition 4.2.2 (Total Corretness). Program  is said to be totally orretw.r.t. preondition  2 Pred and postondition  2 Pred , denoted by [℄[ ℄ forshort, if8s;  : s 2  ^ (s; ) 2 R() :  2  :2 Again, the requirement that  delivers no irregular outome is niely expressedby allowing only outomes ontained in the postondition whih is a set of regularstates (or in other words by not allowing outomes ontained in 
).An elegant way of expressing partial and total orretness is by means of mono-toni prediate transformers, i.e. monotoni mappings on the spae of prediates.Dijkstra [17, 18℄ onsiders two prediate transformers, the weakest liberal preon-dition transformer wlp is suited to partial orretness and the weakest preondi-tion transformer wp to total orretness. (Note that wlp and wp itself are simply6 This is the plae to resume the remarks from Set. 2.1. The very lassial notion of total orretnessdemands that  always delivers a regular result satisfying the postondition whenever started in aninitial state satisfying the preondition. This parlane partiularly implies that  delivers an outomeat all if started in suh an initial state. Note that, in our senario, a relational semantis need notto be total so we ould require totality of the underlying relational semantis here in order to maththe lassial notion. However, we refrain from doing so as this would be a far too strong restritionwithout bringing any advantages apart from the notional aordane but involving a lot of notationalirumstanes. The reader is kindly requested to aept the notion of \total orretness" as denedhere and we will be quite areful to indiate properties of the relational semantis if they are relevant.
32 4. Relative Corretnesstransformers, they beome prediate transformers if applied to a program. Thisbeomes learer after the denitions below.)Based on a relational semantis R() of a program  the prediate transformerswlp: and wp: an be dened as follows.Denition 4.2.3 (wlp and wp). The weakest liberal preondition prediate trans-former of program , wlp: 2 PTrans, is given bywlp:: def= fs 2  j 8 : (s; ) 2 R() :  2  [ 
gand the weakest preondition prediate transformer, wp: 2 PTrans, is dened aswp:: def= fs 2  j 8 : (s; ) 2 R() :  2  g :2 As the name suggests, wlp:: (resp. wp:: ) is the weakest prediate  sat-isfying the Hoare-triple fgf g (resp. [℄[ ℄). Let us show that \weakest" isindeed a proper attribute suh that the below equivalenes ould also serve as adenition of wp and wlp.Lemma 4.2.1 (wlp: and wp: are weakest transformers).  wlp:: () fgf g ; and  wp:: () [℄[ ℄ :2 The transformers wlp: and wp: provide abstrations of R() suited to partialand total orretness respetively. Both arry less information than R() itself.This an be seen from the following examples in whih we again use `j' to denote(demoni) nondeterministi hoie (see p. 12). def= x := e j while true do skip od0 def= x := eHere, wlp: equals wlp:0 beause the two programs yield the same result if theyterminate regularly. On the other hand, for def= x := 12 j while true do skip od0 def= x := 42 j while true do skip odwp: equals wp:0 beause both programs may diverge. Obviously, in both exam-ples R() and R(0) dier.It is interesting to note that in the traditional model where j
j = 1, therelational semantis R() an be reonstruted from wp: together with wlp:.Lemma 4.2.2 (Reonstruting R() from wlp and wp). For 
 = fzg:R() = f(s; s0) j s 62 wlp:::s0g [ f(s; z) j s 62 wp::trueg :2
4.2 The Classial Setup 33This is no longer true if j
j > 1, as, intuitively speaking, the information aboutthe dierent auses of failures is not reorded in the prediate transformers beausethey either ignore or identify all kinds of erroneous outomes. The proposal below,however, allows a reonstrution of the relational semantis even in the morerealisti world by a greater seletivity, i.e. by a more subtle dierentiation betweenspei outomes (f. Lemma 4.3.2).4.2.2 Implementation orretnessThere are three natural ways to approah translation orretness. Firstly, one anfous on properties that transfer from soure to target programs. This point ofview is partiularly adequate if one is interested in program veriation mainly.7Seondly, one might fous on the outomes produed by the soure and targetprogram. This is the adequate way if one has a partiular interest in atually in-terpreting results of program exeution. Finally, one might look for a formulationin terms of renement. The latter is of partiular importane when proving or-retness of translations and it is the most manageable view. Fortunately, there arenatural notions of implementation orretness that aommodate all three pointsof view as we will see in a moment.The idea of the rst, the property-oriented point of view is to onsider a pro-gram 0 a orret implementation of a program  if validity of all properties froma ertain lass of interest, e.g. the pre- and postondition, transfers from  to 0.Two natural notions of this kind are preservation of partial and preservation oftotal orretness.Denition 4.2.4 (Preservation of partial and total orretness).1. Program 0 implements program  w.r.t. preservation of partial orretness(PPC) if8;  : fgf g : fg0f g :2. Program 0 implements program  w.r.t. preservation of total orretness(PTC) if8;  : [℄[ ℄ : [℄0[ ℄ :2 Note that, while total orretness implies partial orretness, the orrespondingpreservation properties are unrelated. Neither does PPC imply PTC nor vie versabeause the respetive premises are too weak.If one onentrates on outomes one wants to know whih outomes of thesoure program an result in whih outomes of the target program. This pointof view was taken in Chap. 2 and we resort in the theorem below to the notionof a orret implementation introdued in Def. 2.3.1. The theorem shows that wean interpret PPC and PTC also in terms of outomes in a natural way.7 Conentrating on and dealing with preservation of properties was the medium the ProCoS projet[12, 13℄ aimed at. Its follow-up, the Verix projet [23℄, ats similarly to prove realisti ompilersorret. Though this view on translation orretness is widely ommon the notions of preservation ofpartial orretness and preservation of total orretness an be attributed to those researh groups.
34 4. Relative CorretnessTheorem 4.2.1 (Outome interpretation of PPC and PTC).1. Program 0 implements program  w.r.t. PPC i 0 implements  w.r.t. pre-served outomes , aepted outomes 
, and haoti outomes ;.2. Program 0 implements program  w.r.t. PTC i 0 implements  w.r.t. pre-served outomes , aepted outomes ;, and haoti outomes 
.2




Fig. 4.1. Preservation of partial orretness, relational view.




Fig. 4.2. Preservation of total orretness, relational view.To illustrate the outome interpretation one an draw some pitures like theones in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. There, the white boxes belong to the relational semantisof the soure program , the blak boxes to the relational semantis of the targetprogram 0, and the grey boxes represent pairs both semantis have in ommon.Let us disuss the easier ase, preservation of partial orretness, rst. Verbalizing
4.2 The Classial Setup 35Def. 2.3.1, eah outome produed by the target program is either an outomethat is also possible for the soure program or is just any irregular outome.This expresses in hoosing AO = 
 and CO = ; and is visualized in Fig. 4.1. Theseond ase, preservation of total orretness, is less intuitive. Here, Theorem 4.2.1tells us to hoose AO = ; and CO = 
. Then the situation skethed in Fig. 4.2shows a orret implementation w.r.t. this hoie beause eah omputation of thetarget program that starts in an initial state, say s, delivers either an outomewhih is also possible for the soure program or just any (regular or irregular)outome if s is an initial state for whih the soure program behaves haotially.Notie that the target program delivers regular results for some initial stateswhere the soure program yields erroneous outomes, as all erroneous outomesare treated as haotially this does not harm. In both ases, PPC and PTC,we observe a relational inlusion on the level of regular states, for the irregularstates on the other side there is no restrition. In this sense, PPC and PTC aretransitive notions beause relational inlusion is transitive. Note furthermore that,for simpliity and readability, the pitures skethed here represent total programswhih produe either regular or irregular outomes but they straightforwardlytransfer to the general ase.The goal of the renement-oriented view is to devise a semanti model ofprograms that aommodates reasoning about implementation relationships. Morespeially, one is looking for an interpretation of programs in a semanti spaethat is equipped with an order: 0 should implement  i its interpretation in themodel is related to the interpretation of  by the order.For PPC and PTC adequate interpretations are well-known: They are given bywlp and wp.Theorem 4.2.2 (Renement haraterization of PPC and PTC).1. Program 0 implements program  w.r.t. PPC i wlp:  wlp:0.2. Program 0 implements program  w.r.t. PTC i wp:  wp:0.2 In the traditional setup, where j
j = 1, the idealized notion of implementationorretness, i.e. R(0)  R(), an be regained from wlp and wp. In this ase,R(0)  R() i wlp:  wlp:0 and wp:  wp:0 : (4.2)Again, this is no longer true if j
j > 1 but our approah below presents a remedy,f. Corollary 4.3.2.It follows from (4.2) that for the examples disussed in Chap. 2 renement w.r.t.either PPC or PTC does not hold as they did not satisfy R(0)  R(). Thus,many pratial ompilers are either inorret in the sense of PPC or PTC. A littlefurther reetion unveils that the situation is as bad as it ould be: Reported lim-itations of the exeution mehanism prohibit PTC, optimizations prohibit PPC.Consequently, most pratial ompilers preserve neither partial nor total orret-ness!However, not the ompilers are to be blamed for this sad state of aairs but therestrited seletivity of the notions of partial and total orretness, partiularly
36 4. Relative Corretnesstheir indisriminate identiation of any kind of run-time errors and divergene.We, therefore and nally, establish a ner framework in the next setion.4.3 The Relativized SetupFor evaluating partial orretness assertions all irregular outomes of programs aredisregarded; in ontrast in total orretness assertions all irregular outomes aretaken as disproof. The orretness onept we are going to elaborate now is builtaround the idea of parameterizing assertions w.r.t. the set of aepted outomes,i.e. the irregular outomes that are not aepted are taken as disproof. Colloquiallyspeaking, we are not only interested in the border ases, i.e. aepting all or noirregular outomes, but we will vary between those two frontiers by aepting justsome of them.4.3.1 Relative orretnessSuppose given a set A  
 of outomes to be aepted. After a loser look atdenitions 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 the following denition seems proximate, just replae
 resp. ; by A.Denition 4.3.1 (Relative Corretness). A program  is alled relatively or-ret w.r.t. a preondition  2 Pred , a postondition  2 Pred , and a set A ofaepted outomes, denoted by hih iA for short, if8s;  : s 2  ^ (s; ) 2 R() :  2  [ A :2 Intuitively, a program  is relatively orret8 if the following holds.Whenever  is started in a state satisfying  and delivers an outome atall we an be sure that either  terminates regularly in a state satisfying , irregularly with a failure in A, or, if 1 2 A, diverges.It is important to notie that relative orretness is not one single notion but afamily, eah member of whih is parameterized by one partiular set A of aeptedoutomes.We an also dene a orresponding prediate transformer along the lines of wlpand wp. It is alled the weakest relative preondition transformer wrpA.9Denition 4.3.2 (wrp). The weakest relative preondition prediate transformerof program  w.r.t. a set A of outomes to be aepted, wrpA: 2 PTrans, isdened by8 Of ourse, \orretness" itself is a relative notion as it has a meaning only w.r.t. a speiation, e.g.by means of a pre- and a post-ondition. However, we hose these words beause relative orretnessis it even more: relatively w.r.t. some erroneous outomes to be aepted.9 If we would allow error outomes in postonditions, we ould have dened wrpA:: = wp::( [A).But this would destroy the homogeneity of pre- and postonditions and would, for instane, leadto a more ompliated denition of sequential omposition of prediate transformers. In fat, someexpeted rules would not hold at all.
4.3 The Relativized Setup 37wrpA:: def= fs 2  j 8 : (s; ) 2 R() :  2  [ Ag :2 Again, there is the following equivalene showing that wrpA: indeed deservesthe name \weakest" relative preondition prediate transformer and by this meansit proves Lemma 4.2.1. We refrain from a proof of Lemma 4.3.1 here as it beomesa orollary of Lemma 5.2.1 in Chap. 5.Lemma 4.3.1 (wrp: is the weakest transformer).  wrpA:: () hih iA2 These relativized notions generalize the lassial ones. It is rather obvious thatpartial and total orretness are just the border ases of relative orretness for thesets A = 
 and A = ;. Consequently, wlp and wp are the two extreme instanesof wrpA.Corollary 4.3.1 (Extreme instanes of A).1. fgf g () hih i
 and [℄[ ℄ () hih i;2. wlp: = wrp
: and wp: = wrp;:2 To follow the lines from the last setion we ontinue with the preservationproperties of relative orretness.4.3.2 Implementation orretnessEah set A  
 gives rise to a notion of translation orretness w.r.t. A. As inthe lassi ase it an be haraterized in terms of preservation, renement, andoutomes. More preisely, we have the following theorem where we again refer tothe notion of a orret implementation as introdued in Def. 2.3.1.Theorem 4.3.1 (Preservation of relative orretness). The following threeharaterizations are equivalent.1. (Preservation) 8;  : hih iA : hi0h iA.2. (Renement) wrpA:  wrpA:0.3. (Outomes) 0 is a orret implementation of  w.r.t. preserved outomes ,aepted outomes A, and haoti outomes 
 n A.Proof. We start with the equivalene of 2 and 3:wrpA:  wrpA:0() fLifted order and denition of wrpAg8 ; s : (8 : (s; ) 2 R() :  2  [ A) :(8 : (s; ) 2 R(0) :  2  [ A) :() fNesting and renamingg
38 4. Relative Corretness8 ; s;  : (80 : (s; 0) 2 R() : 0 2  [ A) ^ (s; ) 2 R(0) : 2  [ A() fTrading the range and negation of 8g8 ; s;  : (s; ) 2 R(0) : 2  [ A _ (90 : (s; 0) 2 R() : 0 =2  [ A)() f9 distributes over _, resolve negationg8 ; s;  : (s; ) 2 R(0) : 2  [ A _90 : (s; 0) 2 R() : 0 2 : _90 : (s; 0) 2 R() : 0 2 
 n A() fFor \=)" hoose  = fs0 2  j (s; s0) 2 R()g,in \(=" take  for the searhed 0g8s;  : (s; ) 2 R(0) :(s; ) 2 R() _ 2 A _90 : (s; 0) 2 R() : 0 2 
 n A() fRelational inlusiongR(0)  R() [f(s; ) j ( 2 A) _ (90 2 
 n A :: (s; 0) 2 R())g :Of ourse, the equivalene of 1 and 2 deserves a proof, too, but we like to put othe reader to Chap. 5. There, the underlying state spaes are, on ontrary to thishapter, not assumed to be equal whih is a quite more realisti assumption. Fora motivation, however, the homogeneous ase, as presented here, is appropriate.Theorem 5.4.1 is onerned with a respetive statement in the inhomogeneousase and, thus, Theorem 4.3.1 is a simple onsequene. The equivalene of 2 and3 is also onsidered there but it does { at least visually { not easily transfer tothe present senario so we deided to state the simpler proof here.2 The intuitive interpretation of these onditions is as follows. There is no re-strition for the behavior of the target program from initial states for whih thesoure program has a failure outome in 
 nA beause the soure program is notrelatively orret and onsequently the target program needs neither. On the otherhand we don't are about the aepted outomes in A, and every other outomeof the target program must also be possible for the soure program.Note that Theorem 4.3.1 above partiularly proves Theorems 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 ofthe lassial setup. Sine all three statements above are equivalent, eah of themould serve as a denition of a notion like preservation of relative orretness(PRC) w.r.t. A and we leave it to the reader whih is the most preferable one. Ifthis notion is used in the remainder we refer to Theorem 4.3.1.As done for the border ases, PPC and PTC, we illustrate the outome inter-pretation of preservation of relative orretness. Fig. 4.3 shows a orret imple-
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PSfrag replaements  = PO
 = PO

 nA = COA = AO
Fig. 4.3. Preservation of relative orretness, relational view.mentation w.r.t. AO = A, CO = 
 n A and PO =  beause eah omputationof the target program starting in an initial state, say s, delivers either an out-ome that is also possible for the soure program (the grey boxes), an outomethat is aepted (the upper blak boxes) or just any outome if s is an initialstate for whih the soure program behaves haotially (the lower blak box). Itis noteworthy that there is no relational inlusion, but anyhow preservation ofrelative orretness is a transitive notion in the sense mentioned in the disussionof Figs. 4.1 and 4.2; Chap. 5 deals with observations like these.This looks all ne, but it is not as general as the aspired notion of a orretimplementation, Def. 2.3.1, where we assumed that the set of outomes  [ 
is partitioned into preserved, aepted and haoti outomes PO, AO and CO.From the denition of wrp it is lear that eah element of the set A that wearry in the index of wrp is just aepted, not preserved; and the outomes in
 n A are treated haotially. What about those failure outomes we really wantto preserve? A ompiler user, for instane, might require that an observed outome\DivByZero" indeed is aused by a division by zero on the soure level. Roughlyspeaking, we have to treat those outomes twie, rstly as aepted, and seondlyas haoti. If we an prove renement for eah of these hoies we have, say, fullontrol over those outomes and an prove that they are preserved. More formally,we have the following result.Theorem 4.3.2 (PRC vs. implementation orretness). If   PO then0 implements  w.r.t. preserved outomes PO , aepted outomes AO , andhaoti outomes CO i8A : AO  A  AO [ (PO \
) : wrpA:  wrpA:0 :Proof. Assume   PO , in partiular this means AO ;CO  
. We start toshue the formula on the right hand side,8A : AO  A  AO [ (PO \
) : wrpA:  wrpA:0() fTheorem 4.3.1 above and relational inlusiong
40 4. Relative Corretness8A : AO  A  AO [ (PO \
) :8s;  : (s; ) 2 R(0) :(s; ) 2 R() _  2 A _(90 : (s; 0) 2 R() : 0 2 
 n A)() fInterhange of quantiationg8s;  : (s; ) 2 R(0) :8A : AO  A  AO [ (PO \
) :(s; ) 2 R() _  2 A _(90 : (s; 0) 2 R() : 0 2 
 n A) ;and it is this formula we are going to show to be equivalent to8s;  : (s; ) 2 R(0) :(s; ) 2 R() _  2 AO _ (90 : (s; 0) 2 R() : 0 2 CO) ;whih itself is equivalent to the laim on the left hand side. The proof relies ona similar \trik", an appropriate instantiation, as in the previous proof; beausethis time it is even more \triky" we perform a point-wise proof.\(=" Let the right hand side, i.e. the foremost formula, hold and take somearbitrary s and  suh that (s; ) 2 R(0), (s; ) =2 R() and  =2 AO . It remainsto show that90 : (s; 0) 2 R() : 0 2 CO ;so let us assume the opposite, i.e. assume() 80 : (s; 0) 2 R() : 0 2 PO [ AO :It follows from the premise by taking A = AO that (s; ) 2 R(),  2 AO or90 : (s; 0) 2 R() : 0 2 (
 \ PO) [ (
 \ CO) ;By the hoie of s and  and the assumption () it follows from the \best of bothworlds" law that90 : (s; 0) 2 R() : 0 2 
 \ PO :We ollet all those 0 inS def= f0 j (s; 0) 2 R() ^ 0 2 
 \ POgand have a loser look at AS def= AO [ S. Obviously AS satises the premiseAO  AS and AS  AO [ (PO \ 
), hene we onlude that(s; ) 2 R() _  2 AS _ (90 : (s; 0) 2 R() : 0 2 
 n AS) :Well, we know that (s; ) =2 R(), and if  2 AS then  2 AO or (s; ) 2 R() inontradition to the hoie of . Therefore we onlude the existene of 0 with(s; 0) 2 R() and 0 2 
 n AS. But this means that (s; 0) 2 R(), 0 2 
,0 =2 AO and 0 =2 
\PO . Thus, 0 2 
\AO \
 \ PO = CO beause CO  
,and this ontradits our assumption ().
4.3 The Relativized Setup 41\=)" is a little simpler. We assume the left hand side, i.e. the latter formula above,to hold and hoose s;  and an A with AO  A  AO [ (PO \ 
) arbitrarilysuh that (s; ) 2 R(0), (s; ) =2 R() and  =2 A. We are left with showing theexistene of a 0 with (s; 0) 2 R() and 0 2 
 n A. We have a look at ourpremise and observe rstly that (s; ) =2 R() and seondly that  =2 AO beauseotherwise  2 A follows in ontraditing the hoie of . Thus,90 : (s; 0) 2 R() : 0 2 COholds. Now, by the hoie of A,A  AO [ (PO \ 
) =) A  AO [ PO () CO  Aand beause CO  
 we onlude that CO  
 \ A = 
 n A. Choosing this 0for the searhed 0 ompletes the proof.2 As seen in the proof, the premise   PO is essential. We have thus notompletely solved our exerise to express the most general ase of Def. 2.3.1 bymeans of prediate transformers but we think the requirement to preserve allregular outomes is barely limiting but rather natural.As a orollary to Theorem 4.3.2, the relational inlusion R(0)  R() an alsobe established with wrp-based reasoning. To see this, just hoose PO =  [ 
and AO = CO = ; and observe that the notion of orretness of implementationsdegenerates to the relational inlusion R(0)  R() with this hoie. In partiularthis proves (4.2).Corollary 4.3.2 (Regain relational inlusion from wrp).R(0)  R() () 8A  
 :: wrpA:  wrpA:02 Relativized renement enables us, thus, to be as ne-grained w.r.t. outomesas on the relational level, if desired. In partiular we an ompletely regain therelational semantis { whih was the base of the denition { from the prediatetransformer level. Note that, nally, this proves also Lemma 4.2.2 of the lassialsetup, Set. 4.2.Lemma 4.3.2 (Reonstruting R() from wrp).R() = f(s; s0) j s =2 wrp
:::s0g [ f(s; !) j s =2 wrp
nf!g::truegProof. We distinguish two ases: for regular outomes s0s =2 wrp
:::s0() fDenition of wrp and negationg9 : (s; ) 2 R() :  =2 ( n s0) [ 
() fComplementation w.r.t.  [
g9 : (s; ) 2 R() :  2 ( n s0) [ 
() f( n s0) [ 
 = fs0g beause s0 2 g
42 4. Relative Corretness9 : (s; ) 2 R() :  = s0() fOne point ruleg(s; s0) 2 R() ;and for irregular outomes !, the proof of whih is omitted due to analogy.2 In summary, although the notion of a orret implementation from Def. 2.3.1 isnot aommodated by renement reasoning w.r.t. a single xed set A, it an still beestablished by renement arguments that are appropriately parameterized in someAs. Verbalized dierently, to prove that a translation preserves a partiular relativeorretness property, given by means of a partiular set A, it suÆes to show onesingle renement. But proving renement for a family of wrpA-transformers, i.e. forsome As, may also be of interest, namely to prove that a translation is orret inthe sense of Def. 2.3.1; note that this is not a relative orretness property beausealso erroneous outomes are preserved in this ase but the relative orretnessnotion only aepts suh or keeps them for haoti.This, among others, is a main ahievement beause Theorem 4.3.2 serves theseond part of our proposal skethed at the end of Chap. 2: Besides our familyof prediate transformers being quite omprehensible and manageable { due tothe rih framework of omplete latties they work in { they also allow to proveimplementations to be orret in the sense of Def. 2.3.1. We thus hope the readeraepts and appreiates our onept of parameterizing assertions w.r.t. aeptedoutomes beause this is the basi step in keeping things pratiable.
5. Inhomogeneity and Compositionality
The major motivation for the introdution of the wrp-family was to be more real-isti than ordinary (there is more than just regularity and divergene in pratie)while trying to preserve the benets of the idealized setting (separating outomesinto ones to be aepted and others to be rejeted allows similar alulations inthe same framework).However, reality is even more viious. Of ourse, when reasoning about trans-lation orretness it is still unrealisti to assume soure and target programs tooperate on a ommon state spae. This assumption is quite reasonable for vali-dating ode optimizations (typially, the ode is just re-arranged after or beforethe atual translation) but translating programs of a soure- to programs of atarget-language harateristially inludes a hange of the state spae. A numeri-al (soure-) program, for instane, might use the natural numbers as data whereasits exeutable typially uses bit-representations thereof (some omputer algebrasystems are an exeption). Bad as it ould be, even the state spae represent-ing the input and the state spae representing the output of one and the sameprogram may dier. An obvious example is the ompiler itself whih translatessoure to target programs suh that input and output data are of dierent type;e.g. the former is a text le whereas the latter is an exeutable binary. We willsee in a moment how to handle this kind of inhomogeneity in the prediate trans-former setting, in partiular how wrp-based reasoning gets along with hanges ofthe involved state spaes.Furthermore, we like to outline the following senarios whih are harateristifor the development of ommerial ompilers nowadays. Typially, a ompiler isnot built monolithially but in smaller and thus more handy steps. As a direttranslation from soure data, e.g. simple program text, to target data, e.g. bina-ries, might be a far too giant step, several so-alled intermediate languages areintrodued suh that the atual translation is separated into hopefully more man-ageable and easier tasks. The arising question is whih orretness preservationproperties the omposed ompiler { the one translating soure to target programs{ inherits from the omponents it onsists of. In other words, how do orret-ness preservation properties transfer if ompilers are omposed vertially? Nowonsider two ompilers, eah of whih preserves some kind of orretness. Whathappens if the seond is fed with the output of the rst; worded dierently, whatabout the ompiler that onsists of this two given ompilers omposed horizontallyor, better known, sequentially? Besides this general questions one has to be ratherareful when omposing ompilers resp. when reasoning about orretness prop-
44 5. Inhomogeneity and Compositionalityerties of that ompound. Typially, the modules are built separately from eahother and it might be the ase that the state spae of the target language of the,say, ith translation does not exatly math the state spae of the soure languageof the (i + 1)th translation. Furthermore, eah group working on a spei partof the translation might have a slightly dierent understanding of program se-mantis or how soure and target language data is related. In ases like these onehas to respet ertain ommon states overed by both languages and the involvedprograms resp. data representations have to be sensibly related.Besides a disussion from the wrp-transformer viewpoint these senarios arealso surveyed from a relational perspetive for the following reasons. Firstly it ishard to onvine pratitioners to think in terms of prediate transformers beausethey keep the prediate transformer setting for muh too abstrat and too ideal-ized. It thus seems appropriate to translate the results to the relational settingin order to stress the elegane of wrp-based reasoning one more. Seondly wewill also get to know one of the rare advantages of pointwise reasoning in termsof relations. Though all presented results are valid in both worlds, the world ofprediate transformers and the world of relations, it turns out that seeking outweak requirements for their validity is more natural and obvious in a pointwisefashion. However, this is not very surprising as the skethed situations are indeedvery queer and inhomogeneous and beause pointwise reasoning is obviously morepreise than abstrat reasoning on the prediate level.5.1 Data Representations and their CompositionConsider two state spaes, say SL and TL, whih { as their names suggest {are meant to represent the data, the set of regular states, of some soure andtarget language respetively. Of ourse, the states of soure and target languageare expeted to be somehow related; e.g., for eah state of SL one has none, oneor even more than one state belonging to TL, eah of whih is kept for beingjust a more onrete representation of the more abstrat state on the soure level.(Again, onsider a restrited n-bit representation for the natural numbers.) Thus,we all a relationSL;TL  SL  TL (5.1)a data representation relation1. In the eld of prediate transformers one is en-deavored to avoid a pointwise reasoning. Therefore, we are more interested in theimages of set under a data representation relation, in other words we are inter-ested in indued prediate transformers beause subsets of regular states wereintrodued under the name \prediates". The (right-) image FSL;TL of SL;TL is afuntion of type 2SL ! 2TL, and is, for  2 2SL, dened by21 A data representation relation plays the role of a oupling invariant (see, e.g., [61℄) beause it an bekept for a prediate whih ouples both state spaes by desribing whih properties remain invariantunder the respetive viewpoint.2 This funtion is just the image of  under SL;TL whih is usually denoted by SL;TL(); it beomeslear soon why an own funtion-name is preferable. We will, however, use the notation SL;TL() asa substitute for FSL;TL () whenever this seems appropriate.
5.1 Data Representations and their Composition 45FSL;TL() def= ft 2 TL j 9s 2 SL :: (s; t) 2 SL;TL ^ s 2 g : (5.2)Let us briey have a loser look at this prediate transformer. For   TL wealulate FSL;TL()   () fSet inlusiong8t 2 TL : t 2 FSL;TL() : t 2  () fDenition of FSL;TLg8t 2 TL : (9s 2 SL :: (s; t) 2 SL;TL ^ s 2 ) : t 2  () f9-Introdutiong8t 2 TL; s 2 SL : (s; t) 2 SL;TL ^ s 2  : t 2  () fUnnestingg8s 2 SL : s 2  : (8t 2 TL : (s; t) 2 SL;TL : t 2  )() fDene GSL;TL 2 (2TL ! 2SL) by GSL;TL( ) def=fs 2 SL j 8t 2 TL : (s; t) 2 SL;TL : t 2  gg8s 2 SL : s 2  : s 2 GSL;TL( )() fSet inlusiong  GSL;TL( )and observe that FSL;TL is universally disjuntive, f. Set. 3.2, beause it has anupper adjoint, namely GSL;TL 2 (2TL ! 2SL) dened by,3 for all   TL,GSL;TL( ) def= fs 2 SL j 8t 2 TL : (s; t) 2 SL;TL : t 2  g : (5.3)It is this medium we will use for alulating with data representations in the worldof prediate transformers and the observation above legitimatesDenition 5.1.1 (Data representation Galois onnetion). For given datarepresentation relation SL;TL  SL  TL the pair (FSL;TL; GSL;TL) as denedby (5.2) and (5.3) is alled a data representation Galois onnetion.2 It gets more ompliated if a translation task is divided into several parts suhthat there is more than just one single data representation relating soure andtarget states involved. For the moment let us assume given four state spaes, say,SL, IL1 , IL2 and TL, where IL is a shorthand for intermediate language, andonsequently two data representation relations, say, SL;IL1  SL  IL1 andIL2;TL  IL2 TL. We hoose two dierent intermediate state spaes beausethe situation might emerge that the state spae of the target language of a rsttranslation step does not ompletely oinide with the state spae of the sourelanguage of a seond step. For a further disussion onerning this kind of inhomo-geneity the reader is temporarily referred to Set. 5.3. Eah of the two relations,however, indues a data representation Galois onnetion, (FSL;IL1 ; GSL;IL1 ) and3 Note that GSL;TL is not the left-image of SL;TL.
46 5. Inhomogeneity and Compositionality(FIL2;TL; GIL2;TL). Formally, one an neither ompose the relations nor the imagefuntions beause, as yet, the o-domain of the rst has nothing in ommon withthe domain of the seond, though one would reasonably expet some ommonness.As a remedy we embed both intermediate state spaes IL1 and IL2 into theirunion IL def= IL1 [IL2 suh that by onvention SL;IL = SL;IL1  SL ILand IL;TL = IL2;TL  IL2 TL. This embedding allows a sequential omposi-tion of relations in the lassi way even if IL1 and IL2 are essentially dierent;Set. 5.3 justies this step. The omposition SL;IL ÆIL;TL is a subset of SLTLand it is interesting to study how the omposition of FSL;IL and FIL;TL gets alongwith this. For   SL and t 2 TL we alulatet 2 FSL;ILÆIL;TL()() fDention (5.2)g9s 2 SL :: (s; t) 2 SL;IL Æ IL;TL ^ s 2 () fDenition of relational ompositiong9s 2 SL :: (9i 2 IL :: (s; i) 2 SL;IL ^ (i; t) 2 IL;TL) ^ s 2 () fUnnestingg9s 2 SL; i 2 IL :: (s; i) 2 SL;IL ^ (i; t) 2 IL;TL ^ s 2 () fNesting in other waysg9i 2 IL :: (i; t) 2 IL;TL ^ (9s 2 SL :: (s; i) 2 SL;IL ^ s 2 )() fDenition (5.2)g9i 2 IL :: (i; t) 2 IL;TL ^ i 2 FSL;IL()() fDenition (5.2) againgt 2 FIL;TL(FSL;IL())() fComposition of prediate transformersgt 2 (FIL;TL ; FSL;IL)() :Thus, the omposition of the (embedded) data representation relations har-monizes with the omposition of the orresponding image funtions well and theabove alulation provesLemma 5.1.1 (Composing the lower adjoints).FIL;TL ; FSL;IL = FSL;ILÆIL;TL2 Sine the funtions F and G as speied by (5.2) and (5.3) form a Galois on-netion for every relation  of appropriate type the right-image of the ompound,i.e. FSL;ILÆIL;TL, has GSL;ILÆIL;TL as upper adjoint. Furthermore,FSL;ILÆIL;TL()   () fLemma 5.1.1 aboveg





Si;Ti So;ToFig. 5.1. Soure and target program running on inhomogeneous state spaes.For the atual disussion assume given two programsR(Si;So)  Si  (So [ 
) and R(Ti;To)  Ti  (To [ 
) ;
48 5. Inhomogeneity and Compositionalitywhere, e.g., Si and To stand for \soure language input" and \target languageoutput" respetively. In order to be able to reason about the relationship betweenboth programs we furthermore assume given two data representation relationsSi;Ti  Si  Ti and So;To  So Torelating input and output states of the soure and target language respetively,see Fig. 5.1 where the lled arrowheads represent relational semantis in the senseof (2.1) and the non-lled ones data representation relations in the sense of (5.1).Those relations indue the two data representation Galois onnetions(FSi;Ti; GSi;Ti) and (FSo;To ; GSo;To)as desribed before. Exeution of eah of the programs transforms states belongingto its own soure language to states belonging to its own target language (or toerroneous outomes) suh that the basi notion of relative orretness hangesslightly. Let us reall the denition for this inhomogeneous ase. For prediates  Si and prediates   So and a set A  
 of erroneous outomes to beaepted, program Si;So, for instane, is said to be relatively orret w.r.t. ,  and A, still denoted by hiSi;Soh iA for short, i8s 2 Si;  2 So [ 
 : s 2  ^ (s; ) 2 R(Si;So) :  2  [ A :Consequently, the denition of the wrp-transformers hanges also. In this ase,wrpA:Si;So is of type 2So ! 2Si and is, for prediates   So, dened bywrpA:Si;So: def=fs 2 Si j 8 2 So [
 : (s; ) 2 R(Si;So) :  2  [ Ag :Of ourse, wrpA:Si;So: is still the weakest prediate  suh that hiSi;Soh iAholds. This observation is speied below and in partiular it proves Lemma 4.3.1.Lemma 5.2.1 (wrp: is the weakest transformer, general ase).  wrpA:Si;So: () hiSi;Soh iAProof. hiSi;Soh iA() fDenition of relative orretnessg8s 2 Si;  2 So [ 
 : s 2  ^ (s; ) 2 R(Si;So) :  2  [ A() fUnnestingg8s 2 Si : s 2  :(8 2 So [
 : (s; ) 2 R(Si;So) :  2  [ A)() fDenition of wrpAg8s 2 Si : s 2  : s 2 wrpA:Si;So: () fSet inlusiong  wrpA:Si;So: 2
5.2 Preserving Relative Corretness 49Now, onsider program Ti;To to be a translation of Si;So. Preserving relativeorretness means that all relative orretness assertions made for Si;So transferto Ti;To. Sine these assertions are expressed in terms of prediates but, as yet,the states of the soure and target language may have nothing in ommon, adiret formulation like in Theorem 4.3.1 does not work. One has to respet therepresentations of the prediates in question instead. We say that the translationof Si;So to Ti;To preserves relative orretness w.r.t. A, Si;Ti and So;To or thatTi;To implements Si;So w.r.t. preservation of relative orretness (PRC) w.r.t. A,Si;Ti and So;To i8  Si;   So : hiSi;Soh iA : hFSi;Ti()iTi;TohFSo;To( )iA : (5.4)This formulation aords with the old: Eah relative orretness assertion made forthe soure program by means of some prediates transfers to the target program bymeans of representations of the same prediates. (In partiular, if all involved statespaes are equal, i.e. if eah data representation relation is an identity, then theright-images degenerate to identities, too, suh that there is a diret onformity.)As mentioned and disussed at length in Chap. 4, a renement haraterization ofthis notion, analogously to the one presented in Theorem 4.3.1, is very desirable.So let us look what we an extrat from (5.4). Letting  and  range over 2Siand 2So respetively, we alulate8;  : hiSi;Soh iA : hFSi;Ti()iTi;TohFSo;To( )iA() fAlternative haraterization, i.e. Lemma 5.2.1g8;  :   wrpA:Si;So: : FSi;Ti()  wrpA:Ti;To:(FSo;To( ))() f(FSi;Ti; GSi;Ti) is a Galois onnetiong8;  :   wrpA:Si;So: :   GSi;Ti(wrpA:Ti;To:(FSo;To( )))() fIndiret inequalityg8 :: wrpA:Si;So:  GSi;Ti(wrpA:Ti;To:(FSo;To( )))() fComposition of prediate transformersg8 :: wrpA:Si;So:  (GSi;Ti ; wrpA:Ti;To ; FSo;To)( )() fLifted order on PTransgwrpA:Si;So  GSi;Ti ; wrpA:Ti;To ; FSo;To :Hene, the known renement haraterization remains valid, the state spaes inquestion just have to be readjusted by means of data renement Galois onnetionsin order to be allowed to use the `'-sign at all. Sine both (FSi;Ti; GSi;Ti) and(FSo;To ; GSo;To) are Galois onnetions there are several equivalent versions of thisresult whih are olleted in the theorem below. In partiular it proves the rsthalf of Theorem 4.3.1 (for the seond half see Theorem 5.4.1).Theorem 5.2.1 (Preserving relative orretness, renement view). Thetranslation of Si;So to Ti;To preserves relative orretness w.r.t. A, Si;Ti and So;Toi one of the following equivalent onditions holds.
50 5. Inhomogeneity and Compositionality1. wrpA:Si;So  GSi;Ti ; wrpA:Ti;To ; FSo;To2. FSi;Ti ; wrpA:Si;So  wrpA:Ti;To ; FSo;To3. FSi;Ti ; wrpA:Si;So ; GSo;To  wrpA:Ti;To4. wrpA:Si;So ; GSo;To  GSi;Ti ; wrpA:Ti;ToProof. The equivalene of 1 and 2 is obvious { just shunt GSi;Ti to the left { and sois the equivalene of 3 and 4. We show the equivalene of 2 and 3 by the followingping-pong argument:4FSi;Ti ; wrpA:Si;So  wrpA:Ti;To ; FSo;To=) fMonotoniitygFSi;Ti ; wrpA:Si;So ; GSo;To  wrpA:Ti;To ; FSo;To ; GSo;To=) fFSo;To ; GSo;To  Id , see (3.4)gFSi;Ti ; wrpA:Si;So ; GSo;To  wrpA:Ti;To=) fMonotoniitygFSi;Ti ; wrpA:Si;So ; GSo;To ; FSo;To  wrpA:Ti;To ; FSo;To=) fId  GSo;To ; FSo;To , see (3.4)gFSi;Ti ; wrpA:Si;So  wrpA:Ti;To ; FSo;To :Finally, the alulation before shows that 1 holds i the translation of Si;So toTi;To preserves relative orretness w.r.t. A, Si;Ti and So;To.25.3 Vertial and Horizontal CompositionThe situation gets more interesting and loser to reality if ompilers are ombinedvertially or horizontally (i.e. sequentially). In this setion we show that a om-posed ompiler inherits the orretness preservation properties of its omponentsunder ertain and rather natural onditions.5.3.1 Vertial ompositionWe rst of all add two further programs to our setting, i.e. we assume given fourprograms, Si;So, Ii;Io, 0Ii;Io and Ti;To, the domains of whih should be lear fromtheir indies (again, `Ii' resp. `Io' is a shorthand for the input resp. output statespae of an intermediate language). We furthermore assume that the input andoutput domains of the programs are oupled by the data representation relationsSi;Ii, So;Io, Ii;Ti and Io;To as shown in Fig. 5.2. Finally, imagine that we havetwo ompilers at hand. The rst one (orretly) translates programs Si;So of the4 Just a remark: In [27℄ D. Gries omplains about sare hints in alulational proofs. In partiular theuse of monotoniity should be stated more prominently in order to avoid onfusion and to inreaseunderstanding. To adopt his proposal we will be rather areful to ite all needed properties but wewill not hide simple and obvious steps behind a bulk of words. The seond and the last step in thealulation also depend on monotoniity but we think that this is suh obvious that one would be insearh of monotoniity if it was mentioned.
5.3 Vertial and Horizontal Composition 51atual soure language to programs Ii;Io of a rst intermediate language and a se-ond one (orretly) translates programs 0Ii;Io of a seond intermediate language toprograms Ti;To of the atual target language. We like to ompose both ompilersvertially in suh ways that the ompound (orretly) translates programs Si;So ofthe atual soure language to programs Ti;To of the atual target language. To doso, however, the seond ompiler must be fed with outputs generated by the rstand onsequently the intermediate programs Ii;Io and 0Ii;Io must be reasonablyrelated in two respets. First of all there is the syntatial requirement that Ii;Io isa program of a sublanguage of 0Ii;Io's language beause otherwise the seond om-piler annot ope with its input. Beside this, there are semantial requirementsbeause even if the rst ompiler generates syntatially tting programs the se-ond ompiler might have a dierent understanding of program semantis than therst. A wiked situation like this might arise in reality if parts of a ompiler aredeveloped independently by dierent groups, eah of whih has some further on-straints onerning their language, some more knowledge onerning their seond(soure resp. target) language and also onerning their atual translation. How-ever, typially Ii;Io should behave like 0Ii;Io for ertain inputs and the questionto be disussed here is whih requirements suÆe to let the vertially omposedompiler beome orret.5 As mentioned before the domains and odomains ofIi;Io and 0Ii;Io need not to be the very same but it is lear that they must bereasonably related in order to let the omposition work in the syntatial sense.Hene, without loss of generality, we keept them for equal beause we an alwaystake the union of the respetive intermediate state spaes anyhow.PSfrag replaements R(Si;So)
R(Ii;Io)
Si So [ 
Ii Io [ 
Si;Ii So;IoR(0Ii;Io)
R(Ti;To)
Ii Io [ 
Ti To [ 
Ii;Ti Io;ToFig. 5.2. The even more inhomogeneous senario: Vertial omposition of orret translations.Let us start a naive proof whih hopefully brings to light the searhed require-ments. Having a look at Theorem 5.2.1, e.g. version 2, the goal amounts to showingthat FSi;IiÆIi;Ti ; wrpA:Si;So  wrpA:Ti;To ; FSo;IoÆIo;To ; (5.5)5 To summarize, we distinguish between Ii;Io and 0Ii;Io to show that they do not need to be equal,they only have to be sensibly related and the task is to nd these requirements.
52 5. Inhomogeneity and Compositionalitysaying that the translation of Si;So to Ti;To preserves relative orretness w.r.t.A and the omposition of the involved data representation relations. A point-wiseproof ould be performed by unrolling the denitions. Though quite aurate thisproeeding would barely be lean and omprehensible (in the sense of readability);furthermore the abstrations made so far would be rather useless. Instead, for theleft hand side we may alulateFSi;IiÆIi;Ti ; wrpA:Si;So= fLemma 5.1.1gFIi;Ti ; FSi;Ii ; wrpA:Si;So fIi;Io implements Si;So, monotoniitygFIi;Ti ; wrpA:Ii;Io ; FSo;Io ;and similarly for the right hand sidewrpA:Ti;To ; FSo;IoÆIo;To= fLemma 5.1.1gwrpA:Ti;To ; FIo;To ; FSo;Io fTi;To implements 0Ii;Io, monotoniitygFIi;Ti ; wrpA:0Ii;Io ; FSo;Iowhere the monotoniity of the omposition operator is exploited twie. Hene, wewere done if we ould establishFIi;Ti ; wrpA:Ii;Io ; FSo;Io  FIi;Ti ; wrpA:0Ii;Io ; FSo;Io : (5.6)(Note that, in (5.6), the data representation relations Si;Ii and Io;To have van-ished.) Now, a pointwise proof ould be started from here but we ould also on-tinue by exploiting monotoniity twie again: Inequality (5.6) obviously follows ifwe hadwrpA:Ii;Io  wrpA:0Ii;Io : (5.7)But this is a far too strong requirement though quite satisfatory from our ab-strat view where we try to alulate as abstratly as possible. In partiular,inequality (5.7) requires Ii;Io and 0Ii;Io to behave \equal" for every initial state.All involved data representation relations have vanished now but it turns out thatone an restrit attention to a ertain lass of initial states. Anyway, this algebraialulation establishesLemma 5.3.1 (Vertial omposition). If the translations of Si;So to Ii;Io andof 0Ii;Io to Ti;To preserve relative orretness w.r.t. A, Si;Ii and So;Io resp. w.r.t.A, Ii;Ti and Io;To then Ti;To implements Si;So in the sense of preservation ofrelative orretness w.r.t. A, Si;Ii Æ Ii;Ti and So;Io Æ Io;To ifwrpA:Ii;Io  wrpA:0Ii;Io :2
5.3 Vertial and Horizontal Composition 53In order to nd weaker requirements one ould prove (5.6) diretly by unrollingthe denitions. We start to expand the left hand side: For all t 2 Ti and  2 2So:t 2 FIi;Ti(wrpA:Ii;Io:(FSo;Io( ))) :() fDenition of FIi;Tig9s 2 Ii :: (s; t) 2 Ii;Ti ^ s 2 wrpA:Ii;Io:(FSo;Io( ))() fDenition of wrpA:Ii;Iog9s 2 Ii :: (s; t) 2 Ii;Ti ^8 2 Io [ 
 : (s; ) 2 R(Ii;Io) :  2 FSo;Io( ) [ A :Similarly, for the right hand side one obtainst 2 FIi;Ti(wrpA:0Ii;Io:(FSo;Io( ))) :() fAnalogous stepsg9s 2 Ii :: (s; t) 2 Ii;Ti8 2 Io [ 
 : (s; ) 2 R(0Ii;Io) :  2 FSo;Io( ) [ A :A suÆient ondition asserting that the upper implies the lower is thatR(0Ii;Io)j 1Ii;Ti(Ti)  R(Ii;Io) ; (5.8)where for a relation R  AB and S  A the restrition of R to S is dened byRjS def= f(a; b) j a 2 S ^ (a; b) 2 Rg :Let us have a loser look at (5.8). Eah omputation of 0Ii;Io starting in a states 2 Ii whih has a representation t 2 Ti must be a possible omputation of Ii;Io.This restrition is natural in the following sense. If one onsiders the translationof Si;So to Ti;To, whih is the nal goal, one is interested in states s 2 Si ands0 2 Ti whih are related by Si;Ii Æ Ii;Ti, i.e. suh that (s; s0) 2 Si;Ii Æ Ii;Ti.But this implies the existene of an intermediate state i 2  1Ii;Ti(Ti) so we onlyhave to are about those. (This also implies the existene of an intermediate statei 2 Si;Ii(Si) but we annot onlude this from here beause Si;Ii has vanished in(5.6) due to the exploitation of monotoniity.)What we have learned so far is that (5.8) implies (5.6) and hene (5.5). But weould have started our onsiderations onerning vertial omposition also withversion 1, 3 or 4 of Theorem 5.2.1 instead of 2. And indeed, after some very similaralulations, we would have obtained other suÆient onditions. Analogously tothe rst abstration step (5.6) they read1. GSi;Ii ; wrpA:Ii;Io ; FSo;Io  GSi;Ii ; wrpA:0Ii;Io ; FSo;Io ,3. FIi;Ti ; wrpA:Ii;Io ; GIo;To  FIi;Ti ; wrpA:0Ii;Io ; GIo;To , and4. GSi;Ii ; wrpA:Ii;Io ; GIo;To  GSi;Ii ; wrpA:0Ii;Io ; GIo;To .Eah of the inequalities above implies preservation of relative orretness formu-lated in its orresponding version of Theorem 5.2.1. Again, from here one ouldstart a pointwise proof yielding requirements in terms of the relational semantisas done for 2 before. They are given in the following lemma where we keep the
54 5. Inhomogeneity and Compositionalitynumbering from Theorem 5.2.1 to show where they arise from (thus the require-ments appear twie). A proof is omitted beause it gives no further insight and isompletely similar to the one just given.Lemma 5.3.2 (Vertial omposition, strong requirements). If the trans-lations of Si;So to Ii;Io and of 0Ii;Io to Ti;To preserve relative orretness w.r.t. A,Si;Ii and So;Io resp. w.r.t. A, Ii;Ti and Io;To then Ti;To implements Si;So in thesense of preservation of relative orretness w.r.t. A, Si;Ii Æ Ii;Ti and So;Io Æ Io;Toif one of the following onditions holds.1. R(0Ii;Io)jSi;Ii(Si)  R(Ii;Io).2. R(0Ii;Io)j 1Ii;Ti(Ti)  R(Ii;Io).3. R(0Ii;Io)j 1Ii;Ti(Ti)  R(Ii;Io).4. R(0Ii;Io)jSi;Ii(Si)  R(Ii;Io).2 Lemma 5.3.2 presents the \weakest" demands that naturally arise in a point-wise proof after two proximate exploitations of monotoniity. We preferred theproeeding presented here in order to stress and demonstrate that not only predi-ate transformers provide abstrations of relational semantis, this is obvious, butalso the used framework in some sense. Pointwise reasoning without, say, typingonstraints leaves muh more alulational freedom and in eah typial algebraistep potential useful information might get lost; Set. 5.5 is onerned with ob-servations like these.However, as mentioned before, in the very end we are only interested in statess 2 Si and s0 2 Ti whih are related by Si;Ii Æ Ii;Ti. In partiular s and s0 arestates whih have resp. are representations in Ii. Thus, it should be possible torestrit attention to Si;Ii(Si)\ 1Ii;Ti(Ti). To be even more preise, not the entirestate spae Ti is of interest but only the domain of R(Ti;To); remember that wedid not demand the relational semantis to be total. Indeed, this is also provablebut, unfortunately and obviously, not in a purely algebrai fashion beause theuse of monotoniity always lets some of the involved data representation relationsor relational semantis vanish.Theorem 5.3.1 (Vertial omposition, weak requirements). If the trans-lations of Si;So to Ii;Io and of 0Ii;Io to Ti;To preserve relative orretness w.r.t. A,Si;Ii and So;Io resp. w.r.t. A, Ii;Ti and Io;To then Ti;To implements Si;So in thesense of preservation of relative orretness w.r.t. A, Si;Ii Æ Ii;Ti and So;Io Æ Io;Toif R(0Ii;Io) \ (Rin  (Rout [ 
 n A))  R(Ii;Io) ;whereRin = Si;Ii(Si) \  1Ii;Ti(R(Ti;To) 1(To [ 
))and Rout =  1Io;To(To) :









0S0;T0 So;ToFig. 5.3. Horizontal omposition of orret translations.In order to perform the task one has to introdue the sequential ompositionSi;S0  S0;So of programs Si;S0 and S0;So resp. its semantis R(Si;S0  S0;So) rst.6Intuitively, eah regular output generated by Si;S0 serves as an input of S0;So andeah irregular outome of Si;S0 is of ourse the outome of the ompound beausethe omputation either terminates irregularly or does not terminate at all suhthat the seond program annot even start; in this sense the omposition is error6 The more ommon symbol `;' is already assigned.
56 5. Inhomogeneity and Compositionalitystrit. More formally, the meaning of the sequential omposition,R(Si;S0S0;So) Si  (So [ 
), is dened asR(Si;S0  S0;So) =f(s; ) j s 2 Si ^  2 So [ 
 ^9s0 2 S0 :: (s; s0) 2 R(Si;S0) ^ (s0; ) 2 R(S0;So)g[ f(s; !) j s 2 Si ^ ! 2 
 ^ (s; !) 2 R(Si;S0)g :As done for data representation relations let us rst of all have a look howwrp-transformers get along with sequential omposition. For   So and s 2 Siwe alulate s 2 wrpA:Si;S0  S0;So: () fDenition of wrpAg8 2 So [ 
 : (s; ) 2 R(Si;S0  S0;So) :  2  [ A() fDenition of sequential ompositionand splitting the rangeg(8 2 So [ 
 :  2 
 ^ (s; ) 2 R(Si;S0) :  2  [ A) ^(8 2 So [ 
 :9s0 2 S0 :: (s; s0) 2 R(Si;S0) ^ (s0; ) 2 R(S0;So) : 2  [ A)() f9-introdution, unnesting and naming onventionsg(8! 2 
 : (s; !) 2 R(Si;S0) : ! 2 A) ^(8s0 2 S0 : (s; s0) 2 R(Si;S0) :8 2 So [ 
 : (s0; ) 2 R(S0;So) :  2  [ A)() fNaming onventions, 8 distributes over ^and denition of wrpAg8 2 S0 [
 : (s; ) 2 R(Si;S0) :  2 wrpA:S0;So: [ A() fDenition of wrpA agaings 2 wrpA:Si;S0:(wrpA:S0;So: )and observe that { as expeted { the wrpA-transformers distribute over sequentialomposition of programs. Voalized: The weakest relative preondition of a se-quential omposition ist the weakest relative preondition of the rst omponentwhih establishes the weakest relative preondition of the seond.Lemma 5.3.3 (Sequential Composition of programs).wrpA:Si;S0 ; wrpA:S0;So = wrpA:Si;S0  S0;So :2 Let us now beome more spei what horizontal omposition onerns andassume that Ti;T0 resp. T0;To implements Si;S0 resp. S0;So in the sense of preser-vation of relative orretness w.r.t. A and the respetive data representation re-lations. Being in searh for suÆient requirements implying that Ti;T0  T0;To
5.3 Vertial and Horizontal Composition 57implements Si;S0  S0;So w.r.t. A and the data representation relations Si;Ti andSo;To we have a look at Theorem 5.2.1, e.g. version 2, and like to proveFSi;Ti ; wrpA:Si;S0  S0;So  wrpA:Ti;T0  T0;To ; FSo;To : (5.9)Simultaneously we start our alulations from the left hand side,FSi;Ti ; wrpA:Si;S0  S0;So= fLemma 5.3.3gFSi;Ti ; wrpA:Si;S0 ; wrpA:S0;So fTi;T0 implements Si;S0, monotoniitygwrpA:Ti;T0 ; FS0;T0 ; wrpA:S0;So ;and from the right hand side,wrpA:Ti;T0  T0;To ; FSo;To fLemma 5.3.3gwrpA:Ti;T0 ; wrpA:T0;To ; FSo;To fT0;To implements S0;So, monotoniitygwrpA:Ti;T0 ; F0S0;T0 ; wrpA:S0;So ;yieldingwrpA:Ti;T0 ; FS0;T0 ; wrpA:S0;So  wrpA:Ti;T0 ; F0S0;T0 ; wrpA:S0;So (5.10)as a suÆient ondition. (Note that, again, some of the involved relations havevanished due to the exploitation of monotoniity.) Following the lines from aboveone ould apply monotoniity twie yielding FS0;T0  F0S0;T0 as yet a strongersuÆient ondition implying (5.10). Consequently this provesLemma 5.3.4 (Horizontal omposition). If the two translations of Si;S0 toTi;T0 and of S0;So to T0;To preserve relative orretness w.r.t. A, Si;Ti and S0;T0resp. 0S0;T0 and So;To, then Ti;T0  T0;To implements Si;S0  S0;So in the sense ofpreservation of relative orretness w.r.t. A, Si;Ti and So;To ifFS0;T0  F0S0;T02 But again this would be a very strong requirement beause it again suÆes torespet ertain states in S0 . Instead we start a pointwise proof of (5.10). Sine itis always the same old story we omit some intermediate steps:s 2 wrpA:Ti;T0 :(FS0;T0 (wrpA:S0;So: ))() fCarefully expand the denitionsg8 2 T0 [ 
 : (s; ) 2 R(Ti;T0) :9t 2 S0 :: ((t; ) 2 S0;T0 ^ t 2 wrpA:S0;So: )for the left hand side and
58 5. Inhomogeneity and Compositionalitys 2 wrpA:Ti;T0 :(F0S0;T0 (wrpA:S0;So: ))() f  g8 2 T0 [ 
 : (s; ) 2 R(Ti;T0) :9t 2 S0 :: ((t; ) 2 0S0;T0 ^ t 2 wrpA:S0;So: )for the right hand side. Seeking for suÆient onditions suh that the upper impliesthe lower yields 1S0;T0jR(Ti;T0 )(Ti)\T0  0 1S0;T0 : (5.11)The mentioned needs so far are barely astonishing beause whenever, say t0, is apossible regular result of Ti;T0 whih is a representation of, say s0 2 S0 , we expetboth, s0 and t0, to be possible inputs for S0;So and T0;To respetively whih are alsorelated by 0S0;T0. Otherwise one an hardly guarantee anything beause, roughlyspeaking, the inputs of S0;So and T0;To have nothing in ommon from their pointof view though they have from the view of Si;S0 and Ti;T0. Requirement (5.11),however, lets regular results obtained by S0;So resp. T0;To started in s0 resp. t0 berelated also by So;To beause T0;To implements S0;So.Again, we might have started our alulations with another equivalent versionof preservation of relative orretness, f. Theorem 5.2.1, and again we would haveobtained several other suÆient onditions. Starting from versions 1, 3 resp. 4 theorresponding proximate andidates read as follows.1. GSi;Ti ; wrpA:Ti;T0 ; FS0;T0 ; G0S0;T0 ; wrpA:T0;To ; FSo;To GSi;Ti ; wrpA:Ti;T0 ; wrpA:T0;To ; FSo;To3. FSi;Ti ; wrpA:Si;S0 ; wrpA:S0;So ; GSo;To FSi;Ti ; wrpA:Si;S0 ; GS0;T0 ; F0S0;T0 ; wrpA:S0;So ; GSo;To4. wrpA:Si;S0 ; G0S0;T0 ; wrpA:T0;To wrpA:Si;S0 ; GS0;T0 ; wrpA:T0;ToVersion 4 looks somewhat similar to 2 above and so does its unrolled version. Ittakes a few steps to see that 4 follows ifS0;T0jR(Si;S0)(Si)\S0  0S0;T0 ; (5.12)and this requirement an be illustrated as follows. If Si;S0 delivers a regular result,say t, then eah regular result, say t0, omputed by Ti;T0 is related to t by S0;T0beause Ti;T0 implements Si;S0 . By (5.12) t and t0 are related also by 0S0;T0 suhthat eah regular result omputed by S0;So, started in t, is related to eah regularresult omputed by T0;To, started in t0, by So;To beause T0;To implements S0;So.Natural andidates implying 1 resp. 3 are, for instane, FS0;T0 ; G0S0;T0  Idresp. Id  GS0;T0 ; F 0S0;T0 but this is again a too strong requirement (but of oursesuÆient). One ould unroll the denitions and start a pointwise alulation but,ompliated as they are, in this ase a diret alulation for their ounterparts inTheorem 5.2.1 seems preferable.However, there are weaker demands on the relationship between the interme-diate relations 0S0;T0 and S0;T0 but, naturally and in some sense obviously, they
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al and Horizontal Composition 59annot be found in a more or less purely algebrai or at least natural fashionbeause the exploitation of monotoniity lets information vanish that might havebeen helpful in a later stage (and beause these situations are really wiked). Thefollowing requirements look like a rabbit drawn from a magiian's hat but theyan be obtained in a natural way from a relational point of view and, lukily,(5.11) resp. (5.12) is stronger so that the more algebrai alulation at least hasa similar avor.Theorem 5.3.2 (Horizontal omposition, weak requirements). If the twotranslations of Si;S0 to Ti;T0 and of S0;So to T0;To preserve relative orretnessw.r.t. A, Si;Ti and S0;T0 resp. 0S0;T0 and So;To, then Ti;T0  T0;To implementsSi;S0  S0;So in the sense of preservation of relative orretness w.r.t. A, Si;Ti andSo;To ifS0;T0 \ (Rin  Rout)  0S0;T0 ;whereRin def= R(Si;S0)(Si)and Rout def= R(Ti;T0)(Si;Ti(Si)) \R(T0;To) 1(To [ 
) :Again, the Proof is shifted to Set. 5.4.2 The restriting set of states has even more dereased so let us briey extendthe illustrations made so far. One is not interested in the entire set of regularoutomes produed by Ti;T0 but only in states whih are outomes of Ti;T0-omputations starting in initial states whih are representations of some statesof Si. Furthermore it suÆes to respet states in whih T0;To an start at all.Additionally, only regular results of Si;S0 have to be onsidered for whih allrepresentations are possible initial states of T0;To.At the end of the prediate transformer disussion onerning inhomogeneityand ompositionality we like to make the following remarks. What should havebeome learer is that relative orretness is a \transitive notion" in the sense that{ sensible orrelations presumed { relative-orretness-preserving translations anbe omposed vertially and sequentially, and this even in the presene of dierentstate spaes. For PPC and PTC this shows already in the relational semantis, seeFigs. 4.1 and 4.2, but for preservation of relative orretness in terms of a relationalsemantis, see Fig. 4.3, this is less obvious. As mentioned there, no inlusion onany level an be easily reognized at rst glane. Separating regular states fromirregular outomes, some of whih to be aepted and others not, and reasoningin terms of wrp-transformers and data representation Galois onnetions insteadof relations, however, unveils that PRC is a transitive notion, transitive w.r.t. `'.This insight is indeed an ahievement beause it formally and in a way beautifullyaptures the wiked situations that ome aross in the real world.
60 5. Inhomogeneity and Compositionality5.4 The Relational SettingDesribing the semantis of programs by means of relations has a lot of advantages.Firstly a relational semantis is very lose to the very basi operational behaviorand seondly it is also lose to the intuition of the average programmer so errorsin the formal semantis resp. errors due to misunderstandings, hopefully, beomerare. Furthermore relations are suh fundamental that nearly everyone involvedin programming should be able to reason about program properties in terms ofsuh.But, as we have seen, a relational semantis also has some disadvantages whihshould not be disregarded. Let us just mention that a relational semantis is over-loaded with information that might be of no further interest for partiular on-siderations. For veriation purposes in a Hoare-logi style, for instane, one ismostly interested in partiular satisfying regular or ertain irregular states. Usinga relational semantis lets the essential onsiderations be buried under a moun-tain of tehnialities whih are atually of no interest. These were the motivatingobservations for the introdution of a prediate transformer semantis.However, relations are still ommon and better known so we deided to adda setion onerned with the relational presentation of the results presented inthis hapter. In partiular a proof of a basi result is given here, too. Rememberthat the proposed fundamental orretness notion, the so-alled \orret imple-mentation", see Def. 2.3.1 in Chap. 2, is formulated in terms of relations andTheorems 4.3.1 resp. 4.3.2 in Chap. 4 presented equivalent haraterizations. Welike to show how they transfer to the inhomogeneous ase. Furthermore, the proofsof Theorems 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 are still open and, thus, some point-wise reasoning isunavoidable.Let us start with preservation of relative orretness in the ase of inhomo-geneous state spaes, in partiular we keep the denotation of the state spaesfrom Set. 5.2 so the reader should have a look at Fig. 5.1 again. Starting from(5.4) whih was meant to serve as a denition we already derived a prediatetransformer haraterization, see Theorem 5.2.1. What is missing is a relationalharaterization of this notion, and this is a harder task. Letting  and t rangeover 2So and Ti respetively { the domain of other ourring variables shouldbe lear from the denitions { we alulate as follows.FSi;Ti ; wrpA:Si;So  wrpA:Ti;To ; FSo;To() fLifted order and set inlusiong8 ; t : t 2 FSi;Ti(wrpA:Si;So: ) : t 2 wrpA:Ti;To:(FSo;To( ))() fDenitions of F and wrpAg8 ; t :(9s :: ((s; t) 2 Si;Ti ^ 8s : (s; s) 2 R(Si;So) : s 2  [ A)) :(8t : (t; t) 2 R(Ti;To) :(t 2 A _ 9i :: (i; t) 2 So;To ^ i 2  ))
5.4 The Relational Setting 61() f9-introdution and nestingg8 ; t; s; t : (s; t) 2 Si;Ti ^8s : (s; s) 2 R(Si;So) : s 2  [ A ^(t; t) 2 R(Ti;To) :t 2 A _ 9i :: (i; t) 2 So;To ^ i 2  () f9-introdution again and trading the rangeg8 ; s; t : 9t :: (s; t) 2 Si;Ti ^ (t; t) 2 R(Ti;To) :9s : (s; s) 2 R(Si;So) : s =2  [ A _t 2 A _9i :: (i; t) 2 So;To ^ i 2  () fRelational omposition, range of s expliitlyand naming onventionsg8 ; s; t : (s; t) 2 Si;Ti ÆR(Ti;To) :9s0 : (s; s0) 2 R(Si;So) : s0 2 : _9! : (s; !) 2 R(Si;So) : ! 2 
 n A _t 2 A _9i :: (i; t) 2 So;To ^ i 2  () fThis giant step is justied belowg8s; t : (s; t) 2 Si;Ti ÆR(Ti;To) :9s0 : (s; s0) 2 R(Si;So) : (s; s0) =2 R(Si;So) _9! : (s; !) 2 R(Si;So) : ! 2 
 n A _t 2 A _9s0 :: (s0; t) 2 So;To ^ (s; s0) 2 R(Si;So)() fThe rst disjunt equals false, relational ompositiong8s; t : (s; t) 2 Si;Ti ÆR(Ti;To) :9! : (s; !) 2 R(Si;So) : ! 2 
 n A _t 2 A _(s; t) 2 R(Si;So) Æ So;To() fSet-theoreti formulationgSi;Ti ÆR(Ti;To)  R(Si;So) Æ So;To [Si  A [R(Si;So) 1(
 n A) (To [
)The most exiting step is of ourse the last but two step where we get rid ofthe prediate argument, see also the proof of Theorem 4.3.1. Let us justify this.We hoose some arbitrary s and t and rstly instantiate the upper formula withthe prediate  = fs0 2  j (s; s0) 2 R(Si;So)g whih is the set of all regularresults of Si;So started the given initial state s. Then the lower formula followsimmediately. To prove that the lower formula implies the upper we assume the
62 5. Inhomogeneity and Compositionalitylower to hold, and furthermore we hoose an arbitrary prediate  . Now, imaginethat 8s : (s; s) 2 R(Si;So) : s 2  [ A and that 8i : (i; t) 2 So;To : i 2 : so we are left with showing that t 2 A. This is the time to exploit the premise.The rst disjunt annot hold, and so does the seond beause we assumed theopposite. If we assume the fourth disjunt to hold we onlude the existene ofan s0 whih is a possible regular result of Si;So started in s related to t by So;To.By the rst assumption above we onlude that s0 2  whereas we also onludethat s0 2 : by the seond assumption. Hene, this fourth disjunt annot holdeither and we are done beause the third disjunt must hold whih was left to beshown.This explanation proves the missing step and hene, in ombination with Theo-rem 5.2.1, the theorem below. Note that it partiularly generalizes Theorem 4.3.1of Chap. 4 whih is onerned with the respetive situation where all state spaesare assumed to be equal. In this ase the involved data representation relationsare identities so they an be omitted.Theorem 5.4.1 (PRC, inhomogeneous ase). The following three onditionsare equivalent.1. (Preservation)8;  : hiSi;Soh iA : hFSi;Ti()iTi;TohFSo;To( )iA2. (Renement)FSi;Ti ; wrpA:Si;So  wrpA:Ti;To ; FSo;To3. (Relational)Si;Ti ÆR(Ti;To)  R(Si;So) Æ So;To [Si  A [R(Si;So) 1(
 n A) (To [
)2 People familiar with the lassi notion of preservation of partial orretnessseen from a relational perspetive will reognize the latter formulation. It is saidthat \the diagram ommutes", f. Fig. 5.1, and in our more general setting thisparlane is illustrated as follows. Consider there is a ounter lokwise path { inthe diagram { from the upper left orner to the lower right orner via the lowerleft orner. Operationally this means that program Ti;To, i.e. the target program,starts in a state t whih is a representation of a state of the soure language, says, and delivers an outome, say t. Then the relational formulation of Theorem5.4.1 laims that either there is also a lokwise path from the upper left ornerto the lower right orner via the upper right orner (Si;So delivers a regular resultwhih is related to t by So;To), or t is an aepted outome (then we don't areabout this outome) or Si;So delivers a non-aepted outome (then the targetprogram need not to be relatively orret beause the soure program is neither).Note that some typing onstraints allow this interpretation.
5.4 The Relational Setting 63It is remarkable that this \ommutativity" { also known under the name \L-simulation" and, though not the origin, [16℄ deals with notions like these { doesnot apply only for the lassi onept of preservation of partial orretness butalso for the very general ase. Preservation of total orretness, for instane, istypially expressed by means of a so-alled \U-simulation": Whenever Si;So startsin an initial state, say s, delivering a regular result, say t, then Ti;To delivers aregular result whih is related to t by So;To if started in any of the initial stateswhih are representations of s. Theorem 5.4.1 above shows that both, preservationof partial and preservation of total orretness, an be expressed in terms of an\L-simulation".5.4.1 Vertial ompositionSetion 5.3 started with vertial omposition and left open the pointwise proof ofTheorem 5.3.1; this is the plae to perform it. To resume, the goal was to establishFSi;IiÆIi;Ti ; wrpA:Si;So  wrpA:Ti;To ; FSo;IoÆIo;To ;.f. (5.5), under the assumption that the translations of Si;So to Ii;Io and of 0Ii;Ioto Ti;To preserve relative orretness w.r.t. A and the involved data representationrelations. By Theorem 5.4.1 the laim is equivalent toSi;Ii Æ Ii;Ti ÆR(Ti;To)  R(Si;So) Æ So;Io Æ Io;To [Si  A [ (5.13)R(Si;So) 1(
 n A) (To [ 
)presuming thatSi;Ii ÆR(Ii;Io)  R(Si;So) Æ So;Io [Si  A [ (5.14)R(Si;So) 1(
 n A) (Io [
)and Ii;Ti ÆR(Ti;To)  R(0Ii;Io) Æ Io;To [Ii  A [ (5.15)R(0Ii;Io) 1(
 n A) (To [
) :On aount of being omprehensible no further premises are assumed, insteadappropriate ones will be elaborated { and of ourse emphasized { diretly andpreferably late in the atual proof. For the sake of brevity, x P y is a short handnotation for (x; y) 2 P . Furthermore, x P y Q z denotes that there exists anelement y of a tting type suh that (x; y) 2 P and (y; z) 2 Q, or x P y and y Q zfor short.We start the lumsy but essential proof by taking some arbitrary x, y, u and vsuh that x Si;Ii u Ii;Ti v R(Ti;To) y. In partiular u Ii;Ti v R(Ti;To) y suh that1:)u R(0Ii;Io) w Io;To y, or2:)y 2 A, or
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 n Afollows from (5.15). In ase 2.) we are obviously done so let us have a loserlook at 1:). In order to apply the rst premise, i.e. (5.14), { this seems to bethe proximate step to ontinue { we have to seek appropriate requirements onthe relationship between 0Ii;Io and Ii;Io. If we had R(0Ii;Io)  R(Ii;Io) we ouldonlude u R(Ii;Io) w whih would pave the way to apply (5.14). But this wouldbe a too strong requirement beause, atually, we are only interested in the initialstate u and nal state w in question. Therefore, we have a loser look at u's andw's domain. Obviously, it suÆes to respet pairs (u; w) suh thatu 2 Rin def= Si;Ii(Si) \  1Ii;Ti(R(Ti;To) 1(To [ 
))and w 2 Rout def=  1Io;To(To)beause with this hoie the assumptionR(0Ii;Io) \ (Rin  Rout)  R(Ii;Io) (5.16)allows to infer (u; w) 2 R(Ii;Io) and onsequently x Si;Ii u R(Ii;Io) w suh that1a:)x R(Si;So) Æ So;Io w, or1b:) w 2 A, or1:) x R(Si;So) 1(
 n A) (Io [ 
) wfollows from (5.14). In ase 1a:) we are done beause x R(Si;So) Æ So;Io w andw Io;To y, see 1:), implies x R(Si;So) Æ So;Io Æ Io;To y. In partiular, w is a regularstate so that ase 1b:) annot our due to the disjointness of  and 
. Case 1:),nally, is obvious beause x R(Si;So) 1(
 nA) (To[
) y follows immediately.Having nished ase 1:) let us ome to ase 3:). Similar to the argumentationabove we laim thatR(0Ii;Io) \ (Rin  (
 n A))  R(Ii;Io) (5.17)suh that3a:)x R(Si;So) Æ So;Io r, or3b:) r 2 A, or3:) x R(Si;So) 1(
 n A) (Io [ 
) rfollows from (5.14). Here, ase 3a:) annot our due to typing onstraints, r 2 
and So;Io  So  Io, and neither an ase 3b:) as r 2 
 n A. Finally, ase 3:)obviously implies x R(Si;So) 1(
 n A) (To [
) y whih ompletes the proof.Putting the piees together we just proved that, relationally spoken, the om-posed diagram ommutes, i.e. (5.13), if the parts of whih it is built ommute, see(5.14) and (5.15), and if furthermoreR(0Ii;Io) \ (Rin  (Rout [ 
 n A))  R(Ii;Io) : (5.18)In partiular this proves Theorem 5.3.1, just as promised.
5.4 The Relational Setting 655.4.2 Horizontal ompositionStill open is the proof of Theorem 5.3.2 whih is onerned with horizontal om-position, note that the naming of the state spaes has hanged.Again, the omponents are supposed to ommute, i.e.Si;Ti ÆR(Ti;T0)  R(Si;S0) Æ S0;T0 [Si  A [ (5.19)R(Si;S0) 1(
 n A) (T0 [ 
)and 0S0;T0 ÆR(T0;To)  R(S0;So) Æ So;To [S0  A [ (5.20)R(S0;So) 1(
 n A) (To [ 
) ;but this time the laim readsSi;Ti ÆR(Ti;T0  T0;To)  R(Si;S0  S0;So) Æ So;To [Si  A [ (5.21)R(Si;S0  S0;So) 1(
 n A) (To [ 
) :We start by hoosing arbitrary x, u and y suh that x Si;Ti u R(Ti;T0T0;To) y.Due to the error strit denition of sequential omposition of programs two basiases have to be onsidered.Firstly, assume that x Si;Ti u R(Ti;T0) y with y 2 
. Then we are already doneby (5.19) beause either x R(Si;S0)ÆS0;T0 y follows { whih is impossible by typingonstraints { or y 2 A resp. x R(Si;S0 S0;So) 1(
nA)(To[
) y follows wherethe latter is again obtained by applying the \error-strit" denition of sequentialomposition.Hene, let us ome to the more interesting ase of a regular intermediate stateand assume x Si;Ti u R(Ti;T0) v R(T0;To) y, where v is supposed to be a regularstate. In partiular x Si;Ti u R(Ti;T0) v whih, by (5.19), allows to onlude1:)x R(Si;S0) w S0;T0 v, or2:)v 2 A, or3:)x R(Si;S0) 1(
 n A) (T0 [
) v .Here, ase 2:) annot take plae beause v is supposed to be a regular state, andase 3:) lets us nish using the same arguments as before. The remaining ase is1:) and here we are in searh of suÆient requirements on the relationship betweenS0;T0 and 0S0;T0 in order to proeed. Let us assume, for the moment, that w 0S0;T0 v.Then also w 0S0;T0 v R(T0;To) y whih allows to apply (5.20) and thus to onlude1a:)w R(S0;So) Æ So;To y, or1b:) y 2 A, or1:) w R(S0;So) 1(
 n A) (To [
) y .
66 5. Inhomogeneity and CompositionalityIn ase 1b:) we are done, ase 1:) follows the lines from above and, nally, om-posing 1:) and 1a:) yields x R(Si;S0) w R(S0;So) Æ S0;T0 y whih ompletes theproof.What remains is to nd suÆient requirements whih justify the assumptionw 0S0;T0 v. By 1:) we know that w S0;T0 v but laiming S0;T0  0S0;T0, again,seems too strong so it is appropriate to have a loser look at the domains instead.Here, the two andidates serving for a restriting set areRin def= R(Si;S0)(Si) (5.22)and Rout def= R(Ti;T0)(Si;Ti(Si)) \R(T0;To) 1(To [ 
) (5.23)beause w 2 Rin and v 2 Rout with this hoie. The very nal premise is thus,putting the piees together,S0;T0 \ (Rin  Rout)  0S0;T0 ; (5.24)whih suÆes to guarantee that the horizontally omposed diagram ommutes, i.e.(5.21), if the parts do of whih it onsists, f. (5.14) and (5.15). In the prediatetransformer setting this proves Theorem 5.3.2 as required.We like to lose with the following remarks. Some of the previously visitedases were obvious by typing onstraints. Indeed, the simplied view on datarepresentations as relations on regular states allows this proeeding. It might bekept for more realisti to relate also erroneous outomes but this would entailyet some more modiations without bringing any further enlightenments. Letus just mention that, depending on how far-reahing the modiations are, theinvolved relations and their omposition must be \error-set-strit" in the sensethat they must not mix aepted and rejeted outomes (one would, for instane,use a one-to-one orrespondene). Thus, the data representation relations woulddepend on the hoie of A (or would behave like identities) so our simplied viewhas its right, too.5.5 RemarksThe motivating needs for inserting this hapter were already disussed in the intro-dution: On aount of justifying the subtitle of the present thesis we showed howreasoning in terms of wrp-transformers gets along with the pratial demands ofbuilding veried ompilers in a modular fashion. In partiular, the notion of PRCwas extended to the realisti senario with inhomogeneous state spaes, f. Theo-rem 5.4.1, and it was shown under whih irumstanes a vertially or sequentiallyomposed ompiler inherits the relative orretness preservation properties fromits omponents, see Theorems 5.3.1 and 5.3.2.Finally, we like to append the below intermezzo in order to prevent from somemisunderstandings that might have popped up in the present hapter. It doesnot present any further insights, on the ontrary, most of the things reportedthere are rather trivial, but the experiene shows that they are nevertheless worthmentioning.
5.5 Remarks 675.5.1 Eets of the use of monotoniityThe wrp-family was basially introdued to be muh more abstrat in several re-spets. Firstly, a relational semantis, whih is supposed to be the ultimate refer-ene and also the starting point for their derivation, is overloaded with informationthat might be of no further interest what some atual veriation purposes on-erns. Partitioning the set of irregular outomes into ones to be aepted resp. tobe rejeted and generally reasoning in terms of sets of states (prediates) insteadof single states turned out to be quite more manageable and handy. Seondly,the spae of prediate transformers, whih is a omplete lattie, allows to arguestritly algebraially and to benet from the lifted order. And even more, as willbe shown in Chap. 6, the spae of relations orresponds to a subset of the spaeof monotoni prediate transformers so prediate transformers an be taken intoaount whih do not omply with relations; e.g. lower adjoints of universallyonjuntive prediate transformers.However, the reader might wonder why Theorems 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 turned outto be improvable in a purely algebrai manner in the (riher) spae of prediatetransformers and we like to omment on this briey.The ause for this dilemma lies in the exploitation of monotoniity; in this asethe monotoniity of the omposition operator `;' in both arguments. Let us disussthe problem roughly but suÆiently detailed by means of the following illustrativeexample. Suppose we want to prove resp. are in searh of requirements implyingL ; F ; R  L ; G ; R ; (5.25)where F and G are supposed to be prediate transformers whih are surroundedby prediate transformers L and R. A typial algebrai step would be to exploitthe monotoniity of the omposition operator and obtainL ; F  L ; G , or F ; R  G ; R , or even F  Gas a suÆient requirement establishing (5.25). If, for instane, F  G is obviousor universally valid we are done but it is more interesting to assume that ertainassumptions have to be made in order to guarantee (5.25). The next step wouldbe to start a pointwise alulation whih hopefully would reveal the searhed re-quirements. Now, it makes essential dierene from whih of the three inequationswe start this alulation. Depending on the rst, the seond or the third versioneither the information kept in R, in L or even in both, L and R, gets lost; F 'sand G's right or/and left ontext { whih is of interest in the very end { hasvanished. We are atually interested in showing (5.25) whih operationally meansthat F resp. G is fed with input obtained by R, and F 's resp. G's output servesfor an input to L. From this viewpoint it is obvious that one gets stronger require-ments on F and G establishing (5.25) beause the goal is also strengthened.7 Ifrestriting ontext is missing one has to add stronger premises in order to balane7 Consider, for instane, one seeks for a set of solutions of the inequality ax + b   over the naturalnumbers. If d   then it suÆes to onsider the \simpler" inequality ax+ b  d but, of ourse, onewill never get the weakest set of solutions whih is the greatest in this ase.
68 5. Inhomogeneity and Compositionalityits disappearane. Moreover, the weakest requirements an only be found if allnon-redundant information is available.In partiular, not the prediate transformers are to be blamed for this sad stateof aairs but solely monotoniity. Similar problems emerge in dierent senarioswhih are also equipped with an order. Consider, for instane, that (5.13) is tobe shown in the abstrat, i.e. point-free, relation algebra. A rst step would be toexploit monotoniity in the sense that the left hand side of (5.13) is estimated byIi;Ti omposed with the right hand side of (5.15). Again, Si;Ii has vanished and,thus, annot appear in the searhed requirements.We like to stress that the prediate transformer versions of the goals for hor-izontal and vertial omposition, (5.5) and (5.9), ould of ourse be pointwiselyshown by unrolling the denitions. But as prediate transformers are dened onbase of relations this proeeding has no advantage over the one presented here.On the ontrary, there is one partiular reason why starting from the relationalsetting might be preferable or at least more natural. Reasoning in terms of pred-iate transformers means to reason in a well-dened framework. To ompare twoprediate transformers w.r.t. the order `' one typially and rstly heks if theusage of this symbol is allowed at all, i.e. if the two prediate transformers areof appropriate type (if the two prediate transformers are members of the samelattie). This is dierent for relational inlusions beause the order `' is just theset-inlusion and one usually feels quite more familiar with set theory than withlattie theory and monoids. To piture it more owery: The fat that it might bekept for preferable to reason pointwisely for relations is due to history; maybe oneshould do the same for prediate transformers.Finally, and this is a feth-ahead from the next hapter, eah wrp-transformerorresponds to a relation suh that one an always go down to the relational level{ even if the wrp-transformers are dened axiomatially { in order to alulatepointwisely. Obtained results an be lifted bak to the prediate transformer levelwithout loss of information. Suh detours are typial and ubiquitous in mathe-matis; if, for instane, something seems improvable from the group-theory axiomsone desends to the underlying model whih is of atual interest and tries a diretproof.
6. Theoretial Aspets of wrp
Before going into details of more pratie-oriented program and translation ver-iation by means of wrp-transformers it is useful to have a loser look at thealgebrai properties they enjoy. We onentrate on the basi ones and feel guidedby Dijkstra's and Sholten's [18℄ where similar rules are postulated to at as so-alled healthiness onditions whih the two transformers wp and wlp have to satisfyin order to be reasonable for desribing semantis of implementable imperativeprograms. It turns out that the extreme instanes of wrp, namely wrp; and wrp
,do satisfy them so they an be taken for adequate in their restrited world whereall kinds of failures are identied.However, the wrp-family was introdued distinguish between the variety oferrors. Thus it is not astonishing that the rules presented here are more generalbut it is also nie to see that they show ertain similarities to the healthinessonditions presented in [18℄. Colloquially speaking, one an keep the wrp-rules forgeneralized versions of the ones by Dijkstra and Sholten; this is just due to themore areful dierentiation between erroneous outomes.Having omposed the basi rules and after a loser look at the mentionedhealthiness onditions the question is disussed if some of the derived rules ouldalso serve for an axiomati denition of the family of wrp-transformers. We hoosethe generalized versions of Dijkstra's and Sholten's healthiness onditions andonentrate on questions of expressiveness. To be preise, we show that reasoningin the world of (total, univalent, funtional) relations is as expressive as reasoningin the world of wrp-transformers satisfying two (resp. three, four, ve) ertainlaws. Here we follow the lines of Hesselink's text-book [31℄ where some { not all {orresponding results for the simplied world an be found.6.1 Basi Properties of wrpNot surprisingly, eah wrp-transformer is onjuntive, thus monotoni, in both thefailure-outome and the prediate argument whih is due to the denition via auniversal quantiation over a disjuntion. If, operationally speaking, eah om-putation delivers a regular result satisfying  or an irregular outome ontained inA, and if furthermore eah omputation also delivers a regular result satisfying  or an irregular outome ontained in B, then eah omputation delivers a regularresult satisfying  \  or an irregular outome ontained in A \ B. The otherdiretion is even more obvious but, nevertheless, the following Lemma deserves aproof.
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al Aspets of wrpLemma 6.1.1 (Generalized pairing ondition). For all A;B  
 and all;  2 Pred :wrpA:: \ wrpB:: = wrpA\B::( \  ) :Proof. For all s 2 :s 2 wrpA:: \ wrpB:: () fDenition of wrpg8 : (s; ) 2 R() : s 2  [ A ^8 : (s; ) 2 R() : s 2  [B() f8 distributes over ^g8 : (s; ) 2 R() : s 2 ( [ A) \ ( [B)() fDistribute,  \ 
 = ;g8 : (s; ) 2 R() : s 2 ( \  ) [ (A \B)() fDenition of wrpgs 2 wrpA\B::( \  ) :2 Simple as it is, this lemma is fundamental beause of its plenty of onsequenesand appliations. But before going into details we observe that two extreme in-stanes of wrp are universally onjuntive.Lemma 6.1.2 (srf and sp). The funtionswrp::true 2 (2
 ! Pred) and wrp
: 2 PTransare universally onjuntive.Proof. Let us start with the better known seond laim. For all ;  2 Pred wealulate   wrp
:: () fSet inlusion and denition of wrpg8s : s 2  : (8 : (s; ) 2 R() :  2  _  2 
)() fNestingg8s;  : s 2  ^ (s; ) 2 R() :  2  _  2 
() fTrading the range,  =2 
 ()  2 g8s;  : s 2  ^ (s; ) 2 R() ^  2  :  2  () f9-Introdution, 9 and ^g8 : (9s : (s; ) 2 R() : s 2 ) ^  2  :  2  () fNaming onvention, dene sp: 2 PTrans bysp:: def= fs0 2  j 9s : (s; s0) 2 R() : s 2 gg8s0 : s0 2 sp:: : s0 2  () fSet inlusiongsp::   :
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e, wrp
: has a lower adjoint, namely sp: dened bysp:: def= fs0 2  j 9s : (s; s0) 2 R() : s 2 g ;and is thus universally onjuntive, see Set. 3.2. Analogously, dening srf: 2(Pred ! 2
) bysrf:: def= f! 2 
 j 9s : (s; !) 2 R() : s 2 gfor any  2 Pred allows a similar proof of the rst laim (note that the powerset2
 also forms a omplete lattie). Thus, (sp:;wlp:) and (srf:;wrp::true) areGalois onnetions.2 We preferred the above proof beause in [18℄ the lower adjoint sp: of wrp
: =wlp: is introdued under the name strongest postondition prediate transformer.Applied to a preondition  it yields the smallest set of regular states that an bereahed by a -omputation started in initial states satisfying . Analogously thelower adjoint srf: of wrp::true ould be alled the strongest reahable failuretransformer { note that this is not a prediate transformer { beause, appliedto a preondition , srf:: is the smallest set of irregular outomes that an bereahed by a omputation under ontrol of  started in states satisfying . Thetransformer srf: an even be of pratial interest: Proving absene of failures in
 nA reahable from , i.e showing that all erroneous outomes reahable from are ontained in A, in symbols hihtrueiA, is equivalent to showing srf::  A.It is nie to see that our more widespread setting also has a ounterpart in thefailure argument.A trivial onsequene is the following. If a -omputation an start at all { notethat this might not be the ase as the underlying relational semantis might notbe total { then it delivers an outome. Obvious as it is, to stimulate an algebraifeeling we like to mention it anyhow.Corollary 6.1.1 (Starting omputations yield outomes).wrp
::true = trueProof. Use universal onjuntivity of wrp
: intrue  wrp
::true () sp::true  true ;and the latter as well as the other inlusion obviously holds.2 Yet another simple onsequene is the below ounterpart of the `Best of bothworlds' law known from prediate logi. If all -omputations yield outomeswhih satisfy  or whih are ontained in A but if there is also a -omputationyielding outomes whih satisfy  or whih are ontained in B then there mustbe a omputation whih yields outomes satisfying the onjuntion of  and  orwhih are ontained in the intersetion of A and B.Lemma 6.1.3 (Best of both worlds).wrpA:: \ :wrp
nB :::  :wrp
n(A\B):::( \ )
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al Aspets of wrpProof. wrpA:: \ :wrp
nB :::  :wrp
n(A\B):::( \ )() fShunt twiegwrpA:: \ wrp
n(A\B):::( \ )  wrp
nB :::(= fDistribute and monotoniity,see generalized pairing onditiongTrue2 The next inonspiuously looking lemma { it hardly deserves this name { is aentral one as it is also a healthiness ondition in [18℄. It states that, olloquiallyspeaking, a omputation an never terminate regularly in a state satisfying false.Notie that the following rules heavily depend on the relational semantis R()being total.Lemma 6.1.4 (Law of the exluded mirale).R() is total () wrp;::false = falseProof. wrp;::false  false() fSet inlusiong8s : s 2 wrp;::false : s 2 false() fTrading the range, s 2  by naming onventiong8s :: s =2 wrp;::false() fDenition of wrpg8s :: (9 : (s; ) 2 R() :  =2 false)() f =2 false holds obviouslyg8s :: (9 :: (s; ) 2 R())() fDenition of totality (2.2)gR() is total2 The name of this law is due to [18℄ but let us skip questions what similaritiesonerns for a moment.The prediate wrpA:: haraterizes the set of initial states from whih out-omes ontained in A or  are unavoidable. The prediate :(wrp
nA::: ) on theother side is the set of initial states from whih outomes ontained in A or  aremerely possible. Hene, the rst set should be ontained in the seond, but noteagain that this is only the ase if  is guaranteed to have at least one outome, i.e.if R() is total. The onverse, however, should only be valid for deterministi pro-grams. By the way, the third point below serves for the denition of determinismin [18℄.
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 and  2 Pred : R() is total if and only ifwrpA::  :(wrp
nA::: ) :2. R() is univalent if and only if for all A  
 and  2 Pred :wrpA::  :(wrp
nA::: ) :3. R() is a funtion if and only if for all A  
 and  2 Pred :wrpA:: = :(wrp
nA::: ) :Proof. Let us start with 1, so suppose given A  
 and  2 Pred . ThenwrpA::  :(wrp
nA::: )() fShuntinggwrpA:: \ wrp
nA:::  false() fGeneralized pairing onditiongwrp;::false  false() fLaw of the exluded mirale, Lemma 6.1.4gR() is total :Proving the seond laim is harder:R() is univalent() fDenition (2.3)g8s; ; 0 : (s; ) 2 R() ^ (s; 0) 2 R() :  = 0() f\=)" is obvious,for \(=" hoose  = fg resp. A = fgg8s; ; 0; A;  : (s; ) 2 R() ^ (s; 0) 2 R() :( 2  ^ 0 2  ^ ( 2 : _ 0 2  )) _( 2 
 ^ 0 2 
 ^ ( =2 A _ 0 2 A))() fDistribute the laimg8s; ; 0; A;  : (s; ) 2 R() ^ (s; 0) 2 R() :( 2 : _  2 
 n A) _ (0 2  _ 0 2 A)() fUnnesting, 8 distributes over _g8s; A;  :: (8 : (s; ) 2 R() :  2 : _  2 
 n A) _(8 : (s; ) 2 R() :  2  _  2 A)() fDenition of wrpg8s; A;  :: s 2 wrp
nA::: _ s 2 wrpA:: () fTrading the rangeg8s; A;  : s 2 :wrp
nA::: : s 2 wrpA:: () fSet inlusiong8A;  :: :wrp
nA:::  wrpA:: :
74 6. Theoretial Aspets of wrpFinally, 3 is a onsequene of 1 and 2.2 Keeping in mind that wrp
 = wlp and wrp; = wp we nish our explorationwith the following little summary.Corollary 6.1.2 (Derived healthiness onditions).1. wp:: = wlp:: \ wp::true (Pairing ondition)2. wp::false = false if R() is total. (Exluded mirale)3. wlp: is universally onjuntive and wp: is positively onjuntive.4. wrpA:: = :(wrp
nA::: ) if  is deterministi.2 It is this little olletion of extreme instanes of our wrp laws we like to dis-uss briey. Laws 1 to 3 are exatly those ones Dijkstra and Sholten postulatedaxiomatially in [18℄ and whih have to be satised by the pair of transformerswlp and wp in order to adequately model the semantis of implementable pro-grams. (Of ourse the totality-requirement in 2 is not present beause from theiraxiomati point of view there does not exist an underlying relational semantisating as a base for a derivation.) As those laws are postulated terms they haveno diret operational bakground and are, thus, only verbally justied in [18℄.1We like to reall those explanations in our own voabulary.First of all, a program is totally orret if it is partially orret and if it terminatesregularly for eah initial state. In terms of prediate transformers this is expressedby the pairing ondition.Furthermore, no program  an terminate regularly in a nal state satisfyingthe prediate false; in other words there are no initial states from whih a -omputation terminates regularly in a state satisfying false beause this indeedwould establish a mirale (this is where the name of law 2 resp. Lemma 6.1.4stems from). But we observe that this explanation is only valid if eah programan start in every initial state; this argument is also present in [18℄. Otherwise, aprogram might even have no outome for some initial states and exatly this setontradits the argumentation (hene the restrition to implementable programs).From this point of view it should be demanded that an initially given relationalsemantis is total but in pratie this requirement is barely needed so we desistedfrom doing so.The remaining distribution properties are { though in other words { motivated asfollows. Consider a non-empty set of prediates 	 and an arbitrary preondition .Then program  is totally orret w.r.t.  and T	 if and only if, for all  2 	 , itis totally orret w.r.t.  and  . Hene, wp: should be positively onjuntive. Theequivalene does not hold in the ase 	 = ; beause T ; = true suh that the lefthand side expresses that  terminates regularly for every initial state satisfying1 To be fair and omplete, there is an own hapter devoted to operational onsiderations (Chap. 10)but this inludes possible implementations of some onrete ommands, e.g. onditionals and mainlyloops. It is disussed { and even proved on an abstrat level { that those implementations satisfy thehealthiness onditions but this is done without an underlying operational or relational semantis andthe atual justiation for the hoie of the healthiness onditions is only motivated briey.
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 whereas the right hand side holds for trivial reasons. However, the mentionedequivalene remains valid if one restrits attention to partially orret programs; this explains the demand of wlp: being universally onjuntive.We added 4 to stress that this equality serves for the denition of deterministiprograms in [18℄. As seen in the proof of Lemma 6.1.5 one inlusion follows fromthe law of the exluded mirale whih is a postulate so the other inlusion is theatual denition.Our wrp transformers on the other side are derived terms and Corollary 6.1.2above, thus, tells us that the extreme instanes of wrp satisfy the healthinessonditions if the underlying relational semantis R() is total. In this sense wrp
and wrp; are adequate for reasoning about semantis in a simplied world where allkinds of irregular outomes are identied. However, the family of wrp-transformerswas introdued as a remedy for this restrited view. So it might be interesting tofollow Dijkstra's and Sholten's lines and postulate some laws from whih we thinkthey should be satised by a family of relativized prediate transformers in orderto adequately model semantis in the riher world of more than just one failureoutome. Of ourse we do not want to solely justify, in fat we want to prove themto be adequate. This is what the next setion is about.6.2 An Axiomati ViewIn Set. 4.3 we saw that reasoning in terms of wrp is at least as expressive asreasoning in terms of a relational semantis in the following sense. Given R()we an derive the family of wrp-transformers (Def. 4.3.2), and we an alwaystransform results bak to the relational setting (Lemma 4.3.2). In partiular thetransformation of R() to the family of wrp-transformers preserves all informationkept in the initial R() beause otherwise we ould regain lost information inmiraulous ways. We like to sum up and formulate this little observation as follows.Lemma 6.2.1. A relativized prediate transformer semantis is at least as ex-pressive as a relational semantis.2 Yet another onsequene is that eah relation R() orresponds to a familyof onjuntive prediate transformers. The framework we are atually workingin is the spae of monotoni prediate transformers whih is of ourse a riherspae beause eah onjuntive transformer is monotoni but not vie versa. Sothe question might arise how to restrit the set PTrans of monotoni prediatetransformers to wrpA-transformers in an abstrat fashion, i.e. without an under-lying relational semantis, in suh ways that a relational semantis in the shapeof R() an be derived without any loss of information. Worded dierently, whihproperties to hoose, i.e. to keep for axioms, in order to be at most as expressiveas reasoning in terms of a relational semantis, and this is the story told here.Let us turn diretly towards our goal. Motivated by the previous setion {and onsequently by [18℄ { we hoose the following laws from whih we hope
76 6. Theoretial Aspets of wrpthey serve it: Restriting the set of prediate transformers to those transformerswhih orrespond to a relation arrying the same information as the axiomatiallypostulated prediate transformer. (Remember to forget all about an initially givenrelational semantis, what follows has no operational bakground!)Denition 6.2.1 (Axiomati wrps). If the funtionxwrp 2 (2
 ! ( ! PTrans))satises the axioms[AX1 ℄ For all A;B  
 and ;  2 Pred :xwrp:A:: \ xwrp:B:: = xwrp:(A \B)::( \  ) ; and[AX2 ℄ The funtionsxwrp:
: 2 PTrans and xwrp:  ::true 2 (2
 ! Pred)are universally onjuntive,for a xed  then xwrp:A: is alled an axiomati weakest relative preonditionprediate transformer for eah A  
. The so-alled axiomati law of the exludedmirale holds for  if[Exluded Mirale ℄ xwrp:;::false = false.In the ase that[Univalene ℄ :xwrp:(
 n A):::  xwrp:A:: holds for all A  
 and  2 Pred , program  is said to be axiomatially univalent.Finally,  is alled axiomatially deterministi if[Determinism ℄ :xwrp:(
 n A)::: = xwrp:A:: holds for all A  
 and  2 Pred .2 A loser look at Lemma 6.1.1 and Lemma 6.1.2 lets us agree that the derivedweakest relative preondition prediate transformer wrp 2 (2
 ! ( ! PTrans))meets axioms [AX1℄ and [AX2℄. Furthermore, wrp;: satises the law of the ex-luded mirale, thus [Exluded Mirale℄, i the underlying relational semantisR() is total, f. Lemma 6.1.4. Property [Univalene℄ is also satised for wrpA:i the underlying relation is univalent, and hene law [Determinism℄ is satised ifR() is a funtion, i.e. if  is deterministi in the relational sense of Set. 2.1.One ould all the laws sound in some sense, beause eah result obtained byalulating using xwrp an also be obtained by a alulation using solely wrp, justreplae eah ourrene of xwrp by wrp. However, we avoid a further denitionand refuse from going into details beause eah soundness result would sream fora ompleteness result and this would be far beyond our sope of presentation (butmaybe a topi for future researh, see the onlusion). Instead we onentrateon the question whether reasoning in terms of transformers satisfying the laws[AX1℄ and [AX2℄ (and [Exluded Mirale℄, [Univalene℄ or [Determinism℄) is as
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 View 77expressive as reasoning with (total, univalent or funtional) relations in the shapeof R().The rst step is to derive a relational semantis, to avoid onfusion sayD(), from initially given xwrp-transformers. So suppose given a family of xwrp-transformers for an arbitrary xwrp 2 (2
 ! ( ! PTrans)) and a program 2  satisfying the axioms [AX1℄ and [AX2℄ of denition 6.2.1. From Chap. 4,see Lemma 4.3.2, we know an auspiious andidate for a relational semantis tobe derived. Keeping in mind that as yet a relational semantis is not given, xwrpis a postulated term, we deide to derive D() from xwrp by2D() def= f(s; s0) j s 2 :xwrp
:::s0g[f(s; !) j s 2 :xwrp
n!::trueg :(6.1)Note that, just like in Lemma 4.3.2, the entire family of xwrp-transformers for thegiven  is needed.The prediate transformer wrpA: is now derived from this { itself derived {relation D() analogously to Def. 4.3.2,3 i.e. for all A  
,  2 Pred and s 2 :s 2 wrpA:: def() 8 : (s; ) 2 D() :  2  [ A :As mentioned before we would be quite onvined that the transformationfrom xwrp to D() preserves all information kept in the initially given family ofxwrp-transformers if we ould show xwrp:A: = wrpA: for all A. Otherwise weould regain information from the derived relational semantis by mystery thoughinformation got lost during its derivation. Indeed, this is provable.Lemma 6.2.2 (Regaining xwrp).xwrp:A: = wrpA: for all A  
 :Proof. We start our onsiderations with the speial ase A = 
. Here, for all 2 Pred and s 2 ,s 2 wrp
:: () fDenition of wrp aboveg8 : (s; ) 2 D() :  2  [ 
() fTrading the rangeg8 :  2 : : (s; ) =2 D()() fDenition of D()g8s0 : s0 2 : : s 2 xwrp:
:::s02 Here we benet from our set-theoreti onept of prediates. There are models of quite more abstratprediate onepts where it is not possible to selet single states satisfying a given prediate. Consider,for instane, the abstrat relation algebra [74, 78℄ whih has models without so-alled points [52, 74℄.However, by set-theoreti axioms we are enabled to selet prediates like  n fs0g. Furthermore, andeven more interesting, all onoming alulations remain valid for atomisti prediate onepts whereso-alled point-prediates, (d:s), dened by(d:s):t () s = tare guaranteed to exist for all states s. Prediate  n fs0g orresponds to :(d:s0) in this ase.3 Note that the generalized pairing ondition (Lemma 6.1.1) remains valid for this partiular wrp-transformer as no restritions onerning the underlying relational semantis are relevant.
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al Aspets of wrp() fDenition of greatest lower boundgs 2 \s02: xwrp:
:::s0() fxwrp:
: is universally onjuntive, [AX2℄gs 2 xwrp:
::( \s02: :s0)() fSee belowgs 2 xwrp:
:: ;where in the last step we observe that, for all t 2 ,t 2 \s02: :s0() fDenition of greatest lower boundg8s0 : s0 2 : : t 2 :s0() fTrading the range, s0; t 2 g8s0 : s0 = t : s0 2  () fOne point rulegt 2  :This proves the laim for the speial ase A = 
. Now onsider an arbitraryA 6= 
. Similarly we observe that, for all s 2 ,s 2 wrpA::true() fDenition of wrp aboveg8 : (s; ) 2 D() :  2 true [ A() fTrading the rangeg8 :  2 
 n A : (s; ) =2 D()() fNaming onvention and denition of D()g8! : ! 2 
 n A : s 2 xwrp:(
 n !)::true() fDenition of greatest lower boundgs 2 \!2
nA xwrp:(
 n !)::true() fxwrp:  ::true is universally onjuntive, [AX2℄gs 2 xwrp:( \!2
nA(
 n !))::true() fAgain, see belowgs 2 xwrp:A::true ;where ompletely analogously we have, for all !0 2 
,!0 2 \!2
nA(
 n !)() fDenition of greatest lower boundg
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 n A : !0 2 (
 n !)() fComplementation w.r.t. 
 and !; !0 2 
g8! : ! =2 A : !0 6= !() fTrading the rangeg8! : !0 = ! : ! 2 A() fOne point ruleg!0 2 A :From here it is easy to show that, for all  2 Pred and s 2 ,s 2 wrpA:: () fGeneralized pairing ondition for wrp, i.e. Lemma 6.1.1gs 2 wrp
:: ^ s 2 wrpA::true() fResults abovegs 2 xwrp
:: ^ s 2 xwrpA::true() fGeneralized Pairing ondition for xwrp, i.e. [AX1℄gs 2 xwrpA:: ;whih proves the general ase.2 As shown in Set. 6.1, the law of the exluded mirale for wrp is satised if andonly if the underlying relational semantis is total. A orresponding result holdsin the axiomati world as shown below.Lemma 6.2.3 (Totality of D()). The derived relationD() is total if and onlyif the axiomati law of the exluded mirale, i.e. [Exluded Mirale℄, holds for xwrp.Proof. D() is total() fDenition of a total relation (2.2)g8s :: (9 :: (s; ) 2 D())() fDenition of D() and naming onventionsg8s :: (9s0 :: s 2 :xwrp:
:::s0) _(9! :: s 2 :xwrp:(
 n !)::true)() fTrading the range and negationg8s : (8s0 :: s 2 xwrp:
:::s0) ^(8! :: s 2 xwrp:(
 n !)::true) : s 2 false() fDenition of greatest lower boundg8s : s 2\s0 xwrp:
:::s0 ^s 2\! xwrp:(
 n !)::true : s 2 false() fSet inlusiong
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:::s0 \\! xwrp:(
 n !)::true  false() fUniversal Conjutivity, axiom [AX2℄gxwrp:
::(\s0 :s0) \ xwrp:(\! (
 n !))::true  false() fTs0 :s0 = false and T!(
 n !) = ;,have a look at the proof of Lemma 6.2.2gxwrp:
::false \ xwrp:;::true  false() fGeneralized pairing ondition for xwrp, i.e. [AX1℄gxwrp:;::false  false2 So muh for total relations. The last setion was also onerned with univalentrelations and indeed we an prove an analogue to Lemma 6.1.5, 2. Of ourse 1remains valid for xwrp, too. This is not surprising beause again we an use theaxiomati law of the exluded mirale, i.e. [Exluded Mirale℄ in this ase, as adummy for the derived relation D() being total, f. Lemma 6.2.3 and the proofof Lemma 6.1.5, 1.Lemma 6.2.4 (Univalene of D()). The derived relation D() is univalent ifand only if  is axiomatially univalent, i.e. if property [Univalene℄ holds for .Proof. D() is univalent() fFirst three steps in the proof of Lemma 6.1.5, 2g8s; ; 0; A;  : (s; ) 2 D() ^ (s; 0) 2 D() :( 2 : [
 n A) _ (0 2  [ A)() fTrading the range, alulusg8s; ; 0; A;  : ( 2  [ A) ^ (0 2 : [ 
 n A) :(s; ) =2 D() _ (s; 0) =2 D()() fUnnesting, 8 distributes over _,trade the range and rename the dummy 0g8s; A;  :: (8 :  2  [ A : (s; ) =2 D()) _(8 :  2 : [
 n A : (s; ) =2 D())() fSplitting the rangeg8s; A;  :: ((8 :  2  : (s; ) =2 D()) ^(8 :  2 A : (s; ) =2 D())) _((8 :  2 : : (s; ) =2 D()) ^(8 :  2 
 n A : (s; ) =2 D()))() fNaming onventions and denition of D()g8s; A;  :: ((8s0 : s0 2  : s 2 xwrp:
:::s0) ^
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 n !)::true)) _((8s0 : s0 2 : : s 2 xwrp:
:::s0) ^(8! : ! 2 
 n A : s 2 xwrp:(
 n !)::true))() fDenition of greatest lower boundg8s; A;  :: (s 2 \s02	 xwrp:
:::s0 ^s 2 \!2A xwrp:(
 n !)::true) _(s 2 \s02:	 xwrp:
:::s0 ^s 2 \!2
nA xwrp:(
 n !)::true)() fUniversal onjuntivity ([AX2℄) and alulationssimilar to the proof of Lemma 6.2.2g8s; A;  :: (s 2 xwrp:
::: ^ s 2 xwrp:(
 n A)::true) _(s 2 xwrp:
:: ^ s 2 xwrp:A::true)() fGeneralized pairing ondition for xwrp, i.e. [AX1℄g8s; A;  :: s 2 xwrp:(
 n A)::: _ s 2 xwrp:A:: () fTrading the rangeg8s; A;  : s 2 :xwrp:(
 n A)::: : s 2 xwrp:A:: () fSet inlusiong8A;  :: :xwrp:(
 n A):::  xwrp:A:: 2 For the sake of ompleteness we present the missing ombination of Lemmas6.2.3 and 6.2.4.Lemma 6.2.5 (D() and determinism). The derived relation D() is a fun-tion, i.e.  is deterministi in the relational sense of Set. 2.1, if and only if  isaxiomatially deterministi, i.e. if property [Determinism℄ holds for .2 This lemma nishes our onsiderations in the urrent abstrat senario so letus resume the main issues. For a given program  it is possible to derive a (to-tal, univalent resp. funtional) relational semantis D() from an axiomatiallydened family of transformer xwrp:  : satisfying axioms [AX1℄ and [AX2℄ (andadditionally the axiomati law of the exluded mirale [Exluded Mirale℄, law[Univalene℄ resp. law [Determinism℄) whih arries the same information beauseotherwise lost information ould be retrieved in miraulous ways. This was shownby establishing that, for all A  
, the derived prediate transformer wrpA:equals the initially given xwrp:A:, and the results in parentheses were shown di-retly. In this sense we solved our exerise what expressiveness onerns and we








regain, Lemma 6.2.2same type same properties
Fig. 6.1. On the expressiveness: Relational semantis vs. wrp-semantis.
7. Exemplary wrp-Semantis
Up to the present, the wrp-family was { quite abstratly { introdued in order tofailitate reasoning about the ontrol-ow aspets of imperative, stritly transfor-mational and realisti programs and onsequently to support pratial translationveriation. Now it is time to beome a little more demonstrative and in partiularto embrae the title of the present thesis. Therefore, the present hapter is on-erned with the very basi onepts of programming languages whih over most ofthe ustomary ones. More speially, onrete wrp-semantis for the exemplarilyhosen languages will be derived to show what they look like and to substantiateonoming disussions onerning optimizations and translation veriation.In fat, two extreme instanes of programming languages are disussed. Firstly,and this lass of languages is typially heavily negleted what omprehensiblesemantis onerns, a mahine language, to be preise an assembly language, isonsidered. In detail, the presented (abstrat) mahine language onsists of labels,assignments, onditional jumps and subroutine-alls and -returns. It is intended toapture the essene of at, unstrutured assembly ode1 beause we refrain fromgoing down to the basis of onrete mahine ode as there are, e.g., load andstore instrutions on the byte-or-whatever-level and jump-destinations expressedby means of ode-lengths. Instead, the mentioned instrutions are supposed to be\maros" whih an be rened by (sequenes of) atual mahine instrutions ina later stage of the implementation in the real world. In this sense, the assemblylanguage presented here might be seen as a stepping stone on the way downto atual binary mahine ode. The ultimative referene will be an operationalsemantis as it is ommon for assembly languages. Sine the language is at, i.e.without any inner struture, one annot expet a nie and strutured prediatetransformer semantis but it is possible to derive suÆiently strong prediatetransformer laws that support a semantially onsistent reasoning about entiremahine programs in an abstrat fashion without exeuting the ode operationallystep-by-step. We like to mention that this assembly language was rstly presentedin [63℄ where it plays the role of a target language of a \proved orret" translation,see Set. 8.2 of the present thesis for more details.Seondly, and more traditionally in the eld of program veriation, there isthe lass of WHILE-languages, the programs of whih typially onsist of assign-ments, sequential ompositions, onditionals, loops and { generally not onsideredin a more theoretial setup like the present { proedure delarations and alls. We1 The fat that at, unstrutured assembly ode is onsidered is not that self-evident as it seems.Sometimes strutured assembly-languages are disussed, e.g. in [65℄, in order to ease translationorretness proofs, see also the omments in Set. 8.3.
84 7. Exemplary wrp-Semantistherefore introdue a language onsisting of the onstruts just mentioned whihis taken as a very prototypi and general instane of the lass of WHILE-languagesovering most of the features they have in ommon. The language disussed hereis in a sense more exiting as its proedure-onept allows nesting of proedureswithout naming restritions (blokwise re-delarations). Again, the semantis willbe given operationally and the major eort will be to derive a stritly ompo-sitional prediate transformer semantis using environments that map proedureidentiers to meanings of their bodies. It is easy to derive a prediate transformersemantis using ditionaries that map identiers to programs { in fat, the oper-ational semantis will use ditionaries { but, unfortunately, this semantis turnsout to be not very ompositional. It is a non-trivial exerise to show that bothsemantial representations oinide, the one that an be easily derived and theone whih is more desirable.In both languages we onentrate on the ontrol-ow aspets of program exeu-tion. In partiular, we have a rather superial view on data. Both languages areassumed to work on a state spae with named variables and we provide instru-tions embodying entire (Boolean) expressions, the semantis of whih is assumedto be given by abstrat evaluation funtions. This allows to forget about the atualimplementation of the evaluation of (Boolean) expressions whih, after all, heavilydepends on the onrete model resp. mahine in question. It is noteworthy thatboth languages are allowed to produe (nite) errors. Typially, when reasoningabout programs in more abstrat ways, the underlying semantis is assumed tobe total in the sense that exeution of a ommand delivers a regular result (if itdoes terminate at all). The relative-orretness notion, however, is intended to getalong with nite errors so it is appropriate and proximate to permit nite errorsto emerge. Otherwise, the wrp-semantis would be rather senseless as the featureswhih distinguish wrp from wp or wlp ould barely be exploited.The ultimate referene for both languages is an operational semantis whih isthe most ommon way of desribing the behavior of programs and whih promisesto let errors due to misunderstandings beome rare. But sine reasoning in termsof a ne-grained operational semantis is quite error-prone and lumsy a moreabstrat view on program exeution { here: wrp-transformers { is desirable. In theatual derivation of this wrp-semantis it turns out that it is helpful to have somemeta-theorems available that relate entire omputations on the operational level toprediate transformers. Thus, before going into the details of eah of the languages,their shape of ongurations and whatever, we start with an analysis of the verybasis of operational semantis in general and show how to derive a xpoint-oriented wrp-semantis from an operational semantis. As reursion is present inboth languages we benet from this investigation twie and in two avors. Therst is a onrete one: We diretly obtain a xpoint-haraterization of the wrp-semantis for the mahine language whih is the key to the aspired laws, andalso the task to derive a stritly ompositional semantis for the soure languagerelies on this presentation in large amounts. The seond is of more general natureand of independent interest: The following intermezzo on operational semantisin general is hoped to proure a feeling for \adequate xpoints". In partiular it
7.1 Fixpoint-Charaterization of wrp 85suggests a \rule-of-thumb" saying that { in the area of weakest preonditions {greatest xpoints resp. least xpoints are the ones to hoose whenever divergeneis tolerated or not, respetively.7.1 Fixpoint-Charaterization of wrpLet us set the stage for the more general onsiderations this setion is about.Typially, an operational semantis is given by means of a transition relation, say`!', on what is known under the name of ongurations. The shape of ongu-rations depends on the programming language in question, so let us investigatewhat they usually have in ommon. A haraterizing property of a onguration isthe presene of a state omponent whih typially keeps the urrent values of theinvolved variables or memory-ells (i.e. a member of  in our setting) but whihmight also be an arbitrary omplex entry dealing solely with data. Beside this,a onguration keeps the information onerning the ontrol ow aspets of thepresent program and the urrent position. This omponent might solely onsistof the program itself but there might be a variety of further omponents whihare needed in order to aurately model the program running on a spei ma-hine. Typial examples are staks (for storing return addresses or loal variables)or more abstrat entries (like environments or ditionaries that map identiers tovalues of some appropriate type). Even the entire memory of whih the onsideredprogram is a part might be of interest. For our purposes, however, it turns out tobe irrelevant what kind of spei information is kept in this seond omponentso let us just suppose that it exists (a member of a set, say, C1). Thus, a ong-uration is assumed to onsist of a state omponent and a ontrol ow omponentwhatever the latter might preisely look like.We range over the set of ongurations C def= C1   by (; s) where  2C1 represents the ontrol ow omponent and s 2  the state omponent. Inour general setting, roughly speaking, the transition relation `!' relates inputongurations (; s), the ontrol ow omponent  is to be exeuted starting instate s, to output ongurations (0; s0), exeution terminated regularly in state s0leaving onguration 0 to be exeuted next, or to nal regular states s0, the ontrolow omponent left nothing to do, or even to irregular outomes ! beause a run-time error ourred whih fored the ontrol ow omponent to stop propagatingthe obtained error message. Hene, in our voabulary, we have!  C  (C [  [ 
) ;and we expliitly allow a program to diverge spontaneously, i.e. (; s) ! 1,beause this is rather natural in the following sense. We are not interested in thedetails of program exeution { atually we do not even have programs { and inpartiular not in expression evaluation. Thus, in the sequel we will assume theexistene of evaluation funtions whih allow to forget about the ways the resultsare obtained. However, if one is to implement these evaluation funtions in someways one might make use of loops and proedures whih, after all, may diverge.
86 7. Exemplary wrp-SemantisThe onsidered operational semantis, given by `!', an also be kept for agraph, a so-alled onguration graph, with verties of type C,  and 
 andedges given by the elements of `!'. Note that onguration graphs are in no wayrestrited, typially they are yli and innite. Computations on ongurationsorrespond to paths in the onguration graph so the next task is to dene arelation whih lets us reason about nite and innite paths. It is well knownthat the transitive losure of `!' is the least relation ` +!' whih satises the tailreursive denition2(; s) +! x def() (; s)! x _ 90; s0 : (; s)! (0; s0) : (0; s0) +! x ; (7.1)where x is supposed to range over C[[
. With this denition, (; s) +! (0; s0),(; s) +! s0 and (; s) +! ! represents a nite (and non-empty) path from (; s)to (0; s0), s0 and ! respetively. Innite paths are disregarded beause ` +!' isdened to be the least solution of (7.1) so a solving relation ontaining both,nite and innite paths, an only be of greater or equal size. Furthermore, thetransitive losure of `!' is dened to be the least transitive relation ontaining`!'. However, innite paths are obviously of interest, too, and we deide to apturethem as follows. Based on the observation that a set of verties, say S, desribesan innite path if eah vertex in S has a suessor in S we dene the suessorset S to be the greatest set satisfying3S def= f(; s) j 90; s0 :: (; s)! (0; s0) ^ (0; s0) 2 Sg : (7.2)Here it is more obvious why the largest set is adequate; we like to ollet allongurations whih are part of some innite path and not just of one partiular.Furthermore S = ; is a trivial but little informative solution of (7.2). Combining(7.1) and (7.2) gives rise to the following denition: For ongurations (; s) andx 2 C [ [ 
:(; s); x def() (; s) +! x _ ((; s) 2 S ^ x =1) : (7.3)Relation `;' aptures both, nite and innite paths; nite paths are obtainedfrom ` +!' and innite paths are suh whih start in a onguration ontained inS, the latter is made expliit by letting them \reah" 1. (Note that relation `;'is generally not univalent, i.e. more than one outome might be possible for agiven initial state.)A relation in the shape of `;' is preisely what we strive for, it apturing both,nite and innite paths. Furthermore it is an easy exerise to show that `;' isalso a solution of (7.1). Sine this is an important and, moreover, a very usefulobservation it deserves an own quotable number.Lemma 7.1.1 (Make a step).(; s); x () (; s)! x _ 90; s0 : (; s)! (0; s0) : (0; s0); x2 As `!' is a relation one an also express the transitive losure of `!' by X(! [ ! X) wheresequential omposition, denoted by juxtaposition here, of inhomogeneous relations { like `!' { isdened as done in Set. 5.1.3 Similarly, the set of all verties lying on an innite path orresponds to the relational vetor X(! X).
7.1 Fixpoint-Charaterization of wrp 87Proof. The details are left to the reader, just unroll the denitions and shunt theparts aordingly.2As we have seen, the weakest solution of (7.1) yields the transitive losure of`!' whih disregards innite paths. From a semantial point of view this deni-tion is angeli beause the possibility of divergene is negleted in the sense thatwhenever an initial state might give rise to a diverging omputation one does notare about this partiular outome and fouses on nitely reahable outomeswhih, seen from this perspetive, are atually of more interest (this orrespondsto partial orretness). Let us therefore have a look at the greatest solution of(7.1). Obviously innite paths are ontained but the problem we are faed withis the following. Suppose there exists an innite path starting in (; s) suh that(; s);1. In partiular this innite path an be used to show that90; s0 : (; s)! (0; s0) : (0; s0);  ;and this for all for  2  [
! In the very end, (; s);  holds for all  but thisis not what we like to model. Thus, roughly and relationally speaking, an innitepath overwrites all information onerning nite paths. Whenever a diverging runmay our all possible terminating runs are disregarded. From a semantial pointof view this is a demoni denition beause divergene is treated as the worstase that an our; whenever a omputation an diverge it will. In ontrary tothe angeli point of view a diverging run will start whenever this is possible andall nite omputations are negleted (this orresponds to total orretness). Themoral of the tale is that `;' { the relation whih is of atual interest { is neitherthe least nor the greatest solution of (7.1) so it seems neessary to dene `;' theway it was done. This is not the time and plae to forelose the freedom to talkabout variations of partial and total orretness, in this sense (7.3) is an erratidenition.Let us now ome to what this setion is devoted to: A xpoint haraterizationof wrp. The rst step towards this goal is to dene the wrp-transformers in thisslightly dierent senario where a diretly underlying relational semantis is notat hand. One ould, however, derive a relational semantis from the operationalby deningR() = f(s; ) j (; s); grst but we refrain from this notational detour. Instead we dene the wrp-transformers diretly { but equivalently { as follows: For a set A  
 of irregularoutomes to be aepted, a ontrol-ow omponent  2 C1, a prediate  2 Predand a state s:44 This presentation is mostly due to \histori" reasons but it also has some more notational andalulational advantages. One an equivalently and ustomary denes 2 wrpA:: def() 8 : (; s);  :  2  [ A ;in partiular we speify:((; s); 
 nA) def() 8! : (; s); ! : ! 2 A :
88 7. Exemplary wrp-Semantiss 2 wrpA:: def() :((; s); 
 n A) ^ (8s0 : (; s); s0 : s0 2  ) :Again, a state satises the weakest relative preondition of  w.r.t.  and Aif no path starting in (; s) ends in a vertex representing an erroneous outomeontained in 
 n A (note that, by denition (7.3), paths representing divergingomputations \reah" 1) and if all regular states whih a reahable via a pathstarting in (; s) satisfy the postondition  .One of the basi properties of `;' and the graph-oriented view is the following.Consider a onguration (; s) suh that s satises wrpA:: , i.e. all paths startingin (; s) lead to verties satisfying the postondition resp. to be aepted. Then wean deompose eah of those paths into a rst single step and a remaining pathand we an be sure that eah of these verties reahable in one step enjoys thisproperty again (for its own ontrol-ow omponent and an aordingly modiedstate). The onverse is also valid and, more formally, this property is formulatedas follows.Lemma 7.1.2 (Unroll wrp).s 2 wrpA:: ():((; s)! 
 n A) ^(8s0 : (; s)! s0 : s0 2  ) ^(80; s0 : (; s)! (0; s0) : s0 2 wrpA:0: )Proof. s 2 wrpA:: () fDenition of wrpg:((; s); 
 n A) ^ (8s0 : (; s); s0 : s0 2  )() fMake a step (Lemma 7.1.1) and distributeg:((; s)! 
 n A) ^(80; s0 : (; s)! (0; s0) : :((0; s0); 
 n A)) ^(8s00 : ((; s)! s00) _ (90; s0 : (; s)! (0; s0) : (0; s0); s00) :s00 2  )() fSplitting the range and 9-introdutiong:((; s)! 
 n A) ^(80; s0 : (; s)! (0; s0) : :((0; s0); 
 n A)) ^(8s00 : (; s)! s00 : s00 2  ) ^(80; s0; s00 : (; s)! (0; s0) ^ (0; s0); s00 : s00 2  )() fUnnestingg:((; s)! 
 n A) ^(80; s0 : (; s)! (0; s0) : :((0; s0); 
 n A)) ^(8s00 : (; s)! s00 : s00 2  ) ^(80; s0 : (; s)! (0; s0) : (8s00 : (0; s0); s00 : s00 2  ))
7.1 Fixpoint-Charaterization of wrp 89() f8 distributes over ^g:((; s)! 
 n A) ^(8s00 : (; s)! s00 : s00 2  ) ^(80; s0 : (; s)! (0; s0) ::((0; s0); 
 n A) ^ (8s00 : (0; s0); s00 : s00 2  ))() fDenition of wrp and renaming a dummyg:((; s)! 
 n A) ^(8s0 : (; s)! s0 : s0 2  ) ^(80; s0 : (; s)! (0; s0) : s0 2 wrpA:0: 2 Lemma 7.1.2 is nie beause it shows an iterated ourrene of wrp; this suggeststo dene a funtion in suh ways that wrp beomes a xpoint of it. First of all wemake the tehnial observation that the wrp-transformer is of typeT def= 2
 ! (C1 ! PTrans) :Then we deneD 2 (T ! T )whih is, for a \transformer" f 2 T , a set of outomes A  
, a ontrol-owomponent  2 C1, a prediate  2 Pred and states s 2 , dened as follows.s 2 D:f:A:: def():((; s)! 
 n A)^(8s0 : (; s)! s0 : s0 2  )^(80; s0 : (; s)! (0; s0) : s0 2 f:A:0: ) (7.4)Now, in fat, it is easy to see that the transformer wrp 2 T is a xpoint of D, justreplae f by wrp in D's denition (7.4) and apply Lemma 7.1.2 (note that wrpA:is a ondensed denotation for wrp:A:). This observation is part of what we arelooking for so it is worth a theorem.Theorem 7.1.1 (wrp is a xpoint of D).D:wrp = wrp2 The set (T ! T ) is a omplete lattie and the funtion D is obviously mono-toni. Hene, by the xpoint theorem of Knaster and Tarski we ould have on-luded the existene of xpoints without even knowing them expliitly instead ofnding a solution in a onstrutive way. Furthermore, the xpoint theorem statesthat D has a least and a greatest xpoint and the question to be disussed nowis whih of the two extreme instanes is adequate depending on the arguments.Operationally speaking, one has to distinguish the ases whether innite pathsare tolerated or not; spoken in terms of relative orretness one has to respetwhether divergene is to be aepted or not, i.e 1 2 A or 1 =2 A.
90 7. Exemplary wrp-SemantisWe start with a variation of partial orretness so assume 1 2 A. To provewrpA:: = D:A:: we onsider an arbitrary xpoint f of D, i.e. f 2 T withD:f = f . We an show that f is less than wrp w.r.t. the order on T so the laimfollows beause wrp is a xpoint of D whih is greater than or equal to any other.5To show f:A::  wrpA:: we take an initial state s 2 f:A:: . The laim iss 2 wrpA:: , i.e. 8 : (; s) ;  :  2  [ A, and we thus hoose an arbitrary with (; s); . Note that we are done if  =1 beause we aept divergenehere, 1 2 A. Therefore, it suÆes to onsider nitely reahable outomes only,and onsequently the overall laim s 2 f:A:: =) s 2 wrpA:: an be shownby indution on nite paths in the following way. We like to prove8n 2 N ; ; s : s 2 f:A:: : (8 : (; s)!n  :  2  [ A) ; (7.5)by indution on n where (; s) !n  denotes a nite path of length n fromonguration (; s) to outome .Base ase: Take some arbitrary , s and assume s 2 f:A:: . As D:f = f we haves 2 D:f:A:: and thus partiularly:((; s)! 
 n A) ^ (8s0 : (; s)! s0 : s0 2  )() fConventions and 8 distributes over ^g8 : (; s)!  :  2  [ A :Indution step: Assume the laim (7.5) to hold for all , s and an arbitrary butxed n. Now take some  and s and observe thats 2 f:A:: =) fD:f = f , denition of D, forget about the rst onjuntsg(80; s0 : (; s)! (0; s0) : s0 2 f:A:0: )=) fIndution hypothesisg80; s0 : (; s)! (0; s0) : (8 : (0; s0)!n  :  2  [ A)() fCombine the pathsg8 : (; s)!n+1  :  2  [ A ;whih ompletes the proof ofTheorem 7.1.2 (Choose  for 1 2 A). If 1 2 A thenwrpA = D:A :2 The greatest xpoint of D is the adequate one if we tolerate divergene, just asexpeted. By symmetry we onjeture the least one to be appropriate if divergeneis to be rejeted and this is proved as follows.Again, onsider another xpoint f of D, i.e. D:f = f , and assume that1 =2 A.This time we start to shue the omponents:5 The xpoint-theorem of Knaster and Tarski partiularly says that the set of xpoints of a monotonifuntion on a omplete lattie forms also a omplete lattie so this onlusion makes sense.
7.1 Fixpoint-Charaterization of wrp 91wrpA::  f:A:: () fSet-inlusion and denition of wrpg8s : :((; s); 
 n A) ^ (8s0 : (; s); s0 : s0 2  ) : s 2 f:A:: () f1 =2 Ag8s : :((; s); 
 n (A [ f1g)) ^:((; s);1) ^(8s0 : (; s); s0 : s0 2  ) :s 2 f:A:: () fTrading the range twieg8s : :((; s); 
 n (A [ f1g)) ^(8s0 : (; s); s0 : s0 2  ) ^s =2 f:A:: :(; s);1() fSee denition belowg8s : P (; s) : (; s);1 ;where we dene a \path-prediate" P (; s) byP (; s) def():((; s); 
 n (A [ f1g)) ^(8s0 : (; s); s0 : s0 2  ) ^s =2 f:A:: :Voalized, the goal an be ahieved by onstruting an innite (or nite) pathto 1 starting in (; s) under the assumption that P (; s) holds. This is shown asfollows. P (; s)() fDenition of P , D:f = fg:((; s); 
 n (A [ f1g)) ^(8s0 : (; s); s0 : s0 2  ) ^s =2 D:f:A:: () fDenition of Dg:((; s); 
 n (A [ f1g)) ^(8s0 : (; s); s0 : s0 2  ) ^( ((; s)! 
 n A) _(9s0 : (; s)! s0 : s0 =2  ) _(90; s0 : (; s)! (0; s0) : s0 =2 f:A:0: ) )=) fDistribute the rst disjunt;if :((; s); 
 n (A [ f1g)) and ((; s)! 
 n A)then ((; s)!1) followsg
92 7. Exemplary wrp-Semantis((; s)!1) _( :((; s); 
 n (A [ f1g)) ^(8s0 : (; s); s0 : s0 2  ) ^( (9s0 : (; s)! s0 : s0 =2  ) _(90; s0 : (; s)! (0; s0) : s0 =2 f:A:0: ) ) )=) fDistribute the last but one disjunt whihontradits (8s0 : (; s); s0 : s0 2  )g((; s)!1) _( :((; s); 
 n (A [ f1g)) ^(8s0 : (; s); s0 : s0 2  ) ^(90; s0 : (; s)! (0; s0) : s0 =2 f:A:0: ) )=) f\Make a step" (Lemma 7.1.1) and forget about someonjunts, then hoose \best of both worlds"g((; s)!1) _(90; s0 : (; s)! (0; s0) : :((0; s0); 
 n (A [ f1g)) ^(8s00 : (0; s0); s00 : s00 2  ) ^s0 =2 f:A:0: )() fDenition of Pg((; s)!1) _(90; s0 : (; s)! (0; s0) : P (0; s0))Thus, assuming P (; s) to hold lets us onlude the existene of a (nite) one-step omputation from (; s) to 1 whih partiularly implies (; s) ; 1 or theexistene of a suessive onguration (0; s0) satisfying P again. Following thesesuessive ongurations lets us onstrut a { nite or innite { path to1 anyhowso (; s);1 holds as required.Here it was shown that wrp is a xpoint of D whih is less than or equal toany xpoint of D, onsequently it is the least xpoint.Theorem 7.1.3 (Choose  for 1 =2 A). If 1 =2 A thenwrpA = D:A :2 This theorem loses the intermezzo on xpoints in onnetion with weakestpreonditions and we will benet from these insights many a time, both diretlyand inspirationally. Though the results presented here annot always be diretlyapplied they should nevertheless be understood as a justiation for the followingrule-of-thumb suited to weakest preonditions.\Choose the greatest xpoint if 1 2 A and the least otherwise."
7.2 Preparations and Notations 937.2 Preparations and NotationsAs mentioned before we fous on the ontrol ow aspets of program exeution.In partiular, we refrain from going into details of (Boolean) expression evalua-tion and the treatment of data in general. However, sine realisti programminglanguages obviously handle with data { this is what they are basially intendedto do { the present setion is devoted to a brief introdution to our more abstratview on data, to the ways we assume evaluations of (Boolean) expressions to beperformed and also to some helpful notational sugar.For the remainder we suppose given three additional sets of syntati objets:a set Var of variables x, a set Expr of expressions e, and a set BExpr of Booleanexpressions b. We do not are about the onrete struture, i.e. the syntax, of thelatter two beause this entails going into details of their evaluation what we wantto avoid. Instead, we assume given two abstrat evaluation funtions,E(e) 2 ( ! (Val [
)) and B(b) 2 ( ! (B [ 
)) ;whih at as orales and yield either the values of (Boolean) expressions or er-roneous outomes, and this in some { unknown and uninteresting { ways. Here,Val is supposed to be the value-set of variables, and B = ftt;g represents thetruth-values. Intuitively, results B(b)(s) 2 
 and E(e)(s) 2 
 represent failuresduring the evaluation of (Boolean) expressions whih are assumed to propagateon the state-level. Note that evaluations may even diverge. We already mentionedthat this is reasonable in the sense that these evaluation funtions may run foreverif they are to be implemented in a later stage.In the sequel, states are valuations of variables, i.e.  = (Var ! Val). Asusual, sfx 7! vg denotes a variation, i.e. an update of variable x's value in states to v, more tehnially,sfx 7! vg(y) def=  v if x = ys(y) if x 6= y : (7.6)Obviously, a variation is a ommutative operation for distint variables, i.e.sfx 7! vgfy 7! wg = sfy 7! wgfx 7! vgif x 6= y. On the other side,  [e=x℄, dened bys 2  [e=x℄ def() sfx 7! E(e)(s)g 2  denotes a substitution of e (better, e's value) for x in prediate  (notie that thesubstitution is only dened if E(e)(s) 2 Val). Due to the pointwise denition it islear that a substitution is universally juntive, i.e. both universally disjuntiveand universally onjuntive (in the prediate alulus setting of [18℄ the onverseis also true: A funtion is a substitution if it is universally juntive, see [9℄). Notethat, in our setting, a substitution is a semanti operation on prediates ratherthan a syntati operation on expressions. If, however, a \syntatial substitution"of expression e for variable x in expression f is of interest, e.g. denoted by fhe=xi,its value an be dened byE(fhe=xi)(s) def= E(f)(sfx 7! E(e)(s)g) ; (7.7)
94 7. Exemplary wrp-Semantisfor states s with E(e)(s) 2 Val . A well-known law remains valid: Two sues-sive semantial substitutions equal one semantial substitution of a syntatialsubstitution in the sense that [e=x℄[f=x℄ =  [ehf=xi=x℄ : (7.8)In order to deal with partially dened expressions and for the sake of read-ability we assume speial types of basi prediates. As evaluation of (Boolean)expressions may fail and beause relative orretness is onerned with regularresults and erroneous outomes to be aepted the following prediates ollet theorresponding states. They are, for (Boolean) expressions b and e and for A  
,dened as follows:def(e) def= fs j E(e)(s) 2 Valg ;inA(e) def= fs j E(e)(s) 2 Ag ;def(b) def= fs j B(b)(s) 2 B g ; andinA(b) def= fs j B(b)(s) 2 Ag :Their meaning should be intuitively lear: def(e) resp. inA(e), for instane, is theset of states in whih evaluation of e yields a regular result resp. an irregularoutome that is to be aepted. Semantial guards are based on the following twoprediates whih ontain states satisfying a ondition resp. not:(b = tt) def= fs j B(b)(s) = ttg ; and(b = ) def= fs j B(b)(s) = g :Note that the evaluation of (Boolean) expressions an yield erroneous outomeswhereas the orresponding prediates annot. By this the underlying logi of pred-iates we are reasoning in beomes total.The prediates mentioned so far are onrete and due to their suggestive namesmore intuitive instanes of two more general prediates. For a set of outomesO   [
 and an expression e we deneinO(e) def= fs j E(s) 2 Og (7.9)and analogously inO(b) for Boolean expressions b.These basi prediates give rise to some neessary or at least useful prediatetransformers whih semantially model some typial ommands of imperative pro-gramming languages. By example let us onsider an assignment, say \x := e".Operationally speaking, the semantis of an assignment is as follows. Firstly, theexpression e is evaluated in some ways in some state s, in our senario this evalua-tion is modeled by appliation of the evaluation funtion E to e and s. If evaluationdelivers a regular result it is assigned to x, i.e. state s is varied aordingly. If eval-uation of e fails and yields an erroneous outome ! the aeptane of this failuredepends on whether ! 2 A or not. Hene, the prediate transformer modeling thisassignment is given by(x :=A e): def= inA(e) [ (def(e) \  [e=x℄) ;
7.3 An Abstrat Assembly Language 95note that the guard def(e) guarantees that the substitution is well-dened. An-other widely used ommand is the onditional, say guarded by b with branhes Pand Q where the latter are supposed to be weakest relative preondition prediatetransformers. Operationally, the guard b is evaluated in some given state, and ifevaluation terminates regularly yielding tt resp.  the orresponding branh Presp. Q is hosen. Again, evaluation of b may also yield erroneous outomes suhthat the semantial onditional we are interested in is given by(P  b=AQ): def= inA(b) [ ((b = tt) \ P: ) [ ((b = ) \Q: ) :The below law is well known from the renement alulus: Sequential ompositionfrom the right distributes over onditionals.Lemma 7.2.1 (Distribute onditional).(P  b=AQ) ; R = (P ; R) b=A (Q ; R)2 Yet another denition is appropriate here. The semantis of a while-loop an beniely dened by means of a funtion Wb;P : PTrans ! PTrans whih is denedby Wb;P (X) def= (P ; X) b=A Id ; (7.10)where P is again supposed to be a weakest relative preondition transformer (andwhere A will be lear from the ontext). Operationally, a loop with body  isunrolled as long as the guard holds. Semantially spoken, in terms of prediatetransformers, this reets in taking an adequate { and we will see what this meansin a while or may even obey the rule-of-thumb right now { xpoint of Wb;wrpA:.7.3 An Abstrat Assembly LanguageThe language dened in this setion is intended to apture the essene of at andunstrutured assembly ode. In this, our main interest is a realisti treatment ofontrol strutures. Therefore, labels l 2 Lab are used to mark the destinationof jump instrutions as ommon in assembly languages. In order to keep thingsmanageable, the language works on a state spae with named variables and weprovide instrutions embodying entire (Boolean) expressions: asg(x; e) and j(b; l).Suh instrutions should be thought to be \maros" representing a sequene ofmore onrete assembly instrutions; one an easily imagine that an assignment isa olletion of load-, store- and arithmeti-operations on a real mahine and like-wise is a onditional jump. A language of this kind might be used as a steppingstone on the way down to atual binary mahine ode, and indeed the presentedlanguage here is almost an abstrat view on an existing assembly language whihis the Transputer-ode in this ase.6 Moreover, the presented mahine language is6 Though the assembly language onsidered here looks rather artiial, in partiular its semantis, itan be kept for a more handy representation of real assembly ode. The appendix is onerned witha justiation that it is { in priniple { possible to elaborate inreasingly more abstrat views onthe Transputer suh that nally a language and semantis similar to the one presented here an bederived.
96 7. Exemplary wrp-Semantisslightly more realisti than ommon { what abstrat views like ours typially on-erns { beause it is assumed to run on nite mahines. In the present senario thisexpresses in stak-overow errors that may spontaneously arise whenever a return-address is pushed onto the return-stak. The possibility of resoure-violation ismodeled by non-determinism beause otherwise the atual memory size and itsurrent utilization must be taken into aount whih obviously would ompliatethe denitions, and relative orretness is intended to feature elegane.7.3.1 SyntaxThe set Instr onsists of instrutions of the following form. There is{ asg(x; e): an assignment instrution,{ j(b; l): a onditional jump (on false) to label l,{ jsr(l): a subroutine jump to label l, and{ ret: a return jump.We write goto(l) as a short hand notation for j(false; l). It represents an unon-ditional jump.An assembly (or mahine) program m is a nite sequene onsisting of instru-tions and labels where we assume unique labeling. Conatenation of programs isdenoted by an inx dot `' and mi denotes the ith omponent, i.e. an instrutionor a label, in the mahine program m = m1  : : : mi  : : : mn. More formally, theset of assembly (or mahine) programs is given byMP def= fm 2 (Instr [ Lab) j 8i; j : mi = mj 2 Lab : i = jg ;and " denotes the empty string, in partiular " is an assembly program. In a pro-gram m, the ourrenes of labels inside j and jsr instrutions are alled applied,the other ourrenes are alled dening ; note that dening ourrenes of labelsare unique. A program m is alled losed if every label that has an applied our-rene in m also has a dening ourrene. The set of losed mahine programs isdenoted by CMP, i.e.CMP def= fm 2 MP j m is losedg :Here is an example of a losed program omputing the fatorial of x leaving theresult in y.7asg(y; 1)  Loop  j(x 6= 0;End)  asg(y; x  y)  asg(x; x  1)  goto(Loop)  End7 For the sake of omprehension we mention that this program is just a tehnially more manageabledenotation of the programasg(y; 1)Loop j(x 6= 0; End)asg(y; x  y)asg(x; x   1)goto(Loop)Endwhih is a presentation eah omputer sientist should be familiar with and whih exatly yields theone above if it is read line by line added by separating dots.
7.3 An Abstrat Assembly Language 977.3.2 Basi operational semantisA proessor exeuting a mahine program will typially use an instrution pointerthat points to the next instrution to be exeuted at any given moment. For thereasoning about assembly ode in a more algebrai fashion, however, it is moreonvenient to represent the urrent ontrol point in a more symboli manner:We partition the exeuted program m into two parts u; v suh that m = u v and that the next instrution to be exeuted is just the rst instrution ofv. Progress of exeution an be niely expressed by partitioning the same odesequene dierently. The set PMP of partitioned mahine programs ontains theformal representations of programs together with an instrution pointer:PMP def= fhu; vi j u  v 2 CMPg :The partitioned program hu; vi 2 PMP, for example, whereu = asg(y; 1)  Loop  j(x 6= 0;End)  asg(y; x  y)  asg(x; x  1)and v = goto(Loop)  Endrepresents the above fatorial program just after an iteration of the body and justbefore the bak-jump to the beginning of the loop.Similarly, we prefer to work with a symboli representation of the stak ofreturn addresses; suh a stak is neessary to exeute jump-subroutine and returninstrutions. The idea is to use a stak of partitioned ode sequenes (modeled bya member of PMP) instead of a stak of (absolute) addresses. More preisely, atexeution time eah element of the PMP-stak represents the same program, i.e.the program in question, only the positions of the separating ommas { markingthe instrutions to be exeuted just after the return { dier.The basi semantis of the abstrat assembly language is an operational se-mantis built around the ideas just desribed. It works on ongurations of theform hu; v; a; si, where hu; vi 2 PMP models the urrent ontrol point (u  v is thepresent program and the rst instrution of v is to be exeuted next), a 2 PMPis the symboli representation of the return stak, and s 2  is the urrent state.Thus, MP def= fhu; v; a; si j hu; vi 2 PMP ^ a 2 PMP ^ s 2 gis the set of regular ongurations of the assembly language. In order to treaterror situations, we use the members of 
 as irregular ongurations and, ofourse, states s 2  represent the results of regular terminating omputationswhih ould be alled nal ongurations. Table 7.1 denes the transition relation!  MP  ( MP [ [
) of an abstrat mahine exeuting assembly programs.Let us onsider the rules in more detail. [Asg1℄ is onerned with the exeu-tion of asg(x; e). If e evaluates without error to a value in the urrent state s themahine hanges the value of x aordingly { the new state is sfx 7! E(e)(s)g{ and transfers ontrol to the subsequent instrution. This is niely modeled bymoving the asg(x; e) instrution from the start of the v omponent to the end of
98 7. Exemplary wrp-Semantis[Asg1℄ E(e)(s) 2 Valhu; asg(x; e)  v; a; si ! hu  asg(x; e); v; a; sfx 7! E(e)(s)gi[Asg2℄ E(e)(s) 2 
hu; asg(x; e)  v; a; si ! E(e)(s)[Cj1℄ B(b)(s) = tthu; j(b; l)  v; a; si ! hu  j(b; l); v; a; si[Cj2℄ B(b)(s) =  ; u  j(b; l)  v = x  l  yhu; j(b; l)  v; a; si ! hx; l  y; a; si[Cj3℄ B(b)(s) 2 
hu; j(b; l)  v; a; si ! B(b)(s)[Jsr1℄ u  jsr(l)  v = x  l  yhu; jsr(l)  v; a; si ! hx; l  y; a  hu  jsr(l); vi; si[Jsr2℄ hu; jsr(l)  v; a; si ! \StakOverow"[Ret1℄ hu; ret  v; a  hx; yi; si ! hx; y; a; si[Ret2℄ hu; ret  v; "; si ! \EmptyStak"[Label℄ hu; l  v; a; si ! hu  l; v; a; si[Stop℄ hu; "; a; si ! sTable 7.1. Operational semantis of the assembly language.the u omponent. [Asg2℄ applies if evaluation of e fails in the urrent state; in thisase the failure value E(e)(s) is just propagated. [Cj1℄ desribes that a onditionaljump j(b; l) is not taken if b evaluates to tt in the urrent state: In this aseontrol is simply transferred to the subsequent instrution. If b evaluates to ,rule [Cj2℄ applies and the ontrol is transferred to label l, the position of whih isdetermined by the premise uj(b; l)v = xl y, and nally [CJ3℄ propagates errorsresulting from evaluation of b. [Jsr1℄ is onerned with a subroutine jump to labell. Similarly to rule [Cj2℄, ontrol is transferred to label l. However, the mahinealso has to store the return address. This is modeled by hu  jsr(l); vi being pushedonto the symbolially modeled return stak a. If exeution subsequently reahesa ret instrution, exeution of hu  jsr(l); vi is resumed as speied by [Ret1℄. Aproessor with nite memory will not always be able to stak a return addresswhen exeuting a jsr instrution. We model this by rule [Jsr2℄ that allows the ma-hine to spontaneously report \StakOverow". Of ourse, in an atual proessorthe hoie between regular staking and overow will be mutually exlusive andnot just non-deterministi as in our model. This ould be modeled by furnishing[Jsr2℄ by a premise StakFull and [Jsr1℄ by a premise :StakFull, where StakFullis a (ompliated) ondition depending on the urrent state of the mahine. How-ever, suh a more onrete model serves no purpose for the present senario whihis primary intended to show the elegane of wrp-based reasoning. Finally, [Ret2℄reports an error if a ret instrution is exeuted on an empty return stak, [Label℄allows to skip labels and, for tehnial reasons, [Stop℄ propagates the resultingstate if nothing is left to exeute, i.e. " plays the role of a halt-ommand in thisase.
7.3 An Abstrat Assembly Language 99The evaluation of m in state s starts in the initial onguration h";m; "; si, i.e.with the rst instrution of m and with an empty stak. Exeution terminatesregularly in state s0 if a onguration of the form hu; "; a; s0i is reahed suh that[Stop℄ applies; other possible outomes from s are reahable irregular- (error-)ongurations ! and also1 if there is an innite sequene of transitions startingin h";m; "; si. Note that 1 is also a reahable error onguration due to thedenition of the evaluation funtions E and B whih model onrete evaluationsthat may spontaneously diverge.7.3.3 wrp-semantis of the assembly languageThe operational semantis just given should be kept for the ultimative referene:The basi desription of the language whih is rstly the most preise, lear andtransparent denition and seondly very lose to what the user has in mind andunderstands. For reasoning and, in partiular, veriation purposes, however, thisdesription is far too granular. Eah proof on this level will be lumsy and errorprone just beause of the step-wise denition. Thus, as motivated before, we aregoing to abstrat from the basi operational semantis towards a more tratablebut even rih prediate transformer semantis in terms of wrp. Of ourse, sine thelanguage onsidered here has no struture itself we an hardly expet struturedrules onerning single ommands. Nevertheless we like to elaborate suÆientrules for ommands in some ontext that allow to reason about the behavior ofprograms on an abstrat level.To stress the problems one is faed with we present the general proeeding andstart naively. Based on the intuition given above, for eah program m 2 CMP arelational semantis R(m) ould be dened byR(m) = f(s; ) j h";m; "; si; g ;where `;' denotes the path-oriented relation apturing nite and innite ompu-tations from Set. 7.1. Relation R(m) itself would give rise to a family of prediatetransformers wrpA:m. Although totally well-dened, there is, however, a problemassoiated to reasoning with wrpA:m: It is known only with referene to the op-erational semantis. Thus, if we want to prove something about a program m,e.g. that it implements a soure program , we are fored to reason on base ofthe operational semantis. While the operational semantis provides a lear andtransparent desription of the semantis of assembly ode (we strongly hope thereader an appreiate this), it is rather lumsy for reasoning purposes and wewould prefer to reason on a more abstrat level. The idea would be to derivesuÆiently strong laws about wrpA:m from the operational semantis rst; after-wards we would use just these laws in our reasoning without a diret aess to theoperational semantis.Unfortunately, this approah fails for wrpA:m: Only very weak laws an beestablished. The main problem is that the behavior of jump and jump-subroutineinstrutions annot be adequately desribed without having ontext informationavailable. We, therefore, work with a semantis of mahine programs that takesthe sequential ontext as well as the stak ontext into aount.
100 7. Exemplary wrp-SemantisWe dene, for hu; vi 2 PMP and a 2 PMP,R(u; v; a) def= f(s; ) j hu; v; a; si; g ;whih looks quite similar to the relational semantis given above but whih hasthe advantage that it allows to reason about isolated instrutions in an arbitraryontext whereas the one above only onsiders entire programs; the resulting wrp-rules are more generally appliable.Again, this denition indues a family of prediate transformers, namelywrpA:(u; v; a), and it is this family that we are using in our reasoning. We an,however, dene resp. regainR(m) def= R(";m; ") and wrpA:m def= wrpA:(";m; ") ;but as just mentioned this degenerates to a more readable notation withoutany further use.Now, it is time to benet from the observations made in Set. 7.1. The op-erational semantis `!' of the assembly language given above is exatly in theshape of the transition relation whih gave rise to the xpoint-haraterizationof the wrp-transformers. Here, (u; v; a) is the ontrol-ow omponent and s is thestate omponent. Instead of deriving the aspired laws about wrpA:(u; v; a) fromthe relational level they an be obtained from simpler xpoint reasoning, fromxpoint unrolling to be preise. For assignments this yieldss 2 wrpA:(u; asg(x; e)  v; a): () fwrp is a xpoint of D (Theorem 7.1.1)gs 2 D:wrp:A:(u; asg(x; e)  v; a): () fDenition of Dg:(hu; asg(x; e)  v; a; si ! 
 n A) ^(8s0 : hu; asg(x; e)  v; a; si ! s0 : s0 2  ) ^(8hu0; v0; a0; s0i : hu; asg(x; e)  v; a; si ! hu0; v0; a0; s0i :s0 2 wrpA:(u0; v0; a0): )() fOperational Semantis (Table 7.1) and some logigE(e)(s) 2 A _(E(e)(s) 2  ^ sfx 7! E(e)(s)g 2 wrpA:(u  asg(x; e); v; a): )() fSubstitutiongE(e)(s) 2 A _(E(e)(s) 2  ^ s 2 (wrpA:(u  asg(x; e); v; a): )[e=x℄)() fBasi prediatesand assignment prediate transformergs 2 (x :=A e)(wrpA:(u  asg(x; e); v; a): )() fComposition of prediate transformersgs 2 ( (x :=A e) ; wrpA:(u  asg(x; e); v; a) ): ;
7.3 An Abstrat Assembly Language 101whih provesLemma 7.3.1 (Asg-wrp).wrpA:(u; asg(x; e)  v; a) = (x :=A e) ; wrpA:(u  asg(x; e); v; a) )2 The other instrutions allow similar alulations though some of them seem tobe more ompliated. Let us therefore have a look at, e.g., the onditional jump.Here, the little alulations 2 wrpA:(u; j(b; l)  v; a): () fwrp is a xpoint of D (Theorem 7.1.1)gs 2 D:wrp:A:(u; j(n; l)  v; a): () fDenition of Dg:(hu; j(b; l)  v; a; si ! 
 nA) ^(8s0 : hu; j(b; l)  v; a; si ! s0 : s0 2  ) ^(8hu0; v0; a0; s0i : hu; j(b; l)  v; a; si ! hu0; v0; a0; s0i :s0 2 wrpA:(u0; v0; a0): )() fOperational Semantis (Table 7.1), some logi,assume u  j(b; l)  v = x  l  ygB(b)(s) 2 A _(B(b)(s) = tt ^ s 2 wrpA(u  j(b; l); v; a): ) _(B(b)(s) =  ^ s 2 wrpA(x; l  y; a): )() fNotational onventions from Set. 7.2gs 2 (wrpA:(u  j(b; l); v; a) b=A wrpA:(x; l  y; a)): ;provesLemma 7.3.2 (Cj-wrp). If u  j(b; l)  v = x  l  y, thenwrpA:(u; j(b; l)  v; a) = wrpA(u  j(b; l); v; a) b=A wrpA(x; l  y; a) :2 The behavior of the other instrutions an be desribed by means of similarlaws whih are olleted in Table 7.2. These laws allow algebrai alulations withwrpA. The benet over operational reasoning is that there is no longer an expliitstate argument and that we an take advantage from the fat that `' is anorder. These laws still allow to perform a kind of symboli exeution of assemblyprograms but on a more abstrat, i.e. state-free, level and it is noteworthy thateah law diretly orresponds to a orretness property.All these laws an be strengthened to equalities as wrp is a xpoint ofD, see theproofs of Lemmas 7.3.1 and 7.3.2. We state them as inequalities in order to stress
102 7. Exemplary wrp-Semantis[Asg-wrp℄ wrpA:(u; asg(x; e)  v; a) (x :=A e) ; wrpA:(u  asg(x; e); v; a)[Cj-wrp℄ wrpA:(u; j(b; l)  v; a) wrpA:(u  j(b; l); v; a) b=A wrpA:(x; l  y; a) ;if u  j(b; l)  v = x  l  y[Goto-wrp℄ wrpA:(u; goto(l)  v; a)  wrpA:(x; l  y; a) ;if u  goto(l)  v = x  l  y[Jsr-wrp℄ wrpA:(u; jsr(l)  v; a)  wrpA:(x; l  y; a  hu  jsr(l); vi) ;if u  jsr(l)  v = x  l  y and \StakOverow" 2 A[Ret-wrp℄ wrpA:(u; ret  v; a  hx; yi)  wrpA:(x; y; a)[Label-wrp℄ wrpA:(u; l  v; a)  wrpA:(u  l; v; a)[Term-wrp℄ wrpA:(u; "; a)  IdTable 7.2. wrp-laws for the assembly language.that just one diretion is needed in the following.8 If, however, [Jsr1℄ and [Jsr2℄ arefurnished with a ondition StakFull as disussed above, the renement inequalitystated in [Jsr-wrp℄ beomes proper beause exeution of jsr on the left hand sidewould denitely lead to the aeptable error \StakOverow" if StakFull holds.Therefore, the prediate transformer on the left hand side would sueed for allstates satisfying StakFull, irrespetive of the post-ondition, while the right handside may fail.Note that the premise \StakOverow" 2 A of the law [Jsr-wrp℄ is essen-tial. Let us disuss what happens if \StakOverow" is onsidered unaeptable(\StakOverow" =2 A). Then we have wrpA:(u; jsr(l)  v; a) = ? as a onsequeneof [Jsr2℄. This means that jsr annot be used to implement any non-trivial state-ment. If the more preise operational model with a StakFull prediate is used,wrpA:(u; jsr(l)  v; a) is better than ? but any non-trivial approximation will in-volve the StakFull prediate. This would fore us to keep trak of the storagerequirements when we head for a veried ompilation. As the reursion depth ofprograms is in general not omputable, we ould not justify the translation ofarbitrary reursive proedures.7.4 A Simple High-Level LanguageAs a prototypi instane of a high-level language we onsider the followingWHILE-language with parameterless (i.e. without loal parameters) and nestedproedures. Suh a language serves as an adequate means to study the very basisof the ontrol-ow aspets of ALGOL-like programming languages.8 The derived laws presented in Fig. 7.2 an also be taken for a denition of the instrutions' semantis.They express, in a renement-algebrai style, what the instrution are supposed to eet at least andthey leave eets unspeied that are not further doumented. In this sense the inequalities are safeabstrations. This kind of axiomati semantis for an assembly language is, for instane, the referenelevel in [61℄. See also the appendix.
7.4 A Simple High-Level Language 1037.4.1 SyntaxWe dene the set of programs, , by the following grammar. In order to dis-tinguish programs learly from orresponding semanti prediate transformers weuse an abstrat kind of syntax. ::= skip j assign(x; e) j seq(1; 2) j if(b; 1; 2) jwhile(b; ) j all(p) j blk(p; p; b)In this grammar, x ranges over the variables in Var , b and e over BExpr and Exprrespetively, and p over a set ProName of proedure identiers.The ommand blk(p; p; b) represents a blok in whih a (possibly reursive)loal proedure p with body p is delared. Here, b is the body of the blok;it might all p as well as more globally dened proedures. Note that nesting ofproedure delarations and even blokwise re-delaration (introdution of proe-dures with names whih are already in use) is allowed. The presented expositionstraightforwardly generalizes to bloks in whih a system of mutually reursiveproedures an be delared instead of just one single proedure (this will be ex-plained also in the semantis). We refrained from treating this more general aseonly as it burdens the notation a bit here and quite a lot in the remainder (whenreasoning about semantis, see below, and translations, see Set. 8.2) withoutbringing more insight. The intuitive semantis of the other ommands should belear from their name: skip, assignment, sequential omposition, onditional, loopand proedure all.7.4.2 Basi operational semantisAgain we start with an operational semantis { atually this is a strutural op-erational semantis [71℄ beause it is dened on the struture of programs {whih is based on a transition relation on high-level language ongurations,!    (  [ [
). Here, a onguration is of type   def= PDit  where PDit denotes the set of staks of syntati proedure ditionaries 2 (ProName n: ! ) ;eah of whih is intuitively intended to relate nitely many, i.e. one in this ase,proedure names to { urrent { orresponding bodies.Obviously, a ditionary is needed for desribing the semantis of proedure alls.As nesting and blokwise re-delarations are allowed and on aount of being a bitmore exible we are nevertheless going to use staks of ditionaries beause in sodoing the reipe presented here generalizes also to senarios in whih proeduresare furnished with loal parameters. However, we will aim at a so-alled statisoping semantis so let us rst of all explain what we intend to model.Intuitively, for a spei all, not always the youngest delarations in sopeare to be taken but the ones whih belong to the smallest blok that denes theonsidered proedure and whih surrounds the partiular all in question; thisshould beome lear in the following little example. Consider, for instane, theprogram
104 7. Exemplary wrp-Semantisblk(p; 1; (blk(q; all(p); (blk(p; 2; seq(all(q); all(p))))))) :The atual body of this program is the sequential omposition of two proedurealls. Exeuting the rst, the all of q, means to exeute q's body and thus theall of proedure p. Of ourse { at least this is what is to be modeled { here p isbound to 1 beause the smallest blok introduing p whih surrounds this allof p is the outermost. Furthermore the interior blok, i.e. the one whih denesq, shall be allowed to all at most more globally dened proedures; note that pwas bound to 2 when q was alled. If 1 delivers a regular result the omputationshould ontinue with a seond all of proedure p. Now, p is bound to 2 beausehere the innermost blok is the smallest blok introduing p that surrounds thisall of p. The outermost delaration of p is masked behind the re-delaration. Inontrast to this proeeding a so-alled dynami soping semantis would alwaysuse the urrent bindings in sope. In the above example this results in a verydierent behavior: The rst all of p would refer to 2 beause, as just mentioned,when the all of q is exeuted the youngest delaration of p is the innermost.To model stati soping in a purely strutural operational semantis, i.e. with-out usage of any losures in the atual denition, it seems unavoidable to makeall bindings distinguished while the program is exeuted; atually this resemblesthe implementation using so-alled frames or ativation reords in the real world(see the lassi text books). Hene, whenever a blk-ommand, say blk(p; p; ), isto be exeuted all ourrenes of p inside blk(p; p; ) will be replaed by a freshidentier, the stak of ditionaries used so far will get a new entry assigning thisfresh identier to the modied proedure body, and exeution ontinues with themodied body of the blok.For the sake of auray we make the following onventions. Elements of staksof ditionaries PDit are ranged over by , i.e. a bold-fae `'. The empty dition-ary, i.e. the everywhere undened mapping, is given by ;, the empty stak by ".Conatenation of staks is denoted by an inx dot, `', and i 2  means that ontains ditionary i, i.e. i 2  i  = 1 : : :i : : :n. The stak of ditionariesup to an index i is denoted by i, i.e. i = 1  : : :  i. Furthermore, we also writep 2 dom() if there exists a ditionary  with  2  and p 2 dom(). A so-alledfresh identier must not be used so far, and at exeution time no proedure bodyintrodued before must refer to this fresh identier. Note that programs may benon-losed, i.e. there may be alls to proedures that are not introdued untilthen, and only more globally delared proedures may be alled. Furthermore,so-alled free proedure identiers must not be wrongly bound beause otherwisealls of an undelared proedure would have a sensible meaning. To model all this,we indutively dene a binary relation \not used in" nui  ProName   asfollows: p nui skip ;p nui assign(x; e) ;p nui  =) p nui while(b; ) ;p nui 1 ^ p nui 2 =) p nui seq(1; 2) ;
7.4 A Simple High-Level Language 105p 6= q ^ p nui 1 ^ p nui 2 =) p nui blk(q; 1; 2) ;p 6= q =) p nui all(q) :Then a proedure identier p is said to be fresh w.r.t.  i p nui  and for thesake of brevity we also say that p is fresh w.r.t.  ip =2 dom() ^ 8 2  :: 8q 2 dom() :: p nui (q) ;note that the seond onjunt does not imply the rst as there may be proeduresthat are never alled. In the sequel, staks of ditionaries  = 1  : : :  n will bedistinguished, i.e. all proedure names in dom() are pairwisely dierent and noproedure body bound by a prex stak alls a proedure whih will be boundlater. This property an be dened by98i : 1  i  n : (8p 2 dom(i) :: p is fresh w.r.t i 1) ;where we assume 0 = ;. Note that a distinguished stak i has the prex-property that j is also distinguished for all j < i. Consequently, if  is dis-tinguished and p 2 dom() then there exists a unique ditionary  with  2 and p 2 dom(); this partiular ditionary is assumed to have index jp, i.e.p 2 dom() () p 2 dom(jp). Finally, [q=p℄ denotes a naive substitution orrenaming of p by q in , i.e. [q=p℄ is the program that ompletely oinides with exept for all ourrenes of p inside  whih are replaed by q.10The operational semantis is given in Table 7.3 where we assume given a dis-tinguished stak of ditionaries . After the preparations above this semantidesription is nearly intuitive and easy to understand, but let us make the follow-ing remarks. Exeuting a blok blk(p; p; ), see the [Blk℄-rules, means to exeutethe modied body of the blok { eah ourrene of p inside  is replaed by afresh identier { in a ontext (we avoid the word \environment" here as it willget a spei meaning soon) where a new entry is pushed onto the urrent stakof ditionaries; it assigns the fresh identier to the modied proedure body inwhih again eah ourrene of p is replaed by the fresh identier. As all pro-edure names in dom() are pairwisely dierent at exeution time, a all of aproedure p, see the [Call℄-lauses, is replaed by the body { note that this bodyis a modied one as it entered the ditionary by a blk-ommand { to whih theurrent ditionary assigns p; of ourse only if p is delared, otherwise an aord-ing error will emerge. Note that this proeeding straightforwardly generalizes tobloks in whih more than just one proedure is introdued; a nite mapping likefp1 7! 1; : : : ; pn 7! ng following the onstrution just mentioned is pushed ontothe stak. The exeution of all other ommands is straightforward and assumedto be lear for the average programmer.9 There are other denitions of \distinguished staks" in literature but the one presented here omeslose to them and will suÆe for our purposes.10 Readers familiar with these onerns might expet a so-alled bound renaming. The operationalsemantis given below does not need this strong requirement beause eah blok will be takled inisolation using a fresh identier and a distinguished stak of ditionaries. Therefore, we do not haveto are for prevention from some violations of the bindings here, the sensible hoie of fresh identiersassures that free ourrenes remain free and that bound identiers refer to the orresponding blok.
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[Skip℄ h; skip; si ! s[Asg1℄ E(e)(s) 2 Valh; assign(x; e); si ! sfx 7! E(e)(s)g[Asg2℄ E(e)(s) 2 
h; assign(x; e); si ! E(e)(s)[Seq1℄ h; 1; si ! h; 01; s0ih; seq(1; 2); si ! h; seq(01; 2); s0i[Seq2℄ h; 1; si ! s0h; seq(1; 2); si ! h; 2; s0i[Seq3℄ h; 1; si ! !h; seq(1; 2); si ! ![Cond1℄ B(b)(s) = tth; if(b; 1; 2); si ! h; 1; si[Cond2℄ B(b)(s) = h; if(b; 1; 2); si ! h; 2; si[Cond3℄ B(b)(s) 2 
h; if(b; 1; 2); si ! B(b)(s)[While℄ h;while(b; ); si ! h; if(b; seq(;while(b; )); skip); si[Blk1℄ p0 is fresh w.r.t. ,  and ph  fp0 7! p[p0=p℄g; [p0=p℄; si ! h  fp0 7! p[p0=p℄g; 0[p0=p℄; s0ih; blk(p; p; ); si ! h; blk(p; p; 0); s0i[Blk2℄ p0 is fresh w.r.t. ,  and ph  fp0 7! p[p0=p℄g; [p0=p℄; si ! h; blk(p; p; ); si ! [Call1℄ p 2 dom()h; all(p); si ! h; jp(p); si[Call2℄ p =2 dom()h; all(p); si ! \ProUndel"Table 7.3. Strutural operational semantis of the high-level language.
7.4 A Simple High-Level Language 107The outomes of interest are those whih are \reahable" from a given ong-uration. A omputation  starting in initial state s using a stak of ditionaries is said to terminate in  2  [ 
 i there is a nite sequeneh; ; si ! : : :! h; 0; s0i ! and this is denoted by h; ; si +!  for short.11 If, otherwise, there is a omputa-tion starting in h; ; si that may reah no regular or irregular outome in nitelymany steps then  is said to diverge, h; ; si !1 for short.In the very end, evaluation of a program  starts with the empty ditionary, ;,beause otherwise undened proedures would have a non-trivial meaning. Thus,initial states s and outomes  are of interest for whih h;; ; si +!  and/orh;; ; si !1.7.4.3 wrp-semantis of the high-level languageFollowing the ideas of Set. 7.3 the next steps look auspiious. As relation `!' isof appropriate type we feel inspired by (7.3) and speifyh; ; si;  def() h; ; si +!  _ (h; ; si !1 ^  =1) :This relation gives rise to the following denition where staks of ditionaries arediretly adopted from the operational semantis and taken as supersript.Denition 7.4.1 (wrp-transformer, ditionary based). We speify the di-tionary based wrp-transformer of program  w.r.t. A and  bywrpA:: def= fs j 8 : h; ; si;  :  2  [ Ag :2 It is this semantis from whih hopefully reasonable and failitating laws areto be derived. Unlukily, the ahievements would not be very satisfatory beausethe proedure mehanism is not adequately handled. The meaning of a proedureall is given by the meaning of the body but in general the latter is struturallynot smaller than the all itself; exeution of the body remains unavoidable insome sense and thus the semantis of a all is only known with regard to theentire exeution of the program in question. Muh more desirable is a stritlyompositional, a denotational semantis that reets the struture of the languageand whih allows to infer program properties from the parts of whih it is built.The usual and ommon means for dening a ompositional denotational se-mantis for languages with proedures are environments 2 Env def= (ProName! PTrans) ;intended to map proedure identiers to (urrent) meanings of their bodies. Whatfollows is yet another denition of the wrp-transformer, this time an environmentbased. The environment  is again taken as supersript and we deided to let11 Note that the operational semantis relates only ongurations whih use the same stak.
108 7. Exemplary wrp-Semantisbrakets play the role of braes in a variation in the sense of (7.6); this is done toprevent from misunderstandings due to the presene of too many braes and todistint variations learly from stak entries.Denition 7.4.2 (wrp-transformer, environment based). The environmentbased wrp-transformer of program  w.r.t. A and  is indutively speied by thefollowing equalities.wrpA:skip = IdwrpA:assign(x; e) = (x :=A e)wrpA:if(b; 1; 2) = wrpA:1  b=A wrpA:2wrpA:seq(1; 2) = wrpA:1 ; wrpA:2wrpA:while(b; ) = Wb;wrpA:wrpA:blk(p; p; b) = wrp[p7!Bp;p;A;℄A :bwrpA:all(p) = (p)Here, the semantis of a loop is dened with aid of funtion Wb;wrpA:, f. (7.10)on p. 95, and for bloks one makes use of funtion Bp;p;A; 2 (PTrans ! PTrans)whih is dened byBp;p;A;(X) def= wrp[p7!X℄A :p :Furthermore, as the rule-of-thumb suggests,  =  if1 2 A, and  =  otherwise.2 Let us briey omment on the proedure mehanism whih is the most interest-ing and less ommon part; the other ommands will also be disussed below. Theenvironment in question is assumed to keep the adequate semantis of eah de-lared proedure identier (note that undelared proedures get just any meaningso omparing this semantis with others only makes sense for partiular environ-ments). If so, the semantis of a all is just given by appliation of the urrentenvironment. However, this assumption has to be established by blok-ommands,e.g. blk(p; p; b), the semantis of whih is the semantis of the body, b, using amodied environment where the newly introdued proedure p get a new binding.This new environment maps p to the semantis of its own body, p, where thisnew environment is to be used, too, and it leaves all other proedure identiersuntouhed. It is important to note that the environment based semantis uses theonsidered program as it is, i.e. no fresh identiers are introdued and programsare not renamed. Intuitively this proeeding, whih is niely modeled with the aidof xpoints, is quite lear and promises to be orret with regard to the ditionarybased denition but of ourse this has to be proved.So far, there is no sensible relation between both denitions beause dition-aries and environments are essentially dierent objets. Thus, the remainder isonerned with an equivalene proof, i.e. with a justiation that both deni-tions, Def. 7.4.1 and Def. 7.4.2, oinide for the interesting ases. Operationallyspoken, the outomes of interest are suh whih are \reahable" from an initialstate using the empty ditionary, ;. If eah ourring proedure all refers to a
7.4 A Simple High-Level Language 109delared proedure everything is ne but otherwise the aeptane of the emerging\ProUndel"-error, i.e. the question if s 2 wrpA:all(p): or not for p =2 dom(),depends on whether \ProUndel" 2 A or not. In the prediate transformer settingthis reets in hoosing an appropriate initial environment initial whih is denedby12 initial(p) =  > : \ProUndel" 2 A? : \ProUndel" =2 Afor all p 2 ProName. Having explained what the \interesting ases" are theremainder is devoted to the question ifwrp;A: = wrpinitialA :as intended or not, f. Theorem 7.4.3 at the end of this hapter.7.4.4 Equivalene of operational and denotational semantisBefore going into details of an atual equivalene proof we start to unover andexploit some of the basi properties onerning the ditionary based and the envi-ronment based wrp-transformers.Algebrai laws for wrpA. The ditionary based wrp-transformers enjoy some alge-brai properties whih read very similar to the denition of the environment basedwrp-transformer. They will play an important role in a half of the atual equiva-lene proof so let us ollet the needed ones in this paragraph. Lukily, we an ben-et from Set. 7.1 in large amounts. Letting (; ) play the role of the ontrol-owomponent, it follows from Theorems 7.1.3 and 7.1.2 that wrpA: = D:A:(; )with  =  if 1 =2 A and  =  if 1 2 A, and it turns out to be worth while tounroll the xpoint resp. to argue pointwise a bit. Some preise looks at the opera-tional semantis presented in Table 7.3 and some areful appliations of funtionD, f. (7.4) on p. 89, to D itself bring to light the following observations wheresimilarities to Def. 7.4.2 are expeted and welome.The rst laws are rather obvious and a diret onsequene of some xpointunrolling and the operational semantis. A skip-ommand has no eet on statesso in terms of prediate transformers it is represented by the identity, thuswrpA:skip = Id :Assignments evaluate an expression whih either fails or sueeds; in the latterase the state is varied aordingly, i.e.wrpA:assign(x:e) = (x :=A e) :Not surprisingly, the weakest relative preondition of a onditional is given bythe weakest relative preondition of the branh that is hosen depending on theevaluation of the guard yielding tt or ff. As evaluation of the guard may failitself one obtainswrpA:if(b; 1; 2) = wrpA:1  b=A wrpA:2 :12 Note that initial is dened subjet to A.
110 7. Exemplary wrp-SemantisThe fat that the used stak of ditionaries is distinguished allows a simple oper-ational step and this transfers to the prediate transformer setting as follows. If is distinguished thenwrpA:all(p) = wrpA:jp(p)if p 2 dom() andwrpA:all(p) =  > : \ProUndel" 2 A? : \ProUndel" =2 Aotherwise.For the seq-ommand one has to argue dierently. The weakest preondition ofa sequential omposition equals the weakest preondition of the rst omponentestablishing the weakest preondition of the seond, i.e.wrpA:seq(1; 2) = wrpA:1 ; wrpA:2 ;but we will only use the inequalitieswrpA:seq(1; 2)  wrpA:1 ; wrpA:2if 1 =2 A andwrpA:seq(1; 2)  wrpA:1 ; wrpA:2for the ase1 2 A. The latter formulas an be shown by some pointwise reasoningat best. It is advisable to ollet some laws about steps and termination similarto the ones that will be presented in a while. Then, for the rst a diret proofsueeds, and for the seond we reommend to prove the ontraposition beausein so doing it suÆes to fous on nite paths. (To prove the missing inequationsa xpoint indution on funtion D { similar to the proof of Lemma 8.2.3 in thenext hapter { added by some auxiliary results is appropriate.) We refrain from afurther disussion as the mentioned equality is rather redible and beause mostof the needed rules will ome aross in similar situations soon.A likewise reasoning establishes an aording law for blk-ommands, i.e.wrpA:blk(p; p; b) = wrpfp0 7!p[p0=p℄gA :b[p0=p℄ ;if  is distinguished and if p0 is fresh w.r.t. , p and b. However, again we willonly use the inequalitieswrpA:blk(p; p; b)  wrpfp0 7!p[p0=p℄gA :b[p0=p℄in the ase 1 =2 A resp.wrpA:blk(p; p; b)  wrpfp0 7!p[p0=p℄gA :b[p0=p℄if 1 2 A.Based on the laws onerning seq, if and skip it an be easily shown thatwrpA:while(b; 1) is a xpoint of Wb;wrpA:1 but this fat will not be used liter-ally. It suÆes to observe thatwrpA:while(b; ) = wrpA:if(b; seq(;while(b; )); skip)whih is again a diret onsequene of xpoint unrolling and the operational se-mantis.
7.4 A Simple High-Level Language 111The benets of fresh identiers. The operational semantis deals with fresh proe-dure identiers and renamed programs when exeuting bloks. The denotationalsemantis on the other side overwrites existing entries and uses the bodies as theyare. Thus, in order to be able to ompare both semantis it is advisable to reasonabout the eet of fresh variables. The main issues of this paragraph are two re-naming theorems whih are seemingly obvious and well known.13 On aount ofbeing halfway self ontained we nevertheless like to prove one of them beause allsimilar versions we know of do not transfer to our present senario diretly or atleast easily. The seond has an operational avor and ts to ommon renamingtheorems better so we omit the lumsy proof. (The interested reader is referredto [42℄ whih onsiders a most general setting.)For the sake of omprehension and modularity we begin with the followinglittle helpers.Lemma 7.4.1 (Canel nested variations). For all p, , A, , f :[p 7! f ℄[p 7! Bp;;A;[p7!f ℄℄ = [p 7! Bp;;A;℄ :Proof. Obviously, it suÆes to onsider the involved environments applied to theidentier p suh that it remains to see thatBp;;A;[p7!f ℄ = Bp;;A; :This equality represents two equalities depending on the hoie of , eah of whihdegenerates to two inequalities. For, e.g.,  =  and `' we may alulateBp;;A;[p7!f ℄  Bp;;A;(= fIndution rulegBp;;A;[p7!f ℄(Bp;;A;)  Bp;;A;() fUnroll right xpoint and denition of Bgwrp[p7!f ℄[p7!Bp;;A;℄A :  wrp[p7!Bp;;A;℄A : ;and in the last line the environments are obviously equal. An analogous alulationfor the three remaining ases ompletes the proof.2 The observation below looks sensible but it is not quite in the shape we like touse it. However, it is the key to the atual renaming theorem.Lemma 7.4.2 (Renaming Lemma, environment's view). For all , A, , p,q, f : If q is fresh w.r.t.  thenwrp[p7!f ℄A : = wrp[q 7!f ℄A :[q=p℄ :Proof. It obviously suÆes to assume q 6= p. Then a strutural indution is per-formed. The ases skip and assign(x; e) are lear by denition, and for seq(1; 2)and if(b; 1; 2) appliation of the indution hypothesis sueeds. For the loop13 Reall that we have a slightly dierent understanding of a renaming; this notion refers to a naivesubstitution and not to a bound renaming in the lassial sense.
112 7. Exemplary wrp-Semantiswhile(b; 1) a \quadrupliate" appliation of the strutural indution suÆes inthe sense that, e.g.,Wb;wrp[p7!f ℄A :1(wrp[q 7!f ℄A :while(b; 1[q=p℄))= fDention of Wg(wrp[p7!f ℄A :1 ; wrp[q 7!f ℄A :while(b; 1[q=p℄)) b=A Id= fDenition of the loop's semantis, assume 1 =2 Ag(wrp[p7!f ℄A :1 ; Wb;wrp[q 7!f ℄A :1[q=p℄) b=A Id= fStrutural hypothesis applied to 1g(wrp[q 7!f ℄A :1[q=p℄ ; Wb;wrp[q 7!f ℄A :1[q=p℄) b=A Id= f Dention of WgWb;wrp[q 7!f ℄A :1[q=p℄(Wb;wrp[q 7!f ℄A :1[q=p℄)= fRoll the xpointgWb;wrp[q 7!f ℄A :1[q=p℄= fDenition of the loop's semantis, assume 1 =2 Agwrp[q 7!f ℄A :while(b; 1[q=p℄) ;whih impliesWb;wrp[p7!f ℄A :1  wrp[q 7!f ℄A :while(b; 1[q=p℄)and thus the laim for the ase 1 =2 A and `'. The remaining three ases areompletely analogous. Now suppose  = all(r) for an arbitrary r 2 ProName. Ifr = p then [q=p℄ = all(q) and thuswrp[p7!f ℄A :all(p)= fDenitiong[p 7! f ℄(p)= fAppliationgf= fReverse rst two stepsgwrp[q 7!f ℄A :all(q) :In the ase r 6= p we note that also r 6= q as q is fresh w.r.t. . Thenwrp[p7!f ℄A :all(r)= fDenitiong[p 7! f ℄(r)= fp 6= r 6= qg[q 7! f ℄(r)= fDenitiongwrp[q 7!f ℄A :all(r) :
7.4 A Simple High-Level Language 113The most interesting ase is  = blk(r; r; b) for an arbitrary r 2 ProName andsome programs p, b. Again, note that r 6= q as q is assumed to be fresh w.r.t.. In a rst ase, r 6= p,wrp[p7!f ℄A :blk(r; r; b)= fDenitiongwrp[p7!f ℄[r 7!Br;r;A;[p7!f ℄℄A :b= fRearrange variations, r 6= pgwrp[r 7!Br;r;A;[p7!f ℄℄[p7!f ℄A :b= fStrutural hypothesis applied to band [r 7! Br;r;A;[p7!f ℄℄gwrp[r 7!Br;r;A;[p7!f ℄℄[q 7!f ℄A :b[q=p℄= fSee belowgwrp[r 7!Br;r [q=p℄;A;[q 7!f ℄℄[q 7!f ℄A :b[q=p℄= fRearrange variations, q 6= rgwrp[q 7!f ℄[r 7!Br;r[q=p℄;A;[q 7!f ℄℄A :b[q=p℄= fDenitiongwrp[q 7!f ℄A :blk(r; r[q=p℄; b[q=p℄) ;where it remains to justify the last but two step, i.e. atuallyBr;r;A;[p7!f ℄ = Br;r[q=p℄;A;[q 7!f ℄ :Again, four ases have to be onsidered, e.g.,Br;r;A;[p7!f ℄  Br;r[q=p℄;A;[q 7!f ℄(= fIndution rulegBr;r;A;[p7!f ℄  Br;r[q=p℄;A;[q 7!f ℄(Br;r;A;[p7!f ℄)() fUnroll left xpoint and denition of Bgwrp[p7!f ℄[r 7!Br;r;A;[p7!f ℄℄A :r  wrp[q 7!f ℄[r 7!Br;r;A;[p7!f ℄℄A :r[q=p℄() fRearrange variations, q 6= r 6= pgwrp[r 7!Br;r;A;[p7!f ℄℄[p7!f ℄A :r  wrp[r 7!Br;r;A;[p7!f ℄℄[q 7!f ℄A :r[q=p℄ ;where the last line holds by the strutural hypothesis applied to r and [r 7!Br;r;A;[p7!f ℄℄. In a seond ase, namely r = p, we havewrp[p7!f ℄A :blk(p; r; b)= fDenitiongwrp[p7!f ℄[p7!Bp;r;A;[p7!f ℄℄A :b= fCanel nested variation (Lemma 7.4.1)g
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swrp[p7!Bp;r;A;℄A :b= fStrutural hypothesis applied to b, see belowgwrp[q 7!Bq;r [q=p℄;A;℄A :b[q=p℄= fReverse rst two stepsgwrp[q 7!f ℄A :blk(q; r[q=p℄; b[q=p℄) ;where appliation of the strutural hypothesis in the last but one step is admissiblebeauseBp;r;A; = Bq;r[q=p℄;A; ;whih an be shown following the approved reipe, suh that eah of those predi-ate transformers an play the role of f in the strutural hypothesis.2 This renaming lemma suggests that the urrent environment has to be rea-sonably varied if programs are renamed. In the atual semantis, however, anenvironment is varied by blok-ommands in a spei way and not arbitrarily.Therefore, the atual renaming theorem below presents a pratially more relevantriterion.Theorem 7.4.1 (Renaming Theorem, environment's view). For all , A,1, 2, p, q: If q is fresh w.r.t. 1 and 2 thenwrpA:blk(p; 1; 2) = wrpA:blk(p; 1; 2)[q=p℄ :Proof. Suppose given , A, 1, 2, p and q suh that q is fresh w.r.t. 1 and 2.The ase p = q is obvious so let us assume the opposite. The laim is equivalentto wrp[p7!Bp;1;A;℄A :2 = wrp[q 7!Bq;1[q=p℄;A;℄A :2[q=p℄ ;and by the Renaming Lemma 7.4.2 this equality holds ifBp;1;A; = Bq;1[q=p℄;A; :Again, this equality represents four inequalities depending on the hoie of  and`' resp. `'. Eah of these ombinations follows the known proeeding, e.g.,Bp;1;A;  Bq;1[q=p℄;A;(= fIndution rulegBp;1;A;  Bq;1[q=p℄;A;(Bp;1;A;)() fUnroll left xpoint and denition of Bgwrp[p7!Bp;1;A;℄A :1  wrp[q 7!Bp;1;A; ℄A :1[q=p℄ ;and the last line follows from the Renaming Lemma 7.4.2 again where Bp;1;A;plays f 's role.2 The operational ounterpart of Theorem 7.4.1 reads as shown below. The proofis omitted beause it is barely illuminating in the present senario. Let us just
7.4 A Simple High-Level Language 115hint that a areful analysis of possible operational steps respeting onsistentlyrenamed staks of ditionaries will guide to the goal. If one believes in the mostlyunproved strutural laws from the previous paragraph one may also take thoseinto aount.Theorem 7.4.2 (Renaming Theorem, ditionary's view). For all , A, 1,2, p, q: If  is distinguished and if q is fresh w.r.t. 1, 2 and  thenwrpA:blk(p; 1; 2) = wrpA:blk(p; 1; 2)[q=p℄ :2 Yet another eet of fresh identiers is the following. If a program  does notmention a spei proedure identier, say p, i.e. if p is fresh w.r.t. , then it doesnot matter if the environment in question gets a new entry for p or not beause pwill not be alled by  at all. In fat, this is a onsequene of the rst RenamingTheorem 7.4.1.Lemma 7.4.3 (Upgrading  with fresh identiers). For all , , A, p, f : Ifp is fresh w.r.t.  thenwrpA: = wrp[p7!f ℄A : :Proof by strutural indution. We restrit to ommands whih ontain proedureidentiers; for all other ommands the denitions resp. the hypotheses apply. Toprove the laim for  = blk(q; 1; 2) with p 6= q and p fresh w.r.t. 1 and 2 wealulate as follows:wrp[p7!f ℄A :blk(q; 1; 2)= fRenaming Theorem 7.4.1 abovegwrp[p7!f ℄A :blk(p; 1[p=q℄; 2[p=q℄)= fDenitiongwrp[p7!f ℄[p7!Bp;1[p=q℄;A;[p7!f ℄℄A :2[p=q℄= fCanel nested variationsgwrp[p7!Bp;1[p=q℄;A;℄A :2[p=q℄= fDenitiongwrpA:blk(p; 1[p=q℄2[p=q℄)= fRename againgwrpA:blk(q; 1; 2) :Finally, it is obvious thatwrpA:all(q) = (q) = [p 7! f ℄(q) = wrp[p7!f ℄A :all(q)for all q dierent from p; the ase q = p annot our beause p is assumed to befresh w.r.t. .2 A respetive law holds for ditionary based wrp-transformers. Again, due to thefat that ditionaries map identiers to programs instead of prediate transformers
116 7. Exemplary wrp-Semantisthe hosen fresh identier must not be used in the proedure bodies introduedbefore either.Lemma 7.4.4 (Upgrading  with fresh identiers). For all , , A, p andX: If  is distinguished and if p is fresh w.r.t.  and  thenwrpA: = wrpfp7!XgA : :The proof is omitted beause it would ll pages without bringing essentially moreinsight.2Sensible relationships between ditionaries and environments. Seen from the op-erational perspetive, a all of a proedure named p, if delared, is replaed bythe program that is assigned to p by . Thus, the semantis of a all is somehowthe semantis of its body. Intuitively, the same happens seen from the view of theprediate transformers: A all of p means to apply the urrent environment  top. This binding entered  when the latest blok introduing p was exeuted and reeived a new binding whih assigned p to the wrp-transformer of p's body.But as mentioned before the operational semantis deals with distinguishedstaks of ditionaries, fresh identiers and renamed bodies whereas the denota-tional semantis overwrites old entries and uses unmodied bodies instead. How-ever, one of the many keys to an equivalene is the fat that old bindings do nothange if the environment gets a new entry for a fresh identier, i.e. Lemma 7.4.3,and that it does not matter if the bodies are renamed with fresh identiers or not,see Theorems 7.4.1 and 7.4.2. Thus, as only fresh identiers are pushed onto adistinguished stak  we may indeed assume { and Lemmas 7.4.5 and 7.4.6 belowensure this { that an environment  applied to an identier p whih is bound toan introduing blok, i.e. for whih p 2 dom(), yields the wrp-transformer of p'sbody, i.e. wrpA:jp(p). If otherwise p is not introdued by a preeding blk-ommandas yet, a \ProUndel"-error will emerge. From the prediate transformer perspe-tive the aeptane of this nite error depends on whether \ProUndel" 2 A ornot. We ollet our expetations in the following prediate.14bindingse(;; A) def() is distinguished ^8p 2 ProName ::p 2 dom()  ! (p) = wrpA:jp(p) ^p =2 dom()  ! (p) =  > : \ProUndel" 2 A? : \ProUndel" =2 AThis prediate enjoys the partiular property that it an easily be instantiatedby hoosing  = initial and  = ;, the mappings to whih one refers if propertiesof initially given programs are to be ompared (the interesting ases). The readerwill not have any problems to prove14 The index e stands for \environment"; the ause for this notational emphasis beomes lear in amoment.
7.4 A Simple High-Level Language 117Lemma 7.4.5 (Initialize bindingse). For all A:bindingse(initial; ;; A) :2 Bloks vary the stak of ditionaries resp. the environment and the result belowassures that the bindings remain sensibly related under ertain onditions.Lemma 7.4.6 (Establish bindingse). For all , , A, p, :bindingse(;; A) ^ p is fresh w.r.t. =) bindingse([p 7! Bp;;A;℄;  fp 7! g; A)Proof. As  is distinguished and p is fresh w.r.t. , i.e. p =2 dom(), it is obviousthat   fp 7! g is distinguished, too. Then take an arbitrary q 2 ProName. Ifq =2 dom(  fp 7! g) then q =2 dom() and in partiular q 6= p. Thus,[p 7! Bp;;A;℄(q) = (q) =  > : \ProUndel" 2 A? : \ProUndel" =2 Afollows from the assumption. If, otherwise, q 2 dom(  fp 7! g) then eitherq 2 dom() and q 6= p or q =2 dom() and q = p. In the rst ase it follows fromthe assumption that[p 7! Bp;;A;℄(q) = (q) = wrpA:jq(q) ;and beause jq(q) is unique we are left with showingwrpA:jq(q) = wrp[p7!Bp;;A;℄A :jq(q) :Now, as p is fresh w.r.t.  we partiularly know that p is fresh w.r.t. jq(q) suhthat Lemma 7.4.3 applies. The seond ase, p = q, follows from[p 7! Bp;;A;℄(p)= fAppliationgBp;;A;= fUnroll the xpoint and denition of Bgwrp[p7!Bp;;A;℄A := fjp = fp 7! g as   fp 7! g is distinguishedgwrp[p7!Bp;;A;℄A :jp(p) ;and this ompletes the proof.2 However, the wathful reader might have observed that the bindingse prediaterelates environments to environment based wrp-transformers (this is where theindex `e' stems from) and in fat bindingse has a ounterpart whih, as expeted,relates environments to ditionary based wrp-transformers. To be preise, thereare two ounterparts beause it turns out that a nie and helpful result similar toLemma 7.4.6 above { expressing an equality whih is independent of1 2 A or not{ annot be easily ahieved. Fortunately, it suÆes to establish two inequalities
118 7. Exemplary wrp-Semantiseah of whih depends on the hoie of xpoints in the semantis. Therefore, wedene the following two prediates:bindings(;; A) def() is distinguished ^8p 2 ProName ::p 2 dom()  ! (p)  wrpA:jp(p) ^p =2 dom()  ! (p) =  > : \ProUndel" 2 A? : \ProUndel" =2 Awhere the index  suggests appliability in the ase that divergene is kept forintolerable, i.e. where 1 =2 A and onsequently  = . Note that the inequalitysign promises to let simpler indution rules for least xpoints apply. Hene, theseond prediate is speied as below.bindings(;; A) def() is distinguished ^8p 2 ProName ::p 2 dom()  ! (p)  wrpA:jp(p) ^p =2 dom()  ! i(p) =  > : \ProUndel" 2 A? : \ProUndel" =2 AAgain, these two prediates an easily be instantiated with an appropriatehoie of an initial ditionary resp. environment.Lemma 7.4.7 (Initialize bindings). For all A and  2 f; g:bindings(initial; ;; A) :2 Having two prediates at hand we would onsequently have two versions atingas a ounterpart to Lemma 7.4.6. But to prove them one is in need of furtherpremises so these results are given at the appropriate plae, atually this will beinside the indution step of Lemmas 7.4.16 and 7.4.17.Laws about steps and termination. For the remainder it is important to notie thatthe bloks blk(p; p; b) and blk(p0; p[p0=p℄; b[p0=p℄) an be identied if p0 is freshw.r.t. p, b and a stak of ditionaries in question. From the view of the prediatetransformers this observation is rather lear, the Renaming Theorems 7.4.1 and7.4.2 express this more formally. To see this for the operational semantis we liketo hint the following. Suppose given two distint proedure identiers p0, p00, bothfresh w.r.t. p, b and . Then p00 is also fresh w.r.t. p[p0=p℄ and b[p0=p℄, and,e.g., the [Blk2℄-rule saysh; blk(p; p; b); si ! s0i h  fp00 7! p[p00=p℄g; b[p00=p℄; si ! s0i h  fp00 7! p[p0=p℄[p00=p0℄g; b[p0=p℄[p00=p0℄; si ! s0i h; blk(p0; p[p0=p℄; b[p0=p℄); si ! s0 :
7.4 A Simple High-Level Language 119Though this little observation does not prove anything here, it nevertheless showsthat both bloks may indeed be identied (and it is also part of the reipe to proveRenaming Theorem 7.4.2). We mention this partiular property beause we willbe in need to apply strutural hypotheses to onsistently renamed programs andthis hint justies our understanding of p[p0=p℄ and b[p0=p℄ being omponents ofblk(p; p; b), of ourse only for a p0 satisfying the requirements and if properlyused. For the sake of brevity this insight will be used every now and then withoutexpliitly mentioning it.However, in some sense, the environment based wrp-transformers are able tomimi eah step that is performed on the operational level. The results presentedhere look similar to Lemma 7.1.2 where the wrp-transformer was rolled and un-rolled in the more general senario but one annot prot from Set. 7.1 diretlyas a part of the ontrol-ow omponent hanges, too.If there exists a step from a onguration to a nal regular result then thisregular result is unavoidable in some sense. The next four lemmas have a somewhat\forward" avor and so their names are furnished with this phrase.Lemma 7.4.8 (Forward regular-termination-lemma). For all , , , A, sand s0:bindingse(;; A) ^ h; ; si ! s0 =) s =2 wrpA:::s0Proof. One onsiders eah rule that is appliable and performs a strutural indu-tion. For skip-ommands one obviously obtainss =2  n s = Id :( n s) = wrpA:skip:( n s) :For the [Asg1℄-rule one hass =2 wrpA:assign(x; e):( n sfx 7! E(e)(s)g)() fDenitiongs =2 inA(e) [ (def(e) \ ( n sfx 7! E(e)(s)g)[e=x℄)(= fE(e)(s) 2 Val in [Asg1℄gs =2 ( n sfx 7! E(e)(s)g)[e=x℄() fDenition of substitutiongsfx 7! E(e)(s)g =2 ( n sfx 7! E(e)(s)g)whih obviously holds. If the [Blk2℄-rule applies, then there is a transitionh; blk(p; p; b); si ! s0 whenever h  fp0 7! p[p0=p℄g; b[p0=p℄; si ! s0, wherep0 is fresh w.r.t. , p and b. We apply the strutural hypothesis to the body ofthe blok, b[p0=p℄, whih is admissible on the aounts made before. Thus,s =2 wrp[p0 7!Bp0;p[p0=p℄;A;℄A :b[p0=p℄:( n s0)() fDenitiongs =2 wrpA:blk(p0; p[p0=p℄; b[p0; p℄):( n s0)() fp0 is fresh w.r.t. p and b, henethe Renaming Theorem 7.4.1 appliesgs =2 wrpA:blk(p; p; b):( n s0) ;
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sand this ompletes the proof.2 Final irregular results are unavoidable in the same sense, unless they are tol-erated. The very similar lemma reads like this.Lemma 7.4.9 (Forward irregular-termination-lemma). For all , , , A,s, !: bindingse(;; A) ^ h; ; si ! ! ^ ! =2 A =) s =2 wrpA::trueProof. We skip the [Asg2℄-rule beause this ase is obvious and have a look at the[Seq3℄-rule. Here, h; seq(1; 2); si ! ! if h; 1; si ! !. Again, we apply thestrutural hypothesis to 1 suh thats =2 wrpA:1:true=) fMonotoniitygs =2 wrpA:1:(wrpA:2:true)() fDenitiongs =2 wrpA:seq(1; 2):true :For the [BLK2℄-rule one alulates as done in the previous lemma and the [Cond3℄-rule is obvious. So onsider the [Call2℄-rule where h; all(p); si ! \ProUndel"and p =2 dom(). Thens =2 false = ?:true = (p):true = wrpA:all(p):truewhere (p) = ? follows from bindingse beause \ProUndel" =2 A by the latterpremise.2 Not only nal transitions an be reprodued but also intermediate steps. Ifa onguration \gets along" with its orresponding prediate then so does eahsuessive onguration. Here the \forward" avor omes in sight.Lemma 7.4.10 (Forward step-lemma). For all , , , 0, A,  , s, s0:bindingse(;; A) ^ h; ; si ! h; 0; s0i ^ s 2 wrpA:: =) s0 2 wrpA:0;  Proof. Again, we proeed by a strutural indution. The [Seq1℄-rule applies ifh; 1; si ! h; 01; s0i. This allows to apply the strutural hypothesis to 1, i.e.,in partiular,8 : s 2 wrpA:1: : s0 2 wrpA:01: :Then it follows thats 2 wrpA:seq(1; 2): () fDenitiongs 2 wrpA:1:(wrpA:2: )=) fSee above, hoose  = wrpA:2: g
7.4 A Simple High-Level Language 121s0 2 wrpA:01:(wrpA:2: )() fDenitiongs0 2 wrpA:seq(01; 2): :Rule [Seq2℄ applies whenever h; 1; si ! s0 and Lemma 7.4.8 implies s =2wrpA:1::s0, i.e. s 2 :wrpA:1::s0. Then,s 2 wrpA:seq(1; 2): () fDenitiongs 2 wrpA:1:(wrpA:2: )=) fObservation above and\Best of both worlds", i.e. Lemma 6.1.3gs 2 :wrpA:1:(:s0 \ wrpA:2: ) :Let us briey look at the postondition in more detail. If we assume that s0 =2wrpA:2: , i.e. fs0g  :wrpA:2: () fs0g [ :wrpA:2: = :wrpA:2: () :(fs0g [ :wrpA:2: ) = wrpA:2: () :fs0g \ wrpA:2: = wrpA:2: ;then the last line above implies s 2 :wrpA::seq(1; 2): in ontradition to thehoie of s. Thus, s0 2 wrpA:2: as required. The [Blk2℄-rule follows the knownreipe; it applies ifh  fp0 7! p[p0=p℄g; b[p0=p℄; si ! h  fp0 7! p[p0=p℄g; 0[p0=p℄; s0iwith an identier p0 that is fresh w.r.t. , p and b. Lemma 7.4.6 allows to applythe strutural hypothesis to b[p0=p℄ ins 2 wrpA:blk(p; p; b): () fRenaming Theorem 7.4.1gs 2 wrpA:blk(p0; p[p0=p℄; b[p0=p℄): () fDenitiongs 2 wrp[p0 7!Bp0;p[p0=p℄;A;℄A :b[p0=p℄: =) fHere!gs0 2 wrp[p0 7!Bp0;p[p0=p℄;A;℄A :0[p0=p℄: () fReverse rst two stepsgs0 2 wrpA:blk(p; p; 0): ;note that we again identied blk(p; p; b) with blk(p0; p[p0=p℄; b[p0=p℄) whih al-lows to apply the strutural hypothesis to renamed programs. The two rules foronditionals, [Cond1℄ and [Cond2℄, are omitted as they are not illuminating, sohave a look at the loop-rule [While℄. Here one alulates
122 7. Exemplary wrp-SemantiswrpA:while(b; )= fDenitiongWb;wrpA:= fUnroll FixpointgWb;wrpA:(Wb;wrpA:)= fDenitions of W and the loop's semantisg(wrpA: ; wrpA:while(b; )) b=A Id= fDenitionsgwrpA:if(b; seq(;while(b; )); skip) ;so this ase is obvious, too. Finally, the [Call2℄-rule is niely aptured by ourassumptions about bindingse. Sine p 2 dom() we obtainwrpA:all(p)= fDenitiong(p)= fSee bindingse(;; A)gwrpA:jp(p) ;whih ompletes the proof.2 Altogether, the latter three Lemmas, 7.4.8, 7.4.9 and 7.4.10, allow to mimipartiular omputations, namely those whih do not yield a desired nite result(this interpretation stems from its appliation, Lemma 7.4.14).Lemma 7.4.11 (Forward sequene-lemma). For all , , , A, s, s0, !:bindingse(;; A) ^ h; ; si +! s0 =) s =2 wrpA:::s0and bindingse(;; A) ^ h; ; si +! ! ^ ! =2 A =) s =2 wrpA::trueProof. Due to symmetry we disuss the rst laim only. Consider a nite path,say h; 1; s1i ! : : :! h; n; sni ! s0 ;where 1 = , s1 = s and n  1. We note that bindingse(;; A) holds forall intermediate steps beause it is assumed to hold at the beginning and thetransition relation `!' only deals with ongurations where  is used on bothsides. Thus, we will freely assume bindingse to holds whenever this is needed. By theforward regular-termination-lemma (Lemma 7.4.8) the nal step is unavoidable,i.e. sn =2 wrpA:n:( n s0). Shunting both wrp-terms in the forward step-lemma7.4.10 and indutive, i.e. nfold, appliation of the same lets us agree that theprediate transformers annot be prevented from reonstruting this partiularpath, i.e., for all i 2 f1; : : : ; n  1g,si+1 =2 wrpA:i+1:( n s0) =) si =2 wrpA:i:( n s0) ;
7.4 A Simple High-Level Language 123so with i = 1 we are done.2 Of ourse, omputations whih do yield a desired result are also of interestbut to prove similar laws one has to argue dierently { quantify universally {beause prediate transformers demand all outomes to yield those results. Sim-ilarly to the previous ones, the names of the following results are inspired bytheir bakward usage. Furthermore, also as done before, when entering a blk-asewe refer to the fresh proedure identier by p0 and we identify blk(p; p; b) withblk(p0; p[p0=p℄; b[p0=p℄) whih lets hypotheses apply to renamed omponents, too.Lemma 7.4.12 (Bakward termination-lemma). For all , , , A,  , s:bindingse(;; A) ^ (8 : h; ; si !  :  2  [ A)=) s 2 wrpA:: Proof by strutural indution. If the [Skip℄-rule applies, then s 2 wrpA:skip: i s 2 whih holds by the premise. For the [Asg℄-rules one has s 2 wrpA:assign(x; e): i either E(e)(s) 2 A or E(e)(s) 2 Val and s 2  [e=x℄ whih also holds bythe premise. Now, assume the [Seq3℄-rule applies. Then no regular results an beobtained so that in partiular, for all  ,8; ! : h; seq(1; 2); si ! ! : ! 2  [ A=) fOperational semantisg8; ! : h; 1; si ! ! : ! 2  [ A=) fStrutural hypothesis applied to 1g8 :: s 2 wrpA:1:=) fInstantiationgs 2 wrpA:1:(wrpA:2: )() fDenitiongs 2 wrpA:seq(1; 2): ;note that universal quantiation is antitoni in the range argument. In the [Blk1℄-rule one has 8 : h; blk(p; p; b); si !  :  2  [ A=) fOperational semantisg8 : h  fp0 7! p[p0=p℄g; b[p0=p℄; si !  :  2  [ A=) fStrutural hypothesis applied to b[p0=p℄,Lemma 7.4.6 allows thisgs 2 wrp[p0 7!Bp0;p[p0=p℄;A;℄A :b[p0=p℄: () fDenitiongs 2 wrpA:blk(p0; p[p0=p℄; b[p0=p℄): () fRenaming Theorem 7.4.1gs 2 wrpA:blk(p; p; b): :
124 7. Exemplary wrp-SemantisAs the [Cond3℄-rule again does not extend our horizon we ome to the [Call2℄-rule where we note that \ProUndel" 2 A by the premise. Thus, exploitingbindingse(;; A),s 2 true = >: = (p): = wrpA:all(p): ompletes the proof.2 Here is the expeted \bakward" version of Lemma 7.4.10 where it again be-omes learer where the name \bakward" stems from.Lemma 7.4.13 (Bakward step-lemma). For all , , , A,  , s:bindingse(;; A) ^(80; s0 : h; ; si ! h; 0; s0i : s0 2 wrpA:0: )=) s 2 wrpA:: Proof by strutural indution, as usual. We start with the [Seq1℄-rule. Here,801; s0 : h; seq(1; 2); si ! h; seq(01; 2); s0i :s0 2 wrpA:seq(01; 2): () fwrpA for sequential ompositiong801; s0 : h; seq(1; 2); si ! h; seq(01; 2); s0i :s0 2 wrpA:01:(wrpA:2: )=) fOperational Semantisg801; s0 : h; 1; si ! h; 01; s0i : s0 2 wrpA:01:(wrpA:2: )=) fStrutural hypothesis applied to 1gs 2 wrpA:1:(wrpA:2: )() fwrpA for sequential ompositiongs 2 wrpA:seq(1; 2): :For [Seq2℄ one has to argue dierently, namely8s0 : h; seq(1; 2); si ! h; 2; s0i : s0 2 wrpA:2: =) fOperational semantisg8s0 : h; 1; si ! s0 : s0 2 wrpA:2: =) fLemma 7.4.12gs 2 wrpA:1:(wrpA:2: )() fwrpA for sequential ompositiongs 2 wrpA:seq(1; 2): :The laim for the [Blk1℄-rule follows from:80; s0 : h; blk(p; p; b); si ! h; blk(p; p; 0); s0i :s0 2 wrpA:blk(p; p; 0): () fRenaming Theorem 7.4.1g
7.4 A Simple High-Level Language 12580; s0 : h; blk(p; p; b); si ! h; blk(p; p; 0); s0i :s0 2 wrpA:blk(p0; p[p0=p℄; 0[p0=p℄): () fwrpA for bloksg80; s0 : h; blk(p; p; b); si ! h; blk(p; p; 0); s0i :s0 2 wrp[p0 7!Bp0;p[p0=p℄;A;℄A :0[p0=p℄: =) fOperational semantisg80; s0 : h  fp0 7! p[p0=p℄g; b[p0=p℄; si !h  fp0 7! p[p0=p℄g; 0[p0=p℄; s0i :s0 2 wrp[p0 7!Bp0;p[p0=p℄;A;℄A :0[p0=p℄: =) fStrutural hypothesis applied to b[p0=p℄,gLemma 7.4.6 allows thisgs 2 wrp[p0 7!Bp0;p[p0=p℄;A;℄A :b[p0=p℄: () fDenitiongs 2 wrpA:blk(p0; p[p0=p℄; b[p0=p℄): () fRenaming Theorem 7.4.1gs 2 wrpA:blk(p; p; b): :We skip the [Cond℄-rules and for the [While℄-rule we have a look at the proofof Lemma 7.4.10, where wrpA:while(b; ) = wrpA:if(b; seq(;while(b; )); skip) isshown whih proves the laim for this ase, too. Finally, in the [Call2℄-ase thepremise ensures that s 2 wrpA:jp(p): whenever h; all(p); si ! h; jp(p); si.Exploiting bindingse(;; A) and p 2 dom() yieldss 2 wrpA:all(p): = (p): = wrpA:jp(p): and we are done.2 The "bakward" ounterpart of the forward sequene-lemma 7.4.11 is givenbelow, f. Lemma 7.4.15, beause it does not really t the stepwise presentationhere.The atual equivalene-proof. For the sake of omprehension the proof is dividedinto four smaller and handy parts. The rst two of them take the laws about stepsand termination into aount. After the preparations made before the proofs arelearer now and the rst fourth reads like this.Lemma 7.4.14 (14-equivalene). For all , , , A: If 1 2 A thenbindingse(;; A) =) wrpA:  wrpA: :Proof. We start with massaging the goal:wrpA:  wrpA:() fPointwise denitions of `' and `'g8 ; s : s 2 wrpA:: : s 2 wrpA:: 
126 7. Exemplary wrp-Semantis() fTrading the range twieg8 ; s : s =2 wrpA:: : s =2 wrpA:: :So take some arbitrarily hosen  and s suh that s =2 wrpA:: . Firstly, we observethat it is not the ase that h; ; si !1 beause this would entail s 2 wrpA:: aswe aept divergene here (1 2 A). Hene, there exist some  with h; ; si +! suh that  =2  [ A and we hoose an arbitrary one of those. If  is a regularresult, i.e.  2 , then s =2 wrpA::( n) by the forward sequene-lemma 7.4.11.As  =2  and wrpA: is monotoni, s =2 wrpA:: follows. If, otherwise,  2 
 thenthe seond laim of Lemma 7.4.11 applies beause  =2 A. Hene s =2 wrpA::trueand onsequently s =2 wrpA:: by monotoniity.2 The seond fourth makes heavy use of the \bakward" laws about steps andterminations and is the announed ounterpart of Lemma 7.4.11.Lemma 7.4.15 (24-equivalene). For all , , , A: If 1 =2 A thenbindingse(;; A) =) wrpA:  wrpA: :Proof. Though the premise 1 =2 A suggest that it suÆes to onsider nite pathsand thus to perform an indution on path lengths it turns out to be muh learerto go another way beause the universal quantiation over all (nite) paths leavesit unlear whih paths to hoose resp. how to deal with a variety of nite pathsin onnetion with indution. However, by Theorem 7.1.3 we know that the laimis equivalent towrpA:  D:A:(:) ;and it is this formulation whih is shown by xpoint indution for D. Admissi-bility is lear { D is a lifted funtion { and so is the base ase using the bottomelement of the aording lattie. So suppose given a funtion f withwrpA:  f:A:(:)for all ,  and  whih satisfy the premise. The indution step is easy, too. Choosesome arbitrary  and s and observe thats 2 D:f:A:(; ): () fDenition of D resp. an equivalent versiong(8 : h; ; si !  :  2  [ A) ^(80; s0 : h; ; si ! h; 0; s0i : s0 2 f:A:(; 0): )=) fFixpoint indution hypothesisg(8 : h; ; si !  :  2  [ A) ^(80; s0 : h; ; si ! h; 0; s0i : s0 2 wrpA:0: )=) fBakward Lemmas 7.4.12 and 7.4.13gs 2 wrpA:: ;
7.4 A Simple High-Level Language 127suh that wrpA:  D:f:A:(:) follows immediately.152 This ompletes the rst half of the overall laim. For the seond half we benetfrom the abstrations, the algebrai laws, onerning the ditionary based wrp-transformers. Apart from the proedure mehanism the derived laws look quitesimilar to the denition of the environment based wrp-transformers. The missingparts, the proedure onept, an niely be managed under appropriate assump-tions onerning the relation between syntatial and semantial bindings and,lukily, we already know those relations: They are kept in the bindings predi-ates.Lemma 7.4.16 (34-equivalene). For all , , , A: If 1 =2 A thenbindings(;; A) =) wrpA:  wrpA: :Proof. A strutural indution is performed, i.e. we assume Lemma 7.4.16 to holdfor the omponents of whih the program in question onsists. The base ases areobvious beausewrpA:skip = Id = wrpA:skipand wrpA:assign(x; e) = (x :=A e) = wrpA:assign(x; e)by the denitions resp. the algebrai laws derived before. For sequential omposi-tions one haswrpA:seq(1; 2)= fDenitiongwrpA:1 ; wrpA:2 fStrutural hypothesis applied to the omponentsgwrpA:1 ; wrpA:2 fAlgebrai lawgwrpA:seq(1; 2) :For onditional-ommands one argues analogously, i.e. one exploits the struturalhypothesis for the omponents. For loops we start withWb;wrpA:(wrpA:while(b; ))= fDenitiong(wrpA: ; wrpA:while(b; )) b=A Id fStrutural hypothesis applied to g(wrpA: ; wrpA:while(b; )) b=A Id fAlgebrai law for sequential ompositiong15 We like to mention that both onjunts have to be onsidered beause we show the laim for all and all transitions at one, inluding those for whih only one of the onjunts does apply suh thatwe ould assure s 2 true at most if it was omitted.
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swrpA:seq(;while(b; )) b=A Id= fAlgebrai law for onditional and skipgwrpA:if(b; seq(;while(b; )); skip)= fAlgebrai law for loopsgwrpA:while(b; ) ;suh that Wb;wrpA:  wrpA:while(b; ) follows from the indution rule and onse-quently wrpA:while(b; )  wrpA:while(b; ) by denition.16 Bloks an be managedby exploiting the bindings-prediate. Suppose  = blk(p; p; b) and assume givenan arbitrary proedure identier p0 whih is fresh w.r.t.  and . Then, by theRenaming Theorems 7.4.1 and 7.4.2, showingwrpA:blk(p; p; b)  wrpA:blk(p; p; b)is equivalent to showingwrpA:blk(p0; p[p0=p℄; b[p0=p℄)  wrpA:blk(p0; p[p0=p℄; b[p0=p℄) ;and it is this inequality that will be established. As before, it has the partiularadvantage that it allows to apply the strutural hypothesis to renamed ompo-nents. wrpA:blk(p0; p[p0=p℄; b[p0=p℄)= fDenitiongwrp[p0 7!Bp0;p[p0=p℄;A;℄A :b[p0=p℄ fStrutural hypothesis applied to b[p0=p℄, see belowgwrpfp0 7!p[p0=p℄gA :b[p0=p℄ fAlgebrai lawgwrpA:blk(p; p; b)= fRenaming Theorem 7.4.2gwrpA:blk(p0; p[p0=p℄; b[p0=p℄) :It remains to justify why appliation of the strutural hypothesis is admissible inthe seond step. It would ertainly be lear ifbindings([p0 7! Bp0;p[p0=p℄;A;℄;  fp0 7! p[p0=p℄g; A) ;and indeed this is the ase. We argue similar to Lemma 7.4.6 and rstly observethat fp0 7! p[p0=p℄g is distinguished beause  is distinguished and p0 =2 dom().Now suppose given an arbitrary q 2 Proname. The ase q =2 dom(  fp0 7!p[p0=p℄g) is analogous to Lemma 7.4.6, a preise look at the premise suÆes,so assume q 2 dom(  fp0 7! p[p0=p℄g), i.e. either q 2 dom() and q 6= p0 orq =2 dom() and q = p0. In the rst ase it follows from the assumptions aboutbindings(;; A) that16 If the reader believes in all algebrai laws, even those from whih we said they will not be needed,this ase might have been handled easier: If wrpA:while(b; ) is any xpoint of Wb;wrpA: thenwrpA:while(b; )  wrpA:while(b; ) beause wrpA:while(b; ) is the least xpoint of Wb;wrpA: andthe bodies of both funtions are related by `' by the hypothesis.
7.4 A Simple High-Level Language 129[p0 7! Bp0;p[p0=p℄;A;℄(q) = (q)  wrpA:jq(q) ;and here, in the end, Lemma 7.4.4, i.e. the fat that jq(q) does not all p0 as p0is fresh w.r.t. , guarantees that[p0 7! Bp;p[p0=p℄;A;℄(q)  wrpfp0 7!p[p0=p℄gA :jq(q)as required. More interesting is the seond ase where it remains to show that() Bp0;p[p0=p℄;A;  wrpfp0 7!p[p0=p℄gA :p[p0=p℄whih is sreaming for the indution rule. Thus, we start our alulations withBp0;p[p0=p℄;A;(wrpfp0 7!p[p0=p℄gA :p[p0=p℄)= fDenition of Bgwrp[p0 7!wrpfp0 7!p[p0=p℄gA :p[p0=p℄℄A :p[p0=p℄ ;and it would follow from the strutural hypothesis applied to p[p0=p℄ that thelast line is less than or equal to the right hand side of () ifbindings([p0 7! wrpfp0 7!p[p0=p℄gA :p[p0=p℄℄;  fp0 7! p[p0=p℄g; A) :After similar arguments as just made before it remains to aept thatwrpfp0 7!p[p0=p℄gA :p[p0=p℄  wrpfp0 7!p[p0=p℄gA :p[p0=p℄whih is not worth mentioning. Altogether, this proves the blk-ase. Finally, pro-edure alls demand two ases, namelywrpA:all(p)= fDenitiong(p) fSee bindingsgwrpA:jp(p)= fAlgebrai lawgwrpA:all(p) ;where (p)  wrpA:jp(p) is known literally from bindings(;; A) if p 2 dom().Similarly, in the ase p =2 dom() one haswrpA:all(p)= fDenitiong(p)= fSee bindingsg > : \ProUndel" 2 A? : \ProUndel" =2 A= fAlgebrai lawgwrpA:all(p)whih ompletes the proof.2
130 7. Exemplary wrp-SemantisBy symmetry the last fourth of the equivalene-proof looks similar.Lemma 7.4.17 (44-equivalene). For all , , , A: If 1 2 A thenbindings(;; A) =) wrpA:  wrpA: :Proof. Not only the lemma itself reads quite similar, the proof does either. Astrutural indution is performed where the base ases are exatly the same asabove and in the indution steps one uses the hypothesis, the algebrai laws andthe denitions time and again. Note that loops and bloks are dened via greatestxpoints suh that the indution rule for greatest xpoint applies and observethat the premise bindings allows an analogous proeeding, too.2 This 44 -proof ompletes the preparations for the main issue of this setion. Eahof the four lemmas above handles one inequality w.r.t. 1 2 A or not, and thisunder ertain assumptions onerning the bindings. Lukily, these assumptionshold for the \interesting ases", the mappings that are the adequate ones if bothsemantis-presentations are to be ompared: Choose the initial environment initialand the empty proedure ditionary ;, f. Lemmas 7.4.5 and 7.4.7.Theorem 7.4.3 (Equivalene theorem). For all , A:wrpinitialA : = wrp;A: :27.5 RemarksThe benets of this hapter are threefold and worth some omments.The xpoint-haraterization of wrp-transformers presented in Set. 7.1 issomewhat fundamental beause of its plenty of appliations. Rolling and unrollingthe xpoints of the expliitly given funtion D as dened by (7.4) on p. 89 allowsto exeute a program in question symbolially and also onsistently what the se-mantis onerns (if an underlying operational semantis is present at all). Thisseems not to be very exiting at rst glane but it is remarkable that eah obtainedresult diretly orresponds to a relative orretness property. Exeuting mahineprograms symbolially might be well known and even of independent interest buttypially there is nothing beyond the atual exeution. Moreover, for veriationpurposes it turns out to be at least helpful to have an expliitly given funtionlike D at hand. If a strutural indution does not suÆe or apply one is in need ofalternative proof-tehniques. As reursion is expressed by means of xpoints onetypially tries to make use of simpler xpoint rules, suh as the indution rule orthe transfer lemma, but it might well be the ase that these tehniques do notapply beause either, roughly speaking, the xpoints are not isolated or on thewrong side of an inequality sign. Brute fore, i.e. xpoint indution in this ase, isthus the nal attempt and here funtion D typially plays the role of the funtionto indue on, see also Set. 8.2.
7.5 Remarks 131We like to remark that Set. 7.1 is heavily inspired by Chap. 9 of [31℄ wheresimilar results are given for the simplied world of wp and wlp in whih thepresene of errors is disregarded. The underlying relational semantis is marginallydierent from our `;'. It is (more or less verbally) dened as an extension of thereexive-transitive losure and, thus, some simple but fundamental properties,like our Lemma 7.1.1, dier (and, moreover, annot be proved due to lak offormalism). Consequently some of [31℄'s arguments hange, too, and seem lessintuitive.In some sense, similar onsiderations an be found in the very worth reading[19℄. A so-alled omputation alulus { i.e. a prediate algebra in the sense of [18℄with an additional omposition operator satisfying ertain axioms { is introduedwhih is intended to bridge the formalization gap between abstrat programmingformalisms and the operational interpretations they have been designed for. Thewp- and wlp-transformers are dened in the alulus and niely shown to be equalto some least resp. greatest xpoints of very intuitive tail-reursive funtions.However, those results an only sharpen the intuition beause, in ontrast toour exposition, there is no underlying operational semantis and more and morepowerful axioms have to be inluded in order to prove the laim at all. As usual,the presene of nite errors is omitted for simpliity.Some nal remarks onerning xpoints. It might well be the ase that leastxpoints are more prominent in omputer siene beause syntax, semantis, data-types et. are often dened indutively by means of ertain, say, rules and typiallyone is interested in nite appliation of these rules in order to obtain a result.If, additionally, these rules enjoy some distribution properties nite appliationindeed oinides with the least xpoint of a orresponding funtion or funtional.In this sense, a proof by indution orresponds to showing that the least xpointenjoys a ertain property. Thus, suh a proof has a very onstrutive avor asone takes nothing speial for granted and only believes what an be demonstratedto hold, i.e. what is guaranteed to hold at least. Typially, properties onerningprogram behavior are shown by indution beause a program should exhibit nobehavior whih is not doumented in the semantis. On the other hand, showinga property to hold for greatest xpoints has a quite dierent meaning. Here,everything may be assumed as long as it annot be shown to violate any fats;one tries to preserve at most all valid attributes. A proof-tehnique like this is oftenused to show that a speiation enjoys ertain properties beause a speiationshould not forbid any behavior unless expliitly stated. In ategory theory this isalled a oindution and, in fat, a oindution is nothing else but an appliationof ertain rules onerning greatest xpoints, see, e.g., [45℄ for a disussion.17 In[64℄, for instane, this proeeding has been used for some ontrol ow analysis andwe advise to have a look at this monograph for some more intuitive explanations.To resume, in general both, least and greatest xpoints, are natural from their17 Let us just mention that one an dene a funtional, say F , on relations in suh ways that its greatestxpoint F equals the greatest bisimulation . Showing that two transition systems simulate another,thus, amounts to showing a property onerning F to hold. In this situation a oindution is exatlyan appliation of the indution rule for greatest xpoints.
132 7. Exemplary wrp-Semantisvery own perspetive. In our wrp-parlane this an be intuitively illustrated asfollows. The least xpoint suessively ollets { starting with the empty set, i.e.false { all states whih give rise to omputations yielding some desired outomes.The greatest xpoint strategy on the other side starts with the universe of states,i.e. true, and suessively strikes out all states from whih a omputation mightshow a ertain behavior whih is not tolerated. That aepting divergene omesalong with the greatest xpoint is thus due to the fat that \innity" annot bereahed in nitely many steps but remains in the solution if violating states areaneled one after another.The assembly language presented in Set. 7.3 is also worth some omments.Reall that the language is at, i.e. without any inner struture, has a subroutineonept and is assumed to run on a nite mahine. For translation veriationpurposes (like Set. 8.2 of the present thesis) typially simpler assembly languagesare onsidered. Most of them are not equipped with proedures, beyond that somehave a tree-struture (e.g. [65℄), and even if the language is rather realisti inthis sense the presene of nite errors is ignored (e.g. [47℄). Therefore, to quoteourselves one more, Set. 7.3 presents a language whih is almost an abstratview on an existing assembly language and an, thus, be kept for a stepping stoneon the way to atual mahine ode. The appendix disusses this laim at length.On the other side, the high-level language presented in Set. 7.4 was mainlyintrodued in order to show what a wrp-semantis looks like and to have a moreonrete semantis at hand to work with in the sequel. Nevertheless, it is nie tosee that the denotational wrp-semantis harmonizes with the better known wp- orwlp-semantis well. Its derivation, i.e. the above equivalene-proof, was a harderexerise and might also be of independent interest. Noteworthy in this regard isthe fat that it was performed without use of stritness resp. ontinuity. Typially,these properties are needed in order to math the intuition that least xpointsoinide with nite iterations. We evaded stritness resp. ontinuity by using thexpoint haraterization of wrp instead. It is furthermore worth mentioning thatthe reipe presented here promises to generalize to even more ompliated lan-guages. To model the semantis of formal proedure parameters it is unavoidableto store old bindings, this is why we used staks of ditionaries whih allow to referto lower entries and to forget about later delarations. A similar proeeding mightalso allow the usage of loal variables: As done for proedure identiers a stakof loal variables should be taken into aount. In the very end, a proeeding likethis amounts to implementing an algebrai ounterpart of a so-alled ativationreord (see the lassial textbooks) and the exposition presented here is thoughtto guide through more diÆult tasks.
8. \Appliations"
It remains is to show that the proposed wrp-transformers keep the promise tofailitate proving programs and partiularly translations orret. As mentionedin Chap. 2 the lassi notions of preservation of partial and preservation of totalorretness an be kept for not adequate for realisti programs running on realmahines; let us reall why. On the one hand, ode optimizations forbid preser-vation of partial orretness as they typially expet total orret programs foran input and mostly disregard the presene of errors. But, on the other hand,limited mahine resoures forbid total orretness and onsequently preservationthereof beause a program running on a nite mahine may stop irregularly, i.e.abort, propagating a nite error though the soure program was proved to delivera regular result.Now, it is time to return to the roots in the sense that the examples from thebeginning are revisited. As some more onrete languages and their wrp-semantisare at hand they an be disussed in a formal manner and preise requirementsan be expressed whih are needed in order to guarantee preservation of relativeorretness. To be more spei, the high-level language from Set. 7.4 is ating asa soure language of a translation. But before an atual ompilation we study thementioned optimizations formally and prove them orret w.r.t. appropriate andwell dened premises. Justiations like these are rare in the sense that, typially,the orretness and admissibility of those strategies are given at best verbally inommon text-books like [59℄. Afterwards, programs of the soure language aretranslated to the at, unstrutured assembly ode of Set. 7.3. Again, we fouson the translation of ontrol strutures, i.e. the linearization of loops, onditionalsand proedures by jumps. The translation is shown to preserve relative orretnessin the sense that, olloquially speaking, partial and total orretness is preservedunless the exeuting mahine is just too small to stak all needed subroutine-return-addresses.1 This result is of great value as typially the translation of pureWHILE-languages without proedures { running on idealized, innite mahines{ is onsidered where in general preservation of total orretness is the notionof interest. Adding proedures, in partiular nested proedures without namingrestritions, assuming the translated programs to run on nite mahines and {most of all { formally proving orret the translation in the sense of preservationof partial orretness resp. a variation thereof is a harder task whih has beennegleted so far.1 The essene of half of this proof is already published in [63℄, see Set. 8.2.
134 8. \Appliations"8.1 Justifying Code OptimizationsRoughly speaking, optimizing a program means to translate a given programto another program of the same language, whih is the high-level language ofSet. 7.4 in this ase, in order to inrease the performane (the exeution speed)or to derease the needed resoures (the needed memory). Of ourse, the out-omes of both programs should remain sensibly related. Thus, we are interestedin orret implementations of the given program to be optimized, in renementsand, to be preise, in orret translations in the sense of preservation of relativeorretness. What follows is a formal disussion of simplied versions of mostof the examples given in Chap. 2 added by some appropriate, needed and helpfuldenitions and auxiliary results. For the sake of readability we make use of a mod-ied syntax of the high-level language. The reader should be quite familiar withsyntax and semantis now and is thus requested to aept the notations x := e, ; 0, if b then  else 0  and while b do  od standing for assign(x; e), seq(; 0),if(b; ; 0) and while(b; ) respetively. We will be rather areful to distinguish syn-tatial from semantial operators by using additional parentheses whenever thisis appropriate. Furthermore, we take the wrp-transformers as dened in Def. 7.4.2for the underlying semantis of programs. As the below examples do not makeuse of proedures we omit the environment argument.8.1.1 Dead ode eliminationConsider the following two little programs:1 = x := e ; x := f ;  and 2 = x := f ;  ;where  is assumed to be an arbitrary program. If expression f is independent ofvariable x it is intuitively safe to remove the assignment x := e from 1, yielding2, as the value of x is immediately over-written; the assignment x := e is wastein this sense. Thus, the laim here readswrpA:1  wrpA:2 (8.1)for an appropriate set A of outomes to be aepted.To prove the laim, and to nd the searhed set A, we rstly have to integratethe sentene \f is independent of x" into our voabulary. Intuitively this meansthat expression f 's value does not depend on variable x's value or, in other words,whatever x might be assigned to by a state s, the value of f remains the same.We like to dene this intuition as follows. Expression f is said to be independentof variable x iE(f)(s) = E(f)(sfx 7! vg)for all values v 2 Val and states s 2 . A simple onsequene is the fat thatE(f)(s) = E(f)(sfx 7! E(e)(s)g)for all expressions e and states s 2 def(e) if f is independent of x. Yet someother onsequenes are the following. Reall the set inO(f) of states whih yieldan outome ontained in O   [
, see (7.9). If f is independent of x then
8.1 Justifying Code Optimizations 135s 2 inO(f)() fDenition of inO(f)gE(f)(s) 2 O() fAssume s 2 def(e), f is independent of xgE(f)(sfx 7! E(e)(s)g) 2 O() fDenition of inO(f)gsfx 7! E(e)(s)g 2 inO(f)() fDenition of substitutiongs 2 inO(f)[e=x℄ :Furthermore it is intuitively lear that, and this is the key to eliminate dead orredundant ode, a substitution an be anelled if it has no eet in the followingsense. By denition of what we dared to all a \syntatial substitution" of e forx in f , i.e. fhe=xi, f. (7.7), one hasE(fhe=xi)(s)= fDenitiongE(f)(sfx 7! E(e)(s)g)= fAssume s 2 def(e) and f is independent of xgE(f)(s) :The former observation and a ombination of the latter with (7.8) result inLemma 8.1.1 (Canel substitution). If f is independent of x, thendef(e) \ [f=x℄[e=x℄ = def(e) \ [f=x℄for all , anddef(e) \ inO(f) = def(e) \ inO(f)[e=x℄for all O   [ 
.2 To approah the goal (8.1) it is helpful to notie that 1 = x := e ; 2 whihallows, under the assumption that f is independent of x, to alulate as follows:For arbitrary  and A,wrpA:1: = fSemantis of 1g(x :=A e)(wrpA:2: )= fDenition of (x :=A e)ginA(e) [ (def(e) \ (wrpA:2: )[e=x℄)= fSemantis of 2g
136 8. \Appliations"inA(e) [ (def(e) \ ( inA(f) [ (def(f) \ (wrpA:: )[f=x℄) )[e=x℄)= fDistribute the latter substitutionginA(e) [(def(e) \ ( inA(f)[e=x℄ [ (def(f)[e=x℄ \ (wrpA:: )[f=x℄[e=x℄) ))= fCanel some substitutions with Lemma 8.1.1ginA(e) [ (def(e) \ ( inA(f) [ (def(f) \ (wrpA:: )[f=x℄) ))= fSemantis of 2ginA(e) [ (def(e) \ wrpA:2: ) :Thus, (8.1) obviously follows if inA(e) = false, i.e. if e does not evaluate toan aepted outome for any initial state, and indeed, in the absene of furtherknowledge about the involved expressions e and f and the remainder  this is theonly safe statement one an make. Intuitively this means that the translation of1 to 2 is permissible if none of the failures potentially produed by e belongs tothe aepted failures in A beause otherwise this partiular failure would make 1relatively orret w.r.t. A whereas the optimized program 2 might produe justany outome, irrespetive of any speiation. This is in partiular the ase if Adoes not ontain any arithmeti error,2 i.e. none of the errors produed by arith-meti expressions. For a more far-reahing onlusion one would need more speiknowledge about e. For example, one might aept something like a \DivByZero"if e does not ontain a division. However, lettingError(e) def= f! 2 
 j 9s 2  :: E(e)(s) = !gdenote the set of potential erroneous outomes, arithmeti errors, of e we anformulate the obtained result as follows.3Theorem 8.1.1 (Corretness of dead ode elimination). If f is indepen-dent of x and if Error(e) \ A = ;, thenwrpA:x := e ; x := f ;   wrpA:x := f ;  :2 It is interesting to disuss also the border ases for this example. In the PTC-ase one has A = ;, so inA(e) equals false for trivial reasons. Thus 2 indeedimplements 1 w.r.t. PTC. In the PPC ase, on the other hand we have to hooseA = 
. Then inA(e) might be valid for some states if evaluation of e might fail.Thus, the transformation might be invalid in the sense of PPC, depending on theshape of e. Thus, the formal framework onrms our informal reasoning from thebeginning, Set. 2.2, and the wrp-transformers allow to reason about questionslike these, just as promised.2 Formally, an outome ! is an arithmeti error if there exists an expression e and a state s suh thatE(e)(s) = !. In this sense e produes an arithmeti error if in
(e) 6= false.3 In pratie one would rather laim that A does not ontain any arithmeti error.
8.1 Justifying Code Optimizations 1378.1.2 Code motionAgain, we onsider a slightly simplied version of the ode motion example pre-sented in Set. 2.2:1 = if b then x := e ; y := g else x := f ; y := g and 2 = y := g ; if b then x := e else x := f  ;where we assume x and y to be distint, i.e. x 6= y (otherwise the former assign-ments may be anelled if desired, see above).Independene is again essential and we start with some more rules onerningthis notion. Under ertain assumptions the order of assignments an be hanged,namely if eah of the expressions involved is independent of eah of the othersvariables. Before showing this one observes thats 2  [g=y℄[e=x℄() fDenition of substitution: : :gsfx 7! E(e)(s)g 2  [g=y℄() f: : :and one againgsfx 7! E(e)(s)gfy 7! E(g)(sfx 7! E(e)(s)g)g 2  () fAssume g is independent of xgsfx 7! E(e)(s)gfy 7! E(g)(s)g 2  () fRearrange variations, x 6= ygsfy 7! E(g)(s)gfx 7! E(e)(s)g 2  () fAssume e is independent of ygsfy 7! E(g)(s)gfx 7! E(e)(sfy 7! E(g)(s)g)g 2  () fReverse rst two stepsgs 2  [e=x℄[g=y℄ ;whih provesLemma 8.1.2 (Rearrange substitutions). If x 6= y, g is independent of x ande is independent of y, thendef(g) \ def(e) \  [g=y℄[e=x℄ = def(g) \ def(e) \  [e=x℄[g=y℄ :2 Furthermore, taking the premises of Lemma 8.1.2 for granted, the anelationof substitutions with Lemma 8.1.1 yields, e.g.,def(g) \ inA(e)[g=y℄ = def(g) \ inA(e) ;def(e) \ inA(g)[e=x℄  inA(g) ; anddef(e) \ def(g)[e=x℄  def(g) ;
138 8. \Appliations"It follows thatdef(e) \ def(g)[e=x℄= fA onsequene of the latter observation abovegdef(e) \ def(g)[e=x℄ \ def(g) fCanel substitution with Lemma 8.1.1gdef(e)[g=y℄ ;suh that the ombination of the latter two inlusions and Lemma 8.1.2 ensuresdef(e) \ def(g)[e=x℄ \  [g=y℄[e=x℄  def(e)[g=y℄ \  [e=x℄[g=y℄ :Let us nally assume that g always yields a regular result or an aepted irregularoutome whenever e produes an aepted irregular outome, i.e. inA(e)  inA(g)[def(g). Then all preparations are made to see thatinA(e) [ (def(e) \ ( inA(g) [ (def(g) \  [g=y℄) )[e=x℄) inA(g) [ (def(g) \ ( inA(e) [ (def(e) \  [e=x℄) )[g=y℄) :Unrolling the denitions of assignments and sequential omposition, this provesthe rst essential laim.Lemma 8.1.3 (Rearrange assignments). If x 6= y, g is independent of x, e isindependent of y and if inA(e)  inA(g) [ def(g), thenwrpA:(x := e ; y := g)  wrpA:(y := g ; x := e) :2 In some sense the seond assignment has jumped to the left and it remains toshow that it an also jump out of the onditional. From Lemma 7.2.1 in Set. 7.2we know that sequential omposition from the right distributes over onditionals.In rare ases sequential omposition distributes over onditionals also from theleft so let us ollet the ingredients to prove this. Firstly, it holds that(b = tt) \ def(g)  (b = tt)[g=y℄if b is independent of y, see Lemma 8.1.1. Hene, for all prediates  and 0,(b = tt) \ (inA(g) [ (def(g) \ [g=y℄)) inA(g) [ (def(g) \ ( inA(b)[g=y℄ [((b = tt)[g=y℄ \ [g=y℄) [((b = )[g=y℄ \ 0[g=y℄) )) ;and analogous statements hold for (b = ). Assuming that g always yields aregular result or an aepted irregular outome whenever b produes an aeptedirregular outome, i.e. inA(b)  inA(g) [ def(g), one obtains
8.1 Justifying Code Optimizations 139inA(b) [((b = tt) \ (inA(g) [ (def(g) \ [g=y℄))) [((b = ) \ (inA(g) [ (def(g) \ 0[g=y℄))) fAuxiliary results aboveginA(g) [(def(g) \ ( inA(b)[g=y℄ [((b = tt)[g=y℄ \ [g=y℄) [((b = )[g=y℄ \ 0[g=y℄) )) ;if b is independent of y, note that again def(g) \ inA(b)[g=y℄ = def(g) \ inA(b).Now unroll the denitions and see that sequential omposition from the rightmay indeed distribute over onditionals in the following ways.Lemma 8.1.4 (Distribute onditional and independene). If b is indepen-dent of y and inA(b)  inA(g) [ def(g), then, for all P;Q 2 PTrans,((y :=A g) ; P ) b=A ((y :=A g) ; Q) (y :=A g) ; (P  b=AQ) :2 This ompletes the preparations to onsider ode motion in more detail. Underthe assumptions that b, e and f are independent of y, g is independent of x andthat inA(b) [ inA(e) [ inA(f)  inA(g) [ def(g) we argue as follows:wrpA:(if b then x := e ; y := g else x := f ; y := g )= fSemantis of onditionalgwrpA:(x := e ; y := g) b=A wrpA:(x := f ; y := g) fRearrange assignments with Lemma 8.1.3,onditional is monotoni in its branhesgwrpA:(y := g ; x := e) b=A wrpA:(y := g ; x := f) fSemantis of omposition, takewrpA:x := e for P resp. wrpA:x := f for Qand distribute the onditional with Lemma 8.1.4gwrpA:y := g ; (wrpA:x := e b=A wrpA:x := f)= fSemantis of onditional and ompositiongwrpA:(y := g ; if b then x := e else x := f ) ;whih nally provesTheorem 8.1.2 (Corretness of ode motion). If x 6= y, g is independent ofx and b, e, f are independent of y, and if inA(b)[ inA(e)[ inA(f)  inA(g)[def(g),then
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ations"wrpA:(if b then x := e ; y := g else x := f ; y := g ) wrpA:(y := g ; if b then x := e else x := f ) :2 To return to the omments made in Set. 2.2 we mention that ode mo-tion (in the above example!) is orret in the sense of PTC beause in;(b) =in;(e) = in;(f) = false. Code motion is also orret in the PPC ase asin
(g) [ def(g) = true but note that the atual outomes produed may dif-fer in both programs. As mentioned in Set. 2.2 it might make a dierene if thisis desirable. Furthermore the programs onsidered here are simplied versions;the situation obviously beomes harder if the branhes do not solely onsist ofassignments, f. Fig. 2.2.8.1.3 UnswithingMore interesting is the unswithing strategy beause piee of ode is moved outof a loop. We onsider the following two little programs:1 = while b do if  then  else 0  odand 2 = if  then while b do  od else while b do 0 od  ;where  and 0 are arbitrary programs. If neither  nor 0 modify anything onwhih the guard  depends the translation of 1 to 2 seems reasonable and quitemore eÆient beause the onditional has to be exeuted just one in the beginningand not eah time the loop is iterated. This subsetion is devoted to a preiseanalysis.First of all, just like before, we have to formalize what it means that a programleaves a Boolean expression untouhed beause this is the essential requirementin order to let unswithing beome sound. The adequate adjetive is the following(see, e.g., [8℄): A program  is said to be transparent to a Boolean expression  iinO()  wlp::(inO()) ; (8.2)i.e. finO()gfinO()g, for allO  . The notion of transpareny suggests that theBoolean expression  does not notie the presene of program  as the evaluation of does not depend on outomes produed by . More formally, the above denitionan be justied by the little alulation:inO()  wlp::(inO())() fDenitionsg8s : B()(s) 2 O : (8 : (s; ) 2 R() :  2 
 [ inO())() fNesting, denition of inO(), naming onventionsg8s; s0 : B()(s) 2 O ^ (s; s0) 2 R() : B()(s0) 2 O :Operationally speaking, if  evaluates to a ertain outome (note that (8.2) hasto hold for all O   [
, hene also for singletons) before exeution of  then 
8.1 Justifying Code Optimizations 141evaluates to the same outome after exeution of , of ourse only if  delivers aregular result so that  an be evaluated at all.Before the atual disussion some abbreviations are to be introdued in orderto inrease readability. For the present purposes it is onvenient to denote theonditional resp. loop, if b then  else 0  resp. while b do  od, by the less lumsy  b  0 resp. b  . Furthermore, some more observations are of independentinterest so we start to ollet yet some more rules.It is an easy exerise { and we thus leave it to the reader { to see that anassignment, say, x := e is transparent to  if  is independent of x. This suggeststo look for similar but more general distribution properties. So assume P and Qare weakest relative preondition prediate transformers. Then, for all  ,(wrpA: ; (P  =AQ)): \ ( = tt)= fAppliation and denition of semantial onditionalgwrpA::(inA() [ (( = tt) \ P: ) [ (( = ) \Q: )) \ ( = tt) fAssume  is transparent to gwrpA::(inA() [ (( = tt) \ P: ) [ (( = ) \Q: )) \ wlp::( = tt)= fGeneralized pairing ondition and distributegwrpA::(( = tt) \ P: ) fMonotoniity and denition of `;'g(wrpA: ; P ): :If 0 is also assumed to be transparent to  this little alulation is the key to thefollowing observation.Lemma 8.1.5 (Distribute onditional and transpareny). If  and 0 aretransparent to , then(wrpA: ; (P  =AQ)) =A (wrpA:0 ; (P  =AQ)) (wrpA: ; P ) =A (wrpA:0 ; Q) :2 Now, onsider the following situation whih will be the next exerise. SupposeP , Q and R are weakest relative preondition prediate transformers; is it the asethat (P  =AQ) b=AR (P  b=A R) =A (Q b=AR) ?In some sense this distribution looks auspiious { just hek the possible pathslike in a binary tree { but it is enormously important to respet the presene ofnite errors. Let us start to unroll the left hand side((P  =AQ) b=A R): = fDenition of semantial onditional twie and distributeg
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ations"inA(b) [((b = tt) \ inA()) [((b = tt) \ ( = tt) \ P: ) [((b = tt) \ ( = ) \Q: ) [((b = ) \ R: ) ;and similarly the right hand side((P  b=A R) =A (Q b=A R)): = fDenition of semantial onditional thrie and distributeginA() [(( = tt) \ inA(b)) [(( = tt) \ (b = tt) \ P: ) [(( = tt) \ (b = ) \R: ) [(( = ) \ inA(b)) [(( = ) \ (b = tt) \Q: ) [(( = ) \ (b = ) \R: ) :To ensure that the upper prediate \implies" the lower some further assumptionsonerning irregular outomes are needed, namelyinA(b) [ (b = )  def() [ inA() :This requirement is natural beause it reets that in the former program theguard b is evaluated rst: If b evaluates to false or to an aepted outome thanevaluation of  must either yield an aepted outome, then everything is ne,or must be dened suh that evaluation of b follows immediately in the latterprogram. We summarize this observation inLemma 8.1.6 (Shue onditionals). If inA(b) [ (b = )  def() [ inA(),then (P  =AQ) b=AR  (P  b=A R) =A (Q b=A R) :2 After these preparations let us ome to the atual \unswithing". As loops arepresent, showing wrpA:1  wrpA:2 depends on whether divergene is aeptedor not. We start with a variation of preservation of total orretness so assume1 =2 A. By denition of the semantis of a loop, least xpoints are to be taken,and in our senario the laim reads as follows:Wb;wrpA:(if  then  else 0 )  Wb;wrpA:  =A Wb;wrpA:0 : (8.3)The isolated xpoint on the left hand side is sreaming for an appliation of theindution rule. Therefore we alulate
8.1 Justifying Code Optimizations 143Wb;wrpA:(if  then  else 0 )(Wb;wrpA:  =A Wb;wrpA:0)= fDenition of Wg(wrpA:(if  then  else 0 ) ; (Wb;wrpA:  =A Wb;wrpA:0))b=A Id= fSemantis of onditionalg((wrpA:  =A wrpA:0) ; (Wb;wrpA:  =A Wb;wrpA:0))b=A Id= fDistribute onditional, general ase (Lemma 7.2.1)g((wrpA: ; (Wb;wrpA:  =A Wb;wrpA:0)) =A(wrpA:0 ; (Wb;wrpA:  =A Wb;wrpA:0)))b=A Id fDistribute onditional again, here assumethat  and 0 are transparent to  (Lemma 8.1.5)g((wrpA: ; Wb;wrpA:) =A (wrpA:0 ; Wb;wrpA:0)) b=A Id fShue onditionals under appropriate assumptionsg((wrpA: ; Wb;wrpA:) b=A Id)=A((wrpA:0 ; Wb;wrpA:0) b=A Id)= fDenition of W and roll the xpointgWb;wrpA:  =A Wb;wrpA:0 :Thus, under the assumption that  and 0 are transparent to  and that inA(b)[(b = )  def()[ inA() an appliation of the indution rule indeed implies theurrent goal (8.3) where 1 =2 A.What remains is the variant of preservation of partial orretness where di-vergene is aepted. Here, loops are dened via greatest xpoints and the samereipe as above does not work as the indution rule does not apply in the rststep. However, the laim an be proved as follows. We start with massaging thegoal, wrpA:b  (    0):  wrpA:(b  )    (b  0): () fSemantis of onditionalgwrpA:b  (    0):  inA() [(( = tt) \ wrpA:b  : ) [(( = ) \ wrpA:b  0: )() fShunt, :inA() = in
nA() [ ( = tt) [ ( = ), distributeg
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nA() \ wrpA:b  (    0): ) [(( = tt) \ wrpA:b  (    0): ) [(( = ) \ wrpA:b  (    0): ) (( = tt) \ wrpA:b  : ) [(( = ) \ wrpA:b  0: )(= fAssume for the moment thatin
nA() \ wrpA:b  (    0): = falseg( = tt) \ wrpA:b  (    0):  ( = tt) \ wrpA:b  : and( = ) \ wrpA:b  (    0):  ( = ) \ wrpA:b  0: () fObviousg( = tt) \ wrpA:b  (    0):  wrpA:b  : and( = ) \ wrpA:b  (    0):  wrpA:b  0: ;and get a stronger formulation on the prediate level. Now the prediate trans-formers for loops are on the \right" side to apply the indution rule in priniple,but notie that, unfortunately, these prediate transformers are applied to an argu-ment so simple xpoint rules still do not apply. However, the following observationis the key to a remedy.It turns out that, for a prediate  , the funtion (: ) 2 (PTrans ! Pred)whih maps an f 2 PTrans to f: is universally onjuntive. To see this we lookfor (: )'s lower adjoint, see Set. 3.2, and dene funtion g 2 (Pred ! PTrans)pointwisely as follows: For ;  2 Pred :s 2 (g :): def() s 2  ^    :Then it is easy to show  (: ):f () g :  ffor all  2 Pred and f 2 PTrans.In \=)" one assumes   (: ):f , i.e.   f: , and takes arbitrary  2 Pred ands 2  with s 2 (g :):. It follows that s 2  and    suh that s 2 f: byassumption and nally s 2 f: by monotoniity. Thus, g :  f as required.For \(=" one takes g :  f for granted and takes an arbitrary s 2 . Asobviously    it follows that s 2 (g :): by denition and thus s 2 f: byassumption. In other words,   (: ):f , and this ompletes the proof.As the transfer lemma, f. (3.7), suggests greatest xpoint harmonize with univer-sally onjuntive funtions well. This is partiularly the ase here: For an arbitraryf 2 PTrans it is obvious that((wrpA: ; f) b=A Id): = inA(b) [ ((b = tt) \ wrpA::(f: )) [ ((b = ) \  ) ;or equivalently,
8.1 Justifying Code Optimizations 145(: )((wrpA: ; f) b=A Id)= inA(b) [ ((b = tt) \ wrpA::((: ):f) [ ((b = ) \  ) ;Thus, the transfer lemma ensures that(: )(X((wrpA: ; X) b=A Id))= ( inA(b) [ ((b = tt) \ wrpA::) [ ((b = ) \  ) ) :Though not required here, we like to mention that a very similar alulation estab-lishes a orresponding result for least xpoints: Funtion (: ) is also universallydisjuntive { g 2 (Pred ! PTrans) dened by s 2 (g :): def()    ! s 2 is its upper adjoint { and the transfer lemma for least xpoints (3.6) applies anal-ogously. This seems to be a noteworthy result as it onrms the intuition on theprediate level.Theorem 8.1.3 (Loop's semantis on the prediate level).wrpA:(while b do  od): = ( inA(b) [ ((b = tt) \ wrpA::) [ ((b = ) \  ) ) ;where  =  if 1 2 A and  =  otherwise.2 Now it is lear that the loops are indeed on the \right" side to let simplerxpoint rules apply { just lower the xpoints to the prediate level before { andwe an ontinue the alulation as follows. But rst of all we have to justify thelast but one step in the prior alulation where the very upper disjunt vanishes.We start with the seond onjunt thereofwrpA:b  (    0): = fLower the xpoint and unroll it, denitionsginA(b) [((b = tt) \ wrpA:    0:(wrpA:b  (    0): )) [((b = ) \  ) fSemantis of onditional, monotoniityginA(b) [((b = tt) \ (inA() [ ( = tt) [ ( = ))) [(b = )suh that nally, together with the rst onjunt,in
nA() \ wrpA:b  (    0):  in
nA() \ (inA(b) [ (b = ))remains. The right hand side equals false, thus justies the last but one step,preisely ifinA(b) [ (b = )  inA() [ def() ;and lukily this requirement is not new, we already needed it in the previous ase.Hene, let us assume the same here.
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ations"Furthermore, we are left with showing, e.g.,( = tt) \ wrpA:b  (    0):  wrpA:b  : or equivalently, remember that divergene is aepted suh that loops are denedvia greatest xpoints,( = tt) \ wrpA:b  (    0):  X(wrpA: ; X  b=A Id): ;whih is equivalent to( = tt) \ wrpA:b  (    0):  (inA(b) [ ((b = tt) \ wrpA::) [ ((b = ) \  ))by Theorem 8.1.3. From here we ontinue as shown below.( = tt) \ wrpA:b  (    0):  (inA(b) [ ((b = tt) \ wrpA::) [ ((b = ) \  ))(= fIndution ruleg( = tt) \ wrpA:b  (    0):  inA(b) [((b = tt) \ wrpA::(( = tt) \ wrpA:b  (    0): )) [((b = ) \  )() fLower left xpoint (Theorem 8.1.3),unroll it and distributeg(( = tt) \ inA(b)) [(( = tt) \ (b = tt) \wrpA:(    0):(wrpA:b  (    0): )) [(( = tt) \ (b = ) \  ) inA(b) [((b = tt) \ wrpA::(( = tt) \ wrpA:b  (    0): )) [((b = ) \  ) :We let `rhs' denote the right-hand-side of the latter inlusion. From here, threesub-ases remain to be shown.a) For the rst disjunt one obviously has( = tt) \ inA(b)  inA(b)  `rhs' ;and similarly for the third onjunt, i.e.b), where( = tt) \ (b = ) \   (b = ) \   `rhs' :) The nal, the seond, disjunt is the most interesting, and here one alulates
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 = tt) \ (b = tt) \ wrpA:(    0):(wrpA:b  (    0): ) fSemantis of onditionalg( = tt) \ (b = tt) \ wrpA::(wrpA:b  (    0): ) fAs before, assume  is transparent to gwlp::( = tt) \ (b = tt) \ wrpA::(wrpA:b  (    0): ) fGeneralized pairing ondition, i.e. Lemma 6.1.1g(b = tt) \ wrpA::(( = tt) \ wrpA:b  (    0): ) fObviousg`rhs' ;whih ompletes this ase. To show the missing part, i.e.( = ) \ wrpA:b  (    0):  wrpA:b  0: ;one argues ompletely analogously, just use the fat that 0 is transparent to ,too.Altogether, both alulations prove the overall laim of this subsetion whihreads, after resolving our ondensed notations, as shown below.Theorem 8.1.4 (Corretness of unswithing). If inA(b)[ (b = )  inA()[def() and if  and 0 are transparent to , thenwrpA:while b do if  then  else 0  od wrpA:if  then while b do  od else while b do 0 od  :2 Again, we like to make the onluding remarks that unswithing is also orretin the PPC-ase as in
() [ def() = true. For PTC one needs (b = )  def()but this does not universally hold. Consider, for instane, the following example.Suppose given the prediate fsg, i.e. the state s, with B(b)(s) =  but B()(s) 2 
.Then [fsg℄while b do if  then  else 0  od[true℄ ;i.e. the loop terminates immediately, but it is not the ase that[fsg℄if  then while b do  od else while b do 0 od [true℄beause the onditional terminates immediately, but irregularly. Hene, unswith-ing does not preserve total orretness! Note that this situation does not ourin simpler senarios where the presene of nite errors is ignored resp. where ex-pression evaluations are assumed to terminate regularly. In this sense, wrp hastruly kept its promise to failitate reasoning about \phenomena" like these resp.to bring to light them at all.8.2 Translation VeriationThe task this setion is onerned with reads rather simple: Given a program of the high-level language, Set. 7.4, translate it to a program 0 of the assembly
148 8. \Appliations"language, Set. 7.3, in suh ways that the latter implements the former in the senseof preservation of relative orretness w.r.t. some set A of aepted outomes. Asthe target language, i.e. the assembly language, is assumed to run on a nitemahine whih expresses in spontaneous ourrenes of \StakOverow"-errorswe deide to aept this partiular failure beause we keep it for unavoidable.Moreover we like to exploit the properties that distinguish wrp from wp or wlp:The translation to be disussed soon will translate non-diverging soure programsto non-diverging target programs but wlp annot express this; on the other handwp identies divergene and runtime-errors and, therefore, it annot treat thissenario in the presene of nite errors either. In fat, the \StakOverow"-erroris the only one whih is due to some resoure limitations and whih is modeledin the semantis but it is straightforward to integrate others. There are othernite errors in the semantis, \ProUndel" and \EmptyStak", but they weremainly integrated beause they are obvious andidates and in order to make thesemantis slightly more exiting. However, it turns out that the translation shemegiven below guarantees that non-losed programs will not be translated at all {for the \interesting ases", see p. 109 { resp. that translated programs will neverexeute a ret-ommand on an empty stak.A more interesting question is whether divergene is to be tolerated or not, i.e.whether1 2 A or not. Both ases are of interest for partiular appliations. If oneaepts divergene the proof obligations for the soure program are a muh easierbeause a termination proof for the soure program is dispensable. This viewis interesting in partiular when proving ompilers orret beause it is hardlypossible to guarantee that a ompiler terminates for all its inputs and, moreover,it generally suÆes that a ompiler delivers a result just one. However, a ompilerthat onstantly maps eah given soure program to a diverging target programpreserves partial orretness by denition but this ompiler is rather senseless(but we like to say that ompiler onstrution is an engineering task and anhonest programmer will try to avoid this). Hene, divergene might be kept forintolerable beause one really wants the target program to terminate wheneverthe soure program does (apart from nite errors whih are due to some resourelimitations, we already disussed this). This view is the one whih is of interest forproess programming purposes (outside safety ritial systems); it allows to infertermination of the target program if termination is proved for the soure program.Then, a termination proof for the latter has to be performed but that is worth inthe sense just mentioned.All in all, the laim of this setion is that target program 0 implementssoure program  in the sense of preservation of relative orretness w.r.t.f\StakOverow"g and also w.r.t. f1; \StakOverow"g. Two proofs have to beperformed beause, as observed before, preservation of total and preservation ofpartial orretness are independent notions.We remark that a slightly modied version of the essene of the rst laim, theone with A = f\StakOverow"g, is already presented in [63℄. There, due to lak ofspae, we foused on the most interesting ases, i.e. the proedure mehanism, and
8.2 Translation Veriation 149this is the plae for a more profound disussion and for a proof of the remainingases.8.2.1 Compiling speiationIn Table 8.1 we indutively dene a ompiling relation C   MP  TDit .4Here, TDit is the set of staks Æ of translation ditionariesÆ 2 (ProName n! Lab) ;eah of whih intuitively maps proedure names to labels where ode for the orre-sponding body an be found. We adopt most of the notational onventions madefor proedure ditionaries PDit , see p. 104. The empty translation ditionary isgiven by the empty set, ;. Conatenation of translation ditionaries is denoted byan inx dot and we say that Æi 2 Æ i Æ = Æ1  : : :  Æi  : : :  Æn. Again, p 2 dom(Æ)means that there exists a ditionary Æ 2 Æ with p 2 dom(Æ). The stak of dition-aries onsisting of all ditionaries up to index i is denoted by Æi. Applying a stakof ditionaries Æ = Æ1  : : :  Æn to an argument means to look up the topmost entry,i.e. Æn(p) def= 8<: Æn(p) : p 2 dom(Æn)Æn 1(p) : p =2 dom(Æn) ^ n > 1undened : otherwise ; (8.4)this onvention has to be made beause, in ontrast to proedure ditionaries,translation ditionaries will not be distinguished. As a onsequene, the index jpas dened on p. 105 is generally not unique. However, if p 2 dom(Æ) then thereexists a ditionary Æ 2 Æ with p 2 dom(Æ) by onvention and from all thoseditionaries having this property we dene the topmost to have index jp. Withthe aid of speiation (8.4) above we an more formally say that Æ(p) = Æjp(p)if Æ(p) is dened. Finally, for the sake of brevity we all a stak of translationditionaries Æ also a ditionary for short.Voalizing C(;m; Æ) means that assembly program m is a possible ompilingresult of soure program  assuming that ditionary Æ assigns appropriate labelsto the used proedure names. The programseq(assign(y; 1);while(x > 0; seq(assign(y; x  y); assign(x; x  1)))) ;for instane, whih omputes the fatorial of x leaving the result in variable y,may irrespetive of the used ditionary be ompiled to the assembly programasg(y; 1)  Loop  j(x 6= 0;End)  asg(y; x  y)  asg(x; x  1)  goto(Loop)  Endthat we already know from Set. 7.3.Note that the typing onstraint m 2 MP guarantees that target programs arelabeled uniquely. Rule [Seq℄, for instane, an only be applied if the labels usedin m1 and m2 are distint. Obviously target programs must be labeled uniquely {4 We desist from translating the skip ommand as this is a rather obvious task; it is an ease to showthat the results presented below transfer if it is translated to an unused label or to an assignmentasg(x; x) whih play the role of a \NoOp" in the real world.
150 8. \Appliations"[Assign℄ C(assign(x; e); asg(x; e); Æ)[Seq℄ C(1;m1; Æ); C(2;m2; Æ)C(seq(1; 2);m1 m2; Æ)[If℄ C(1;m1; Æ); C(2;m2; Æ)C(if(b; 1; 2); j(b; l1) m1  goto(l2)  l1 m2  l2; Æ)[While℄ C(;m; Æ)C(while(b; ); l0  j(b; l1) m  goto(l0)  l1; Æ)[Call℄ p 2 dom(Æ)C(all(p); jsr(Æ(p)); Æ)[Blk℄ C(p;mp; Æ  fp 7! lpg); C(b;mb; Æ  fp 7! lpg)C(blk(p; p; b); goto(lb)  lp mp  ret  lb mb; Æ)Table 8.1. Compiling speiation: Indutively relating soure and target programs.keep in mind that in the soure language proedures may be redelared blokwise{ and dening a ompiling relation enables us to solve this task elegantly. Notefurthermore, that the rules do not otherwise restrit the hoie of labels. It is anadvantage of a relational speiation over a ompiling funtion, e.g. C : Prog TDit !MP , that ertain aspets, like hoie of labels here, an be left open fora later design stage of the ompiler. Dening a funtion would fore us to proveunique labeling right now and this is a part beneath our onsiderations as we areinterested in the implementation of the ontrol ow only.The ompilation-rules should be intuitively lear but let us run over and om-ment on them as ertain details are worth mentioning. The [Assign℄-rule translatesassignments to assignments, just as they are. Indeed, both assignments have thesame semantis so this rule will not harm. We are interested in the linearizationof the ontrol-ow and assignments are integrated into the languages in order tobe able to write { more or less { meaningful programs. Assignments, and anykind of ommands whih have a diret eet on the state and whih exeute ina linear fashion, are thought to be maros whih an be replaed by (sequenesof) more onrete ommands of a real mahine in a later stage. The sequentialomposition of programs orresponds to the onatenation of the translated parts,see the [Seq℄-rule. As remarked before it only applies if distint labels are usedin eah translation of the parts the omposed program onsists of. The [If℄-ruleinstruts to jump over the translation of the rst omponent to the translationof the seond omponent if the guard evaluates to  and to skip the onditionaljump otherwise suh that the rst omponent followed by an unonditional jumpto the end of the onditional is to be exeuted. The needed labels are introduedaordingly; note that those labels have to be fresh beause otherwise the om-pound would not be a well-typed assembly program. Observe furthermore thatthe labels introdued here have nothing to do with the labels kept in the dition-ary Æ in question, the latter keeps labels for proedures only and not for jumpsin general. Similarly loops are translated, f. the [While℄-rule. Depending on theevaluation of the guard the translated body followed by an unonditional jump tothe beginning or a jump out of the loop is to be exeuted. If a proedure named pis delared in the soure program, i.e. if p 2 dom(Æ), the [Call℄-rule applies and a
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all of proedure p, all(p), is translated to a proedure-jump to the orrespondinglabel kept in the ditionary Æ in question, jsr(Æ(p)). It is essential to note thatthe premise of the ompiling rule [Call℄ guarantees that non-losed programs an-not be ompiled with an empty ditionary. Those proedure identiers enter theditionary if bloks are translated, see the [Blk℄-rule. If a blok with body b in-troduing p with proedure body p is translated using ditionary Æ one rstly hasto translate the omponents, p and b, using a ditionary that has a new bindingfor p. This proeeding should be intuitively lear after the setion onerned withthe semantis of the soure-language, Set. 7.4, beause this tehnique implementsstati-soping. The atual ode onsists of a jump to the translation of the bodyof the blok, an appropriate label for the introdued proedure followed by thetranslation of the proedure-body itself and a return-ommand. Note that thetranslation-sheme ould also have put the translation of the proedure-body {together with label and return { to the end of the sequene. Note furthermore thatthe ompiling speiation an be straightforwardly extended to bloks in whihsystems of mutually reursive proedures are delared. As already mentioned inthe introdution of the language this would burden the notations { and onomingproofs { a lot without bringing any further enlightenments.This seems to be the appropriate plae for the following remarks. The readermight wonder why staks of translation ditionaries need not to be distinguishedresp. why the operational semantis of the soure language deals with fresh identi-ers and renamed programs. The reason is rather obvious: The \generated" targetprograms are labeled uniquely. This is dierent for the operational semantis ofthe soure language and, in some sense, renaming with fresh identiers makessure that the program is distinguished { what the proedure identiers onerns{ at exeution time. On the other hand, an operational semantis for the sourelanguage whih follows the shape of the ompiling speiation given here, in par-tiular a modied denition of jp via a lookup from the top, does not work for thefollowing reasons. To exeute a all a prex stak must be used { in order to modelstati soping { but then the blk and seq rules do not apply anymore beause theyrequire the entry- and exit-ditionaries to be equal. This is needed beause thesubsequent ommands must use the entire stak of ditionaries in order to be ableto all proedures whih are dened later. A way out of this dilemma would be tomake use of losures in suh ways that proedures are ompletely exeuted beforethe subsequent instrutions are started. But this was not what we intended tospeify sine we aimed at a purely strutural operational semantis. However, wefurthermore like to note that onsequently the onoming translation orretnessproof does not resemble the equivalene proof given in Set. 7.4. This ommentis worth mentioning beause parts of the equivalene proof an be kept for a or-retness proof of the identity-translation from the soure language to itself wheregiven programs are supposed to have a denotational and (the same) generatedprograms are supposed to have an operational semantis.
152 8. \Appliations"8.2.2 Compiling orretnessThis setion is onerned with proving orretness of the translation speiedjust before. As already disussed, the translation annot be orret in the senseof preservation of total orretness beause our assembly language might report\StakOverow" on exeuting a jsr instrution, and thus regularly terminatingsoure programs might be ompiled to target programs that do not terminateregularly. Nevertheless { as we will see in a while { soure programs that do notdiverge are never ompiled to diverging target programs. But preservation of totalorretness identies divergene and runtime-errors and, therefore, it annot treatthis senario appropriately. A main purpose of the story told here is to show howthe greater seletivity of wrp-based reasoning allows a more adequate treatment ofthis senario by an appropriate hoie of A. Proving orret the translation in thesense of a variant of preservation of total orretness is, thus, an interesting ase.The ounterpart, the orresponding variant of preservation of partial orretnessis, as motivated before, also worth while beause it is easier to apply in pratisesine there are weaker proof obligations for the soure program. Atually, thelatter variant is the seemingly harder and less ommon part.As a matter of fat, two theorems and onsequently two proofs have to begiven resp. performed beause neither does a translation preserve partial orret-ness if it preserves total orretness nor vie versa. To be more spei we treat\StakOverow" as an aeptable error beause it may spontaneously our everynow and then and we simply annot do anything against it. In a rst ase wewill not aept divergene whih gives rise to a relativized version of preserva-tion of total orretness where A = f\StakOverow"g (this is the full versionof our [63℄ if you like). In the seond ase we will aept divergene suh that,with A = f1; \StakOverow"g, a relativized version of preservation of partialorretness will be be disussed.A variant of preservation of total orretness. We are going to prove thefollowing theorem.Theorem 8.2.1. Suppose 1 =2 A and \StakOverow" 2 A. Then for all  andm: C(;m; ;) ) wrpA:m  wrp?EnvA : :Here, ?Env denotes the \undened" environment that maps eah proedureidentier to ?, i.e. 8p 2 ProName :: ?Env (p) = ?. As mentioned in Set. 7.3 thisis reasonable beause otherwise undened proedures would miraulously have anon-trivial meaning. Thus, if a program  is ompiled to an assembly program min an empty ditionary, relative orretness is preserved in the sense that, veryroughly speaking, the target program terminates regularly whenever the soureprogram does and the results oinide, unless the mahine is just too small to storethe needed return-addresses. To be more aurate, if the soure program is provedto be totally orret w.r.t. a pre- and a postondition (note that \StakOverow"is not present in the semantis of the soure language) then, for every initial state
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ation 153satisfying the preondition, the target program will terminate regularly in a statesatisfying the postondition, in partiular this is a result whih is also possible forthe soure program, but it may also terminate irregularly, i.e. abort, propagatinga \StakOverow". This property is of interest for proess programming (outsidesafety-ritial systems) as it allows to onlude the behavior of the target programfrom the behavior of the soure program.When we try to prove Theorem 8.2.1 by a strutural indution { whih isthe most proximate approah { we are faed with two problems. Firstly, whenmahine programs are put together to implement omposed programs, like in the[Seq℄ or [If℄ rule, the indution hypothesis annot be diretly applied beause it isonerned with ode for the omponents in isolation while, in the omposed ode,the ode runs in the ontext of other ode. In other words, Theorem 8.2.1 turnsout to be improvable in the diret way beause of its lak of ompositionality. Ourapproah to deal with this problem is to establish a stronger laim that involvesa universal quantiation over all ontexts.5 More speially, we showwrpA:(u;m  v; a)  wrpA: ; wrpA:(u m; v; a)for all surrounding ode sequenes u; v and stak ontexts a. Note how the se-quential omposition with wrpA(u  m; v; a) on the right hand side beautifullyexpresses that m transfers ontrol to the subsequent ode and that the stak isleft unhanged. Furthermore, Theorem 8.2.1 follows immediately with suitableinstantiation.Seondly, when onsidering the all-ase, some knowledge about the bindings inthe ditionary Æ is needed. We already know this problem from Set. 7.4 where wehad to formalize some expetations onerning the relationship between syntatiand semanti bindings in the semantis of the soure language. Motivated by theshape of the bindings-prediates used there we try to solve the urrent problemwith the aid of the following prediate whih expresses appropriate expetationsfor the present task.t(; Æ; u) def()8q 2 dom(Æ) :: 9x; y ::x  Æ(q)  y = u ^8e; f; g :: wrpA:(x; Æ(q)  y; g  he; fi)  (q) ; wrpA:(e; f; g) : (8.5)It expresses that the bindings in translation ditionary Æ together with the as-sembly ode u (that omprises the ontext in whih the implementing ode isrunning) \t" to the bindings in the semanti environment  used by the soureprogram. The rst onjunt says that the ontext provides a orresponding labelfor eah proedure q bound by Æ; the seond onjunt tells us that the ode fol-lowing this label implements q's binding in  and proeeds with the ode on topof the return stak. This is just what is needed in the all-ase of the indution.The ode generated for bloks has to ensure that this property remains valid fornewly delared proedures. Putting the piees together we are thus going to prove5 This fundamental but very intuitive view on exeution progress of assembly programs was presentedin [60℄ at rst. Sadly it has never been published for, say, unjustied reasons.
154 8. \Appliations"Lemma 8.2.1. Suppose 1 =2 A and \StakOverow" 2 A. For all  ,m, u, v, a,, Æ: C(;m; Æ) ^ t(; Æ; u m  v)) wrpA:(u;m  v; a)  wrpA: ; wrpA:(u m; v; a) :Theorem 8.2.1 follows by the instantiation u = v = ", a = ",  = ?Env , Æ = ;using the [Term-wrp℄ law and wrpA:m = wrpA:(";m; ").Proof of Lemma 8.2.1. The proof is by strutural indution on . So onsidersome arbitrarily hosen ;m; u; v; a; ; Æ suh that C(;m; Æ) and t(; Æ; u m v),and assume that for all omponent programs the laim of Lemma 8.2.1 holds. Asusual, we proeed by a ase analysis on the struture of . In eah ase we performa kind of \symboli exeution" of the orresponding assembly ode using the wrp-laws from Set. 7.3. The assumptions about t will solve the all-ase elegantly,the while- and blk-ase moreover involve some xpoint reasoning as the semantisof those ommands is dened via xpoints.Case a.)  = assign(x; e). By the [Assign℄ ompiling rule, m = asg(x; e) andwrpA:(u; asg(x; e)  v; a) fLaw [Asg-wrp℄g(x :=A e) ; wrpA:(u  asg(x; e); v; a)= fSemantis of an assignmentgwrpA:assign(x; e) ; wrpA:(u  asg(x; e); v; a) :Case b.)  = seq(1; 2). By the [Seq℄ ompiling rule, there are m1, m2 withm = m1 m2 suh that C(1; m1; Æ) and C(2; m2; Æ) holds. Then,wrpA:(u;m1 m2  v; a) fIndution hypothesis for 1gwrpA:1 ; wrpA:(u m1; m2  v; a) fIndution hypothesis for 2gwrpA:1 ; wrpA:2 ; wrpA:(u m1 m2; v; a)= fSemantis of ompositiongwrpA:seq(1; 2) ; wrpA:(u m1 m2; v; a) :Case .)  = if(b; 1; 2). By the [If℄ ompiling rule, m = j(b; l1) m1 goto(l2)  l1 m2  l2 for ertain m1, m2 with C(1; m1; Æ) and C(2; m2; Æ). Here one alulates:wrpA:(u; j(b; l1) m1  goto(l2)  l1 m2  l2  v; a) fLaw [Cj-wrp℄gwrpA:(u  j(b; l1); m1  goto(l2)  l1 m2  l2  v; a)b=AwrpA:(u  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l2); l1 m2  l2  v; a)
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ation 155 fIndution hypothesis for 1 in the rst,law [Label-wrp℄ in the seond omponentgwrpA:1 ; wrpA:(u  j(b; l1) m1; goto(l2)  l1 m2  l2  v; a)b=AwrpA:(u  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l2)  l1; m2  l2  v; a) fIndution hypothesis for 2 in the seond,law [Goto-wrp℄ in the rst omponentgwrpA:1 ; wrpA:(u  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l2)  l1 m2; l2  v; a)b=AwrpA:2 ; wrpA:(u  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l2)  l1 m2; l2  v; a) fLaw [Label-wrp℄ in both omponentsgwrpA:1 ; wrpA:(u  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l2)  l1 m2  l2; v; a)b=AwrpA:2 ; wrpA:(u  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l2)  l1 m2  l2; v; a)= fDistribute onditional, i.e. Lemma 7.2.1g(wrpA:1  b=A wrpA:2) ;wrpA(u  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l2)  l1 m2  l2; v; a)= fSemantis of onditionalgwrpA:if(b; 1; 2) ; wrpA(u  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l2)  l1 m2  l2; v; a) :Case d.)  = while(b; 1). By the [While℄ ompiling rule, m = l0  j(b; l1)  m1 goto(l0)  l1 for an m1 with C(1; m1; Æ). This is a more interesting ase and thealulation starts withwrpA:(u; l0  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l0)  l1  v; a) fLaws [Label-wrp℄ and [Cj-wrp℄gwrpA:(u  l0  j(b; l1); m1  goto(l0)  l1  v; a)b=AwrpA:(u  l0  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l0); l1  v; a) fIndution hypothesis for 1 in the rst,law [Label-wrp℄ in the seond omponentgwrpA:1 ; wrpA:(u  l0  j(b; l1) m1; goto(l0)  l1  v; a)b=AwrpA:(u  l0  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l0)  l1; v; a) fLaw [Goto-wrp℄ in the rst omponent,gwrpA:1 ; wrpA:(u; l0  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l0)  l1  v; a)b=AwrpA:(u  l0  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l0)  l1; v; a) ;
156 8. \Appliations"whih reets the intuition that, depending on the evaluation of the guard, eitherthe body of the loop is exeuted one and one is standing right bak at thebeginning where the alulation starts, or one jumps out of the loop otherwise.Introduing an abbreviation for the \remainder",R = wrpA:(u  l0  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l0)  l1; v; a)and dening the monotoni transformer g : PTrans ! PTrans byg(X) = (wrpA:1 ; X) b=AR ;the above alulation has establishedwrpA:(u;m  v; a)  g(wrpA:(u;m  v; a)) :By the indution rule() wrpA(u;m  v; a)  gfollows immediately. Furthermore,g(X ; R)= fDenition of gg(wrpA:1 ; X ; R) b=A R= fDistribute Conditional, Id is the unit of ompositiong((wrpA:1 ; X) b=A Id) ; R= fDenition of Wb;wrpA:1gWb;wrpA:1(X) ; R :Letting (; R) : PTrans ! PTrans denote the transformer that sequentially om-poses R from the right, this alulation has showng((; R)(X)) = (; R)(Wb;wrpA:1(X)) :Sine the transformer (; R) is universally disjuntive, see (4.1), we onlude that() g = (; R)(Wb;wrpA:1)by the transfer lemma, see (3.6). Resolving the denitions and abbreviations andombining () with () nally yieldswrpA:(u; l0  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l0)  l1  v; a) Wb;wrpA:1 ; wrpA:(u  l0  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l0)  l1; v; a)whih is exatly the laim for this ase, see the denition of the semantis of aloop.Case e.)  = all(p). By the [Call℄ rule, m = jsr(Æ(p)) and p 2 dom(Æ). Aonsequene of t(; Æ; u  m  v) is the existene of some x and y suh thatx  Æ(p)  y = u  jsr(Æ(p))  v. As expeted, the assumptions about the bindings letsus solve this ase very elegantly:
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ation 157wrpA:(u; jsr(Æ(p))  v; a) fLaw [Jsr-wrp℄, \StakOverow" 2 A, existene of x and ygwrpA:(x; Æ(p)  y; a  hu  jsr(Æ(p)); vi) fSeond onjunt of t(; Æ; u m  v)g(p) ; wrpA:(u  jsr(Æ(p)); v; a)= fSemantis of a allgwrpA:all(p) ; wrpA(u  jsr(Æ(p)); v; a) :Case f.)  = blk(p; p; b). By the [Blk℄ rule, there are assembly programs mp ,mband labels lp, lb suh thatm = goto(lb)lp mp retlb mb and C(p; mp; Æ fp 7! lpg)and C(b; mb; Æ  fp 7! lpg) hold. Here we would like to alulate as follows:wrpA:(u; goto(lb)  lp mp  ret  lb mb  v; a) fLaws [Goto-wrp℄ and [Label-wrp℄gwrpA:(u  goto(lb)  lp mp  ret  lb; mb  v; a) fIndution hypothesis: C(b; mb; Æ  fp 7! lpg) holdsgwrp[p7!Bp;p;A;℄A :b ; wrpA:(u  goto(lb)  lp mp  ret  lb mb; v; a)= fSemantis of bloksgwrpA:blk(p; p; b) ; wrpA:(u  goto(lb)  lp mp  ret  lb mb; v; a) :In order to apply the indution hypothesis in the seond step, however, we haveto hekt([p 7! Bp;p;A;℄; Æ  fp 7! lpg; u m  v) :Unrolling the denition this means to prove() 9x; y ::x  Æ  fp 7! lpg(q)  y = u m  v ^8e; f; g :: wrpA:(x; Æ  fp 7! lpg(q)  y; g  he; fi) [p 7! Bp;p;A;℄(q) ; wrpA(e; f; g)for all q 2 dom(Æ fp 7! lpg). So suppose given an arbitrary q 2 dom(Æ fp 7! lpg).If q 6= p, () redues to9x; y ::x  Æ(q)  y = u m  v ^8e; f; g :: wrpA:(x; Æ(q)  y; g  he; fi)  (q) ; wrpA:(e; f; g) ;whih diretly follows from the premise t(; Æ; u m  v). For q = p, on the otherhand, we must prove9x; y ::x  lp  y = u m  v ^8e; f; g :: wrpA:(x; lp  y; g  he; fi)  Bp;p;A; ; wrpA:(e; f; g) :Choosing x = ugoto(lb) and y = mpretlbmbv makes the rst onjunt true. Theseond onjunt is established by a xpoint indution for Bp;p;A;.6 Admissibility6 To be more preise, it is shown that Bp;p;A; 2 Px;lp;y where
158 8. \Appliations"is straightforward { follows from the distribution properties of the ompositionoperator { and the base ase easily follows from the fat that? ; wrpA(e; f; g) = ?.For the indution step assume that X is given suh that for all e; f; g() wrpA:(x; lp  y; g  he; fi)  X ; wrpA(e; f; g) :Now, t([p 7! X℄; Æ  fp 7! lpg; u m  v) holds: for q 6= p we an argue as aboveand for q = p this follows from (). Thus, by using the indution hypothesis ofthe strutural indution applied to p we an alulate as follows for arbitrarilygiven e; f; g:wrpA:(x; lp  y; g  he; fi) fLaw [Label-wrp℄ and unfolding of ygwrpA(x  lp; mp  ret  lb mb  v; g  he; fi) fIndution hypothesis applied to pgwrp[p7!X℄A :p ; wrpA:(x  lp mp; ret  lb mb  v; g  he; fi) fDenition of Bp;p;A; and law [Ret-wrp℄gBp;p;A;(X) ; wrpA(e; f; g) ;whih ompletes the xpoint indution, hene the proof for this ase, altogetherthe proof of Lemma 8.2.1, and thus Theorem 8.2.1 by suitable instantiation.2A variant of preservation of partial orretness. The theorem to be dis-ussed and proved here reads of ourse quite similar.Theorem 8.2.2. Suppose 1 2 A and \StakOverow" 2 A. Then for all  andm: C(;m; ;) ) wrpA:m  wrp?EnvA : :Putting Theorem 8.2.2 into words: Computations of the target program startingin an initial state s either yield outomes whih are also possible for the soureprogram, are outomes to be aepted, or are ones for whih the soure programbehaves haotially if started in s, i.e. for whih it does not satisfy its speiation.To reword in the onrete setting, eah regular result produed by 0 is a possibleresult for  but 0 is allowed to produe a \StakOverow" or to deliver no result atall. In ontrary to Theorem 8.2.1 a property like this is uninteresting for a proessprogrammer as the target program may spontaneously diverge. To prove ompilersorret, however, this is an extremely useful eet; as one typially wants to usethe result of a ompilation it suÆes to get a result at all and it should be possibleto fore the ompiler to produe a result at least one.A look at the proof of Lemma 8.2.1 above unveils that we barely have a haneto perform a similar proof. The ause for this dilemma lies in the hoie of xpointsin the denition of the semantis for loops and bloks. As we aept divergenehere, 1 2 A, the semantis of those ommands is given in terms of greatestPx;lp;y def= fX 2 PTrans j 8e; f; g :: wrpA:(x; lp  y; g  he; fi)  X ; wrpA:(e; f; g)g :
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ation 159[Asg-D℄ D:f:A:(u; asg(x; e)  v; a) (x :=A e) ; f:A:(u  asg(x; e); v; a)[Cj-D℄ D:f:A:(u; j(b; l)  v; a) f:A:(u  j(b; l); v; a) b=A f:A:(x; l  y; a)if u  j(b; l)  v = x  l  y[Goto-D℄ D:f:A:(u; goto(l)  v; a)  f:A:(x; l  y; a)if u  goto(l)  v = x  l  y[Jsr-D℄ D:f:A:(u; jsr(l)  v; a)  f:A:(x; l  y; a  hu  jsr(l); vi)if u  jsr(l)  v = x  l  y and \StakOverow" 2 A[Ret-D℄ D:f:A:(u; ret  v; a  hx; yi)  f:A:(x; y; a)[Label-D℄ D:f:A:(u; l  v; a)  f:A:(u  l; v; a)[Term-D℄ D:f:A:(u; "; a)  IdTable 8.2. `D'-laws for the assembly language.xpoints and to apply the indution rule, the transfer lemma or to perform a purexpoint indution { as done in the while- and blk-ases before { the xpoint is onthe wrong side of the order symbol.Sine we annot get rid of the mentioned xpoints we have to go a ompletelydierent way. The alternative approah performed below is motivated by the skindeep insight that it is easy to show that something is greater (w.r.t. `') thanthe smallest xpoint but that it is hardly possible to show that something isgreater than the greatest xpoint. Formulated the other way round it should beeasy to show that something is smaller than the greatest xpoint but the questionremains to whih xpoint this statement ould refer. Lukily, we already knowthe answer: Set. 7.1 presents a xpoint haraterization of wrp-transformers forlanguages whose semantis is given by means of a purely operational semantis.Thus, the senario presented there is appliable for the target language and, infat, we already exploited this haraterization in Set. 7.3 where we derived rulesfor the assembly language.The idea is to reason in terms of funtion D as dened by (7.4) suh that,by Theorem 7.1.2, showing wrpA:m  wrp?EnvA : as required in Theorem 8.2.2amounts to showing D:A:m  wrp?EnvA :, and the latter presentation suggeststo perform a xpoint indution for D. In our onrete setting funtion D enjoysthe properties olleted in Tab. 8.2 whih look quite similar to the laws presentedin Tab. 7.2 and so do the proofs.This view on wrp-transformers allows to approah the laim at all but theproblems do not run out. In the present senario we also have to quantify overall ontexts in order to bridge the ompositionality gap. Obviously, reasonablerelations between the semantial bindings in the environment and the syntatialbindings in the used translation ditionary have to be expressed, too. It turns outthat the nie and rather simple t prediate, as dened by (8.5), or modiationsthereof do not work. The reason is already known from Set. 7.4 when the equiv-alene of the operational and the denotational semantis of the soure languagewas shown: One has to express that old bindings do not hange. The remedy
160 8. \Appliations"there was the partiular property of the operational semantis that it deals withfresh identiers and distinguished proedure ditionaries whih allowed to renameprograms and to upgrade environments with fresh identiers, f. Theorem 7.4.1and Lemma 7.4.3. However, to ensure that the bindings are not violated it is alsohelpful to have diret aess to them, and this from the view of the soure andthe target language. Thus, for the atual proof, let us assume that besides thestak of ditionaries used for the translation we also have a stak  of environ-ments available. (We adopt the notational onventions from staks of ditionariesand partiularly assume that the topmost entry of a stak of environments  is.) Then the prediate below expresses what an be guaranteed here and it willsupport the onoming proof a lot. The hosen name is inspired by the visual im-pression that it seems to be somehow stronger that the t-prediate, this mightindeed be the ase but we refrain from an attempt to prove this.tter(; Æ; u) def()jj = jÆj ^8Æi 2 Æ ::8q 2 dom(Æi) :: 9x; y;mq; q ::x  Æi(q) mq  ret  y = u ^C(q; mq; Æjq) ^wrpjqA :q  i(q) : (8.6)Verbalizing tter(; Æ; u), for eah prex-stak Æi the following holds. If a pro-edure q has been delared so far, i.e q 2 Æi, then a orresponding label, Æi(q),followed by a proedure body, mq, and a return ommand together with a sur-rounding ontext an be found. This proedure body,mq, is the result of a transla-tion of a proedure body, q, where ditionary Æjq was used whih was the urrentat that time (Æjq must be a prex of Æi whih is reasonable beause q 2 Æi).Furthermore, the semantis of q was given by means of a wrp-transformer usingan environment that was the urrent at that time, too. As jq is the index whereq was introdued lastly the urrent environment, i.e. i, applied to q should nothave hanged either. This expresses in the last onjunt of tter.As the staks of environments and ditionaries are assumed to be of equallength and beause eah prex is desribed in isolation the tter-prediate enjoysthe following and barely surprising prex-property, the easy proof of whih is leftto the reader.Lemma 8.2.2 (Prex property). If jj = jÆj and j0j = jÆ0j thentter(  0; Æ  Æ0; u) =) tter(; Æ; u) :2 Similar to Lemmas 7.4.5 and 7.4.7 it an also be easily initialized by hoosingthe singleton staks onsisting of the \everywhere undened" ditionary ; resp.the \onstantly false" environment ?Env .Now, the needed preparations are made to state the appropriate laim for thevariant of preservation of partial orretness.
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ation 161Lemma 8.2.3. Suppose 1 2 A and \StakOverow" 2 A. For all , m, u, v ,a,, Æ: C(;m; Æ) ^ tter(; Æ; u m  v)) wrpA:(u;m  v; a)  wrpA: ; wrpA:(u m; v; a) : (8.7)Again, Theorem 8.2.2 follows by suitable instantiation: u = v = ", a = ", = ?Env and Æ = ;.Proof of Lemma 8.2.3. As motivated before we perform a xpoint indution forD suh that, in the very end, we obtainD:A:(u;m  v; a)  wrpA: ; D:A:(u m; v; a)whih is equivalent to the laim of (8.7) by Theorem 7.1.2. Admissibility isstraightforward { here, this follows from wrpA being onjuntive { and so is thebase ase; the adequate transformer is the >-transformer of the onsidered lat-tie whih onstantly yields true for all its arguments. For the indution stepwe assume given a transformer f with f  D:f satisfying the xpoint indutionhypothesis, i.e.C(;m; Æ) ^ tter(; Æ; u m  v)) f:A:(u;m  v; a)  wrpA: ; f:A:(u m; v; a)for all , m, u, v ,a,  and Æ. As usual we proeed by a strutural indution forthe atual xpoint indution step whih means to showC(;m; Æ) ^ tter(; Æ; u m  v)) D:f:A:(u;m  v; a)  wrpA: ; D:f:A:(u m; v; a)for eah  in turn. We thus assume the premise to hold for the program in questionand also the entire laim for the strutural omponents of whih it onsists.Case a.)  = assign(x; e). By the [Assign℄ ompiling rule, m = asg(x; e) andD:f:A:(u; asg(x; e)  v; a) fLaw [Asg-D℄g(x :=A e) ; f:A:(u  asg(x; e); v; a) fSemantis of assignments and f  D:fgwrpA:assign(x; e) ; D:f:A:(u  asg(x; e); v; a) :Case b.)  = seq(1; 2). By the [Seq℄ ompiling rule, there are m1 ,m2 withm = m1 m2 with C(1; m1; Æ) and C(2; m2; Æ). Here,D:f:A:(u;m1 m2  v; a) fIndution hypothesis for 1gwrpA:1 ; D:f:A:(u m1; m2  v; a) fIndution hypothesis for 2g
162 8. \Appliations"wrpA:1 ; wrpA:2 ; D:f:A:(u m1 m2; v; a)= fSemantis of ompositiongwrpA:seq(1; 2) ; D:f:A:(u m1 m2; v; a) :Case .)  = if(b; 1; 2). By the [If℄ ompiling rule, m = j(b; l1) m1  goto(l2) l1 m2  l2 for some m1, m2 with C(1; m1; Æ) and C(2; m2; Æ). In this aseD:f:A:(u; j(b; l1) m1  goto(l2)  l1 m2  l2  v; a) fLaw [Cj-D℄gf:A:(u  j(b; l1); m1  goto(l2)  l1 m2  l2  v; a)b=Af:A:(u  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l2); l1 m2  l2  v; a) ff  D:f and indution hypothesis for 1 in the rst,Law [Label-D℄ in the seond omponentgwrpA:1 ; D:f:A:(u  j(b; l1) m1; goto(l2)  l1 m2  l2  v; a)b=Af:A:(u  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l2)  l1; m2  l2  v; a) fLaw [Goto-D℄ in the rst omponent,f  D:f and indution hypothesis for 2 in the seondgwrpA:1 ; f:A:(u  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l2)  l1 m2; l2  v; a)b=AwrpA:2 ; D:f:A:(u  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l2)  l1 m2; l2  v; a) ff  D:f in the rst omponent, then law [Label-D℄in both followed by f  D:f againgwrpA:1 ; D:f:A:(u  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l2)  l1 m2  l2; v; a)b=AwrpA:1 ; D:f:A:(u  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l2)  l1 m2  l2; v; a)= fDistribute onditional, i.e. Lemma 7.2.1g(wrpA:1  b=A wrpA:1) ;D:f:A:(u  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l2)  l1 m2  l2; v; a)= fSemantis of onditionalgwrpA:if(b; 1; 2) ; D:f:A:(u  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l2)  l1 m2  l2; v; a) :Case d.)  = while(b; 1). By the [While℄ ompiling rule, m = l0  j(b; l1)  m1 goto(l0)  l1 where m1 is the one with C(1; m1; Æ). The alulation below heavilydepends on the hypothesis of the xpoint indution:D:f:A:(u; l0  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l0)  l1  v; a) fLaw [Label-D℄, then f  D:f and law [Cj-D℄g
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ation 163f:A:(u  l0  j(b; l1); m1  goto(l0)  l1  v; a)b=Af:A:(u  l0  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l0); l1  v; a) ff  D:f and indution hyposthesis for 1 in the rst,law [Label-D℄ in the seond omponentgwrpA:1 ; D:f:A:(u  l0  j(b; l1) m1; goto(l0)  l1  v; a)b=Af:A:(u  l0  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l0)  l1; v; a) fLaw [Goto-D℄ in the rst omponentgwrpA:1 ; f:A:(u; l0  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l0)  l1  v; a)b=Af:A:(u  l0  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l0)  l1; v; a) fApply the xpoint-indution hypothesis tom = l0  j(b; l1) m1  goto(l0)  l1 in the rst omponent!gwrpA:1 ; wrpA:while(b; 1) ; f:A:(u m; v; a)b=Af:A:(u m; v; a) fDistribute onditional and f  D:fg((wrpA:1 ; wrpA:while(b; 1) b=A Id) ; D:f:A:(u m; v; a)= fDenition of Wb;wrpA:1gWb;wrpA:1(wrpA:while(b; 1)) ; D:f:A:(u m; v; a)= fDenition of wrpA:while(b; 1)gWb;wrpA:1(Wb;wrpA:1) ; D:f:A:(u m; v; a)= fUnroll xpointgWb;wrpA:1 ; D:f:A:(u m; v; a)= fSemantis of loops againgwrpA:while(b; 1) ; D:f:A:(u m; v; a) :Case e.)  = all(p). By the [Call℄ rule, m = jsr(Æ(p)) and p 2 dom(Æ). Thepremise, i.e. tter(; Æ; u  jsr(Æ(p))  v) in this ase, lets us onlude the existeneof some x, y, mp and p suh that1.) x  Æ(p) mp  ret  y = u  jsr(Æ(p))  v ;2.) C(p; mp; Æjp) ; and3.) wrpjpA :p  (p) :A onsequene of the \prex property", i.e. Lemma 8.2.2, is furthermore that4.) tter(jp; Æjp; u  jsr(Æ(p))  v) :These observations allow to alulate as follows:
164 8. \Appliations"D:f:A:(u; jsr(Æ(p))  v; a)= fLaw [Jsr-D℄ and 1.), note that Æ(p) is uniquegf:A:(x; Æ(p) mp  ret  y; a  hu  jsr(Æ(p)); vi) ff  D:f and law [Label-D℄gf:A:(x  Æ(p); mp  ret  y; a  hu  jsr(Æ(p)); vi) fApply the xpoint indution hypothesis to p,this is admissible by 2.) and 4.)!gwrpjpA :p ; f:A:(x  Æ(p) mp; ret  y; a  hu  jsr(Æ(p)); vi) ff  D:f and law [Ret-D℄gwrpjpA :p ; f:A:(u  jsr(Æ(p)); v; a) fSee 3.)g(p) ; f:A:(u  jsr(Æ(p)); v; a) ff  D:f and semantis of a allgwrpA:all(p) ; D:f:A:(u  jsr(Æ(p)); v; a) :Case f.)  = blk(p; p; b). By the [Blk℄ rule, there are assembly programs mp, mband labels lp, lb with1.) C(p; mp; Æ  fp 7! lpg) and2.) C(b; mb; Æ  fp 7! lpg) ;suh that m = goto(lb)  lp mp  ret  lb mb. Here, we like to apply the hypothesis ofthe strutural indution to the body b. (We ould also use the xpoint indutionhypothesis but we refrain from doing so as the translation sheme ould be modi-ed in suh ways that it delivers mb goto(l)  lp mp  ret  l. In this ase the xpointindution hypothesis does not apply and we like to be as general as possible.) Inorder to do so we have to establish3.) tter(  [p 7! Bp:p;A;℄; Æ  fp 7! lpg; u m  v) ;so let us start with this. It suÆes to onsider the entire stak beause for allprexes the laim follows from the premise tter(; Æ; u m v). So assume given anarbitrary q 2 dom(Æfp 7! lpg). If q 6= p we are done beause Æfp 7! lpg(q) = Æ(q)and likewise [p 7! Bp:p;A;℄(q) = (q) so that with jq < jÆj + 1 the requiredproperties follow already from tter(; Æ; u  m  v) again. So assume p = q. Wealready know mp and p so hoosing x = u  goto(lb) and y = lb mb  v makes therst onjunt true. As jq = jÆj + 1 in this ase we also have the seond onjuntby 1.) above. To prove the third onjunt we alulate[p 7! Bp:p;A;℄(p)= fAppliationgBp:p;A;= fUnroll the xpoint and denition of Bgwrp[p7!Bp:p;A;℄A :p ;
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h that, all in all, 3.) indeed holds. Finally, this allows to alulate as intended:D:f:A:(u; goto(lb)  lp mp  ret  lb mb  v; a) fLaw [Goto-D℄gf:A:(u  goto(lb)  lp mp  ret; lb mb  v; a) ff  D:f and law [Label-D℄ and f  D:f againgD:f:A:(u  goto(lb)  lp mp  ret  lb; mb  v; a) fApply strutural indution hypothesis to b,this is admissible by 2.) and 3.)!gwrp[p7!Bp:p;A; ℄A :b ; D:f:A:(u  goto(lb)  lp mp  ret  lb mb; v; a)= fSemantis of bloksgwrpA:blk(p; p; b) ; D:f:A:(u  goto(lb)  lp mp  ret  lb mb; v; a) ;and this ompletes the strutural indution, by this the xpoint indution step,altogether the proof of Lemma 8.2.3 and ultimatively Theorem 8.2.2.2 We lose this setion with the observation that the ompiling speiation pre-serves the termination behavior up to the ourrane of \StakOverow"-errors,i.e. regular terminating resp. diverging soure programs are translated to regularterminating resp. diverging target programs unless the exeuting mahine reportsa \StakOverow"-error. Note that we an onlude this preservation of the ter-mination behavior without any termination proofs. This result is more preiselygiven in the nal theorem below whih is a diret appliation of Theorem 4.3.2.Theorem 8.2.3 (A orret implementation). Suppose C(;m; ;). Then mimplements  with preserved outomes PO =  [ f1g, aepted outomesAO = f\StakOverow"g and haoti outomes CO = ( [
) n (PO [ AO).28.3 RemarksA preise analysis of optimizations is a nie appliation of the relativized senario.Similar looking (!) alulations on an even more abstrat and thus more readablelevel ould have been performed in the renement alulus (whih orresponds topreservation of total orretness) or similar frameworks but it is very notewor-thy that the results would have been quite dierent. The reason is always thesame: Typially the presene of so-alled nite errors is disregarded in the area ofprediate transformer semantis. Let us just mention that dead ode eliminationand unswithing preserve both partial and total orretness if one desists fromnite errors though the former does not preserve partial and the latter does notpreserve total orretness in the \real world" as seen in Theorem 8.1.1 resp. 8.1.4.Furthermore, as announed, wrp-based reasoning indeed allows to distinguish be-tween dierent erroneous outomes and thus to state preise requirements whih
166 8. \Appliations"have to be satised in order to establish a spei relative orretness property.To underpin these remarks we advise to have a look at [41℄ whih proves optimiza-tions orret in the framework of a so-alled \Kleene algebra with tests" whih isa Kleene algebra (the algebra of regular expressions) with an embedded BooleanAlgebra. The operators thereof are assumed to model some typial programmingoperators and thus orret program transformations resp. optimizations orre-spond to valid laws in the algebra. Due to the alulational style the presentedproofs are quite elegant and short but, as usual, the results do not transfer toreality beause the presene of nite errors and even divergene is not taken intoaount.Remarkable in this onnetion is the partiular feature of relative orretnessand the way it is dealt with, i.e. the alulational style using wrp-transformers, thatthese searhed requirements intuitively pop up while attempting the proof. This isthe ase for all demands on outomes presented here; in partiular the observationthat unswithing does not preserve total orretness and also the ause for it wasfound in the atual proof and not a pretended requirement whih was pushed intoit. In Set. 8.1 we aquired the used voabulary and onerning laws when theywere needed, and this in a form that suits the partiular task. Sine the presentthesis is meant for a general introdution to relative orretness and its appliationthis is an appropriate proeeding. But as the relativized setup has demonstratedits utility { at least this is our opinion { it might be suggestive to elaboratea onstrution kit of wrp-rules, similar to the renement alulus, e.g. [53℄, or[61℄ and far beyond the very basi rules presented in Chap. 6 and Set. 8.1,whih failitates point-free reasoning about realisti program transformations onan aurate and handy level.On the other hand, proving orret translations of toy-languages { in a om-prehensible algebrai manner { is a seemingly old-fashioned exerise. Neverthelessthere is a great need for translation veriation and both the languages and,moreover, the orretness proofs presented here are very worth mentioning for thefollowing reasons.Firstly, and we already disussed this at length, proedures are inluded inboth the soure and the target language. Though only parameterless proeduresare onsidered the ontrol ow aspets are quite more exiting and the languagesare generally more ommon in the sense that they are an adequate means tostudy, apart from data ow aspets, the essene of ALGOL-like resp. assemblylanguages. The only similar approah we know of is [47℄ whih views on \ompi-lation as renement" (see also [46℄). The soure language onsidered there knowsof proedures, too, and the semantis of both the soure and target language isgiven by means of a ommon modeling language whih is basially the one of therenement alulus as presented in [53℄. In ontrast to our proeeding no transla-tion sheme is given whih is proved (post mortem) to have a spei preservationproperty, instead soure programs are indutively \attened", i.e. replaed by se-quenes of instrutions of the target language, by appliation of renement rules.In so doing { this is the laim { the translation is orret by denition beause
8.3 Remarks 167the rules of the renement alulus are orret. However, we dare to say thatertain aspets of this approah remain to be disussed. The soure language al-lows nesting of proedures but this phenomenon is not mentioned in [47℄ at all.The semantis of proedure alls is given by appliation of a naive opy rule, i.e.simple replaement of a all by its body (as dened in [53℄) whih orresponds todynami soping, but for nested proedures one has to be rather areful to whihbody a all refers in order to model stati soping (if desired). The translation, i.e.the spei \attening", of proedure bodies and alls on the other hand seemsto implement stati soping so the (orretness of the) translation remains ques-tionable anyhow. Moreover, it an hardly be reonstruted beause the interestingparts of the proof are omitted. Furthermore, sine nite errors are not inluded inthe model and lassial renement is the used medium, the approah deals withpreservation of total orretness only.Seondly, programs are assumed to be exeuted on nite mahines. This is avision lose to reality but it is also a presentation out of the ordinary what moreabstrat and omprehensible senarios onerns. Though one should be onsiousthat resoure limitations do exist in reality one typially ignores this fat (foronveniene and simpliity) or fouses on avoiding nite errors; onsequently to-tal orretness and preservation thereof is the notion whih is of interest mostly.Remarkably here is, e.g., [30℄ whih provides a (relational) framework of spei-ations in whih time- and spae-bounds an be taken into aount by additionalspeiation variables that are outside the atual state spae. By this means it isat least possible to reason about resoure limitations even if they are atually notmodeled in the semantis. However, having a slightly more realisti semantis athand it is natural to disuss also other preservation properties. As the target ma-hine might report a \StakOverow" on exeuting a proedure all, preservationof total orretness annot be ahieved. Sine non-diverging soure programs arenot translated to diverging target programs this partiular preservation propertyis also of great value and interest but, unfortunately, the notion of preservation ofpartial orretness annot distinguish divergene from aborts. We hope the readerappreiates that our wrp-approah is { on ontrary to the lassial setup { indeedable to get along with this as it does not mix divergene with nite errors. Never-theless, preservation of partial orretness and variations thereof are very worthmentioning beause they are of pratial interest if ompilers are to be proved or-ret. We know of no ontributions { apart from ones by the Verix projet (e.g.[23, 25℄) in whih the present thesis has its roots { that pursue properties likethese. In this sense the seond translation orretness proof given here is rathernew, barely known and truly worth reading.An interesting aspet of our proof is that it shows how to handle the tran-sition from tree-strutured soure programs to \at" target ode. For this pur-pose we established a stronger laim that involves a universal quantiation oversyntati target program ontexts. This should be ontrasted to the use of tree-strutured assembler languages, e.g. in [65℄, where translation orretness for aWHILE-language without proedures is investigated. The proof in [65℄ does notimmediately generalize to at ode.
168 8. \Appliations"A widely asked question shall be disussed now: What is the harder task,proving PTC or PPC? A look at the proofs unveils that the seond part is theseemingly harder one. A strutural indution does not suÆe and apply, instead axpoint indution has to be performed. Furthermore an apparently stronger predi-ate has to be used in order to express sensible relationships between the bindingsof translation ditionaries and environments. The most intuitive ause for thisobservation is the following. A strutural indution allows to infer properties of aompound from properties of struturally smaller omponents. This is obviouslythe ase for the syntax of the high-level language onsidered here but in the endwe are not interested in syntax but in semantis. If the semantis onrms { insome strutural sense { with the syntax then strutural indution seems to suÆe.Consider, for instane, the PTC ase: For eah syntatial omponent a terminat-ing omputation is assumed and thus the omputation of a ompound is pieedtogether of smaller (w.r.t. the omputation length) omputations. This is not thease for PPC. Here, eah omponent may run forever and thus a ompound maynot be greater (w.r.t. the omputation length) than the parts of whih it onsists.Besides this piture there is a stritly tehnial reason. Renement is expressedby means of an inequality sign where the semantis of the soure language, i.e.the struturing one in this ase, is on the \less than or equal" side. As for PPCthe semantis is dened via greatest xpoints a strutural indution amounts toshowing that the semanti of the target language is greater than or equal to agreatest xpoint (w.r.t. `'), see also the omments made on p. 159, and ommonxpoint rules simply do not apply.However, it might also be kept for questionable whether PPC is really harderthan PTC. As just motivated a strutural indution does not suÆe but notiethe premise that the language is strutured at all. The semantis of our high-levellanguage was initially given operationally and it was a good piee of raftsmanshipto show the equivalene of the operational and the denotational wrp-semantis,f. Set. 7.4. The proofs of Lemmas 7.4.14 and 7.4.15 seem to be the hardertasks beause of the plenty of preparations but note that these are exatly theases where the xpoints of the soure language are on the \wrong" side to applynie xpoint rules. If the semantis were to be ompared on the operational levelboth proofs, the one for PTC and the one for PPC, might not dier that muhbeause none of the involved semantis would be really strutured. Furthermore,exaggerating a bit, performing the equivalene proof together with the translationproof is sort of zero-sum situation beause for PTC the equivalene proof mightbe kept for marginally harder and the translation proof seems to be easier; forPPC the situation is onversely.To mention yet another position: The proofs for PTC and PPC might be keptfor not that dierent as they appear at rst sight but just for turned inside out.For PTC a strutural indution is performed and some ases of the indution stepinvolve some xpoint reasoning, inluding a xpoint indution. For PPC, again,the situation is vie versa. A xpoint indution is performed and the xpointindution step onsists of a strutural indution (without any further triky x-point reasoning). Moreover, in the parlane of ategory theory and, e.g., [64℄ the
8.3 Remarks 169PPC ase orresponds to a oindution and the PTC ase to an indution, see theomments made on p. 131. However, to underpin this view we like to stress thefollowing. In the xpoint indution step of the PPC ase one makes heavy use ofboth the xpoint and the strutural hypothesis, and both hypotheses are reallyessential. At rst sight, this seems to be dierent for PTC; the xpoint reasoninginside the indution step of the strutural indution seems to be independent ofthe strutural hypothesis (in partiular for the sub-language without proedures).But note that there are two, nearly hidden, appliations of strutural hypothe-ses inside the xpoint reasoning. First of all, in the while ase, an inequality wasshown with aid of the strutural hypothesis, and it gave rise to apply the indu-tion rule resp. the transfer lemma. Seondly, a preise look at the atual xpointindution step of the blk-ase, see p. 157, unveils that the strutural hypothesis isalso indispensable. (We like to mention that, in priniple, the least xpoint is onthe \right" side to let the xpoint indution rule apply { after shunting the righthand side to the left, note that funtion (; R) is universally disjuntive, in orderto isolate the xpoint { but this will not lead to the goal for the following reasons.Roughly speaking, after some more shunting one is in need to apply the indutionhypothesis to the proedure body under yet some other assumptions onerningthe bindings. These assumptions are parameterized with the spei ontext e; f; gfrom where the alulation starts, but to establish these assumptions one is faedwith showing the seond onjunt of t for all ontexts, say, a; b; , even for thosedierent from the spei e; f; g, and this annot be ahieved in general. For abetter understanding the interested reader is invited to gure this out. Note thatpure xpoint indution on the other hand allows a restrition to ertain prediatetransformers, namely to those whih satisfy the premise for all ontexts; see thefootnote on p. 157.) Thus, even a very preise look aÆrms the statements madebefore: The used proof priniples for PTC and PPC are just turned inside out.As the ase may be, we do not dare to deide whih proof is really the harderone. We agree that the PTC proof is the more intuitive one and thus the seeminglyeasier exerise { in fat, it was the easier one and we do not know why the PPCase was suh a rux { but having found a solution for PPC the latter looksquite elegant, omprehensible and in some sense even learer from the operationalperspetive. Anyhow, it might only be a matter of taste.
9. Conlusion
Now, at the end of tour, we hope the reader appreiates and agrees with usthat the notions of a orret implementation and relative orretness as well asweakest relative preonditions and partiularly wrp-transformers are an adequateand manageable means for reasoning about more realisti translation veriationexerises. They indeed balane the gap between approved theory and pratialneeds beause as muh as possible is preserved from the elegant appearane of thelassial and idealized setting while being able to ope with the more authentidemands as well. To refresh the reader's mind let us briey resume the majorissues.Mostly inspired by the skin deep insight that no, say, ommerial ompiler anever be \orret" in any of the lassial senses we proposed to have a more shrewdbut still abstrat view on dierent erroneous outomes. A lever ombinationof this more areful distintion and the known theory of weakest preonditionsemantis promises to get along with modern, i.e. optimizing, ompilers generatingexeutables running on real mahines, and this in a omprehensible and abstratmanner.Partitioning the set of all outomes into ones to preserve literally, ones to aeptand ones to rejet, i.e. Def. 2.3.1, serves the rst part of the proposal. It allowsto express very preise and detailed demands on the ompiler. Eah translationtask an be suited to its very partiular eld of appliation, be it for generatingtarget programs whih have to satisfy some safety and/or liveness properties, foronstruting veried ompilers where orretness of the result is more importantthan regular termination, where, e.g., a lean debugging feature is desired or not,where brute optimizations are allowed or not et.Def. 2.3.1 serves the rst part of the proposal but the substantial benet elab-orated in these onerns is the more abstrat and thus manageable treatment ofthis notion. Though it is advisable to keep an operational or relational semantisfor the ultimative referene it is a thankless exerise to prove translations orretin the sense of Def. 2.3.1 diretly. Motivated by the lassial setup we deneda prediate transformer along the lines of Dijkstra's well-known wp and wlp butwhih does not mix divergene with aborts and whih does not rejet resp. tolerateany sort of irregular outomes but only some, the irregular outomes that are notaepted are taken as disproof. The notion of relative orretness and partiularlythe family of wrpA-transformers serves the seond part of our proposal. The greaterseletivity, the more subtle dierentiation between dierent outomes and theirauses, allows to express and reason about ne-grained orretness properties in
172 9. Conlusionthe sense of Def. 2.3.1 but on an abstrat level and thus in more manageable andhandy ways, see for instane Theorem 4.3.1.On aount of being slightly more realisti as well as supporting the ompilerbuilder's need for modularity we also visited the senario with inhomogeneousstate spaes. For a brief introdution it is suÆient and reommendable to as-sume soure and target programs to operate on a ommon state spae but this isobviously not what the real world looks like. Data representation Galois onne-tions turned out to be a nie and handy means for relating dierent state spaes,and with the aid of suh it is straightforward to extend the notion of preservationof relative orretness to the inhomogeneous setting; in fat, the onept of orretimplementations in the sense of Def. 2.3.1 transfers, too. Yet another advantage ofrelative orretness and wrp-based reasoning is that it supports the need to buildbusinesslike ompilers in a modular fashion. The more abstrat view unveils thatrelative orretness is a transitive notion, and this even in very queer situationsthat might arise in reality.The wrp-transformers were dened around the idea of Dijkstra's wp- and wlp-transformers. In ontrast to our piture { we keep an underlying operational orrelational semantis for the ultimative referene and thus the wrp-transformers arederived terms { those transformers are dened axiomatially, are postulated termsin [18℄. Not surprisingly, our transformers meet Dijkstra's healthiness onditions,but even more. The basi laws onerning wrp are just more general versions of theaxioms presented in [18℄, and it is this partiular olletion of laws that restrits thespae of monotoni prediate transformers onsistently to those whih orrespondto a relational semantis. To be preise, it is allowed to swith between the \full"relational semantis and wrp-transformers without any loss of information and thispartiular issue debilitates the prejudie that a prediate transformer semantisis too abstrat for realisti veriation purposes.To embrae the title and to substantiate onoming appliations, the wrp-semantis of two ommon programming languages were introdued. The abstratassembly language is kept for a representive for a variety of at assembly lan-guages and it has the partiular property that its semantis allows nite errors toemerge. It is equipped with the ustomary ontrol ow operations whih are as-sumed to be \maros" onsisting of (sequenes of) real mahine-instrutions; theappendix justies our understanding of the language being almost an abstratview on existing languages. The high-level language serves as an adequate meansto study the ontrol ow aspets of ALGOL-like languages. One more we like tostress that it is rather unusual to onsider (nested) proedures in more abstratsettings like the present. Though proving the equivalene of the operational andthe denotational semantis was a hard exerise it is nie to see that proeduresdo not ompliate reasoning about programs.Finally, we showed that relative orretness and speially wrp-based reason-ing indeed keeps the promise to failitate proving realisti translations running onreal mahines orret. As optimizations are ubiquitous in ontemporary ompilersand beause optimizations gave rise to see that the lassi orretness notions arenot adequate in reality, we visited some strategies by example. It is very notewor-
9.1 Topis for Future Researh 173thy that only relative orretness is able to ope with questions like these: Partialand total orretness really do not reet reality in these onerns. The atualtranslation orretness proof provides a general proeeding to prove orret thetransition from strutured to at languages, and this for various orretness no-tions that might be of interest. The most distinguishing aspet of orretness is theaeptane of divergene. Therefore, two orretness proofs are given whih applydepending on whether 1 2 A or not. The only nite error whih reets a vio-lation of some resoure limitations is the \StakOverow"-error but it is straight-forward to integrate others. Remarkable in this onnetion is that most of theproof is reusable in the sense that those parts of the strutural indution whihare independent of other errors transfer to the new situation. Moreover, the proofpresented here is intended to serve as a guiding standard for even more ompli-ated languages.9.1 Topis for Future ResearhA vast number of pitfalls and questions popped up while working on this thesis.Some approahes and solutions have been proposed but there is still a good dealof further work.Case Study. The initial and atual task stems from the Verix projet: Provepreservation of partial orretness of the translation of a language alled C int,i.e. a WHILE-language with (un-nested) parameterless proedures, to Transputerode (see [24℄ for details). The reipe was almost lear, [61℄ provided a lear andtransparent view on the behavior of the Transputer and [60℄ showed that forpreservation of partial orretness it seems unavoidable to indue on a funtionaldesribing the semantis of the exeuting mahine. A rst very naive attempt was[85℄ whih onsiders the abstrat level of [60℄ but extended by proedures. Now,with the present thesis most of the ingredients seem to be arried together. Theappendix adds proedures to the abstrat view on the behavior of the Transputerand apart from several details the essenes of the atual partial orretness proofon a lean level are given here. However, the atual work is still to be done.Extensions. We onsidered the ontrol ow aspets of stritly transformationalimperative programs. It would be interesting to study how relative orretness getsalong with other paradigms. Some of the ideas and results presented in Chap. 5might be used for reasoning about proess-programming, reative or other systemsthat, e.g., must not stop and thus have no \outomes" exept for `1' whih isobviously not adequate in these onerns.Mehanial Support. As usual there is the desire for proof assistane, and inthis partiular ase it omes in two avors. Not solely for the reasoning aboutwrp-semantis but generally for alulations in an equational style it would beadvantageous to have a tool at hand whih supports ad-ho rekoning and proto-typing. Having found a proof it would also inrease redibility if the proof ouldbe rerun or heked automatially ([80℄ is a nie approah but wrapped in a very
174 9. Conlusionspei ontext). Furthermore and espeially in the environment of the Verixprojet it is neessary to doument proofs, and this in a omprehensible manner.One of the Ulm-group's jobs is to generate proofs resp. to reprodue hand-wavedproofs (almost) automatially using the PVS system. As most of the atual proofshave an operational avor the generated proof protools are barely plain, not tomention short. A prediate transformer semantis would dramatially inreasereadability and thus it is advisable to improve on this matter. First steps havebeen done, e.g. [69℄, others are in preparation but there is still a lot to do.Further wrp-Laws. As mentioned before, we think wrp-based reasoning hasdemonstrated its pratiability and elegane for more realisti questions onern-ing program and translation veriation. Therefore, it would be nie to have amore profound pool of wrp-rules available. In Chaps. 6 and 8 we provided the ba-si rules and also some more detailed ones whih are intended for a spei goal,but a rih olletion like, e.g., [53℄ or in [61℄ would pave the way for even moreomprehensible proofs and legitimations of optimizations.A wrp- resp. Relative-Corretness-Calulus. The wrp-transformers orre-spond to relative orretness w.r.t. A whih is a generalization of partial or-retness. The Hoare-alulus { dealing with partial orretness { is known tobe orret and relatively omplete w.r.t. the ommon denotational semantis ofWHILE-languages. The key to relative ompleteness, however, is the assumptionthat expressions annot evaluate erroneously. If this is not the ase then rela-tive orretness annot be shown but it an be ahieved anyhow by guarding theassignment-axiom in the shape of fdef(e) ! [e=x℄gx := efg. It would be veryinteresting to researh on this topi and to extend insights to relative orretness.General Questions. The high-level language presented in Set. 7.4 is equippedwith a stati soping semantis. It turned out to be non-trivial to dene anoperational semantis but the denotational semantis is quite lear and elegant.On the other hand, an operational semantis modeling dynami soping an easilybe speied. What should a denotational semantis for dynami soping look like?We annot get rid of the impression that showing preservation of total or-retness is easier than showing preservation of partial orretness. As mentionedin Set. 8.3, there are some formal evidenes but an the impression indeed beonrmed or are appearanes deeiving? As the ase may be, but why?
A. Reetions on the Toy-Assembly-Language
The present appendix is intended to justify a seemingly bald statement made inChap. 7. On p. 95 we laimed that the assembly language presented in Set. 7.3is almost an abstrat view on an existing language, namely the Transputer ode[37℄. Of ourse this an hardly be aepted without further explanations and nowis the time and this is the plae for a justiation. The onoming disussion isbarely self-ontained beause a vast number of notions, denitions and mostlynotations have to be introdued, thus it is shifted to this appendix rather to anown hapter or setion. Moreover, the mentioned preparations are not fullledat all; the needed voabulary and tehnial means is purely ited from [61℄ andwe will try to make them plausible using our own voabulary to the best of ourknowledge and in all onsiene. In this sense the appendix should be read onlywith a opy of [61℄ nearby. For a supporting literature we also reommend [21℄whih presents a shorter (w.r.t. [61℄) but even more detailed (w.r.t. the present)exposition and from whih we borrow a lot of phrases. But before going into detailslet us set the stage and start with a motivation.A.1 A Prefaing ViewIn his dotoral dissertation [61℄ Markus Muller-Olm presented a orretness prooffor a translation of a real-time WHILE-language to the Transputer ode, to bepreise he proved the translation orret in the sense of preservation of totalorretness. This is an interesting result, yes, but more exiting { and this isthe atual story told there { is the way this proof is performed. Code generatororretness proofs may easily get monolithi as typially a spei ompilationsheme for onrete soure- and target-languages is at hand whih has to beveried. Obtained results may be of partiular interest but not the atual proofsas they typially are not reusable in no way; perhaps apart from some used proof-tehniques in isolation. Whenever the soure- or target-language is modied, evenif very slightly, the whole proof has to be rerun. This is obvious and in somesense unavoidable but the eets beome really unattrative if one realizes thatthe entire proof is futile just beause some odds and ends are added or omitted.The remedy proposed in [61℄ is modularity and abstration. Starting from realbit-ode, the semantis of whih is taken diretly from the Transputer manual[37℄, running on the real Transputer resp. on its diverse omponents (like reg-isters, ags, memory and pointers), via various intermediate steps, an abstratlevel of mahine-desription, an assembly language, is derived in whih most of
176 A. Reetions on the Toy-Assembly-Languagethe omponents of the Transputer have vanished but in whih it is still possibleto reason about the behavior of instrutions and programs in a given ontext.In so doing, inreasingly more oneptual and general but still onsistent, i.e. se-mantis preserving, views on the behavior of the Transputer are evolved and eahabstration step allows to takle one spei phenomenon in isolation and thusmore omprehensible. The tehnial means that is used is, roughly speaking, thespae of prediate transformers. An imperative meta-language in the shape of therenement alulus is dened whih is interpreted by Dijkstra's wp-alulus andwhih { as we know { orresponds to total orretness. Furthermore, a variant ofwell-known data renement tehniques [4, 22, 57℄ is drawn up that in some senseomplies with the media presented in Set. 5.1 but whih is dened in terms resp.is part of the meta-language and thus more handy in [61℄. This setup allows todistint between resp. to relate dierent state spaes and to reason about imple-mentations. To be slightly more preise, terms in the shape of Theorem 5.2.1 servefor a denition of data-renement of ommands and this notion is used to showthat ertain instrutions have \the same" meaning but seen from dierent and inthe end very abstrat and thus more manageable perspetives.Finally, the idea is { among others { that one uses this more abstrat view inthe atual translation orretness proof as it provides a faile and more intuitivebut still suÆiently detailed imagination of the behavior of the Transputer and bythis eases the proof in large amounts. Furthermore, if, for instane, omponents ofthe soure language are modied or even if the target language of the translationis hanged, parts of the previously done work might be reused. In the rst asethe task is to nd instrution sequenes of the abstrat view that implement theommands of the soure language (here the abstrat view is reyled); in theseond ase one tries to \onretize" from the abstrat view towards the newtarget language (and here it is the atual translation).Let us return to our laim. The assembly language presented in Set. 7.3 isof ourse a toy-language but it an { in some sense { be kept for an even moreabstrat view on the Transputer. Having a look at some onrete results of [61℄ thesuspiion augments that it should be possible to replae our ommands by spe-i Transputer instrutions or sequenes thereof suh that the latter mentionedimplement them. This might be plausible for the ommands in isolation but ifone tries to prove this, the problem pops up that the underlying operational se-mantis given in Set. 7.3, in partiular the proedure onept, seems to be reallywondrous and artiial.The remainder of this appendix is devoted to a more thorough disussion andjustiation why our assembly language is slightly more onrete and realisti thanit seems to be at rst glane. Though we will not prove that the assembly languageis an abstrat view { in fat, it is not yet { we nevertheless want to legitimate thelaim that it is almost an abstrat view and by this that the language onsideredhere an be kept for \a stepping stone on the way down to atual binary mahineode".11 Thanks to Markus Muller-Olm for this onise and vivid phrase.
A.2 Extensions 177A.2 ExtensionsAs mentioned in the beginning we annot go into the very details here as wewould have to ite more than half of [61℄. Instead we revisit the mentioned bookdiretly in the sense that we have a loser look at the proeeding presented thereusing its own language (for a better guidane we also use the same headings andmost of the numbering). For the sake of omprehension { whih we barely an ex-pet due to lak of voabulary { we will nevertheless try to explain and motivatemost of the performed steps in our words whenever this is possible and neessary.Furthermore, we extend the work of [61℄ suh that the proedure onept of ourassembly language beomes a part of the abstrations, too. Therefore, some moreTransputer instrutions have to be added, ones that are not needed in [61℄, andone more abstration step has to be performed. The resulting nal view on theTransputer whih inludes our proedure onept hopes to illustrate and to in-rease the appreiation of our vision that the assembly language of Set. 7.3 israther natural and not that seemingly artiial and just onvenient.A.2.1 Transputer base modelAppendix F of the Transputer manual [37℄ desribes the omponents and the in-strutions of the Transputer semi-formally. The Transputer is essentially a state-mahine working on a state onsisting of three registers A, B and C (whih aretypially used as a small stak by most of the instrutions), an operand regis-ter Oreg (providing word-size operands for the instrutions), a workspae-pointerWptr (relatively to whih instrutions typially address), an error-ag EFlag, aninstrution pointer IP, and an addressable memory Mem. The behavior of the in-strutions is desribed with the aid of Z-like shemata, i.e. a relational pre- andpost-style desription of the eet of the instrutions on the state spae. In [61℄,on the other hand, the eet of instrutions is aptured by renement axiomswhih express hanges of states in terms of (multiple) assignments, i.e. assign-ment prediate transformers. The instrution ld(1), for instane, whih loadsthe onstant value 1 to register A and moves A's and B's ontents to register B andC respetively, an be represented by the multiple assignment2E0(ld(1))  A; B; C := 1; A; B ;where the prediate transformer E0(ld(1)) suggests that this is the denitionof ld(1)'s eet and whih is preisely what the Transputer manual desribesrelationally. As the Transputer provides only four bits for oding so-alled diretfuntions there exists a partiular diret funtion, opr, whih exeutes some fur-ther so-alled operations whose opode is assumed to be ontained in the operandregister. To be preise, the eet of the opr instrution is given by32 In [61℄ the funtion-name wp is generally omitted. In this sense, A; B; C := 1; A; B onforms withwp:(A; B; C := 1; A; B). Note furthermore that not equalities are given but inequalities whih has thepartiular benet that they orrespond to safe approximations or under-speiations, i.e. they denewhat happens at least and say nothing about eets that are not doumented in [37℄.3 For a prediate  the assertion fg is dened by fg: =  ^  and represents a proess thatterminates immediately without an eet if  holds and behaves haotially otherwise.
178 A. Reetions on the Toy-Assembly-LanguageE0(opr)  fCurOpr(op)g ; E0(op) ; Oreg := 0 ;whereCurOpr(op) () Oreg = OpCode(op)and E0(op) is the eet of operation op.The wathful reader will perhaps miss the typial inrement of the instrutionpointer IP and the ause for its absene is the following. In [61℄, the ompletebehavior of the running phase is modeled by a Run-proess, i.e. a prediate trans-former, whih ylially exeutes a Step-proess (Run = Step ; Run) whih itself{ very roughly { fethes the instrution the instrution pointer IP points at, ex-eutes it and inreases the instrution pointer (Step  fCurFt(instr)g ; Feth ;E0(instr)). The inrement of IP is treated in the feth-phase (Feth) and an resp.must be omitted in the denition of an eet E0(instr).Besides the instrutions onsidered in [61℄ the following instrutions are neededin order to integrate our rather abstrat view on staking return-addresses. Thereare the diret funtionsE0(ldnl)  fIndex(A; Oreg) 2 Addrg ;A; Oreg := Mem(Index(A; Oreg)); 0E0(stnl)  fIndex(A; Oreg) 2 Addrg ;Mem(Index(A; Oreg)); A; B; C; Oreg := A; C; ?; ?; 0E0(ldnlp)  A; Oreg := Index(A; Oreg); 0 ;and there is the operationE0(gall)  A; IP := IP; A :Here, fIndex(A; Oreg) 2 Addrg ensures that the inequality is trivial if the ref-erened memory address Index(A; Oreg)4 is invalid. Note that the general allgall only exhanges the ontents of A and IP. Thus, for an implementation ofa proedure all, A is assumed to ontain the jump-address and afterwards thereturn address is again ontained in A; remember that the feth-phase inreasesthe instrution pointer. The non-deterministi assignment C :=? expresses thatthe ontents of register C is left unspeied after exeution, it will ontain a valuebut in [37℄ the designers did not say whih.This base-model of the behavior, given by means of prediate transformers, isalready a safe abstration but it is a rather low level of desription. Though it ispossible to relate a semantis of a soure language to the semantis given by E0diretly, this would be a very lumsy and error-prone task. Instead, more abstratviews on the behavior of the Transputer are derived whih promise to ease theproof and to be more manageable and intuitive in general.A.2.2 Symboli representation of ontrol pointIn a rst step the progress of program exeution is represented symbolially. Theidea is that a Transputer program m an be partitioned into two sequenes u4 Formally, Index(x; y) = x+ bpw  y is the word address y words past the base address x.
A.2 Extensions 179and v suh that u  v = m and the pair hu; vi an be kept for the program m ina stage where the rst instrution of v is to be exeuted next. This abstrationlets us forget about the instrution pointer IP and we already know this viewon programs from our assembly language, Set. 7.3. Tehnially this proeedingis expressed by means of data representation Galois onnetions, f. Def. 5.1.1,and renement inequalities in the shape of Theorem 5.2.1. To be more preise,a family of proesses I1(u; v) is dened whih desribes the behavior of programu  v if started with the rst instrution of v, i.e.I1(u; v) def= IP+ ; [(u; v)℄ ; Run ; IP  :Here,5(u; v) = Loadad(u  v) ^ IPAfter(u)desribes { by means of prediates that are omitted here { that uv is the programin question (u  v is part of the program storage whih is given by a start addresssp and a length lp) and that Run is started in a state where IP points to the rstinstrution of v (i.e. the rst instrution \after" u). Prediate (u; v) is alled aoupling-invariant beause it ouples two state spaes, the one that knows aboutthe instrution pointer IP but nothing about the abstrat view in terms of hu; viand the reverse one. The blok IP+ : : : IP  hides the instrution pointer thatwill be no longer needed in the more abstrat view. For eah instrution instrof the Transputer and eah orresponding eet proess E0(instr) abstrationsare dened whih ensure that hanges in the loaded program or a hange of theposition of exeution lead to haoti, unpreditable behavior:E1(instr) def= û;v IP+ ; [(u; v)℄ ; E0(instr) ; f(u; v)g ; IP  :In our voabulary IP+ ; [(u; v)℄ orresponds to the upper adjoint and f(u; v)g ;IP  to the lower adjoint of a data representation Galois onnetion, f. Def. 5.1.1,and by Theorem 5.2.1 the above abstration denes E0(instr) to be a orretimplementation of E1(instr) in the sense of preservation of total orretness. Inother words, E1(instr) is a orret abstration of E0(instr) in the same sense.But note that the ontrol ow has not been modied but only its representation.Remember furthermore that (u; v) is parameterized with u and v and ouplesboth state spaes. Thus we assume that instr is the rst instrution of v andassert that afterwards the modeled instrution pointer is still pointing at thesame position as its inrement is part of the feth-phase whih itself is part of theRun-proess. Taking the greatest lower bound over all u and v guarantees thisabstration to be valid for all instanes of u and v, to hold in all possible ontexts.Then a general instrution theorem (Theorem 10.1.1 of [61℄) an be shown,I1(u; instr(n)  v)  Oreg := Oreg bitor n ; E1(instr) ; I1(u  instr(n); v) ;where instr(n) denotes the ode sequene onsisting of the single instrution instrwith a four-bit operand n, 0  n  16. It formally reets the intuition that an5 For a prediate  the assumption [℄ is dened by [℄: =   !  and represents a proess thatterminates immediately without an eet if  holds and leads to miraulous suess otherwise.
180 A. Reetions on the Toy-Assembly-Languageinstrution instr with operand n started in a ontext u and v behaves as follows:Firstly n is bitwise or-ed (n is loaded into the least four bits of the operandregister Oreg), seondly the eet of instr is exeuted itself, and nally ontrol istransfered to the subsequent instrution whih is the rst of v in this ase. Thelatter is again beautifully expressed by moving instr(n) from the right-hand-sideto the end of the left-hand-side (the reader should be aquainted with this).For the diret funtions introdued before the following safe abstrations anbe shown.6E1(ldnl)  fIndex(A; Oreg) 2 Addrg ;A; Oreg := Mem(Index(A; Oreg)); 0E1(stnl)  fAdmAddr(Index(A; Oreg))g ;Mem(Index(A; Oreg)); A; B; C; Oreg := B; C; ?; ?; 0E1(ldnlp)  A; Oreg := Index(A; Oreg); 0As the ontrol ow is really hanged by the gall-operation it has a (sensible)meaning only in a surrounding ontext whih allows to express jump-destinations.Similar to Theorem 10.1.10 of [61℄ where (un)onditional jumps are onsidered andalso similar to our semantis-denition in Set. 7.3 the following holds.Suppose a  opr(#gall)  b =   d and j = sp + jj, where #gall =OpCode(gall). Then[Oreg = 0℄ ; [A = j℄ ; I1(a; opr(#gall)  b) (A.1) A; Oreg := sp + jaj+ 1; 0 ; I1(; d) :This theorem onforms with the intuition and beautifully expresses that ontrolis transfered to the rst instrution of d, the position of whih is determined bythe jump-address j and that the return address is saved in register A.A.2.3 Large operandsIn a seond abstration step one gets rid of the operand register Oreg. Its purposeis to provide word-size operands for the instrutions whih typially are lledin portions of four bits by sequenes of so-alled px and nx instrutions. Asyet, Oreg is treated like any other register so the next abstration step providesan understanding of leading px and nx hains together with another leadinginstrution serving for a multi-byte instrution.It turns out that one is interested in starting ode sequenes with a learedoperand register, e.g. (A.1), as this allows to handle jumps adequately. This sug-gests a data renement whih is, for proesses P , dened byG2(P ) def= Oreg+ ; [Oreg = 0℄ ; P ; fOreg = 0g ; Oreg  :Again, the operand register is hidden as it will be of no further interest in thesequel. The new, i.e. more abstrat, run-phase of the Transputer is dened by6 An approximation for instrutions that assign to the memory must ensure that the program storageis not orrupted. This expresses in the prediate AdmAddr whih holds for a word w i w belongs tothe aessible addresses Addr but does not point into the program storage.
A.2 Extensions 181I2(u; v) def= G2(I1(u; v)) ;hene exatly by the old one, just forget about Oreg if the input starts with aleared and ends with a leared operand register. As an entire prexed instrutioninstr(w)7 loads the operand register with w and behaves like instr afterwards itis proximate to dene the eet of instrutions on this level by8E2(instr ; w) def= G2(Oreg := w ; E1(instr)) ;beause by this denition the general instrution theorem redues toI2(u; instr(w)  v)  E2(instr ; w) ; I2(u  instr(w); v) :Applying the abstration E2 to our newly integrated diret funtions yieldsE2(ldnl; w)  fIndex(A; w) 2 Addrg ;A := Mem(Index(A; w))E2(stnl; w)  fAdmAddr(Index(A; w)g ;Mem(Index(A; w)); A; B; C := B; C; ?; ?E2(ldnlp; w)  A := Index(A; w) ;and the theorem about gall, (A.1), transfers to the present view as follows (f.Theorem 10.2.7 in [61℄).Suppose a  opr(#gall)  b =   d and j = sp + jj, where #gall =OpCode(gall). Then[A = j℄ ; I2(a; opr(#gall)  b) (A.2) A := sp + jaj+ 1 ; I2(; d) :As expeted, nothing hanged what the ontrol ow onerns, we just have amore faile but still onsistent view on the behavior.A.2.4 WorkspaeThe third abstration step presented in [61℄ replaes the memory Mem by aworkspae Wsp of xed length, lw, and with a xed memory-ell, sw, whih is in-tended to represent the position of the workspae pointer. This workspae (whihan be taken for an array) makes reasoning about the memory more onvenientas only a distinguished part of it is of interest. Essential for the abstration to beperformed is an overall assumption resp. requirement that all workspae loationshave admissible addresses whih implies that workspae and program storage aredisjoint by (here omitted) denition. This global requirement is assumed to beestablished by a loader and the instrutions have to leave this requirement in-variant. A further observation makes the abstration sensible at all. None of the7 Intuitively, instr (w) represents a sequene of instrutions that applies the diret funtion instr tothe word operand w, more preisely it is a sequene of px and nx instrutions suitably oded by wfollowed by the instrution instr applied to a four-bit remainder of w. For further explanations andresults see [61℄.8 Some timing onstraints are omitted.
182 A. Reetions on the Toy-Assembly-Languageinstrutions onsidered here modies the workspae pointer Wptr so it is reason-able to assume the position of Wptr being xed. All in all, we suggest the followingprediate for a oupling invariant9WspInMem ()Wptr = sw ^8i : 1  i  lw : Wsp[i℄ = Mem(Index(sw; i)) ^8i : 1  i  ls : Sys[i℄ = Mem(Index(sw; i)) ^8i : 1  i  lv : Vars[i℄ = Mem(Index(sw; ls + i)) ^8i : 1  i  lr : Raddr[i℄ = Mem(Index(sw; ls + lv + i))In [61℄ the workspae Wsp is introdued in order to provide a lear and transpar-ent view on the memory suh that it an easily be replaed by a list of symbolivariables in a next abstration step. As we do also head for a omprehensible viewon the implementation of proedures we add some more omponents. Like in [61℄,the WspInMem-prediate dened above still speies a distinguished memory-area alled Wsp and the workspae pointer is also assumed to be xed at positionsw. In our view, however, we furthermore assume the workspae Wsp to be par-titioned into three zones: Sys may store some system variables that might beneessary later, Vars is supposed to store variables and will thus play the roleof the entire Wsp in [61℄, and Raddr will be used to store return addresses. Theatual abstration is dened by10G3(P ) def=Wptr; Mem+ ; [WspInMem℄ ; Wsp; Sys; Vars; Raddr  ; P ;Wsp; Sys; Vars; Raddr ; fWspInMemg ; Wptr; Mem  ;and onsequently the behavior of partitioned ode sequenes and prexed instru-tions is given byI3(u; v) def= G3(I2(u; v))E3(instr ; w) def= G3(E2(instr ; w)) :The results onerning the instrutions and operations presented in [61℄ remainvalid as we performed the same abstration and only added some more variables tothe present view on the Transputer. And so does the general instrution theorem(Theorem 10.3.1), it readsI3(u; instr(w)  v)  E3(instr ; w) ; I3(u  instr(w); v) :The newly added instrutions on the other side look quite dierent now as theydo not address w.r.t. the workspae pointer but w.r.t. register A.If Index(A; w) is an address then Wsp[A swbpw + w℄ = Mem(Index(A; w)) and iffurthermore A swbpw + w lies in the workspae, i.e. if 1  A swbpw + w  lw, then9 In [61℄ the latter three onjunts are non-existent.10 Here, var denotes angeli addition of variable var to the state spae, var+ is the demoni addition.Both have an operational interpretation and also a theoretial bakground, see [61℄.
A.2 Extensions 183E3(ldnl; w)  A := Wsp[A  swbpw + w℄E3(stnl; w)  Wsp[A  swbpw + w℄; A; B; C := B; C; ?; ?E3(ldnlp; w)  A := Index(A; w) :A { sensible { gall-theorem for this view an also be given but the situationis quite more ompliated now. A look at (A.2) reveals that the return addressis saved in register A but of ourse it may immediately be overwritten and thusit may get lost before a subsequent return is reahed. The idea is to store thereturn address in the workspae, in the Raddr-zone to be preise. As there is nosingle instrution for a proeeding like this we have to implement it manually. Ofourse we have to implement a staking-mehanism as the stored return addressesmust be aessible even if a new proedure is alled. So suppose that one of thesystem variable ells, say Sys[rap℄ with 1  rap  ls, is used as a return addresspointer, a pointer that points to the top of the return address stak that is to beimplemented in the Raddr-zone now. Then onsider the sequene below that usesonly instrutions that are available:entryode def= ldl(rap)  ldnlp(1)  stl(rap)  ldl(rap)  stnl(0) :Roughly speaking, entryode has the following eet. Firstly the ontent of thereturn address pointer (this is the address of the top-of-the-stak) is loaded intoregister A and A's ontent is moved to B. Afterwards A's ontent, i.e. the ontentof the return address pointer, is inreased by one and saved to the return addresspointer again. Additionally B's ontent is moved bak to A. Then the modiedontent of the return address pointer, i.e. the inreased one, is loaded into Aagain, A's ontent is thereby moved to B, and nally B's ontent is saved to theworkspae ell speied by A. Thus, if we assume that A initially keeps the urrentreturn address then entryode stores it in a new ell of the Raddr-zone (we omittedto hek for overows here). Indeed this an be proved algebraially. The aspiredgall-theorem reads as follows.Suppose a  opr(#gall)  b =   entryode  d, j = sp + jj and r = sp + jaj + 1where #gall = OpCode(gall). Then[A = j℄ ; I3(a; opr(#gall)  b) (A.3) Sys[rap℄; Wsp[Sys[rap℄  swbpw + 1℄ := Index(Sys[rap℄; 1); r ;A; B; C := B; ?; ? ;I3(  entryode; d)This looks nie but still quite ompliated. However, if we want to resolve a re-turn address that has been stored on the stak before we need a suitable sequeneof instrutions whih somehow reverses the eet of entryode. A promising an-didate is1111 Essentially, the idea of entryode and exitode is taken from [24℄ whih onsiders the authenti trans-lation from Cint to the Transputer, see also p. 173.
184 A. Reetions on the Toy-Assembly-Languageexitode def= ldl(rap)  ldnlp( 1)  stl(rap)  ldl(rap)  ldnl(1) :Assuming that exitode indeed resolves the return address and leaves it in registerA a proedure-return an be implemented by yet another gall. This motivatesto denereturn def= exitode  gall ;and, in fat, our intuition was right. The following observation an be shown whihholds slightly more general than presented here. We deided to state this versionin order to demonstrate how it ts to (A.3).Suppose aopr(#gall)b = ereturnf , n = sp+jereturnj+1 and r = sp+jaj+1where #gall = OpCode(gall). Then[Wsp[Sys[rap℄  swbpw ℄ = r℄ ; I3(e; return  f) (A.4) Sys[rap℄; A; B; C := Index(Sys[rap℄; 1); n; A; B ;I3(a  opr(#gall); b)Thus, the return address stored in Wsp[Sys[rap℄ swbpw ℄ by a gall to an entryodeis resolved if subsequently a return is exeuted; note that in (A.3) the pointeris simultaneously inreased suh that this interpretation onforms with the al-ulation. However, this looks still quite sophistiated and hard to handle in atranslation-orretness proof. In a while, after one more abstration step, the sit-uation gets learer and the reader hopefully appreiates our proeeding.A.2.5 Symboli addressingIn the fourth abstration step presented in [61℄ the workspae is ompletely re-plaed by a list of symboli variables. The variables whih are introdued by pro-grams of the onsidered soure language in [61℄ and their representations in theworkspae are related by variable ditionaries Æ. Omitting some further denitionsthe oupling invariant readsInWspÆ def= ^x2dom(Æ)(x; Wsp[adrx℄) 2 Rx ;and roughly verbalized it has the following meaning. For variables x with valuedomain Tx a so-alled representation relation Rx  TxWord is dened suh that(t; w) 2 Rx means that the word w stored in a workspae ell adrx alloated forx is a proper representation for the value t stored by x.This abstration does not diretly transfer to our view as we dot not wantto replae the entire workspae, we already implemented a return-address stakwhih would be destroyed. However, we provided the workspae with a speiarea, Vars, whih is intended to store variables and this fourth abstration stepis { in priniple { appliable in our senario, too, by takingInVarsÆ def= ^x2dom(Æ)(x; Vars[adrx℄) 2 Rx
A.2 Extensions 185for the oupling invariant and by arefully and attentively modifying denitionsand argumentations here and there wherever it is neessary. In partiular somerules onerning ertain diret funtions, e.g. ldl and stl, need further premises.We skip the remainder of this abstration step as we are interested in theproedure mehanism mainly. Let us assume that we will be able to integratevariables into our setting { [61℄ will hopefully guide us through this task { and letus perform yet another abstration, one that is not made in [61℄ as it is not neededthere (the soure language onsidered there knows nothing about proedures).A.2.6 Abstrat return addressesThe abstrations made so far let us reason about Transputer programs in a veryintuitive way. The ontrol ow, initially given by means of IP-movements, is nowrepresented by partitioning the program in question dierently, and most of thedata ow is desribed in terms of ditionaries. Less intuitive is the staking-mehanism for return-addresses, in partiular there is a mismath in the sensethat progression of exeution is modeled abstratly but the return addresses arestill given absolutely. Seen from this perspetive, it would be more instintive tostore the partitioned ode sequene to ontinue with after a return instead of theabsolute address of this ontinuation point (roughly speaking, one gets rid of thealulation whih determines this point). Let us try to model this more abstratview purely algebraially as done for the previous steps.Assume given a variable RAS whih serves for an abstrat return address stak(it will play the role of a in the operational semantis given in Set. 7.3) eahentry of whih is a splitted instrution sequene. For every Transputer programm we reasonably expet the following to hold for any point of the exeutiontime. The size of the absolutely given return address stak, i.e. Sys[rap℄ swbpw   ls  lv, equals the size of the abstrat return address stak, i.e. jRASj. Furthermore,eah entry of RAS, say RAS:i, is a partition of m whih odes the position of theinstrution pointer whih itself is ontained in Raddr[i℄. These expetations aremore tehnially expressed in the following prediate.Staked(m) ()jRASj = Sys[rap℄  swbpw   ls   lv ^8i : 1  i  jRASj :(8x; y : x  y = m ^ Raddr[i℄ = jxj : RAS:i = hx; yi) :Based on this oupling invariant whih relates both views, the one that knowsabout Raddr but nothing about RAS and the one that knows about RAS but nothingabout Raddr, the following data abstration is dened.Gm5 (P ) def= Raddr+ ; [Staked(m)℄ ; RAS  ; P ;RAS ; fStaked(m)g ; Raddr The yet more abstrat run-phase is given by
186 A. Reetions on the Toy-Assembly-LanguageI5(u; v) def= Guv5 (I4(u; v))and similarly is the behavior of funtions and operations whih are omitted hereas we are interested in more abstrat versions of the gall theorem (A.3) and thereturn theorem (A.4) mainly.Note that we aneled the Raddr-zone from our view, the remaining registersare still present. As before register A is assumed to ontain jump addresses andappropriate instrutions have to ensure this assumption in a later stage. Thegall-theorem in the present setting reads as follows.Suppose a  opr(#gall)  b =   entryode  d and j = sp + jj where #gall =OpCode(gall). Then[A = j℄ ; I5(a; opr(#gall)  b) (A.5) RAS := RAS  ha  opr(#gall); bi ;A; B; C := B; ?; ? ;I5(  entryode; d)The orresponding (and again demonstratively instantiated) return-theoremwhih illustrates how return addresses are resolved is the below one.Suppose a  opr(#gall)  b = e  return  f and n = sp + je  returnj + 1 where#gall = OpCode(gall). Then[RAS =   ha  opr(#gall); bi℄ ; I5(e; return  f) (A.6) RAS; A; B; C := ; n; A; B ;I5(a  opr(#gall); b)In omparison with (A.3) resp. (A.4) the intuitive omprehension has dramat-ially inreased and we hope the reader feels the same. A gall to an entryodemeans to stak the sequene with the modeled IP pointing to the suessive in-strution. If subsequently a return is reahed this topmost entry is popped othe stak and is taken for the sequene to ontinue with, the tail of the stak re-mains untouhed. Altogether, this nal12 abstration step was truly worth while.The next subsetion is onerned with the question how we an benet from thisabstrat but onsistent view on the behavior of the Transputer in respet of ourassembly language onsidered in Set. 7.3.A.3 The Moral of the TaleLet us ontinue our idealized and superial disussion onerning the loseness toreality. We will beome more vague in the sequel and will only present some ideasbeause there is still a great distane between the abstrat view presented beforeand our assembly language. Furthermore this appendix is meant to serve for ajustiation that our language is almost an abstrat view rather than for a proof12 In [61℄ there is one further abstration step that forgets about registers. Most of the instrutionsdo not have a meaning of their own anymore and for our rough exposition this abstration gives nofurther insight.
A.3 The Moral of the Tale 187that it is an abstrat view on the Transputer. Atually, the view derived so fardoes not onform with our language at as, for instane, the latter is embodied withlabels serving for jump-destinations whereas the former uses addresses. However,the reader is invited to tape up the following position and follow our thoughtsonerning a possible further proeeding.Firstly it should have beome lear that modeling the movements of an instru-tion pointer by partitioning the program in question dierently is a sensible andonsistent abstration. It failitates reasoning about the behavior of programs inlarge amounts and there should be no doubt about it. In this sense our semantisis reasonable.Seondly, and partiularly very roughly, we laim that apart from the proe-dure mehanism all ingredients for an instantiation of our \maros" asg(x; e) andj(b; l) an be found in [61℄. As a part of the orretness proof the translation ofthe onsidered (timed) WHILE-language to real Transputer ode is indutivelydened. Let us briey visit some of the rules mentioned there though they will behardly understandable beause there is still a lak of voabulary.But before doing so we also aÆrm that it is possible to omit labels in ourassembly language and onsequently ban labels from our setting at all. If we as-sume our instrutions { whih we keep for \maros" { to be already expanded tosequenes of real Transputer instrutions or if we assume that eah of our instru-tions has a spei length, then we an express the destinations of (onditional)jumps by means of numbers instead of labels; this is possible beause j jumpsrelatively to the ontent of the operand register. To proeed similar for subrou-tine alls, note that gall jumps to the absolute address ontained in registerA, some more modiations have to be performed. The idea is to let the trans-lation ditionary Æ assign proedure names to relative addresses whih at as anoset and to implement the jsr-ommand manually in suh ways that it omputesthe absolute address of the atual jump destination, see below. In so doing, thetranslation would hopefully remain provably orret though probably this proofwould not be as lean as presented here beause verifying jumps would amountin a ounting-exerise. However, let us assume for the moment that our assemblylanguage is not equipped with labels. Furthermore we freely modify the sourelanguage onsidered in [61℄ in the sense that we keep it for our target languagewhenever this seems appropriate. We also omit the timing onstraints and we de-vise some further operations our soure language ould be provided with in orderto reason about expressions.Theorem 12.3.3 of [61℄ tells us that the ode sequene m1  stl(adrx) is a(orret) translation of the assignment asg(x; e) if m1 is a (orret) translation ofthe expression e for a reasonable variable ditionary. An expression e whih, forinstane, onsists of an addition, say e = e1 + e2 is (orretly) translated to thesequene m2  stl(adr) m1  ldl(adr) m0 if m1 and m2 are (orret) translationsof the expressions e1 and e2 respetively, if m0 is the (orret) translation of thebinary operator `+' and if some further onstraints onerning ditionaries hold, f.Theorem 12.4.4. Finally, by Theorem 12.6.1 the summation sign '+' is (orretly)translated to operation add and we are done.
188 A. Reetions on the Toy-Assembly-LanguageA similar argumentation an be made for onditional jumps. Assume that mbis the translation of a Boolean expression b (subsetion 12.6.3 of [61℄ deals withthis). Then the instrution sequene mb jp(n)13 rstly evaluates b and overjumpsn subsequent instrutions on false or transfers ontrol to the diretly suessiveinstrution otherwise, this an be seen from Theorem 12.3.10.These two examples suggest that it should indeed be possible to keep our as-sembly instrutions asg(x; e) and j(b; l) for \maros" whih an be instantiatedby (sequenes of) real Transputer instrutions. The fat that we onsidered in-strutions embodied with entire (Boolean) expressions is only due to onvenieneas we foused on the implementation of the ontrol ow; the sequenes whihimplement asg(x; e) and j(b; l) are at and thus boring in this sense.What remains is a justiation of our proedure mehanism so let us ommenton this. Comparing (A.5) and (A.6) with our prediate transformer laws for theassembly language, Fig. 7.2, shows that storing whole partitioned instrution se-quenes serving for an abstrat representation of onrete return addresses is notthat artiial and wondrous as it seems to be at rst glane. We also know aTransputer-ode sequene whih implements our ret-instrution, namely return.To implement its ounterpart, jsr, some preparatory work has to be done and somefurther assumptions are to be made. Suppose a spei ell of the Sys-zone, saySys[start ℄ with 1  start  ls and start 6= rap, is intended to keep the value ofthe start address sp of the program storage whih an be thought to be ommu-niated by the loader program. Furthermore assume that the ompiling-shemeof Set. 8.2 is modied in the following ways. Firstly, and we already disussedthis, asg, j and ret are replaed by their implementations as suggested before.Seondly, if a blok introduing proedure p is translated then the translation ofp's body reeives a preeding entryode and for this translation as well as for thetranslation of the body of the blok itself, the urrent translation ditionary getsa new binding for p. It assigns to that number determining the rst instrution ofthe orresponding entryode. Finally, a all of proedure p an be translated tojsr(Æ(p)) def=ldl(start)  ld(Æ(p))  opr(OpCode(add))  opr(OpCode(gall))beause it an be shown that this sequene leaves sp+Æ(p), i.e. the absolute startaddress of p's body (inluding the preeding entryode) at exeution time whenthe program is loaded into the program storage, in register A suh that, in thevery end, the gall-theorem (A.5) redues to the following.Suppose a  jsr(n)  b =   entryode  d where n = jj. If Sys[start ℄ = sp thenI5(a; jsr(n)  b) RAS := RAS  ha  jsr(n); bi ;B; C :=?; ? ;I5(  entryode; d)13 The onditional jump of the Transputer is denoted by j. As it ould be easily mistaken for j of ourassembly language we let jp play its role.
A.4 Remarks 189We hope that this nal denition demonstrates that { in priniple and apartfrom the use of labels whih were introdued in order to inrease readabilityand omprehension { all of our \maro"-instrutions an be attened to realTransputer-ode suh that our language an be kept for { more or less { realisti.A.4 RemarksOne again we like to stress that this appendix is meant for a pure justiation. Wedo not laim that the assembly language dened in Set. 7.3 is an abstrat viewon an existing assembly language, e.g. Transputer ode, but we do laim that thelanguage onsidered there makes sense what the ontrol ow aspets onerns andthat partiularly the ways its semantis is dened, inluding the proedure meh-anism, is not that artiial as it seems. On ontrary, as just observed, this viewon progress of exeution and staking of return addresses is indeed an abstrationof a real language.A few remarks remain to be made beause the areful reader may objet that[61℄ is onerned with preservation of total orretness whih, as the \rule-of-thumb", Set. 7.1, suggests orresponds to least xpoints. The question arises howthe results of [61℄ from whih we benet here apply in the ase of preservation ofpartial orretness and variations thereof where greatest xpoints are adequate.Let us briey omment on this. The hoie of xpoints is also relevant in [61℄ andexpresses in some axioms apturing the dynami behavior of Transputer programs,see Set. 8.4 in [61℄. As already mentioned in Set. A.2 the omplete behavior ofthe running phase of the Transputer is modeled by a Run-proess whih yliallyexeutes a Step-proess. This exeution-yle expresses in the axiom Run = Step ;Run. The emerging problem is that this equation fails to determine Run uniquely.As PTC is the notion of interest in [61℄ one should take the least solution. If onedeides to do so, it follows that Run ; X = Run ; Y for all proesses X and Y ; thisan be shown by simple appliation of the indution rule. For stylisti reasons [61℄desisted from taking the least solution and takes the property Run ; X = Run ; Yfor allX and Y as a seond { and nal { axiom instead. Both axioms together playan important role in the remainder, in partiular the general instrution theoremsrely on them. By leaving unspeied whih solution to take, the greatest solutionis also permitted but the remaining question is how the greatest solution getsalong with the seond property. Lukily, one an show Run ; X  Run ; Y for allX and Y , and hene also an equality, also for the greatest solution, for instaneby xpoint indution. The base ase, i.e. Run ; X  > ; Y is obvious and for theindution step assume given a prediate transformer f satisfying Run ; X  f ; Y .Then Step ; f ; Y  Step ; Run ; X = Run ; Xsuh that Run ; X  x(Step ; x) ; Y follows. Admissibility is again obvious by thedistribution properties of `;', see (4.1). Thus, even hoosing the greatest xpointdoes not violate the axioms and the results onerning pure data abstrations {and in Set. A.2 we only used those and no translation theorems { remain valid and
190 A. Reetions on the Toy-Assembly-Languageappliable even in the PPC ase. However, one should be rather areful not to useother, here not mentioned, onsequenes that rely on a spei hoie of xpointsor equations. Of ourse, the atual translation-orretness proof presented in [61℄does not transfer to the PPC-ase but our seond proof presented in Set. 8.2 isintended to provide a general guidane.
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